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Abstract
Artificial Intelligence research has produced many effective techniques for solving a wide range
of problems. Practitioners tend to concentrate their efforts in one particular problem solving
paradigm and, in the main, AI research describes new methods for solving particular types of
problems or improvements in existing approaches. By contrast, much less research has consid-
ered how to fruitfully combine different problem solving techniques. Numerous studies have
demonstrated how a combination of reasoning approaches can improve the effectiveness of one of
those methods. Others have demonstrated how, by using several different reasoning techniques,
a system or method can be developed to accomplish a novel task, that none of the individual
techniques could perform. Combined reasoning systems, i.e., systems which apply disparate
reasoning techniques in concert, can be more than the sum of their parts. In addition, they
gain leverage from advances in the individual methods they encompass. However, the benefits
of combined reasoning systems are not easily accessible, and systems have been hand-crafted
to very specific tasks in certain domains. This approach means those systems often suffer from
a lack of clarity of design and are inflexible to extension. In order for the field of combined rea-
soning to advance, we need to determine best practice and identify effective general approaches.
By developing useful frameworks, we can empower researchers to explore the potential of com-
bined reasoning, and AI in general. We present here a framework for developing combined
reasoning systems, based upon Baars’ Global Workspace Theory. The architecture describes a
collection of processes, embodying individual reasoning techniques, which communicate via a
global workspace. We present, also, a software toolkit which allows users to implement systems
according to the framework. We describe how, despite the restrictions of the framework, we
have used it to create systems to perform a number of combined reasoning tasks. As well
as being as effective as previous implementations, the simplicity of the underlying framework
means they are structured in a straightforward and comprehensible manner. It also makes the
systems easy to extend to new capabilities, which we demonstrate in a number of case studies.
Furthermore, the framework and toolkit we describe allow developers to harness the parallel
nature of the underlying theory by enabling them to readily convert their implementations into
distributed systems. We have experimented with the framework in a number of application do-
mains and, through these applications, we have contributed to constraint satisfaction problem
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The phrase combined reasoning refers to using different reasoning techniques, in concert, to
address a task. In many applications, the ability to draw upon the power of disparate techniques
makes systems which employ combined reasoning more capable and effective than systems which
rely upon just one form of reasoning. Whilst many studies have demonstrated the benefits of
combined reasoning, there have been fewer which consider general approaches and best practice
in the art of creating combined reasoning systems and frameworks to help create such systems.
We describe here a framework that we have developed, based upon Baars’ Global Workspace
Theory, which allows users to create combined reasoning systems. We started our investiga-
tions by performing a case-study in combined reasoning, namely the automated reformulation
of constraint satisfaction problems. As well as resulting in a useful system, this project allowed
us to understand, more generally, the characteristics that a useful generic approach might offer,
such as good performance, clarity of design and ease of extension. We used these insights,
and inspiration from cognitive science, to develop a generic framework for combined reasoning
based upon the Global Workspace Architecture (GWA). This framework considers different
reasoning capabilities as being embodied in specialist processes which are linked by a highly
restrictive communication scheme. We developed a software toolkit to support developing sys-
tems according to this framework, which we used to show that the framework is, indeed, a valid
underpinning for creating combined reasoning systems. To do this, we considered re-workings
of previous combined reasoning systems. In particular, we re-visited our constraint reformu-
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lation project to create a simpler, clearer version of that system. We also demonstrated how
features of the GWA allowed us to distribute our systems over several computers in a straight-
forward manner. In addition, the clarity and extensibility of the framework were demonstrated
in studies where we introduced new functionality, with reasonably little development effort, to
enhance our systems to perform new tasks.
We introduce this project by describing the motivation for our investigations into combined
reasoning and generic frameworks. We then discuss the aims of the project and the contributions
we have made to the various fields to which our work relates and describe how this document
is organised.
1.1 Motivation
The field of Artificial Intelligence has spawned many effective techniques for solving particular
types of problems. Research in AI, in the most part, describes new techniques that have been
developed for certain classes of problems or improvements in established methods for addressing
those problems. As such, there is an alignment of researchers along general problem-solving
lines, for example automated theorem proving or constraint solving. To a lesser extent, AI
researchers have addressed how disparate problem solving paradigms can be fruitfully combined.
There have been a number of studies where the combination of reasoning techniques has pro-
duced a system, or method, which either enhances the capabilities of one of the contributing
skills or is able to perform some new task which no sub-set of approaches could accomplish.
In other words, the whole is greater than the sum of the parts. The benefits of combined rea-
soning are clear but they are not easy to access. Many of the systems which exhibit combined
reasoning have been hand-crafted to perform the task to which they were set, with bespoke
code controlling the interaction of the component systems. Others have been developed with
a specific application domain in mind, and are heavily tailored to that domain. Both these
factors can lead to systems which suffer from a lack of clarity of design and are inflexible to
extension. A small, but growing, number of projects have considered whether there are generic
approaches to combining reasoning systems or whether there are formalisations of reasoning
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approaches that would benefit the process of designing and building such systems.
Our project is motivated by the desire to determine best practice in combined reasoning, i.e.,
which system architectures are most appropriate for which tasks, which modes of internal
communication are most effective, the best methods of distributing combined reasoning system,
which representation schemes are most effective, and so on. We would like to know whether it
is possible to create frameworks that could meet the needs of a practitioner wishing to create
combined systems, in sufficiently many cases as to make the frameworks worth having. To
meet these criteria, the frameworks would need to support the development of effective, clear
systems that are easy to develop, modify and maintain and provide benefits of software reuse. If
there are such approaches and frameworks, then we would like to see them available as toolkits
and software development workbenches which aim to increase the productivity of the user.
The benefits of such frameworks would be many-fold: empowering researchers to create better
combined systems, enabling unsophisticated users to access combined reasoning and furthering
our studies into combined reasoning itself.
There are sub-projects within our work that also bring their own motivation. For example, our
case-study in constraint reformulation is motivated, in addition to furthering our understanding
of combined reasoning, by seeking ways to reduce the overhead in creating effective constraint
programs. In addition, with our investigations into other combined reasoning applications us-
ing our framework, we sought to corroborate the findings and approaches of previous bespoke
systems. For instance, we have considered the model of automated theory formation devel-
oped in the HR system, whereby concepts are created via the application of production rules,
conjectures are formed about those concepts and efforts are made to settle those conjectures.
Furthermore, inspiration for some aspects of our work comes from cognitive science, in the form
of Baars’ Global Workspace Theory. We are also, therefore, presented with an opportunity to
investigate how automated reasoning may feed back into our understanding of cognition.
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1.2 Objectives and Approach
The aim of our project is to research best practice in, and approaches to combined reasoning. In
particular, the main hypothesis we put forward is that the theoretical framework we developed,
based upon the Global Workspace Architecture, represents a sound theoretical underpinning
for creating effective combined reasoning systems.
When we began our project, we first performed a case-study in combined reasoning and re-
viewed existing combined reasoning systems and approaches. The purpose of this was to aid our
understanding of the field of combined reasoning and highlight the salient areas for considera-
tion. In addition, we aimed to provide a comparative test bed with which to asses our further
work in frameworks and approaches. We sought to identify suitable frameworks for combined
reasoning in light of our findings in the case-study. Our attention was drawn to the GWA as
a suitable candidate architecture. GWA bears many features that we considered attractive for
combined reasoning, specifically:
 it is based upon the notion of specialist processes contributing specific skills to a global
whole;
 it deals neatly with relevance, i.e., the idea of selecting which tools to apply to particular
scenarios;
 the organisation of inter-operating tools and their communication is clear;
 it is a distributed architecture.
Therefore, we selected the GWA as a candidate for a theoretical framework for combining
reasoning systems. However, the architecture prescribes a highly restrictive communication
scheme, which could be a significant barrier to creating effective combined reasoning systems.
In order to demonstrate the truth of our hypothesis, we developed the initial concept of the
Global Workspace Architecture as follows:
 we created a framework for creating combined reasoning system which defines the system,
its sub-processes and their intercommunication in accordance with the GWA.
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 we developed a software toolkit for creating and testing systems based upon our GWA
framework. This enabled us to realise actual implementations and test their effectiveness.
 we used our toolkit to create systems to perform similar tasks to those performed by
existing combined reasoning systems. Specifically, we investigated re-creating systems,
such as the focus of our case-study, where we had prior experience. This allowed us to
assess whether systems created using our framework performed as well as bespoke systems
in the task for which they were built.
 we extended the software toolkit to operate in a distributed manner to assess whether
the parallel nature of the underlying theory was realisable in practice.
 we considered extensions to our applications in order to demonstrate the clarity and
extensibility of systems designed using our framework.
1.3 Contributions
This thesis makes several contributions to the state-of-the-art in various areas of Artificial
Intelligence. As described below, we have performed investigations in, and made contributions
to combined reasoning, constraint solving and automated theory formation.
 In our case-study into combined reasoning, we showed how it was possible to automate the
process of introducing implied constraints into constraint problems to create more efficient
models. This procedure was previously a laborious semi-automated task, requiring skills
in mathematics and constraint solving. This project produced the ICARuS system, a
useful tool for reformulating constraint problems.
 We have developed a theoretical framework for the development of combined reasoning
systems, based upon the global workspace architecture. The framework we present is
a sound basis for creating such systems, which we demonstrate through a number of
studies. In addition, it simplifies the process of turning the systems that a user develops
into distributed implementations, with the benefits that parallelism brings. Furthermore,
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the clarity of design inherent in the framework makes it easy to understand how those
systems operate and simplifies extending them to further capabilities.
 We have created the GC software toolkit to support creating, configuring and running
systems according to our framework, which we used to assess our framework. This toolkit
provides a library for developing software, an interface for creating and running systems,
facilities for running systems in a distributed manner and tools for developers to include
in their systems.
 We have, as part of our assessment of the framework, created a number of configurations
for different applications, including GC-ICARuS, an improved constraint reformulation
system. In particular, we have created GC-ATF, a configuration for automated theory
formation. This has contributed to the field of ATF by confirming the validity, and
highlighting the weaknesses, of previous approaches.
1.4 Organisation of this Document
Chapters 1, 2 and 3 provide background material and lay the foundations for our work:
 Chapter 1: Introduction
We describe the motivation, objectives and contributions of our work.
 Chapter 2: Background - AI Problem Solving Techniques
We describe some specific problem solving techniques that have been developed in the
field of Artificial Intelligence that have relevance to our work. In addition, we provide
background to Global Workspace Theory and the Global Workspace Architecture.
 Chapter 3: Background - Combined Reasoning Systems
We discuss different types of combined reasoning systems, some example systems and
some general approaches. However, we defer commentary about those approaches bearing
strong similarities to our work until chapter 12.
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We begin our investigations into combined reasoning with a case-study:
 Chapter 4: ICARuS - A Case-Study in Combined Reasoning
We describe the ICARuS constraint reformulation system, its success in automatically
reformulating constraint programs for algebraic families and the insights it gives us into
combined reasoning.
Taking what we learned from ICARuS, and inspiration from cognitive science, we develop our
own framework for combined reasoning:
 Chapter 5: A GWA Framework for Combined Reasoning
We outline the framework we developed for combined reasoning and describe how users
can configure this framework to create systems.
 Chapter 6: The GC Toolkit
We discuss our software toolkit that allows developers to configure, parameterise and run
their own systems according to the rules of our framework.
We use our toolkit to revisit previous systems and demonstrate how our framework is a useful
basis for the creation of combined systems:
 Chapter 7: Automated Theory Formation with GC
We describe GC-ATF, a configuration of GC which preforms automated theory forma-
tion by applying the method that was first developed for the HR discovery system. We
describe the components for individual tasks and illustrate how the system operates.
 Chapter 8: Experiments with GC-ATF
In order to show how effective GC-ATF is at theory formation, we test it over several
domains. We comment on its performance relative to the HR system, a state-of-the art
theory formation system.
 Chapter 9: GC-ICARuS - A GC Configuration for Constraint Reformulation
We revisit our ICARuS investigation using GC to further demonstrate the capabilities
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of our framework. We show how the framework addresses some of the issues raised during
our case-study.
 Chapter 10: Parallel Implementation using GC
We describe a distributed implementation of GC which is facilitated by the parallel nature
of the cognitive theory underlying our framework. We demonstrate how the framework
enables configurations to be easily adapted to parallel running.
 Chapter 11: Applications of GC-ATF
We describe further studies we have performed which highlight how easy it is to enhance
GC configurations and introduce new capabilities.
Finally, we discuss other projects that have bearing on ours, describe our planned future work
and draw conclusions:
 Chapter 12: Related Work
We discuss other projects that are similar to our own. In particular we discuss other
frameworks and approaches to combined reasoning and how their aims and approaches
relate to ours.
 Chapter 13: Future Work
We describe a number of projects we would like to pursue which follow on from our work.
These cover improving the framework and tools we have developed so far, together with
furthering our work into combined reasoning and in automated theory formation.
 Chapter 14: Conclusions
We conclude that we have met the objectives of our investigation and that, in partic-
ular, our framework for combined reasoning systems is a sensible underpinning for the
combination of reasoning systems.
We also attach three appendices:
 Appendix A: ICARuS Configuration Templates
We give examples of the files required to configure ICARuS for a reformulation session.
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 Appendix B: GC Toolkit - Example Output
For illustrative purposes, we provide example output from running a simple GC config-
uration.
 Appendix C: GC-ATF - In Operation
We provide detailed output from GC-ATF when running a theory formation investiga-
tion, to supplement a commentary in the body of the text.
1.5 Summary
We have outlined our project and described the motivation for our work, what we set out to
achieve and the contributions we have made to Artificial Intelligence. Numerous studies have
shown the benefits of combined reasoning. In some cases, the resulting system improves upon
the effectiveness of one sub-component. More important, however, are combinations which
are capable of performing a task that no sub-set of components could. Such combinations
suggest that the true potential of the field of Artificial Intelligence could only ever be reached
by considering an interaction of its numerous sub-fields.
The main aim of our work is to further the field of combined reasoning by presenting a candidate
for a generic framework and the tools to allow developers to use it and experiment with it. In
particular, we test our hypothesis that the GWA is a sound theoretical basis for the combination
of reasoning systems. In the remainder of this document, we describe our framework and GC,
our toolkit for applying it. Our hypothesis is supported by our investigation with the systems we
created using GC, which we show are as effective as existing combined systems. In addition, the
framework provides several attractive supplementary features, such as clarity of design and the
ability to develop distributed systems simply. Consequently, we recommend that practitioners
wishing to leverage the benefits of combined reasoning should consider our framework as a
potential starting point.
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Chapter 2
Background - AI Problem Solving
Techniques
2.1 Introduction
This chapter provides some background to the subject matter of our project, where we consider
approaches to combined reasoning and a generic framework for creating combined systems. We
use the phrase combined reasoning to refer to the type of reasoning performed by a system which
incorporates a number of disparate AI techniques into a single whole. As the name suggests,
the combined whole, and each of the systems it incorporates, perform some form of automated
reasoning. In this chapter, in §2.3, we define what we mean by Automated Reasoning. It is a
large area of AI, encompassing many disciplines which are suited to solving particular types of
problems and we talk about some relevant sub-fields in §2.4. In much of our work, we have used
existing systems for solving particular AI problems purely as black boxes. Consequently we
limit our discussion of the details of how systems operate to only those systems which we have
used extensively in our projects. Many of the systems we describe use first-order logic as a basis
for their operation or as a format for input. We begin this chapter with a brief introduction to
logical systems and explain some of the terminology which appears later. One benefit of our
project is to allow developers to create combined systems in which the overall processing load
can be readily distributed over several computer hosts. In §2.5 we discuss distributed systems
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and parallel processing. The systems that users of our framework create have certain features
in common with agent-based systems, whereby specific reasoning skills are encapsulated within
agent-like workspace processes. We discuss multi-agent systems and architectures in §2.6.
Part of our project concerns a framework for combined reasoning based upon the Global
Workspace Architecture. In §2.7, we give some background to Global Workspace Theory and
its development as a model for mammalian consciousness. In chapter 3 we provide further
background covering previous examples of combined reasoning systems, describing how these
systems were implemented and the various AI techniques they incorporated. As we have not
yet described our work, we provide only general background in these chapters and, in chapter
12, we give details of work that is related to ours.
2.2 Logical Systems
A logical system is a language for describing logical formulae together with a set of inference
rules which allow logical formulae to be derived from other logical formulae. AI systems gener-
ally use some form of logical representation scheme in their computations. In this section, we
describe propositional logic and first-order logic, which are two common types of logical systems
and introduce some useful terminology. In addition, we briefly touch on higher-order logics.
Note that we use Prolog notation here, i.e. upper case variables and lower case constants.
2.2.1 Propositional Logic
The language of Propositional logic consists of propositions and connectives. A proposition is
a simple truth statement and can take the value true or false. For example:
a cat is an animal,
bill is forty years of age,
kate owns a green car.
The connectives defined by propositional logic, in table 2.1, represent common notions in rea-
soning and are used to join propositions and logical formulae together to create new formulae.
Propositional logic describes the concept of a well-formed formula (wff) meaning a formula
that has been created from existing well-formed formulae through the proper use of a logical





→ “IMPLIES” (if-then, implication)
↔ “IF AND ONLY IF” (equivalence)
Table 2.1: Propositional logic connectives.
connective. The value of the wff depends upon the connectives used and the value of the
propositions. Examples of wff are shown in table 2.2, where p, q, r and s represent propositions.
wff value
p equal to the value of p
p ∧ q true if both p and q are true, otherwise false
¬p true if p is false, false if p is true
¬q ∨ p true if ether q is false or p is true
q → p false if q is true and p is false, otherwise true
r ↔ s true if s and r have the same value, otherwise false
(¬q ∧ p) → (¬s ∨ r) false if q is false, p is true, s is true and r is false, otherwise true
Table 2.2: Examples of wff in propositional logic.
The inference rules of propositional logic allow us to derive new logical formulae from formulae
that are taken to be true. Several inference rules are shown in table 2.3.
Inference Rule Given Result
Double negation ¬¬p p
AND introduction p, q p ∧ q
AND elimination p ∧ q p (or q)
EQUIVALENCE introduction p→ q, q → p p↔ q
EQUIVALENCE elimination p↔ q p→ q (or q → p)
OR introduction p p ∨ q
OR elimination p ∨ q, p→ r, q → r r
OR syllogism (resolution) p ∨ q,¬p q
Modus Ponens p→ q,p q
Table 2.3: A selection of propositional logic inference rules.
We say that the result can be inferred from the given formulae and use the symbol ⊢ to indicate
this. These inference rules allow us to generate proofs in propositional logic. We do this by
showing how, by using one or more inference rule steps, we can derive a formula from one or more
others. The technique of reductio ad absurdum is useful in proving. Here, a formula is shown to
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be false by demonstrating how assuming it is true leads to a contradiction. For example, figure
2.1 shows a proof of the inference rule of Modus Tollens, which states ((p→ q) ∧ ¬q) ⊢ ¬p.
1 (p→ q) ∧ ¬q given
2 p→ q 1, AND elimination
3 ¬q 1, AND elimination
4 p assumption
5 q 2, 4, modus ponens
6 ¬p 3, 4, 5, reductio ad absurdum
Figure 2.1: A proof of modus tollens ((p→ q) ∧ ¬q ⊢ ¬p) in propositional logic.
Using similar techniques we could also show:
(p→ q) ⊢ (¬q → ¬p)
This is an important identity were, ¬q → ¬p is called the contrapositive of p → q. It is
generated by taking the converse of the implication p→ q, i.e., q → p, and negating each side.
2.2.2 First-order Logic
First-order logic (or predicate logic) is an extension of propositional logic to include predicates
and quantifiers. A predicate represents a property of an object or a relation between objects
and can be true or false. For example, man(A) expresses the concept of all things, A, that
are men, and we call the A a variable. For example, the phrase “Socrates is a man” could be
expressed, in predicate logic, as:
man(socrates)
and, similarly, the phrase “David is Matthew’s father” could be described using:
father(david,matthew).
In these predicates, the variables have been instantiated, or ground, to the values socrates,
david and matthew, which we call constants. The choice of which predicates and variables to
use is up to the logician but their meaning should be consistent. The same sentence could be
represented using several other predicates. For example,




Quantifiers make it possible to fashion statements that range over variables. Specifically there
is a universal quantifier (∀), which considers all possible instantiations of a variable. There
is also an existential quantifier (∃), which describes the existence of one variable instantiation
which satisfies the formula. For example, it allows statements such as “all men are mortal”
∀ x man(x)→ mortal(x)
which reads “for all x, if x is a man then x is mortal”, and “everyone has a father”
∀ x ∃ y father(y, x)
which is read as “for all x there is a y such that y is the father of x”.
The inference rules for predicate logic are similar to those for propositional logic. In addition,
there are inference rules affecting the quantifiers. These are described in table 2.4.
Inference Rule Given Result
Forall introduction P (c) true for all possible c ∀ x P (x)
Forall elimination ∀ x P (x) P (c)
Exists introduction P (c) ∃ x P (x)
Exists elimination ∃ x P (x) P (c) for some arbitrary c
Table 2.4: Predicate logic inference rules for quantifiers.
Note that a quantified predicate can be turned into a proposition by assigning values to the
variables, whereupon it considers the truth of a particular case. This is referred to as grounding,
with the instantiated variables being called ground variables. Predicates and propositions, with
no logical connectives, are known as atoms and can take a true or false value. Atoms and their
negations are known as literals.
Many AI systems use some form of first-order logic as their representation scheme, including all
those we have considered in our projects. In many systems the input process requires that the
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logical statements are in a particular format. One such format is a clause, which is a disjunction
of literals e.g.
A1 ∨ A2 ∨ . . . ∨ An.
Conjunctive Normal Form describes a propositional formula which is a conjunction of clauses.
For example, the following statement is in conjunctive normal form:
(A ∨ ¬B) ∧ (B ∨ C).
It is possible to translate any propositional formula into conjunctive normal form, which makes
it useful as an input format. The first-order equivalent of this is clausal normal form. Again, all
first-order statements can, through a process of logical manipulation, be translated into clausal
normal form. In clausal normal form all quantifiers are removed. Existential variables are re-
placed by ground equivalents in a process known as skolemisation. All clauses in clausal normal
form are assumed to be universally quantified and the quantifiers themselves are omitted. A
clausal normal form clause having at most one positive literal is known as a Horn-clause. They
are in the format:
¬a ∨ ¬b ∨ ¬c ∨ . . . ∨ z.
which can also be written:
(a ∧ b ∧ c . . .)→ z.
The Prolog programming language allows developers to program in a form of first-order pred-
icate logic. Users create facts and rules in a Prolog database in the form of horn-clauses. If
the clause has no negative literal then the clause is a fact. Where there is a negative literal it
becomes a rule. The user can query the database by asking Prolog to create an instantiation
for a clause they enter. It does this by searching the rules and facts in its database for suitable
solutions. For example, consider a Prolog database containing the following clauses:




The database can be queried using clauses as requests. Figure 2.2 shows a simple Prolog session
using this database, which we have encoded into the file example.pl.
SICStus 3.12.8 (x86-linux-glibc2.3):
Tue May 8 13:30:29 CEST 2007
Licensed to doc.ic.ac.uk
| ?- % consulting example.pl...








X = socrates ? ;





X = socrates ? ;
X = aristotle ? ;
no
Figure 2.2: A simple Prolog session.
The first two queries in the example session are “man(socrates)” and “man(aristotle)”. These
both return “yes” as the queries match explicit facts in the database. The next query returns
“no” as Prolog uses a closed-world assumption and there is no fact to support “man(plato)”.
The user can also query using uninstantiated variables which Prolog will try to find instan-
tiations for. For instance, the query “man(X)” returns, first, “yes, X=socrates” and then
“yes, X=aristotle”. The next query demonstrates the use of a Prolog rule. The query “mor-
tal(socrates)” cannot be supported by an explicit fact in the database. However, there is a rule
“mortal(X):-man(X)”. This states that, in order to satisfy “mortal(X)” it is sufficient to satisfy
“man(X)”, which is another way of saying “man(X) → mortal(X)” or “all men are mortal”.
Prolog uses this rule to check the validity of “mortal(socrates)”, which it confirms by identifying
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the fact “man(socrates)”. Again, we can query this with uninstantiated variables. Notice that,
in Prolog format, uninstantiated variables begin with capital letters and ground variables with
lower case characters. Prolog also supports anonymous variables. These are denoted by “ ”
and, when used in queries or rules, they mean that the we require the variable to be instan-
tiated but the actual value it is given is unimportant. For example, on the above database,
the query “man( )” would return “yes” because some satisfying instantiation is possible (either
“man(socrates)” or “man(aristotle)”).
2.2.3 Higher Order Logics
First order logic introduced the notion of quantifiers. However, these are restricted to quantifi-
cation of variables. Higher-order logics, amongst other things, relax this restriction by allowing
quantification of predicates. This relaxation means that higher order logics are able to express
more complex notions than first-order logic allows. For example, higher-order logic allows us
to make statements like:
∃ P (P (a) ∧ P (b))
∃ P (P (a) ∨ P (b))
The first statement says there is some property that both a and b share. The second considers
the existence of at least one property that either a or b exhibit. This increased expressiveness
comes at the price of complexity and it is much more difficult to reason effectively using higher-
order logics. In our projects, we have not yet considered higher-order logics and have restricted
ourselves to systems which use first-order representations only.
2.3 Automated Reasoning
When humans reason, we take a set of information and, from it, we make further inferences,
judgements or conclusions. The field of automated reasoning is concerned with developing soft-
ware to allow computers to do such reasoning automatically. AI practitioners define automated
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reasoning in different ways. We define automated reasoning, or more specifically a system that
performs automated reasoning, as one which (a) uses some form of logical representation and
(b) can provide some form of new information given some background knowledge. In order
to meet this definition, systems must therefore employ logical reasoning. Logical reasoning
describes how, in a logical formalisation, we are able to derive conclusions from preconditions
according to the specific inference rules of the given formalisation, for example, the inference
rules for propositional logic we outlined in figure 2.3 on page 12. We consider logical reasoning
to comprise three general reasoning approaches as shown in figure 2.3.
Postulates Inference Rules Conclusion
Deduction X X ?
Induction X ? X
Abduction ? X X
Figure 2.3: Logical reasoning approaches.
Deduction describes the process of inferring conclusions from known postulates by using the
well-defined inference rules of the given logic. Postulates are background information from
which deductive conclusions may be drawn, alternatively known as axioms, premises or pre-
conditions. A major automated reasoning sub-field concerned with deduction is Automated
Theorem Proving (§2.4.1), which attempts to show that a theorem (conclusion) is provable
from given axioms (postulates) using the rules of the logical system it uses. Induction refers
to the process of determining appropriate rules to explain observations from a given corpus of
assumed background knowledge. Abduction seeks to determine reasons for observed facts given
the inference rules of the domain. Inductive Logic Programming is an automated reasoning
sub-field that uses both induction and abduction [140].
In the following section, we describe several of the larger sub-fields, in terms of historical and
ongoing research effort. There are numerous other areas of automated reasoning, such as logic
programming and expert systems, which we do not discuss here for reasons of relevance and
practicality. We restrict ourselves to a discussion of systems which meet our definition and have
relevance elsewhere in this thesis.
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2.4 Automated Reasoning Fields
In the previous section we described what we mean by the phrase automated reasoning. This
is a huge research area which has spawned numerous techniques, most of which have been im-
plemented in systems. It is not within the scope of this document to describe all the systems
and approaches that could possibly be included in combined systems. Rather, we cover only
those sub-fields which have relevance elsewhere in this thesis, namely approaches that we have
seen integrated into combined systems or those we are considering for future combinations.
Also, as we are primarily concerned with creating implementations of reasoning approaches,
we have tended to focus upon actual systems rather than unimplemented, theoretical, rea-
soning approaches. Our definition of automated reasoning means we are interested chiefly in
systems which take input in a given logical syntax and provide some form of new information.
Consequently, we make a distinction, for instance, between automated theorem provers and
proof assistants. We are more interested in the former as these are more suited to being in-
tegrated into a combined system to which they can contribute a particular problem-solving or
information-garnering capability.
2.4.1 Automated Theorem Proving
In Automated Theorem Proving (ATP), the input information is a set of axioms together with
a theorem to be proved specified in a particular formal logic. The output information is a
formal proof, where possible, that the theorem follows from the axioms via the inference rules
of the logic. For example, figure 2.4 is a theorem proving problem that can be easily proved by
Prover9 [128]. The proof produced by Prover9 is shown as figure 2.5.
ATP has many applications, such as mathematics and systems verification. There have been
more than a hundred automated theorem prover implementations, which differ by the types
of logics they use as a representation scheme and their reasoning approach. One significant
distinction between provers is whether they are able to reason in first-order or higher-order logic,
which we described in §2.2.2. As mentioned in §2.2.3, higher-order reasoning, as performed by
the LEO II and TPS systems [20, 2], is more complex. This complexity means that higher-
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formulas(assumptions).
x + y = y + x.
(x + y) + z = x + (y + z).
((x + y)’ + (x + y’)’)’ = x # label(Robbins).
exists c (c + c = c) # label(idempotent).
end of list.
formulas(goals).
(x + y’)’ + (x’ + y’)’ = y # answer(Huntington).
end of list.
Figure 2.4: An example Prover9 problem input.
order provers are rarer. By contrast, there are many examples of first order theorem provers,
such as Otter [129]. Provers are often developed to allow practitioners to perform automated
reasoning in a specific logical system of interest. For example, the STRIP system [121] was
developed for intuitionist propositional logic, TRP++ [109] reasons in propositional linear time
logic and Keymaera [152] proves theorems in differential dynamic logics.
Another distinction between provers is the algorithmic approach they adopt. For example,
Waldmeister [106] employs unfailing Knuth Bendix completion [10], which is a logical method
for simplifying systems of logical formulae including equality. This approach has been shown
to be refutationally complete for theorem proving in equational theories. This means that if
we take a set of axioms together with the negated theory then, if this is inconsistent then
the approach will find it. Another refutationally complete method, for theories without equal-
ity, is resolution [158]. In §2.2.1, in figure 2.3 we mentioned the resolution inference rule for
propositional logic, which is
A ∨B , ¬B
A
i.e., if we no either A and B are true and know that B isn’t true then we know that A must be
true. This rule extends to larger clauses as follows
A1 ∨ A2 ∨ . . . ∨ An ∨ C , B1 ∨B2 ∨ . . . ∨Bm ∨ ¬C
A1 ∨ A2 ∨ . . . ∨ An ∨B1 ∨B2 ∨ . . . ∨Bm
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========================================== PROOF ============================================
% -------- Comments from original proof --------
% Proof 1 at 0.30 (+ 0.08) seconds: Huntington.
% Length of proof is 30.
% Level of proof is 15.
% Maximum clause weight is 23.
% Given clauses 48.
1 (exists c c + c = c) # label(idempotent) # label(non clause). [assumption].
2 (x + y’)’ + (x’ + y’)’ = y # answer(Huntington) # label(non clause) # label(goal). [goal].
3 x + y = y + x. [assumption].
4 (x + y) + z = x + (y + z). [assumption].
5 ((x + y)’ + (x + y’)’)’ = x # label(Robbins). [assumption].
6 c1 + c1 = c1 # label(idempotent). [clausify(1)].
7 (c2 + c3’)’ + (c2’ + c3’)’ != c3 # answer(Huntington). [deny(2)].
9 x + (y + z) = y + (x + z). [para(3(a,1),4(a,1,1)),rewrite([4(2)])].
10 ((x + y)’ + (y + x’)’)’ = y. [para(3(a,1),5(a,1,1,1,1))].
11 ((x + y)’ + (y’ + x)’)’ = x. [para(3(a,1),5(a,1,1,2,1))].
14 ((x + y)’ + (x + ((y + z)’ + (y + z’)’))’)’ = x. [para(5(a,1),5(a,1,1,2,1,2)),rewrite([3(11)])].
16 c1 + (c1 + x) = c1 + x. [para(6(a,1),4(a,1,1)),flip(a)].
18 (c1’ + (c1 + c1’)’)’ = c1. [para(6(a,1),5(a,1,1,1,1))].
25 ((x + c1)’ + (x + (c1’ + (c1 + c1’)’))’)’ = x. [para(18(a,1),5(a,1,1,2,1,2)),rewrite([3(14)])].
26 (c1 + (c1 + (c1’ + c1’))’)’ = c1’. [para(18(a,1),5(a,1,1,2)),rewrite([9(7),3(10)])].
27 ((x + y)’ + (x’ + y)’)’ = y. [para(3(a,1),10(a,1,1,2,1))].
37 ((c1 + x)’ + (c1 + (x + c1’))’)’ = c1 + x.[para(16(a,1),10(a,1,1,1,1)),rewrite([4(8)])].
75 ((c1 + x)’ + (c1’ + ((c1 + c1’)’ + x))’)’ = x. [para(18(a,1),27(a,1,1,2,1,1)),rewrite([4(9),3(14)])].
146 (c1’ + (c1 + (c1’ + c1’))’)’ = c1. [para(26(a,1),5(a,1,1,2)),rewrite([16(9),3(11)])].
147 (c1 + (c1’ + c1’))’ = (c1 + c1’)’. [para(26(a,1),10(a,1,1,1)),rewrite([3(13),146(14),3(4)]),flip(a)].
156 (c1 + (c1 + c1’)’)’ = c1’. [back rewrite(26),rewrite([147(9)])].
535 (c1’ + (c1 + (c1’ + (c1 + c1’)’))’)’ = c1 + (c1 + c1’)’. [para(156(a,1),37(a,1,1,1)),rewrite([3(11)])].
648 c1 + (c1 + c1’)’ = c1. [para(6(a,1),25(a,1,1,1,1)),rewrite([535(15)])].
669 c1 + ((c1 + c1’)’ + x) = c1 + x. [para(648(a,1),4(a,1,1)),flip(a)].
678 (c1 + c1’)’ + x = x. [para(669(a,1),10(a,1,1,1,1)),rewrite([3(12),75(15)]),flip(a)].
705 (c1 + c1’)’ = (x + x’)’. [para(678(a,1),14(a,1,1,1,1)),rewrite([678(13),5(8),3(2)]),flip(a)].
867 (x + x’’)’’ = x. [para(705(a,2),5(a,1,1,1)),rewrite([678(10)])].
875 x’’ = x. [para(705(a,2),11(a,1,1,2)),rewrite([3(3),3(10),678(10),867(5)]),flip(a)].
1014 (x + y)’ + (x’ + y)’ = y’. [para(27(a,1),875(a,1,1)),flip(a)].
1029 $F # answer(Huntington). [back rewrite(7),rewrite([1014(12),875(3)]),xx(a)].
======================================== end of proof =======================================
Figure 2.5: An example proof generated by Prover9.
The method extends to first order logic also, and we can use a process of unification to equate
literals. For example we can make the following inference by unifying X with a:
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P (X) ∨Q(X) , ¬Q(a)
P (a)
The resolution proof method works by repeatedly applying the resolution method, using unifica-
tion as required, until resolution results in two unit clauses which are inconsistent, for example
both the clause A and the clause ¬A. Such an inconsistency demonstrates that our initial
assumptions were wrong. If we are using proof by refutation, then this would demonstrate that
our assumption, that the negation of the theorem is true, is actually false, meaning that the
theorem itself is true.
Both the Otter [129] prover and, its successor, Prover9 [128] , which we have used exten-
sively in our projects, make use of the resolution method. For a complete description of how
these provers work, we refer the reader to their respective manuals. In overview, Prover9
searches for a contradiction in its input by maintaining a list of clauses for consideration called
the set of support (sos) [184], which begins as the set of clauses input by the user. In addition,
it maintains a list of clauses called the usable list, which are clauses currently being considered
for inference. The basic loop in Prover9 selects a clause from the sos, called the given clause,
and adding it to the list of usable clauses. It selects this given clause by considering the com-
plexity of the clause, which is function of the size of the clause and the number of predicates
and variables in its literals, known as its weight. Preference is given to lighter clauses, i.e., those
that are smaller with simpler literals. Clause selection also considers the age of the clause, with
a bias toward older clauses. For example, clauses in the original sos would be preferred.
It then performs all the inferences that are possible using that given clause in conjunction
with other clauses in the usable list. In addition to using the resolution we describe above,
Prover9 can use several other inference methods. Hyper-resolution, for example combines
several resolution steps into one, such as:
P (X) ∨ ¬Q(X) ∨ ¬R(X) , Q(a) ∨ S , R(a) ∨ T
P (a) ∨ S ∨ T
This could be achieved in smaller steps using the resolution method above. Similarly, unit-
resulting resolution applies multiple resolution steps at once using unit clauses, i.e., clauses
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containing a single literal, for example:
P (X) ∨ ¬Q(X) ∨ ¬R(X) , Q(a) , R(a)
P (a)
Prover9 uses the paramodulation and demodulation inference rules which ensure refutation
completeness for formulae including equality. In simple terms, these inference rules deal with
re-writing formulae by replacing elements of formulae which have been defined as equal. For
example, it is possible to make the following inferences:
P (a) , a = b P (Q(a)) , Q(a) = b , b = c
P (b) P (c)
The user can specify which inference rules to apply. Alternatively, Prover9 has a fully auto-
mated mode, which selects which inference rules are to be used, automatically, in a given proof
attempt by inspecting the input formula. In addition, Prover9 considers several ordering
rules to decide which literals should be considered in creating inferences, by favouring some
over others.
Once Prover9 has generated new inferences it performs a number of checks, for example it
uses newly-generated unit clauses to simplify all the clauses it can in the sos. It then decides
whether newly created inferences should be added to the sos. In particular, any clauses which
have more than a specified number of literals or those whose weight exceeds a given limit will
be discarded. In the automated Prover9 mode, all the choices of maximum weight or literal
count are determined automatically. Note that Prover9 also applies these processes to the
input formulae to simplify them before processing. Both Prover9 and Otter accept input
in a human readable first-order syntax. For example:
∀ a b ∃ c d (a ∗ c = b ∧ b ∗ d = a)
could be input as:
all a all b exists c exists d (a * c = b & b * d = a).
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ATP systems differ in the logical proof method they approach. In common with Prover9,
they often have to maintain and navigate a large space of proof elements, such as clauses or
equations. The methods for selecting and disposing of proof elements, which usually make
use of heuristics, differs between provers and is often key to a prover’s performance. All these
differences mean that individual provers are more suited to particular problem types and their
performance varies greatly. In the CADE automated theorem proving system competition [150],
for example, in each of the years from 2002 to 2008, Vampire [157] performed best in both
the CNF (clause normal form) and FOF (first order form) categories whereas Waldmeister
[106] won the UEQ (unit equality clause normal form) category.
Another difference between provers is the amount of automation they display. They range from
operating in fully automated modes, such as that available for Prover9, to proof assistants,
which allow a user to construct a proof in a given logic with only a limited ability to automati-
cally generate such proofs. Proof assistant users select proof tactics with associated parameters
for each sub-goal until they have generated a proof, which can then be automatically checked.
An example is the Phox higher-order proof assistant [154].
Software distribution and parallel processing has been used to improve the performance of
theorem provers. For example, Parthenon is a full first-order theorem prover that adapts the
resolution approach to run over several processors [33]. Similarly, agent based approaches to
theorem proving have been considered. For example, Fisher describes a concurrent approach to
theorem proving using broadcasts, where agents each hold a subset of clauses to a given proof
task [83]. We briefly discuss parallel and multi-agent systems in §2.5 and §2.6, below.
2.4.2 Constraint Solvers
Constraint programming is a successful technology for tackling a wide variety of combinatorial
problems in disparate fields, such as scheduling, industrial design, and combinatorial mathe-
matics [178]. To use constraint technology to solve a constraint satisfaction problem (CSP), its
solutions must first be characterised, or modelled, by a set of constraints on a set of decision
variables. To solve the problem, the constraint solver will attempt to assign values to each of
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the variables such that the constraints are all satisfied. Often, in addition to constraints on
the variables, the user can specify a function which the solver will seek to maximise in order
to favour particular solutions from a set of many possible solutions. Figure 2.6 shows a classic
verbal arithmetic puzzle which can be solved by a constraint solver [78].
S E N D
+ M O R E
M O N E Y
Figure 2.6: The “send more money” verbal arithmetic puzzle.
In this problem, the idea is to replace the letters with digits from 0 to 9 such that the addition
is satisfied. Different values should be used for each letter and the first digits of each line should
be non-zero. The puzzle can be modelled for solving by the Minion constraint solver [100] as























Figure 2.7: A Minion model for the “send more money” puzzle.
The Minion model defines each of the unique letters in the puzzle as a decision variables. They
are defined as integers by the “DISCRETE” keyword and followed by the range of values they
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are able to take, which is between 0 and 9 except for the non-zero starting letters. The range
is also known as the variable’s domain. The first of the constraints states that the variables
should all be given unique values. The weightedsum constraints enforce the addition, which is
1,000*S + 100*E + 10*N + D +
1,000*M + 100*O + 10*R + E =
10,000*M + 1,000*O + 100*N + 10*E + Y
The syntax of weightedsumgeq means that each of the elements of the first list is multiplied
by the elements of the second list and summed, with the sum being constrained to be greater
or equal to the third parameter. Note that the required constraint is that this sum is equal
to zero, however, Minion syntax does not provide a simpler way of enforcing this. Figure 2.8
shows the solution to the “Send More Money” problem.
# Minion Version 0.6.0
# Command line: ./minion -findallsols sendmoremoney.minion
Parsing Time: 0
Setup Time: 0















Total System Time: 0




Figure 2.8: Minion’s solution to the “send more money” problem.
In order to find a solution to a problem, constraint solvers use a combination of propagation
and search. Propagation refers to considering how a particular constraint affects the domains
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of the variables. Search is employed to consider possible assignments of values to the variables
in turn. For example, figure 2.9 shows a simple constraint problem with two variables A and




Figure 2.9: A simple constraint problem extract.
When the solver starts, it propagates the constraint by considering the domain of A. It knows,
that B could never take the value of 1 and so removes this from the domain of B. Similarly, it
removes the value 5 from the domain of A. By doing this it no longer has to consider these value
assignments during search. The solver also propagates constraints during search. For example,
if it is considering a value of 3 for A then, by propagating the constraint, it can remove the
values 1-3 from the domain of B. Many constraint solvers exist. We have used Minion and
the CLPFD constraint solver [41] that forms part of the SICStus Prolog distribution [165] in
our projects. Other constraint solvers include Choco [119], Mistral [105], Abscon [135]
and the commercial ILOG Solver [111]. They all differ in terms of implementation and the
syntax they use for declaring constraints. For example, figure 2.10 shows the earlier example








sum(S, E, N, D, M, O, R, Y) :-
1000*S + 100*E + 10*N + D
+ 1000*M + 100*O + 10*R + E
#= 10000*M + 1000*O + 100*N + 10*E + Y.
Figure 2.10: The “send more money” problem in CLPFD syntax.
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Finite Algebraic Structures
One common problem domain for CSP solving is the mathematical area of finite algebraic
structures. An algebraic structure is a set of elements together with one or more operators,
which are closed. A closed operator is one whose result is also a member of the set of elements of
the algebraic structure. Finite algebraic structures, or finite algebras, are distinct from infinite
algebras in that they have a finite number of elements. They can be represented by a table
which gives the result of the operator for each pair of elements. Figure 2.11 shows an example
of a size 4 finite algebra. Here, the operator is shown as · and the result of n ·m is given at the
intersection of row n and column m, for example 2 · 1 = 0 and 0 · 3 = 2.
· 0 1 2 3
0 0 3 1 2
1 2 1 3 0
2 3 0 2 1
3 1 2 0 3
Figure 2.11: A finite algebraic structure of size 4.
There are many families of finite algebras, which differ in the number of operators and the
axioms to which they conform. For example, magmas are a finite algebra family having one
closed operator and no axioms. We could, therefore, create a valid magma by placing the
numbers 0 to 3 in any way we choose in the table of figure 2.11. Another family is quasigroups,
which have the axiom ∀ a b ∃ c d (a · c = b ∧ d · a = b), which means that all elements
must appear in each row and column, i.e., the table must be a Latin Square. There are several
subtypes of quasigroup, each with additional axioms, e.g. QG3 quasigroups also satisfy the
axiom ∀ a b (a · b) · (b · a) = a. Groups are another, more complex, family of single-operator
algebras. The axioms of groups are associativity (∀ a b c (a · b) · c = a · (b · c)), identity
(∃ e ∀ a (a · e = e · a = a)) and inverse (∀ a ∃ b (a · b = b · a = e)). The integers are an infinite
group where the operator is addition. These algebraic structures form an interesting testbed for
constraint solving. A constraint solver can be used to find an example of an algebraic structure
by encoding the operator table as variables and posting constraints to represent the axioms.
For example, quasigroups can be found by considering a table of n2 variables with possible
values of 0 to n− 1 and constraining the variables of each row and column to be all different.
In this document, we often use the shorthand algebra to refer to algebraic structures.
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2.4.3 SAT Solvers
Boolean satisfiability solving (SAT) refers to attempting to assign true or false values to the
literals in a set of CNF formulae (see §2.2.2) so that all the equations are satisfied. SAT solving
is a well-researched area of AI with some highly efficient implementations of solvers such as
RSAT [151], Picosat [27] and Minisat [80]. An example of a SAT problem is shown in figure
2.12, with the idea being to find assignments of true or false to each of the variables A, B, C
and D such that the whole equation is satisfied.
(A ∨B) ∧
(C ∨D) ∧
(¬A ∨ ¬C) ∧
(¬D ∨B) ∧
(¬B ∨ C)
Figure 2.12: An example SAT problem
One common method by which SAT solvers determine satisfiability is the Davis-Putnam-
Logemann-Loveland (DPLL) algorithm [68]. Based upon the earlier Davis-Putnam algorithm
[69], it works by considering partial assignments of values to literals in the clauses, propagating
the impact of that assignment and back-tracking whenever a contradiction is detected. The
basic algorithm is shown in figure 2.13. Note that a pure literal is one which appears, in a set
of formulae, either always negated or always not-negated.
DPLL(CS){
if (CS has no clauses) return TRUE;
if (CS has an empty clause) return FALSE;
for each unit clause U in CS {
assign U = true;
remove all clauses from CS containing U;
remove ¬U from all clauses it occurs;
}
for each pure literal P is CS {
assign P = true;
remove any clauses containing P;
}
L = SELECT BRANCHING LITERAL(CS);
return DPLL(CS where L = true) OR DPLL(CS where L = false);}
Figure 2.13: The DPLL algorithm
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For a given set of clauses, CS, the algorithm assumes the truth of all unit clauses, because it
has to in order to ensure satisfiability. In addition, it assumes the truth of all pure literal terms,
which is valid and can simplify the equation set. The impact of these assumptions is applied
to the clause set, which will be simplified by, either, removing false literals from clauses, or,
by removing satisfied clauses entirely. When no more simplification is possible, the algorithm
selects a literal from those that remain and assumes it to be true. If this assignment results in
an unsatisfiable clause set then the reverse assumption is tried. One key aspect of the DPLL
algorithm, which we do not elaborate upon, is the SELECT BRANCHING LITERAL function.
There are many possible approaches to making this selection. For example the algorithm could
use a heuristic measure of the expected simplification of the clause set. Alternatively, this could
just be chosen randomly. The method chosen to select the next literal has a significant impact






Figure 2.14: The example SAT problem in Minisat format
The problem of figure 2.12 can be expressed in the input format for the Minisat solver as shown
in figure 2.14. Here, each clause of the conjunction is shown as a new line, terminated by a
zero, and the variables have been renamed with numerical ids. Minisat’s output, in figure 2.15,
confirms the satisfiability of the problem. A valid assignment being A = false, B = true, C =
true,D = false.
| Conflicts | ORIGINAL | LEARNT | Progress |
| | Clauses Literals | Limit Clauses Literals Lit/Cl | |
| 0 | 5 10 | 1 0 0 nan | 0.000 % |
restarts : 1 propagations : 4 (1000 /sec)
conflicts : 0 (0/sec) conflict literals : 0 ( nan % deleted)
decisions : 3 (750 /sec) Memory used : 3.78 MB
CPU time : 0.004 s
SATISFIABLE : -1 2 3 -4 0
Figure 2.15: A solution to the example SAT problem (Minisat output)
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2.4.4 Model Generators
Often, it is not possible for an automated theorem prover to find a proof for a given problem.
This does not mean, however, that a proof does not exist, simply that the prover cannot find
one. In cases where a proof cannot be found, the user may want to find a concrete example
which categorically disproves the theorem so that they know, for sure, that the theorem is
not true. Model generators were developed for this purpose. They aim to find assignments
to the elements of algebraic formulae (i.e., predicates, variables and functions) such that the
whole set of formulae are satisfied. Model generators bear some similarities with constraint
solvers, which we discussed in §2.4.2. For instance they aim to find assignments to variables.
In addition, the assignments a model generator considers are often constrained by some notion
of the domain in which the formulae are set, for example its size and element types. However,
they differ in several ways, most notably in their input syntax, which is normally sets of logical
formulae rather than explicit variable definitions and constraints. Model generators are also
related to SAT solvers, which we covered in §2.4.3. Indeed, finding the satisfiability of a set of
propositional formulae, as done by SAT solvers, is one sub-set of model generation.
Several examples of model generators exist. We have, for instance, made great use of the
Mace model generator [131]. Its first incarnation, Mace2, employs the DPLL algorithm
described in §2.4.3. It does this by first grounding the first-order logic formulae by assigning
variables and generating a propositional equivalent. Any of these propositional equivalents that
are found to be satisfiable are returned as models. The latest version, Mace4 [128], uses an
approach more akin to constraint solving. Here, tables are set up for the possible values for the
various functions and predicates in the formulae with their possible values being dictated by
the domain. As such, they are similar to the decision variables of a CSP. The input clauses are
then used to initialise some values in the tables. Thereafter, a backtracking search procedure,
which has some aspects in common with the DPLL algorithm, is used, which considers possible
value assignments to the uninstantiated elements of the tables. Mace4 makes use of search
heuristics to guide the search and choice of values to allocate. The closeness of SAT and model
generation is highlighted in the Paradox model generator [48]. This system first grounds the
first-order logic formulae into propositional formulae and appeals to the Minisat SAT solver
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[80] to test them for satisfiability. Other model generators include SEM [190] and Finder
[167].
Another AI area similar to both SAT and model generation is Satisfiability Modulo Theories
(SMT) solving. This extends SAT to allow for the inclusion of predicates from other decidable
theories, such as those involving equalities and inequalities in arithmetic or for handling arrays
and bit-vectors. SMT systems, like model generators, provide a richer modelling language than
SAT. One system, MathSAT4, makes use of a variant of Minisat [80], which performs classic
SAT solving, together with various τ − solvers which are solvers that handle the specifics of
the logical extension. Other SMT solvers include Boolector [35], CVC3 [12] and Yices [79].
2.4.5 Computer Algebra Systems
Computer Algebra Systems (CAS) allow users to manipulate mathematical symbols, for exam-
ple by automatically performing integration or differentiation. CAS vary in their capabilities,
for instance the type and scope of mathematics that they can manipulate and their performance.
In our project, we have used the Maple computer algebra system [180]. Other examples in-
clude Mathematica [182] and Gap [97]. Figure 2.16 shows an example interactive Gap
session, which shows how, amongst many other things, Gap allows the user to readily calcu-
late complex mathematical results such as 18! and 13132. In addition, it has the capability to
evaluate number theory functions, such as tau and sigma, and to allow users to define their
own functions.
2.5 Distributed Systems
Much ongoing research has considered approaches to, and best practice in, creating efficient
distributed software. Our project covers aspects of distributed systems, but this is not its
main aim. Consequently, we limit ourselves to a brief discussion of parallel systems which
have some application to distributed automated reasoning. Distribution has been applied to
ATP in a number of systems, for example the DARES [61] system, in which multiple agents
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gap> Factorial(18);
6402373705728000





gap> 17 mod 3;
2








gap> cubed := x -> xˆ3;
function( x ) ... end
gap> cubed(3);
27
Figure 2.16: An example GAP session.
attempt to solve sub-problems for a given theorem. These agents assess their progress using
heuristic measures and request information from each other whenever they determine a need.
Communication is achieved via message passing between agents. SystemOnTPTP allows the
user to run its portfolio of solvers in parallel [171]. Additionally, the SSCPA system selects
the best solvers from those selected by the user based upon previous performance on problems
similar to the one given by the user. It then runs these in parallel for the given problem.
Other examples of distributed theorem provers include Parthenon [33], Roo [126], SPTHEO
[173], PEERS-MCD [30] and Aquarius [31]. Other automated reasoning areas that have
benefited from distribution include constraint solving, for example in the Dice [192] and CFLP
[127] systems. Parallel ILP systems such as Foil [153] and Claudien [70] have also been
considered. PSATO [187] is a distributed version of the SATO SAT solver [186]. There are also
numerous languages that have been suggested to facilitate programming on multiple computers,
for example the Linda co-ordination language [99]. In addition, toolkits such as CADP [98]
can assist in developing distributed systems and verification tools such as Spin [108], which
incorporates some constraint solving capabilities, are available to check such systems.
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2.6 Multi-Agent Architectures
One contribution of our project is a framework to help develop combined reasoning systems.
Users of our framework create systems which encapsulate particular skills within agent-like
processes. We give some general background to multi-agent systems here, and in chapter 12 we
describe some applications of multi-agent systems in automated reasoning.
A multi-agent system consists of a number of agents, which are computer programs that are
capable of acting autonomously. These agents may be able to communicate with each other
and may be able to observe aspects of their environment [183]. Agents vary immensely in
their capabilities and developers using multi-agent approaches can imbue their agents with as
much, or as little, complexity as they need for their application. This is often dictated by
the characteristics of the environment they are to operate in. For instance, complex, dynamic
environments of which the agent has little information need more complexity than simple well
understood, static environments. Agents interact in multi-agent systems either by being able to
communicate with each other or by making changes to the environment which have an impact
upon other agents. A common way of classifying agents is into one of the following three types:
 Reasoning Agents use logical reasoning to decide what to do in a particular circumstance,
which normally includes some representation of aspects of their environment. Many
reasoning agents employ a particular flavour of AI technique. For example, deductive
reasoning agents use ATP to determine a most fitting action, and planning agents use
representations of the actions the agent can perform to automatically plan how to achieve
a particular goal state.
 Reactive Agents perform no logical reasoning. Rather, they are supplied with rules which
dictate what action to perform in a particular situation. Often, this is without reference
to the agent’s history and past experience.
 Hybrid Agents combine both reasoning and reactive elements. The programmer may
decide that in a given situation, the agent may reason about a particular course of action,
whereas, in another, it may perform a reflex behaviour.
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Multi-agent systems are often designed with some global goal in mind. However, as agents
act autonomously, it is necessary to design their interactions and individual goals so that,
acting together, they achieve the global goal. Consequently, the developer must potentially
consider how agents must argue and negotiate to resolve potential conflicts of interest. Multi-
agent systems and their design and construction is a well-researched area and it is not in the
scope of this document to cover all its aspects. We refer the interested reader to Wooldridge’s
Introduction to MultiAgent Systems [183]. In chapter 12, we discuss how multi-agent systems
relate specifically to our work.
2.7 Global Workspace Theory
Global Workspace Theory (GWT) was proposed by Bernard Baars as a cognitive model for
the interaction of conscious and unconscious processes in the mammalian brain [7, 8, 9]. The
theory suggests an architecture by which the interaction of the various parallel resources of
the brain, which handle individual capabilities, are managed. This architecture, called the
Global Workspace Architecture, makes a distinction between information processed only at a
localised parallel process level and information which is communicated globally to all areas.
The theory proposes that this distinction goes some way to differentiating between unconscious
and conscious thought in mammals. In recent years, a substantial body of evidence has been
gathered to support the hypothesis that the mammalian brain is organised via such global
workspaces [9].
2.7.1 Global Workspace Architecture
At the heart of GWT is the Global Workspace Architecture (GWA), a model of combined
serial and parallel information flow, wherein specialist sub-processes compete and co-operate
for access to a global workspace. A specialist sub-process can perform any cognitive process
such as perception, planning, problem solving, etc. If allowed access to the global workspace,
the information generated by such a specialist is broadcast to the entire set of specialists,
thereby updating their knowledge of the current situation.
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Figure 2.17: The Global Workspace Architecture.
Figure 2.17 shows, diagrammatically, the GWA. We see that the architecture describes a pro-
cessing model consisting of consecutive rounds. In each round, the contents of the global
workspace (G) are broadcast to each of the specialist sub-processes (P). Each specialist sub-
processes considers the broadcast and may, in response, make a proposal for the next broadcast.
Competition between multiple processes making competing responses is resolved based upon
the “strength” of the responses, where the proposal made by the “strongest” responding process
becomes the broadcast for the start of the next round. How the workspace would be realised
in the brain is, as yet, unclear. It is not thought that the workspace, itself, appears as some
encapsulated element of the brain. Rather, it can be thought of as the communication net-
work, with the idea of something being “on the workspace” meaning that it is currently being
communicated. This communication path may be realised in neurons such as thalamacortical
or corticocortical fibres [161]. Also, the exact meaning of “strong” is not clear in the context of
the operation of the GWA in a mammal’s brain. In the GWA, it is analogous to a schoolroom
where the child whose hand is raised first gets to answer the teacher’s question. From an engi-
neering point of view, the global workspace architecture has aspects in common with Newell’s
blackboard architectures for problem solving [144]. However, GWA effectively limits processes
to one broadcast message for each processing result and this message is not guaranteed to be
received by any other process. Such messages represent only a tiny fraction of the current state
of the overall system and so the workspace has a much reduced scope in comparison to the
blackboard in a traditional blackboard architecture.
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The operation of the GWA exhibits both competition and co-operation. Only the winning
process gains access to the workspace to dissipate its findings. In addition, the round-on-round
pattern of information on the workspace is the result of the inter-operation of, and so co-
operation between, the various processes. One feature of the architecture is how, by distributing
the assessment of individual elements of information, an efficient approach to determining
relevancy is achieved. This feature has been applied to considering how the frame problem
[88] might be addressed by GWT [162]. Several other projects have applied the GWA, in some
way, to developing computer software. As these are closely related to our work, we reserve a
description of these for chapter 12.
2.8 Conclusions
In this chapter, we have given background to some common AI problem-solving techniques. We
described some of the logical systems that are used by practitioners and systems in applying
these techniques. We have introduced what we mean by the phrase automated reasoning and
described some of the sub-fields which have been developed for solving particular problem classes
which have relevance to our work. We have briefly covered the research areas of distributed
and multiagent systems and have also given an introduction to Global Workspace Theory and a
description of the Global Workspace Architecture. Next, in chapter 3, we introduce combined
reasoning, which is reasoning using more than one type of problem-solving technique, and
provide some background to this field.
Chapter 3
Background - Combined Reasoning
Systems
3.1 Introduction
In chapter 2, we provided some general background to our work and described some of the
problem solving techniques that have been developed in the field of automated reasoning. Each
of the techniques we described in §2.4, and the systems which implement them, performed a
single type of reasoning. We use the phrase combined reasoning to mean a process of reasoning
which applies multiple problem-solving techniques to a given task. We refer to systems which
employ such reasoning as combined reasoning systems. The aim of combined reasoning is that
the whole system is greater than the sum of its parts. By greater, we mean that either the system
performs the same task as a sub-set of its components more effectively or that it can perform
an entirely new function that no sub-set of component systems could. Combined reasoning
systems can be either homogeneous, meaning they comprise several sub-systems performing
the same type of reasoning, or heterogeneous, where they incorporate disparate techniques.
Combined reasoning systems provides the additional benefit of being able to leverage upon
ongoing improvements in the component systems.
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There have been many concrete examples of successful combined reasoning systems, and we
describe a selection of them in §3.2 and §3.3. In general, such combinations have been ad-
hoc in nature and designed with a specific task in mind. Ad-hoc design, whilst effective, can
lead to systems which are difficult to understand and hard to extend to new tasks. Moreover,
ad-hoc design does not contribute to a better understanding of best practice in combining
reasoning systems. We believe that, for the field of combined reasoning to progress, we need
to shift emphasis toward considering generic approaches to combination and frameworks to
enable developers to create such systems. A small number of studies have, however, considered
more generic approaches to combining systems. We mention these in §3.4 but reserve a fuller
description for chapter 12 where we relate them to our work on this topic.
Many of the AI problem solving techniques which we outlined in chapter 2, have been used in
combined reasoning. We have made extensive use of the Prover9 theorem prover (§2.4.1),
for example. SAT and SMT solvers, as described in §2.4.3, are useful tools for inclusion in
combined systems as they are modular, highly-efficient and their input language is sufficiently
expressive to allow disparate problems to be formulated for solving. They have been used in
combined systems by providing solving for other aspects of the system. For example, in the
Alloy [114] software design suite, the analysis of systems is performed by the Chaff SAT
solver [138]. Constraint solving, as we describe below, has both featured in, and benefited
from combined reasoning. There have been numerous studies combining Computer Algebra
Systems (CAS) into other systems, in particular automated deduction systems. Some CAS
also incorporate automated theorem proving and verification. For example, an implementation
of the Waldmeister [106] prover has recently been included within Mathematica [182].
As we noted in §2.4.1, Prover9 provides a fully automated mode. In combined systems,
it is much easier to use fully automated systems as, with the right parameters, they can be
called when required as a stand-alone tool and contribute a specific problem solving capability.
Integration would be more difficult to achieve with an interactive prover, as this would require
several interactions to develop a full proof, each time considering a different aspect of a dynamic
proof object. However, interactive provers have, themselves, often benefited from the inclusion
of additional reasoning techniques such as Planning. Indeed, ATP has benefited greatly from
the combination of reasoning techniques and we discuss these throughout chapter.
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3.2 Portfolio Approaches
Several areas of reasoning have demonstrated the benefits of combined reasoning by considering
portfolios of systems which perform similar problem-solving tasks, e.g. using the same system
with different settings or using several similarly-skilled systems. We call these portfolio systems.
Portfolio systems have featured in many areas of automated reasoning. For example, as noted in
§2.4.1, the performance of different ATP systems varies between, and within, problem domains.
Therefore, a sensible way to solve a given proof problem is to simultaneously use several theorem
provers to try to solve it. This approach has been implemented in SystemOnTPTP [171],
which allows users to harness the power of a large number of ATP systems (51 at the time
of writing). SystemOnTPTP uses the TPTP language for specifying ATP problems and is
able to translate problems specified in this language into the input language of each of the
ATP systems to which it appeals. In addition, for a given problem domain, it is often able
to suggest a most appropriate solver. The TPTP language has recently been extended to a
higher-order version, THF0 [18], which has been adopted by the Leo II prover [20], amongst
others. Work is currently under way to enhance the TPTP library with more higher-order
test instances. Another example of a portfolio approach to ATP is E-Setheo [137], which
combines provers including E [159], Setheo [122] and DCTP [123]. E-Setheo provides a
combined platform with problem-solving capabilities that are more diverse than those of its
individual solvers. Similarly, the ILF system [66] allows users to appeal to numerous ATPs in
a distributed manner, including Discount [74], E-Setheo and SPASS [181]. We discuss ILF
in more detail in §12.3.7.
Constraint solving, as described in §2.4.2, has featured portfolio approaches. For example, the
CPHYDRA [147] constraint solver, which won the CPAI08 [63] constraint solving competition.
CPHYDRA combines a portfolio of three solvers, Mistral [105], Choco [119] and Abscon
[135]. For a given problem, it extracts features such as constraint arity, domain size, variable
counts and the relative occurrence of different types of constraints e.g. the percentage of equality
constraints. Using these features, it applies case-based reasoning to decide how to apply its
portfolio of solvers. Case-based reasoning is also used by the O’CASEY system to capture
constraint modelling expertise [124, 125]. Each case records a problem/model pair. Given a
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new problem, the most similar problem is retrieved from the case base and a model for the
new problem is constructed by following the steps used in the retrieved case. It is interesting
to note that, at CPAI08 [63], the performance of all constraint solvers was compared to that
of a virtual best solver, which considers the best possible solving performance had all solvers
been used in a portfolio. This is similar to the concept of the state-of-the-art (SOTA) system
which was considered as an ideal benchmark for theorem provers [172]. SOTA is a hypothetical
theorem prover that perfectly selects the best possible prover for a given task and, by doing so,
outperforms all other provers across the whole breadth of problems. The ability to select the
most appropriate of a set of tools for a particular task is the key benefit of portfolio approaches.
Portfolio approaches have often been applied in SAT solving. For example, Satzilla selects
the most appropriate from many available algorithms by building empirical hardness models
which predict an algorithm’s runtime on a given problem instance based on features of the
instance and the algorithm’s past performance [185]. Satzilla took the gold medal in both
the handmade and random categories of the 2007 SAT competition1.
3.3 Heterogeneous Combinations
Portfolio approaches, whilst often complex, only involve combinations of similarly skilled sys-
tems. By contrast, there are combined reasoning approaches which involve heterogeneous
combinations, where multi-skilled reasoning systems are used. We describe some of these ap-
proaches, and the systems that implement them here.
ATP has often made use of combinations of systems to improve performance. One such ap-
proach is to supplement higher-order provers with first-order provers, which we define in §2.4.1.
For example, Leo II attempts to remove higher-order features from problems or sub-goals so
that they can be solved efficiently by a first-order prover [20]. It has cooperated with several
first-order provers including SPASS [181], Vampire [157] and E [159]. Other implementa-
tions of first-order logic provers to support higher-order provers include an interface between
Isabelle and Vampire [134] and also combinations of Seduct into Lambda [39]. Proof plan-
1www.satcompetition.org/2007
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ning is one ATP area which demonstrates Combined Reasoning [37]. Interactive provers often
make use of a object-level logical formulation to represent proofs. A proof is constructed, and
can be checked, in this object level language. However, the object-level formalisations are often
at a lower level than is useful for a human mathematician to construct proofs. Consequently,
tactics are a higher-level abstractions of the object-level formalisation that are introduced to
help users work with interactive provers. Any proof plan that is generated using tactics can be
confirmed by verification at the object-level by expanding the higher-level tactics into steps in
the object-level language. Proof Planning describes a process whereby the tactics of the inter-
active prover are abstracted as methods in a language amenable to AI planning. The process
of finding a proof then becomes a planning problem and planning approaches can be applied to
find appropriate methods to take us from the goal to the axioms. One thing that distinguishes
different proof planners is the interaction between the planning and verification processes.
Proof planning has been successfully implemented in systems such as Clam/Oyster [38] and
Isaplanner [76, 77], a proof planner for the Isabelle prover [148].
The goal of the Ωmega system [6, 166] project is to lay the foundations of useful assistance
systems for mathematicians and its main focus is on proof planning. Ωmega’s proof planning
has been enhanced with support from other reasoning systems, together with combinations of
first and higher-order provers. Ωmega includes a large number of different reasoning systems.
Sub-goals of the proof can be verified by appeals to a selection of theorem provers including
Otter [129], SPASS [181], Protein [14], EQP [132], Waldmeister [106], TPS [2] and Leo
[17] theorem provers. Models and numeric computations to support proof planning can be
garnered by using model generators, such as Sem [190] and Satchmo [1], together with the
CoSIE constraint solver [191] and by appealing to CAS, including Maple [180], Gap [97] and
Magma [34]. This external reasoning support has allowed Ωmega to automatically prove some
difficult problems for theorem provers such as the ǫ-δ-proofs and the irrationality of
√
2 [133, 15].
Underlying the reactive proof search aspect of the Ωmega implementation is Ωants [169], a
hierarchical blackboard architecture for the combination of reasoning systems. In addition, the
MathWeb architecture [90, 118] is used to co-ordinate agents within Ωmega. We describe
both Ωants and MathWeb in more detail in chapter 12.
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The Prosper system is an extensible, open proof tool architecture for incorporating formal
verification into industrial CAD/CASE tool flows and design methodologies [71]. Prosper
combines a number of reasoning systems for this task. In particular, it incorporates the HOL98
theorem proving system [104]. Plug-ins are available for Prosper which provide access to
external reasoning systems such as the Prover2 commercial proving system, the ACL2 [116]
specification language and prover and the Gandalf ATP system [175]. The PROSPER Inte-
gration Interface is a set of libraries that implement a language-independent specification for
communication between reasoning components. We discuss Prosper further in chapter 12.
The Heterogeneous Tool Set (Hets) system is a similar framework for formal methods [139].
Hets provides tools that allow users to reason in a selection of logics. The aim of Hets is to
allow the same formal specification to be presented in different logics, so that different aspects
and different viewpoints can be described and reasoned about using the most appropriate for-
malisation. Hets includes several reasoning systems such as Isabelle [148] and SPASS [181].
The central formalism of Hets is heterogeneous development graphs [110], which assist with
the visualisation and management of complex and dynamic formal specifications by providing
a neat visualisation of the underlying formal representation.
Other heterogeneous systems include HR [51], which performs automated theory formation
HR forms a motivating example for some of our work and so we give full details in §3.5. HR
has also been used as a component in other combined reasoning implementations. In our own
ICARuS system, presented in chapter 4, HR generates implied constraints which are used to
reformulate constraint problems for solving by a constraint solver. In the Homer [53] system,
HR was combined with the Maple CAS [180] to investigate number theory. HR was also
used as part of the TM system for repairing faulty conjectures [57]. In TM, HR provided
concepts to discriminate between the positive and negative examples of a faulty conjecture.
These concepts can be used to generate more specific conjectures that may be provably true.
Both these systems have been re-visited in our work and we provide more details of Homer
and TM in §3.7 and §3.8, respectively.
The most complex combined reasoning system we have seen is the algebraic structure classi-
2www.prover.com
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fication system developed by Sorge et al [170]. This system, which achieves its task through
the incorporation of more than a dozen external reasoning systems, is covered in more detail
in §3.6.
We described, in §3.2, how the TPTP language assists in giving the same problem to multiple
proving systems. We have also considered how the use of translation can help to solve problems
in different ways. It is possible, for example, to translate some classes of first-order theorem
problems into constraint problems, meaning that they can be solved using a constraint solver
rather than a prover [42]. Such re-interpretation is valuable in bringing the power of disparate
reasoning systems to bear on a single problem.
3.4 Frameworks for Combined Reasoning
Our project considers approaches to combined reasoning. In particular, it describes a generic
framework we have developed to enable developers to create combined systems. In §3.2 and
§3.3 above, we described a number of combined reasoning systems. In the majority of cases,
the integration of the component systems is achieved by writing bespoke code to control their
interaction, as is the case for HR (§3.5). Ad-hoc creation of combined systems has a number of
draw-backs including a lack of clarity, inflexibility and difficulty of extension. We are seeking to
develop generic frameworks which would help developers of combined systems to create more
transparent and flexible systems. At the same time, our framework must provide developers
with enough control over component systems to create an effective combined system. A number
of frameworks have been developed to assist with the integration of reasoning and other AI
systems. These include Open Mechanised Reasoning Systems [103], the Ωants [169] architec-
ture, the Teamwork method [73] and the Logic Broker [4] architecture. However, as these
have elements in common with our project we reserve a full description of them for chapter 12,
where we discuss related work and compare and contrast them with our approach.
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3.5 The HR Discovery System
The HR discovery system [51], is a combined reasoning system which provides the motivation,
and a test case, for some of our work. HR, which performs automated theory formation (ATF),
embodies a concept and conjecture formation process and harnesses the power of external
reasoning tools. For example, HR can use the Otter prover [129] to prove conjectures and
the Mace [131] model generator to find counterexamples. HR has been applied to numerous
discovery tasks in areas such as mathematics, biology, art and music. In performing ATF, HR
starts with a selection of background concepts for a particular domain of investigation and
examples of objects of interest within that domain. For instance, in the mathematical domain
of quasigroups described in chapter 2 (§2.4.2), background concepts might be the concepts of
quasigroups, elements and operators. The examples would be a selection of valid quasigroups,
their elements and operator tables. In creating a theory, existing concepts are modified and
combined to create new concepts. In addition, conjectures which relate distinct concepts are
made by comparing the sets of examples for those concepts and identifying where example sets
are equivalent or where one is a subset of another, suggesting some sort of relationship between
them. In some domains of investigation, mathematics in particular, such conjectures can often
be proved or disproved by appealing to external reasoning systems such as automated theorem
provers or model generators. Furthermore, in such domains it is often possible to generate
theories from first principles, i.e., taking only the axioms of the domain as background and
using automated reasoning systems, such as model generators, to expand this background
knowledge by finding examples of objects satisfying the axioms.
3.5.1 Concepts and Examples
Concepts are the basic building blocks of a theory. They are specific definitions within a
given domain of investigation. Figure 3.1 gives some example concepts, in the number theory
domain. Domains have objects of interest. In the case of number theory, these would be
the numbers themselves, for finite algebras (see §2.4.2), these would be the examples of the
algebraic structure being considered. Domains also have sub-objects, such as elements of the
finite algebra. For each concept, we can generate a set of objects and/or sub-objects which
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an integer [a] s.t. integer(a)
a divisor of a number [a,b] s.t. b|a
the sum of two numbers [a,b,c] s.t. a + b = c
the product of two numbers [a,b,c] s.t. a * b = c
the number of divisors of a number [a,b] s.t. setof(b,divisor(a,c),d),length(d,b)
numbers equal to three [a] s.t. a=3
numbers equal to zero [a] s.t. a=0
negative numbers [a] s.t. a<0
prime numbers [a] s.t. setof(b,divisor(a,b),c),length(c,2)
Figure 3.1: Examples of concepts in number theory.
satisfy the definition of the concept. For instance, the set of examples satisfying the definition
of prime numbers in figure 3.1 would be [[2],[3],[5],[7],. . . ]. and the set of examples satisfying
divisors would be [[1,1],[2,1],[2,2],[3,1],[3,3],[4,1],[4,2],[4,4],. . . ].
Concepts are represented within HR as Java Concept objects. These encompass the definition
of the concept and a data-table which links the concept to the examples of objects of interest.
Concept definitions, in HR are expressed in an extended version of first-order logic. They
encompass predicates, which specify the truth about single objects of interest or relations
between sets of objects of interest. In addition, concept definitions can also convey some
higher-order notions, such as the size of sets, as was the case in the number of divisors concept
in figure 3.1. The sets of examples for which a particular concept applies is stored by HR in the







Figure 3.2: The HR data-table for the concept of prime numbers (extract).
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by the definition. For example, the data-table for the concept of prime numbers is shown in












Figure 3.3: The HR data-table for the concept of divisors (extract).
Another example is the data-table for the concept of divisors shown in figure 3.3. Here, each
number in the right-hand column is a divisor of the number in the left-hand column. Note, that
the columns are typed. Each element of a particular column will be of the same type. These
are the objects and sub-objects of the domain, which are usually the simplest concepts of the
domain of investigation. Figure 3.4 is an example data-table for elements in group theory, i.e.,
[a,b] s.t. group(a) ∧ element(a,b), where the background examples are two groups of size 2 and
3 respectively. This data-table lists the elements, in the right-hand column, of the two groups,
in the left-hand column and they are typed as such. HR uses this typing to ensure that new








Figure 3.4: The HR data-table for the concept of elements of groups.
Note that, it is not practical for HR to use all the possible background examples for a particular
domain. For example, the number line is infinite and so there is, potentially, an infinite number
of background examples for number theory. In practice, HR only takes a sub-set of these as
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background and uses the assumption that the background information is complete for this sub-
set. This often still allows HR to generate rich theories in the domain, without having the
overhead of processing a large number of examples. However, the choice of what subset of the
background examples to use can impact the theory being generated.
3.5.2 Constructing New Concepts
HR is able to create new concepts by modifying or combining existing concepts. For example,
given the background concept of an integer and the concept of a divisor, HR could create the
concept of a prime number, which is an integer having exactly two divisors. It could do this
by, first, inventing the concept of the number of divisors for a particular integer. These are
pairs {I,N}, where I is an integer and N is the number of divisors of I. It could then invent the
concept of such pairs, where N is equal to two.
HR uses a selection of pre-defined production rules to perform this modification and combina-
tion. These production rules modify the definitions and data-tables of their parent concept or
concepts (there may be one or two). There are a number of different production rules, each
employing a different method. We describe a sub-set of them here, which we have used to
motivate our GC configuration. We have not covered all of HR’s production rules. For a fuller
discussion of the available production rules in HR, see [51] and [56].
 Match unifies two or more variables in a single parent concept definition. This is equiv-
alent to combining two columns of its data-table into a single column. For example, take
the parent concept of multiplication a ∗ b = c, which would have a data-table with three
columns. We could create the concept of square numbers by unifying a and b, giving
a ∗ a = c. The data-table for this new concept would have just two columns, and would
be created by joining the first and second column into one and only keeping those rows
where the two columns were originally equal. We could have applied the unification in
different ways, unifying different variables. We discuss this below, in §3.5.3.
 Compose creates a new concept from either one or two parent concepts. An example
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of compose would be to combine the concepts of multiplication (a ∗ b = c) and addition
(x + y = z). This would give us the concept of a ∗ b = c ∧ x + y = z, with a six-column
data-table. In practice, it is more interesting to link the variables of the parent concepts
in creating a new concept. Again, parameterisations are used to indicate which variables
should be unified. This would generate concepts such as a ∗ b = c ∧ a + b = c, with a
data-table of three columns. We can also generate concepts from a single parent concept.
For example, a∗ b = c∧ b∗a = c, could be created from the sole concept of multiplication
(effectively, composing a∗ b = c with x∗ y = z, unifying a with y, b with x and c with z ).
 Negate creates the negation of an existing concept. The way HR creates the data-table
for the new concept is by considering the complement of the input concept by reference
to the concepts that represent the typing of the input concept’s data-table. For example,
taking the input concept of square numbers, HR would identify the concept for the types
of the objects in the data-table, which are integers. It would then look at the examples
in the integers data-table and select all those for which the input concept does not hold,
i.e., non-squares.
 Exists takes a single parent concept and removes one or more columns of the data-
table, replacing them with an existential quantifier. The resulting data-table will be the
examples for the new concept where the existence of the missing variables can be satisfied
in some way. For example, the concept of divisors can be obtained in this way from the
concept of multiplication. Taking a = b ∗ c as a starting point, we remove c from the
data-table and replace it with a quantification, giving ∃ c a = b ∗ c. Figure 3.5 shows
extracts of the data-tables for the input concept, a = b ∗ c, and the output concept,
∃ c a = b ∗ c, to illustrate. Note that, whenever the removal of a column results in two or
more rows which have the same values then all but one is removed.
 Size counts the instances of a particular variable instantiations. Size takes single parent
concept and removes columns from the data-table, replacing them with a count of the
number of rows. It then removes duplicate lines from the data-table. What remains in
each row is a variable instantiation for the columns that were not removed, together with
a count in the place of the removed columns. From the concept of numbers (a) and
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their divisors (b), i.e., [a,b] s.t. div(a,b). The size production rule could, for
instance, create the concept of the number of divisors of a number, i.e., [a,b] s.t.
|b:div(a,b)|.
a = b ∗ c ∃c a = b ∗ c






1 1 1 1 1
2 1 2 2 1
3 1 3 3 1
2 2 1 2 2
4 2 2 4 2
6 2 3 6 2
3 3 1 3 3
6 3 2 6 3






Figure 3.5: Exists production rule example data-table (extracts).
For a theory formation session, the user can select which production rules they would like HR
to use. In addition, they can select which parameterisations (see §3.5.3) they would like the
production rules to consider. During the theory formation process, HR will then attempt to
form new concepts by applying the chosen production rules and using the selected parameter-
isations. This selection can have a significant impact upon the resulting theory. We discuss
how HR controls theory formation in §3.5.6.
3.5.3 Parameterisations
In our description of the Match production rule, above, we gave an example where we unified
two variables, creating the concept of a ∗ a = c from the the parent concept of multiplication
a ∗ b = c. This choice of unifying a with b is known as a parameterisation. We use the ordered
list notation [0,1,1], for this parameterisation 3. Each number in the list indicates which variable
to use in that position in the resulting concept, with variables numbered from 0. In this case
a should be used for the first variable and b for the second and third. We could have used a
3This is a slight simplification of HR’s actual notation but is very similar and explains the idea.
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different parameterisation and unified different variables. For example, the parameterisation
[0,1,0] would unify a with c, giving a ∗ b = a, i.e., a used for the first and third variables.
Alternatively, [0,0,0] would give a ∗ a = a, as all variables are unified, i.e., a is used in each
of the variable positions. For production rules with two parent concepts, the parameterisation
indicates which variables should be used, and in which position when introducing the second
parent concept. For example, when a ∗ b = c and a+ b = c, the parameterisation [0,2,1] would
yield a ∗ b = c ∧ a+ c = b and [2,0,1] would give a ∗ b = c ∧ c+ a = b.
3.5.4 Conjecture Making
Conjectures are identified empirically by HR by comparing the data-tables of different concepts.
Where the examples on the data-tables are the same, HR generates an equivalence conjecture
between the two concepts. For example, in number theory, HR would raise the following
equivalence conjecture on seeing that the data-tables were the same (providing that odd was
not defined in terms of divisor, in which case HR would prevent its creation):
odd(a)↔ ¬divisor(a, 2)
Further, if HR notices that the data-table entries of one concept are a sub-set of another then
it will suggest an implication conjecture. For example, the data-table of prime numbers is a
sub-set of the integers that are not square numbers, so it can suggest the following conjecture:
prime(a)→ ¬square(a)
In domains of investigation for which there are mathematical axioms, it is possible to automat-
ically prove such conjectures using a theorem prover. HR uses Otter for this [129].
HR can also generate non-existence conjectures. When a data-table for a concept is empty,
because no examples can be found, HR conjectures that the definition of the concept is in-
consistent with the axioms of the domain. For example, HR would notice that no examples
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could be found for even primes greater than two and it would conjecture that the concept is
inconsistent with the axioms of the domain. HR can be configured to make conjectures about
the applicability of concepts to example sets. If the number of examples is fewer than a user-
specified limit, then HR will conjecture that the concept holds only for those examples, which
is useful in some domains, e.g. even primes in number theory.
As well as using Otter to prove conjectures, HR can use the Mace model generator to
find counter-examples [131]. For example, to refute a non-existence conjecture by finding a
previously unknown (to HR) example which satisfies the concept definition. Any new examples
are added into the theory, by updating the data-tables of all concepts. This will prevent
similarly refutable conjectures being raised in future theory formation steps. This process also
allows HR to create theories from first principles, i.e., from the axioms of the domain and
without any background examples. In such cases, HR notices that none of the initial concepts
have examples and it raises non-existence conjectures. These are subsequently refuted with
counter-examples which are added to the theory.
Equivalence conjectures are also used in HR to prevent repeated search. As noted above,
production rules work, in part, by manipulating data tables. Two concepts having the same
data-table would be developed in identical ways by each production rule. This represents a
duplication of effort, which HR eliminates by only developing one of such a pair. In addition,
such equivalences can be used to filter out and discard future conjectures that can be re-written
into these equivalences.
The user can specify which conjecturing methods HR should use in forming a theory. Also, the
user can instruct HR to attempt to de-construct conjectures and attempt to find and prove a
more general conjecture. Proven conjectures can be used by HR to prove future conjectures as
corollaries. The more general the proven theory, the more useful it will be for this purpose. For
example, if HR creates and proves a conjecture of the form:
A ∧B ∧ C → E
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A ∧B → E
A ∧ C → E
B ∧ C → E
The aim is to find a prime implicate, which is the most general provable implicate based on the
conjecture, i.e., it uses the smallest subset of the antecedent terms in a provable conjecture.
3.5.5 Starting HR
HR generally starts a theory formation session with details of the background concepts and
examples of the domain. As noted above, HR can also use just the axioms of the domain
of investigation, from which it extracts the initial concepts and which are used to generate
examples for the theory. The background information is stored in a domain file. For some
domains, the user will also provide HR with a set of axioms for use in proving conjectures.
The user normally supplies examples for the domain in the domain file. However, HR allows
the user to write a specific function to provide background examples. For example, in number
theory, the user could write code to provide all integers up to, say, 100, without having to
type them into a domain file. HR has also been enhanced to use computer algebra systems
for background examples. A macro module of HR allows users to automate HR configuration,
such as specifying which production rules and conjecturing approaches to use and supplying
axioms for the domain.
3.5.6 Controlling Theory Formation
The act of applying a production rule, with a specific parameterisation, to existing concepts
is know as a theory formation step in HR. A theory formation step may result in a new
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concept being generated. When this happens, the data-table of the new concept is analysed
and compared with those for existing concepts in an effort to identify conjectures. These may be
proved or disproved using external reasoners, with new examples potentially being introduced
into the current theory. A theory formation step may also result in a concept that has the same
definition as, or can be re-written from, a previous concept, in which case it is discarded.
HR uses an Agenda, which is an ordered list of steps, indicating which are to be performed
next. Whenever new concepts are generated, HR calculates the possible theory formation steps
that could be performed upon it, either alone or in tandem with existing concepts. These
potential theory formation steps are added to the Agenda. The possible steps depend upon the
concept’s data-table, the existing concepts and the production rules and other settings chosen
by the user. Some steps are prohibited by HR to prevent duplication. For example, applying
the negate production rule to an already-negated concept is not allowed and such a step will
not be added to the Agenda.
The Agenda is ordered such that the most desirable possible theory formation steps will be
executed first. The ordering is done by considering a number of interestingness measures which
HR calculates for each concept and conjecture [54]. In interactive mode, the user can over-ride
the Agenda and force HR to immediately apply any of the possible steps. An example of the
kind of measure used by HR to rank concepts is novelty, which is defined as the reciprocal of the
number of concepts which share this concept’s categorisation. The categorisation is obtained
by grouping the objects of interest according their values under the concept definition, giving
a set of sets.
The theory formation process can be halted in a number of ways, in addition to direct user
intervention. For example, the user may specify an upper limit to the number of formation steps,
the number of concepts or conjectures, or particular types of conjectures, such as equivalences.
Another common method is to exhaust the theory formation search space in considering all
concepts up to a particular complexity, which is defined as the overall number of concepts that
were involved in the construction of a particular concept, including itself.
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3.6 Algebraic Structure Classification
The system of Sorge et al, for automatically determining isomorphism and isotopy classes for
loops and quasigroups is the most complex combined reasoning system that we have seen in the
literature [170]. The system uses a bootstrapping algorithm to identify and verify classes which
classify algebraic structures into different isomorphism or isotopy classes and appeals to many
different automated reasoning systems to solve sub-problems. In total, the system has made
use of 15 third-party reasoning systems at various stages in its development. The system has
been used to successfully generate classification theorems for many algebraic structure family
orders. For example, size 6 and 7 loops have been classified up to isotopy. Many of these results
are new to the mathematical literature.
The output of the bootstrapping algorithm is a decision tree for the classification theorem
for a given algebraic structure (e.g. quasigroups), cardinality (i.e., algebra size or order) and
equivalence type (isomorphism or isotopy). Each branch of the tree represents a particular
specialisation of the algebra. The algorithm is initialised by creating a root node for the tree.
This node is labelled with the axioms of the algebraic structure and its size, being the most
general definition. The bootstrapping algorithm works by iterating through the tree as follows,
starting with the root node:
 For the current node, it constructs an example which satisfies the definition labelling the
node. Examples are constructed by using model generators. The system has used Mace
[131], SEM [190] and Finder [167] for this purpose.
 If no examples can be found, the algorithm proves, see below, that no examples can be
found which satisfy the definition of the node for this size algebraic structure.
 If an example can be found, the algorithm does two things (in parallel):
1. it attempts to prove, see below, that the current node’s definition is an equivalence
class.
2. it uses model generators to find another example which satisfies the node’s definition
but which is not equivalent to the first one.
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 If the model generators find a non-equivalent example, it creates a discriminating prop-
erty which is true for the new example but not the first example. A number of approaches
have been used for finding discriminants. In the case of isomorphism, for example, dis-
criminants have been generated by the HR discovery system (see §3.5). For isotopy, the
system uses a complex combination of model generators and first-order theorem provers
(E [159] and Vampire [157]) to generate discriminators. These discriminators are either
equational or based upon counting particular sub-blocks of the algebraic structures.
 For new discriminants, it expands the tree by adding two new nodes under the current
node. The two new nodes are labelled with the current node’s definition together with,
for the first node, the discriminating property and, for the second node, the negation of
the discriminating property.
 The algorithm continues iterating through the nodes until no new expansion of the tree
can be performed.
 At the end of the process the leaf nodes will represent specialisations of the algebraic
structure for the given size which are either empty, i.e., they cannot be satisfied, or
represent an equivalence class.
 All examples for the given size are checked to see if they fall into a single equivalence
class, i.e., a single node of the tree.
The code to co-ordinate the interaction of the reasoning systems is bespoke Lisp. Whenever a
sub-system generates some information for the overall system it is verified by using a first-order
theorem prover, e.g. SPASS [181], to double-check the result. As mentioned above, the system
attempts to prove the equivalence relations it finds and also where particular definitions cannot
be satisfied. Numerous systems have been employed for this process, for example SPASS and
SAT solvers and SMT Solvers (see §2.4.3), namely, DPLLT [96] and CVClite [11]. Some of the
proofs involved are, however, too difficult for these solvers to handle. In these cases, the GAP
computer algebra system [97] is employed to reduce the complexity of the problems so they can
be solved.
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3.7 The Homer System
One of the purposes of using computer algebra packages (see §2.4.5) is to gain a better un-
derstanding of certain mathematical functions, and the calculation of outputs for inputs can
often lead to the formation of conjectures about the function. With the Homer system [53],
the authors combined HR, described in §3.5, with the Maple computer algebra package [180]
so that Homer could automatically discover conjectures about some user-supplied Maple
functions. The approach was applied to number theory, using some functions which included a
Boolean primality test, and τ(n) and σ(n) which calculate the number and sum of divisors of
n respectively. Due to the inherent connectivity between concepts in number theory, the main
difficulty encountered was the production of too many conjectures which followed trivially from
the definitions. Hence, Homer was enhanced to use the Otter theorem prover as a filter, i.e.,
any conjectures proved by Otter were discarded, as they were highly likely to follow trivially
from the concept definitions.
The Homer process is as follows:
 The user selects which Maple number theory functions they would like to investigate.
 Background examples for these functions are found by calling Maple.
 A HR theory formation session is started using these functions and their examples as
background. As described in §3.5, HR generates new concepts for the domain and con-
jectures which relate those concepts.
 For each conjecture that HR finds, Otter attempts to prove the conjecture using the
background examples.
 The user reviews the unproven conjectures, which will contain many implicates which are
restatements of others or which follow trivially from others. In order to prune these from
the output, the user selects some conjectures to add as axioms to Otter and runs the
prover again.
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 The list of unproven conjectures should now contain fewer uninteresting conjectures. The
user can iteratively repeat this process to prune more and more conjectures from the
initial corpus.
As an example of Homer in operation, in one investigation, using the isprime, τ and σ
functions, HR, initially, produced 48 concepts and 137 implicates [53]. Of these, 43 were proved
by Otter by reference to the background examples or by the fact that they were tautologies.
For example, the following two conjectures were proven by Otter:
∀ a ((a = 2 ∨ a = 3)→ τ(σ(a)) = a)
∀ a b (τ(a) = b ∧ σ(b) = a ∧ isprime(b)→ τ(σ(b)) = b)
The first follows from the background information that σ(2) = 3, σ(3) = 4, τ(3) = 2 and
τ(4) = 3. The second is trivially true for any given values. The remaining 94 conjectures were
then reviewed and several of them added as axioms to Otter in order to reduce repetition and
increase the interestingness of the unproven conjectures. For example, the following conjectures
were added:
∀ a (∃ b(τ(a) = b))
∀ a (τ(a) = 1→ a = 1)
∀ a (isprime(a)→ τ(a) = 2)
∀ a (τ(a) = 2→ isprime(a))
∀ a (∃ b(σ(a) = b))
∀ a (σ(a) = 1→ a = 1)
∀ a b (τ(a) = b ∧ σ(a) = b→ τ(b) = a)
∀ a b (τ(a) = b ∧ σ(a) = b→ σ(b) = a)
∀ a b (σ(a) = b ∧ σ(b) = a→ τ(a) = b)
∀ a b (σ(a) = b ∧ σ(b) = a→ a = 1)
∀ a (τ(τ(a)) = a→ (a = 1 ∨ a = 2))
∀ a (a = 3→ isprime(σ(σ(a))))
The conjectures added as axioms include simple definitions of functions, uninteresting conjec-
tures that were true only for a small number of examples and some interesting results that
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were replicated often in the output. Re-running Otter again for these examples reduced the
number of unproven conjecture to 22. By applying this process iteratively, the user was able to
reduce the number of conjectures presented to them from 137 to 11, which greatly simplified
the process of reviewing them for items of interest. Of these 11, one was particularly inter-
esting, namely ∀ a (isprime(σ(a))→ isprime(τ(a))). This could not be proven using Otter
but was proven by hand using traditional methods. The success of Homer comes from this
ability, in what was quite a short interactive session, to effectively prune its output to generate
challenging and interesting conjectures. We have considered a re-implementation of Homer as
part of our work and we describe this is chapter 11.
3.8 The TM System
Another example of a heterogeneous combined reasoning system is the TM system for repairing
non-theorems [57]. Given a non-theorem, i.e., a theorem that cannot be proven, TM uses
methods inspired by Lakatos’ philosophy of mathematics [120], to modify the original theorem
into related theorems that can be proved. TM achieves this with the help of several stand-alone
reasoning systems, namely, HR, as described in §3.5, the Mace model generator [131] and the
Otter theorem prover [129].
The TM process is as follows:
 Processing begins with a conjecture in the form A → C, where A are the axioms of the
algebraic domain and C is the theorem to be reviewed.
 TM attempts to prove the conjecture using Otter. If it can be proved, then this is
reported and the process ends.
 If the theorem cannot be proved then TM attempts to prove A→ ¬C. If this is provable,
then TM is not able to modify the theorem. This is reported and processing ends.
 TM checks whether the conjecture is only true for trivial algebraic structures. i.e., it calls
Otter to attempt to prove A→ ((∀ a b (a = b))↔ C) and A→ ((∃ a b (a 6= b))↔ C).
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If either of these can be proved then TM returns the result that the (modified) theory
can only be proven for trivial or non-trivial algebraic structures.
 Next, TM uses Mace to find example algebraic structures which support the conjecture,
and some which contradict it. The positive examples are generated by modelling A ∧ C
and the negatives by modelling A ∧ ¬C.
 TM then starts a HR session using the algebraic domain and positive examples as back-
ground. As described in §3.5, HR generates a number of concepts for the domain, with
an emphasis on concepts which represent specialisations of the algebraic structure. For
example, in studying the non-theorem that all groups are Abelian, i.e., groups for which
∀ a b (a ∗ b = b ∗ a), HR would generate the specialisation concept of self-inverse groups,
i.e., ∀ a (a = a−1).
 For each of the specialisation concepts, S, that HR has created, TM creates the modified
theorem A ∧ S → C and attempts to prove it using Otter. TM reports any that are
proven to the user. Optionally, it will report any concepts that have been identified as
being equivalent to S as these are sometimes of interest to the user. For example, as
self-inverse groups are Abelian, the self-inverse concept would be demonstrated to be a
good modifier for the above non-theorem that all groups are Abelian.
 TM filters any successful specialisation concepts to remove those which are likely to be
uninteresting. For example, using similar methods to its first check of the conjecture, it
removes specialisations which are true only of trivial algebras. In addition, if a speciali-
sation, S, is true for all the supporting examples of C then it attempts to prove S ↔ C,
A→ (S ↔ C) and S → C. The proof of these suggests that S is a restatement of C and
so will be of little interest to the user.
In testing, TM demonstrated 81 provable modifications of 98 non-theorems taken from the
TPTP library [171] for algebraic domains. We have considered a re-implementation of TM in
our work and we describe it in chapter 11.
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3.9 Conclusions
In this chapter, we have given background to combined reasoning, which we defined as the type
of reasoning performed by a system which draws upon the power of multiple reasoning sys-
tems. We have discussed examples of how combined reasoning has been employed in previous
areas of automated reasoning. We have given descriptions of portfolio combined reasoning sys-
tems, which use multiple versions of the same reasoning approach, and heterogeneous combined
reasoning systems. In addition, we have mentioned several generic approaches to combined rea-
soning which have been developed, although, in many cases, we defer a full description of these
to chapter 12, where we compare and contrast them with our own work in this area. We have
paid special attention to several existing combined reasoning systems which we have re-visited
in our work. In particular, we revisit automated theory formation, as performed by HR in
chapter 7 and Homer and TM in chapter 11.
In the next chapter, we describe ICARuS, a case-study combined reasoning system we created
to perform automated reformulation of constraint problems. In chapters 5 and 6 we describe a
framework for combined reasoning systems which we have developed with the aim of addressing
some of the problems encountered in our ICARuS case-study.
Chapter 4
ICARuS - A Case-Study in Combined
Reasoning
4.1 Introduction
One contribution we have made to the field of Combined Reasoning is the Implied Constraint
Automated Reformulation System (ICARuS) [46], which automatically reformulates Con-
straint Satisfaction Problems (CSPs). It does this by combining CSP solvers, described in
§2.4.2, with machine learning and automated theorem proving, in the form of the HR dis-
covery system, described in §3.5. In this chapter, we describe what the system does and the
motivation for it. We outline the process that ICARuS follows and detail how the system was
constructed, highlighting aspects that we believe to be strong and those which are weak. We
also present the results of applying it to some benchmark CSPs, namely finite algebra.
4.2 Motivation and System Overview
In §2.4.2, we described the AI problem solving area of constraint satisfaction problem (CSP)
solving. Constraints provide a rich language, so typically many alternative models exist for a
given problem, some of which are more effective than others. Formulating an effective constraint
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program is a challenging task, even for experienced users. Therefore, great value is placed on
any method that helps to reduce this modelling bottleneck.
One method of improving a model is to introduce constraints implied by the model. In [55],
Colton and Miguel described the application of HR (§3.5) and the Otter theorem prover
[129] to the generation of implied constraints. They employed HR to generate hypotheses
about the concepts expressed in a model for solving a class of CSPs. They then used Otter
to show that certain hypotheses followed from the CSP model, and hence they could be added
as implied constraints. While they achieved significant increases in efficiency in this manner,
their approach was semi-automatic. In particular, both Miguel and Colton - - with expertise
in constraint modelling and the domain of application (pure mathematics) respectively - - were
required to interpret the output from the learning system as constraints and translate them
into the language of the constraint solver. Consequently, although the reformulations provided
an improvement in solver efficiency, this was offset by the large amount of time and expertise
required during the reformulation process.
We implemented a fully automated method for introducing such implied constraints in the
ICARuS system. Given a CSP model for a particular class of problems, for example a model
for generating groups in the domain of finite algebra, ICARuS employs HR (§3.5) to induce
relationships in the solutions for small problems and the Otter theorem prover [129] to show
that the truth of the relationships follow from the CSP model. The relationships are translated
and interpreted as implied constraints which are added to the CSP model. On larger instances
of the problem class, the additional constraints often lead to a much reduced solving time. The
fully automated method employed by ICARuS represents a significant improvement upon the
semi-automated method presented in [55]. In the areas investigated in both studies, ICARuS
achieved similar or better efficiency gains and discovered new and effective implied constraints
not identified in [55]. At the same time, ICARuS removed the need for a high level of domain
knowledge and constraint solving expertise. Automation also allowed us to successfully apply
the procedure to new finite algebras, namely groups, Moufang loops and rings, the last of these
being exceptional in that they have two algebraic operators rather than one.
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ICARuS makes use of a number of AI techniques. It combines techniques from these areas by
using the following systems:
 The Otter automated theorem prover, which uses the resolution method to prove the-
orems by refutation and which we describe in more detail in §2.4.1
 The Constraint Logic Programming in Finite Domains (CLPFD) library [41] included
with SICStus Prolog, described in §2.4.2.
 The HR discovery system, described in §3.5, which speculatively invents concepts and
forms hypotheses in a domain of interest.
We describe some of the work related to ICARuS in §12.2 and future work in §13.2.
4.3 The Reformulation Process
A CSP problem class is a possibly infinite set, {P1, P2, . . .}, of constraint satisfaction problems.
Instances of the class are obtained by giving values for the parameters of the class. We focus
on classes parameterised by a single positive integer n. The number of variables in Pn increases
with n, making successive members of the class increasingly difficult to solve. However, the
core constraints for each Pi can be expressed using the same general relationships over the
variables. We have been working with CSPs where each variable has the same domain. For
problem instance Pn from a class of CSPs, this domain is {1, . . . , n}. Hence, in using the term
domain size, we mean the size of the domain of any variable, namely n for Pn. A good example
of such a class of CSPs is Latin Squares, where Pn represents the problem of filling an n by n
grid with the integers 1 to n such that no number appears twice in any row or column.
Figure 4.1 shows an overview of how the ICARuS system performs reformulation. We describe
the process informally below and provide pseudo-code in table 4.1. The system’s aim is to take
the base model of a problem class and automatically produce a reformulated model containing
additional constraints. The additional constraints will be proven to be implied by the base
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Figure 4.1: Overview of the reformulation process in the ICARuS system.
model, so that a solution to any Pn is also a solution to the reformulated version of Pn, and
vice versa. We have automated the following approach to reformulating CSPs:
1. The user supplies information about a problem class, including the core constraints. We
call this formulation of the CSP the base model.
2. The CLPFD solver generates solutions to small problem instances.
3. The solutions are given, along with the base model, to the HR system. This generates
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empirically true conjectures which relate concepts expressed in the core constraints.
4. Each conjecture is passed to Otter, and an attempt is made to show that the conjecture
is implied by the base model.
5. Each proved conjecture is interpreted as an implied constraint and translated into the
syntax of the CLPFD solver. As described in §4.4, automating this aspect of the process
was the most challenging.
6. Each implied constraint is added to the base model to produce a reformulated model.
The small problem instances are then solved again using the reformulated model. Every
implied constraint used in a reformulation which improves – in terms of efficiency – upon
the base model, is recorded in a set E.
7. Every pair of constraints from E are added to the base model and tested for an efficiency
increase. Then every triple of constraints is tested, and so on, until a user-defined limit is
reached, or no reformulation improves upon the best model so far in a particular round.
8. All reformulations leading to a speed up for the small problem instances are presented to
the user in decreasing order of the efficiency gained from the reformulation.
As an example, we started with the class of QG3 quasigroup problems, which are finite algebras
(as described in §2.4.2), satisfying the following axioms:
∀ a b (∃ c d (a ∗ c = b ∧ b ∗ d = a))
∀ a b (a ∗ b) ∗ (b ∗ a) = a
We formed the base model for this from the first order axioms of QG3 quasigroups, using the
translator in our system. Using SICStus to solve small problems from this class, our system
generated 8 QG3 examples. HR used these to discover 100 conjectures about QG3 quasigroups,
all of which were proved by Otter. The first round of testing highlighted:
(i) ∀ b c d ((b ∗ b = c ∧ d ∗ d = c)→ (b = d))
and
(ii) ∀ b c d ((b ∗ c = d ∧ c ∗ b = d)→ (b = c))
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as theorems which – when interpreted as constraints – improve the efficiency of the base model.
The constraints arising from these theorems were further combined into a single model in the
second round. In total, the reformulation process took approximately 8 minutes, and produced
a much improved model, as described in §4.7.
user input: base solver model (text file CLPFD syntax);
user input: domain axioms (text file OTTER-style syntax);
user input: max reformulations (∈ N);
user input: test order (∈ N);
output: new best model (text file CLPFD syntax);
base solutions = csp solver find all solutions(base solver model);
conjecture set = run hr(domain axioms,base solutions);
translated conjecture set =
translate into constraints(conjecture set,test order);
new best model = base model;
new best time = csp solver time(base model,test order);
reformulation count = 0;
do {
best model = new best model;
foreach (conjecture in translated conjecture set) {
test model = reformulate(best model,conjecture);
test time = csp solver time(test model,test order);
if (test time < new best time) {
new best model = test model;




} while (new best model 6= best model &&
reformulation count < max reformulations)
return new best model;
Table 4.1: Pseudo-code for the ICARuS algorithm
4.4 Constraint Interpretation
The three AI systems we have combined are all able to work with first order representations and,
in order to provide an initial benefit via commonality of language, we have limited ourselves
to CSPs that can be expressed in first order logic. The HR system has been developed to
work with Otter-style first order representations (which we describe in §2.4.1), so the major
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difficulty of translation was in terms of converting conjectures from Otter syntax to CLPFD
constraints. Given a proven conjecture from HR expressed as a string in Otter-style first
order syntax, the translation process in ICARuS first tokenizes the string and then parses it
using a bespoke Definite Clause Grammar (DCG), which is shown in figure 4.2. For example,
the first-order string in Otter-style syntax:
all a b (exists c d (a ∗ c = b & d ∗ a = b))
would be parsed as the following expression:
all([var(a), var(b)], exists([var(c), var(d)], e(&, e(=, e(∗, var(a), var(c)), var(b)),
e(=, e(∗, var(d), var(a)), var(b)))))
Once parsed, expressions are translated into constraints in CLPFD syntax. This is achieved
via recursion through the nested expression which creates, in most instances, a new predicate
for each level of nesting. How the interpretation method deals with quantifiers, expressions and
solution variables is described below. We also describe how, to improve the computational effi-
ciency of the implied constraints, further processing via simplification and further interpretation
via contra-position and case splitting is undertaken.
4.4.1 Quantifiers
The DCG produces partially translated universal quantifiers in the form:
all(variable list,sub expression).
This states that sub expression should hold for each combination of the values of the variables in
variable list. This is further translated by introducing three new predicates. The first predicate
creates a list of all possible value combinations (pairs, triples, etc.) as a list of sets determined
by the domain size. The second predicate recurses through this list, and makes a call to the
third predicate for each value combination. The third predicate represents sub expression and
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expression(Acc) - - > quantifiers(Acc).
expression(Acc) - - > logical exp(Acc).
quantifiers(all(X,LE)) - - > [all],varlist(X),logical exp(LE).
quantifiers(exists(X,LE)) - - > [exists],varlist(X),logical exp(LE).
varlist([X|Y]) - - > factor(X),varlist(Y).
varlist([ ]) - - > [ ].
logical exp(LE) - - > statement(S),le rest(S,LE).
le rest(S1,LE) - - > [&],statement(S2),le rest(e(&,S1,S2),LE).
le rest(S1,LE) - - > [-],[>],statement(S2),le rest(e( - >,S1,S2),LE).
le rest(LE,LE) - - > [ ].
statement(not(S)) - - > [-],statement(S).
statement(S) - - > addition(A),st rest(A,S).
st rest(A1,S) - - > [=],addition(A2),st rest(e(=,A1,A2),S).
st rest(A1,S) - - > [!],[=],addition(A2),st rest(e(
¯
,A1,A2),S).
st rest(S,S) - - > [ ].
addition(A) - - > result(R),a rest(R,A).
addition(inv a(R)) - - > ['inv+'] , result(R).
addition(inv a r(R)) - - > ['inv+r'] , result(R).
addition(inv a l(R)) - - > ['inv+l'] , result(R).
a rest(R1,A) - - > [+],result(R2),a rest(e(+,R1,R2),A).
a rest(A,A) - - > [ ].
result(R) - - > factor(F),r rest(F,R).
result(inv m(F)) - - > ['inv*'] , factor(F).
result(inv m r(F)) - - > ['inv*r'] , factor(F).
result(inv m l(F)) - - > ['inv*l'] , factor(F).
r rest(F1,R) - - > [*],factor(F2),r rest(e(*,F1,F2),R).
r rest(R,R) - - > [ ].
factor(var(X)) - - > [var(X)].
factor(num(X)) - - > [num(X)].
factor(X) - - > ['('] , expression(X) , [')'].
Figure 4.2: The Definite Clause Grammar used by ICARuS
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is constructed accordingly. The next recursion level is passed details of how the first order
variables have so far been translated into Prolog variables, so they can be correctly matched.
As an example, the translation of:
all([var(a),var(b)],e(=,var(a),var(b)))
produces the following triple of constraint logic programs:
A1(N):- A2([]). A3(V1,V2):-
sub sets(N,2,S), A2([[V1,V2]|Ss]):- V1 #= V2.
A2(S). A3(V1,V2),
A2(Ss).
Here, N is the domain size and S is a list of value combinations (in this case, pairs) for var(a)
and var(b), which is produced by the pre-defined sub sets/3 predicate. Predicate A1
creates this list and passes it to A2, which recursively calls A3 for each combination.
Existential quantifiers are partially translated to the form
exists(variable list,sub expression).
This states that sub expression holds for at least one combination of the values of the variables
in variable list. We use two methods to translate existential quantifiers. One method creates all
combinations of variable values as before and, using the solver’s disjunction syntax, produces
another predicate which constrains that at least one case should hold. The second method,
which is more effective where it can be used, involves representing the existentially quantified
variables as new solution variables in the CSP. These new variables are given domains appro-
priate to the size of the problem and are added to the list of required solution variables. Of
course, in finding a solution, the solver must ensure that these variables are given a value,
which enforces their existence. However, we found that this method could not be used if the
existential variable appeared on one side or other of expressions involving implication.
As an example, using the second method with the following partially translated sentence:
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exists([var(a),var(b)],e(=,var(a),var(b)))
produces the following pair of predicates:
B1(N,OldVarList,NewVarList):- B2(V1,V2):-




Here, predicate B1 creates two new solution variables, V1 and V2, to enforce the existence of
valid values for first order variables var(a) and var(b). These values are passed to B2,
which constrains that their value be equal for whatever instantiation the solver chooses to give
them. They are then added to the list of variables to be instantiated in finding a solution.
Expressions and Solution Variables
Expressions are partially translated as: e(op, , ), for instance e(&,sub exp a,sub exp b)
and e(=,sub exp a,sub exp b). Depending upon the domain of investigation, particular ex-
pressions represent solution variables. For example, in single-operator finite algebras, the solu-
tion variables are the result of the algebraic operator on all pairs of elements. Consequently,
any expression in the form e(*,n,m), where n and m are ground integers, identifies a spe-
cific solution variable. In other domains, different expressions would correspond to the solution
variables. For example, we might use the inverse operator to partially define a group, i.e.,
inv(a,b). In this case, the translator would identify expressions in the form inv(n,m),
where n and m are ground, as a decision variable.
The majority of first-order expressions that HR produces can be translated such that individual
solution variables are explicitly identified. In some instances, however, where operators are
nested, it is not possible to identify the exact solution variables that are affected, as they
may vary according to the parameters of the constraint. For example, consider the sentence
∀ a b ((a ∗ b) ∗ (b ∗ a) = b). Here, we must first know the results of a ∗ b and b ∗ a before we can
identify the solution variable whose value must be constrained equal to b. The translator in
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ICARuS identifies nesting and employs the CLPFD element constraint, which is common to
many solvers. This built-in constraint is optimised to resolve values within lists during search.
In general, a conjunction is translated using standard Prolog comma syntax. Equality expres-
sions equate the value of two evaluable sub-expressions. For example, ∀ a b (a ∗ b = b ∗ a)
equates the result of a ∗ b with that of b ∗ a. When translating equalities, a new variable is
generated to represent this equated result and each sub-expression is recursively translated in
such a way that its result is this new variable. For example, ∀ a b (a ∗ b = b ∗ a) generates the
following triple of predicates:
C1(N):- C2([ ], ). C3(V1,V2):-
sub sets(N,2,S), C2([[V1,V2]|Ss]):- mv(V1,V2,V3),
C2(S). C3(V1,V2), mv(V2,V1,V4),
C2(Ss). V3 #= V4.
Here, C1 and C2 handle universal quantification. Predicate C3 calls the mv(x,y,z) predicate
which finds the solution variable representing x * y and constrains it to be equal to z. Equality
of the sub-expressions, namely a * b and b * a, is enforced by V3 #= V4.
CLPFD syntax requires some expressions, such as implications and negations, to be expressed
using reification variables to represent the constraints for the sub-expressions. Reification
variables, which take the value true if an associated constraint holds and false otherwise, allow
the solver to efficiently propagate constraints during search and are attached to constraints
using #<=>, in CLPFD syntax. The sub-expressions of expressions requiring reification must
also be reified. Consequently, the translator is able to translate all expressions both with or
without reification as necessary.
4.4.2 Case-splitting and Simplification
The translation process can identify where conjectures can be interpreted as case-splits over
quantified variable values. Case-splits allow us to consider specific sets of solution variables
and can reduce the complexity of some conjectures by expressing them as simple and efficient
constraints. Consider, for example, the theorem: ∀ a b ((a ∗ b = b ∗ a)→ (a = b)), which states
an anti-Abelian property (that no two distinct elements commute). The contra-position of this
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theorem, which we define in chapter 2 (§2.2.2), is: ∀ a b ((a 6= b) → (a ∗ b 6= b ∗ a)), which can
be interpreted as a case-split on the variables a and b, i.e., when they are equal and when they
are not equal. Only when they are unequal do we post the inequality constraint.
The translator finds case-splits by considering whether or not the sub-expressions of an implica-
tion contain solution variables. If they do not, then the implication is translated as a case-split
using the theorem or its contra-position as appropriate. Case-split translations introduce an
additional predicate which succeeds if the variable values meet the case-split requirements, in
which case the constraints are posted, and fails otherwise. As an example, the translation of
the above anti-Abelian property, after universal quantification, is shown below:
D1(V1,V2):- D2(V1,V2):- D3(V1,V2):-
D2(V1,V2), V1 \= V2. mv(V1,V2,V3),
D3(V1,V2). mv(V2,V1,V4),
V3 #\= V4.
In this example, D1 represents ((a 6= b)→ (a∗b 6= b∗a)). The predicate D2 is used to determine
the case, if a and b (V1 and V2) are unequal then it will succeed and a call to D3 will be made,
posting the constraint (a ∗ b 6= b ∗ a). If it fails, i.e., a = b, then no constraints are posted.
In some cases, it is possible to remove variables or re-translate theorems without affecting
meaning. In some cases, such simplification can improve the effectiveness of the constraints
produced from the theorem. For example, the theorem ∀ a b c ((a ∗ b = c∧ b ∗ a = c)→ (a = b))
can be simplified to ∀ a b ((a ∗ b = b ∗ a) → (a = b)). Here we see that the variable c – which
is simply a marker for equality – has been removed. Care is taken to avoid inappropriate
simplification. For example, in the theorem: ∀ a b c ((b∗c = c∧c∗d = c)→ (b = d)), we cannot
simply remove the variable c without changing the semantics of the theorem.
4.5 Design and Implementation
In this section, we provide details of the ICARuS implementation. The overall process is
shown in figure 4.1 and described in §4.2. We describe here how each of the steps of this overall
process has been implemented. In §4.6, we provide a commentary on this implementation. The
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control process for ICARuS is written in Java with all calls to Prolog, including to CLPFD,
being made using Jasper, a Java to Prolog interface API included as part of SICStus [165].
4.5.1 ICARuS Configuration
ICARuS is started by reading a configuration file which provides the following information:
 Axioms for the domain being investigated.
 Parameters to be used in running the HR system, more detail of which is given in §3.5.
For instance, the maximum number of theory formation steps and a file-name for where
the output conjectures should be stored.
 The location of the Prolog code which will be used to generate and run CSP model
instances, together with details of the specific predicates that should be called.
 Parameters to guide the CSP model testing process. For example, a timeout figure for
when individual tests should be abandoned and the algebraic order to consider when
testing.
An example of a ICARuS configuration file, for studying QG6 quasigroups, is shown in figure
4.3. A separate domain configuration file is needed for each domain of investigation and a
GUI is available to allow the user to easily create these configurations. ICARuS processing
commences when a configuration file is read, starting with the creation of a base model.
4.5.2 Base Solver Model
The Base Solver model is the first formulation of the CSP and is the yardstick by which the
efficiency of other reformulations will be measured. It is created by using the domain axioms
from the ICARuS configuration file. Each CSP model it creates contains a call to load the
CLPFD libraries and a top-level predicate which will be called to run the CSP, for example
qg(MT,N). This top level predicate will return an operator table (MT) for a given algebra size
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# --Application Configuration - Wed Dec 14 20:24:42 GMT 2005 --




Domain Subtype Axiom 0=otter qg6,all b c (((( b * c ) * c ) = ( b * ( b * c)))).
Domain Subtype Axiom 1=
Domain Subtype Axiom 2=





























Plat HR DomainTemplate=ICARuS/files/HRconfig/template algebra.hrd
Plat HR FileDirectory=HR/files
Plat HR MacroTemplate=ICARuS/files/HRconfig/template algebra.hrm
Plat Prolog SolverGeneratorPredFile=ICARuS/files/PrologSource/trans convert.pl
Plat Prolog TempOutFile=ICARuS/files/PrologSource/tmp model output.pl
Plat Prolog examplesPredicateFile=ICARuS/files/PrologSource/trans examples.pl
Plat Test SaveResultsDir=ICARuS/files/TestResults
Figure 4.3: An example ICARuS configuration file.
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(N) by invoking CLPFD. The body of this predicate includes predicates to define the CSP
variables and their domains (normally 0 to N-1 ), calls to constraint predicates which enforce
the constraints and a call to labeling(MT) which is a built-in predicate to invoke CLPFD.
CSP variable definitions are based upon the type of algebraic structure expressed in the CSP.
For example, if we are considering quasigroups, a list of size N2 is defined, N being the order of
the algebra. Two-operator algebraic structures, such as rings, are modelled using a variable list
twice this size. Predicates for each axiom are created according to the methods outlined in §4.4.
When the CSP is run, the top-level predicate calls each of these predicates and enforces their
constraints. In most cases we encountered, the constraints generated by our translation routines
were the most efficient that we could create for that particular conjecture, both automatically or
by hand. However sometimes this was not the case. For example, one quasigroup axiom states
the existence of a right and left inverse for every element. The automatic translation of this
axiom is somewhat cumbersome. However, it simply states that the quasigroup multiplication
table is a Latin Square and this interpretation as all-different constraints is straightforward.
In such cases, the base model and all formulations use this more efficient interpretation of the
axiom. An example of an automatically generated CSP model is given in figure 4.4.
4.5.3 Configuring and Running HR
We provide full background of HR in chapter 3 (§3.5). Configuring HR for a run requires two
input files, a domain file and a macro file. The domain file describes all the initial concepts
of the theory to be investigated. The macro file simplifies the process of adjusting all the HR
settings to run it in a particular configuration. For example, the macro file automates loading
information from the domain file, selecting which HR production rules to use in developing the
theory and setting search heuristics, such as the maximum concept complexity to consider, an
upper bound on the concept formation search space. In addition, the macro file configures the
provers to be used in proving conjectures, such as defining the axioms of the domain. Examples
of these files, for multiple operator algebraic structures, are shown in appendix A. These
templates are populated by ICARuS by replacing place-markers with information specific
to the reformulation currently being performed. For example, the //AXIOM-START// and
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% auto generated model file -- created 17:21:33 20/1/2006
:-use module(library(clpfd)),use module(library(lists)).
qg(MT,N):-
NxN is N*N, length(MT,NxN),
N1 is N-1, domain(MT,0,N1),
quasigroup(MT,N),
p 1 1(N,MT,MT1), % wrapper for all b c ((c*b)*(c)=(b)*(c*b))
p 2 1(N,MT1,MT2), % wrapper for all b c (((b=c) - >(b*c=b)))
labeling([ff],MT2).
% auto generated supporting predicates
p 1 1(N,MT,MT1):-
sub sets(2,N,S), p 1 2(S,N,MT,MT1).
p 1 2([ ], ,MT,MT).
p 1 2([[V1,V2]|Ss],N,MT,MT2):-
p 1 3(V1,V2,N,MT,MT1), % (c*b)*(c)=(b)*(c*b)
p 1 2(Ss,N,MT1,MT2).






sub sets(2,N,S), p 2 2(S,N,MT,MT1).
p 2 2([ ], ,MT,MT).
p 2 2([[V6,V7]|Ss],N,MT,MT2):-
p 2 3(V6,V7,N,MT,MT1), % ((b=c) - >(b*c=b))
p 2 2(Ss,N,MT1,MT2).
p 2 3(V6,V7,N,MT,MT1):- % case split
( p 2 4(V6,V7) - >% b=c
p 2 5(V6,V7,N,MT,MT1) % b*c=b
; MT1 = MT ).
p 2 4(V6,V7):- V6 = V7.
p 2 5(V6,V7,N,MT,MT):-
var at(V6,V7,MT,N,V6).
Figure 4.4: An CSP model generated automatically by ICARuS.
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//AXIOM-END// place-markers indicate where axioms should be included. In particular,
background examples for the theory are obtained by running the base model (using Jasper), to
exhaustion, for each of a number of small orders, stopping when a given timeout is exceeded.
These are then formatted and placed in the HR configuration file. Once configured, HR is run,
essentially, as a black box. The configuration files dictate the parameters for theory formation,
including the point at which it will end. Consequently, ICARuS simply starts HR and awaits
its output, which is a list of conjectures, in Otter-style syntax, written to a user-specified
file. In particular, all calls to Otter for proving conjectures and filtering tautologies are made
directly from HR.
4.5.4 Testing
Testing of conjectures is performed in rounds. In the first round, each of the conjectures
is added individually to the base model and a new model is generated using the methods
described above. Each model, including the base model, is tested by finding all solutions for a
particular test order and timing their performance. This is done via Jasper by calling the findall
built-in Prolog predicate. Models which improve upon the performance of the base model are
considered for the next round of testing, where the conjectures are considered in combination
with other conjectures. We use a number of parameters to let the user better control the testing
process, as follows:
 Order (integer) - the order of algebra for which to run tests.
 Reforms (integer) - the maximum number of conjectures that can be added as constraints
to the base model (i.e., the maximum number of reformulation rounds).
 Repetitions (integer) - issues with consistency of timing meant that consecutive runs of
the same test, using CLPFD on our system, did not always give the same result in terms
of overall run time. This parameter allows users to repeat each test several times and
take the average result. We normally set this to 3.
 ImproversOnly (true/false) - if true, only reformulations which improve on the previous
solving time will be considered for reformulation in the next round. If this is set to false,
more tests will be performed but testing will take longer. This would give more complete
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test results at the expense of speed. However, the additional results will not better those
achieved with this flag set to true.
 Tolerance (float) - the user can dictate by how much a reformulation needs to improve
upon the previous time in order to be considered for the next round. If ImproversOnly
is set to true, then a model will only be considered for the next round of reformulation if
its run time was less than Tolerance multiplied by the previous run-time. This aims to
remove some inconsistency in the run times which we mentioned above. A common value
we used for this was 0.95.
 SeekBestTime (true/false) - this consistency workaround instructs ICARuS to time each
test as follows. First, run the model for a certain number of times, indicated by SeekBest-
TimeDisposals, without recording the results. Next, run the model for SeekBestTimeRoll-
Count trials and pick the shortest time. This deals with instances where the first run
of a test often gives an unrepresentative timing. Although we couldn’t identify why this
was, we managed to remove this problem by running CLPFD to solve the base model for
an order higher than the test order. We think this solves the problem by pre-allocating
enough memory to cover the requirements of any test at the test order. Consequently,
rather than using SeekBestTime, we normally use an up-front larger test and repetitions
of the test, taking the average.
 CutTopTheorems (true/false) - this reduces the number of tests being performed. Each
round, the improving models are analysed and those conjectures which created improving
models are identified. Of these, only a certain number, indicated by CutTopTheorem-
sCount are selected for use in reformulations in the next round.
 Timeout (integer) - is the maximum number of milliseconds that a test is allowed to run
for before it is aborted. Models that exceed the timeout are discarded from testing.
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4.6 Commentary on the Design of ICARuS
ICARuS was an ad-hoc design for the specific task of CSP reformulation. As described above,
processing is linear and the interaction between reasoning systems is a hard-coded pipeline of
one system feeding another.
There are several aspects of the implementation which we believe are valuable. Firstly, it was
certainly effective, as the experimental results highlight. In addition, calling Prolog from Java
involved designing bespoke APIs for the task. In particular, we developed a wrapper for the
Jasper interface. Jasper operates at a lower level than we needed, the objects it uses being actual
SICStus terms. The API we developed allows the user to call predicates using their Prolog string
representation, which is often easier to understand. In addition, it provides facilities to add
timeouts to Prolog calls and handles exceptions. Another good aspect of the implementation
is that it is quite modular thanks to Java’s package structure and object-oriented nature. For
example, the HRInterface class contains all the code for creating and running a HR instance.
SICStus also allows modular development, where consulted files can reference other files to
consult. This modularity helped us to make the design of the Prolog code clearer.
However, the implementation has several drawbacks. For example, one can only interpret how
the system operates by examining the main Java method that handles overall control. The
interaction of the component systems is therefore not obvious. Some programming knowledge
is required to understand, or modify, the system. Furthermore, the interaction with HR is not
ideal. Firstly, ICARuS uses HR essentially as a black box. HR is run in its entirety when
invoked, which may be an overkill. For example, in creating concepts, HR computes various
representations for them, not all of which are required by ICARuS. It would be more efficient
to just harness those aspects of HR that are necessary for the ICARuS system. For example, in
[43] we developed a system for efficiently generating classification concepts which implemented
a subset of HR’s functionality. Secondly, HR interaction involves creating macro and domain
files, much of which is simply repeated from the initial ICARuS configuration information,
which is inefficient.
Although not a characteristic of the design, it is worth mentioning the interaction between Java
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and SICStus, which was difficult to implement. Great care was required to ensure that runtime
libraries in native code were located correctly and environment variables correctly set. Indeed,
we were unsuccessful in using the SICStus Prologbeans interface, which is a suite of Java
libraries for connecting Java programs to SICStus, for this task. It is easier to interface with
more self-contained external processes. We also experienced issues of consistency when running
CLPFD, which we mentioned above. Using a different CSP solver would be a solution to
this, although swapping out this component from the ICARuS system would require technical
proficiency.
4.7 Experiments and Results
As we described in §2.4.2, finite algebras provide first-order benchmark tests for CSP solvers. In
particular, QG-quasigroup existence problems have driven much research in constraint solving
and other computational techniques [168, 187, 131, 188, 189]. QG-quasigroups are Latin Squares
with extra axioms. Figure 4.5 gives some quasigroup sub-type axioms, where all variables are
assumed to be universally quantified.
QG1 (x ∗ y = u) ∧ (z ∗ w = u) ∧ (v ∗ y = x) ∧ (v ∗ w = z)→ (x = z) ∧ (y = w)
QG2 (x ∗ y = u) ∧ (z ∗ w = u) ∧ (v ∗ x = y) ∧ (v ∗ z = w)→ (x = z) ∧ (y = w)
QG3 (b ∗ c) ∗ (c ∗ b) = b
QG4 (b ∗ c) ∗ (c ∗ b) = c
QG5 ((c ∗ b) ∗ c) ∗ c = b
QG6 (c ∗ b) ∗ b = c ∗ (c ∗ b)
QG7 (c ∗ b) ∗ c = b ∗ (c ∗ b)
Figure 4.5: Quasigroup sub-type axioms
Our experimental setup was as follows. We started with the axioms of a particular finite
algebra, which effectively defines the base model of a CSP problem class. The axioms were
supplied in Otter-style first order syntax and were translated into the base model of a CSP
using the translation process described above. The system ran the base solver model for sizes
up to n, and stopped when the time to solve for size n + 1 took more than 2 minutes. In this
context, and for all the experiments, by solve we mean exhausting the search space and finding
all solutions. The solutions for the small sizes were passed to HR, which ran until it found 100
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proven conjectures (with Otter providing the proofs).
To allow HR to form theories in the domain of quasigroups, we gave it the background the
concepts of quasigroups, elements and multiplication. In addition, we supplied two additional
background concepts, namely: the concept of two elements in the algebraic structure being equal
and two elements being unequal. We have found that this increases the yield of computationally
effective constraints found by HR. In addition, we set up HR so that it used Otter to discard
any conjectures which were tautologies, i.e., could be proved without the axioms of the domain.
For example, the conjecture ∀ a b (a ∗ a = b ∧ a = b) → b ∗ b = b would be filtered as a
tautology. This slightly increased HR’s processing time, but greatly reduced the number of
reformulations to test, hence improved overall efficiency. The proved conjectures from HR were
translated into constraints, as described in §4.4, and introduced into the base CSP model to
create a reformulation, using the process described in §4.3. For any reformulation shown to
improve efficiency on the small problem instances, we compared performance against that of
the base model for problems of size n+ 1 and larger.
Number of Test HR Test Total Efficiency
Algebra examples order time time time gain (%)
QG7 12 6 9:31 6:29 16:00 91.4
QG6 2 6 11:35 1:37 13:12 87.8
Group 22 5 3:31 21:00 24:32 36.9
QG3 8 5 5:32 1:55 7:28 31.2
QG4 20 5 4:29 2:28 6:56 29.6
Ring 25 5 9:17 19:48 29:06 29.4
QG5 8 5 12:57 4:15 17:13 28.3
Moufang 25 3 8:07 7:37 15:44 14.2
QG1 16 4 15:26 7:01 22:28 -
QG2 16 4 20:48 6:51 27:39 -
Loop 16 5 6:42 3:07 9:50 -
Medial 22 3 24:08 2:37 26:45 -
Semigroup 23 3 4:15 1:39 5:55 -
Monoid 32 4 4:32 4:55 9:28 -
Table 4.2: Reformulation times (minutes:seconds) and proportion of base model solving time
for training (small) domain sizes
Table 4.2 shows the efficiency gains we were able to achieve for our test finite algebra families.
The table shows the number of examples that were found by the base solver model applied to
small orders, which were given to HR as background information. Test order refers to the size
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of the algebra that was used for performing tests of reformulations. The times are the total
times taken to create the best reformulated model. These are the time taken by HR, the time
taken to construct good reformulations and the total reformulation time. The last column is
the percentage decrease in solving time by using the best reformulation that ICARuS found
versus the original base model. This table is ordered by decreasing efficiency gain.
As table 4.2 shows, in 8 out of 14 algebra families, a gain in efficiency was achieved via the
reformulated model. For example, the largest efficiency gain was in the case of QG7 quasigroups,
where the reformulated model found all examples of size 6 quasigroups in just 8.6% (100% -
91.4%) of the time taken by the original CSP model. The value, in cases where an efficiency
gain is achieved, is that the time spent reformulating the model is recaptured when finding
solutions to those same problems at higher orders. However, in some cases, such as QG1 and
QG2, there was no efficiency gain. For these algebraic families, the time spent reformulating
the problem is essentially wasted as it will not be recouped at higher orders.
Where we did improve upon the base model, table 4.3 shows the results of taking the best
reformulation and applying it to larger problem sizes.
Domain Base Reformulated Proportion
Algebra size model model (%)
QG3 7 3:09 1:24 44.5
8 10:07:02 3:10:03 31.3
QG4 6 0:07 0:04 54.2
7 11:19 5:18 46.8
QG5 7 1:24 1:17 91.7
8 38:05 28:52 75.8
QG6 9 27:25 6:25 23.4
10 24:21:00 5:53:03 24.2
QG7 8 19:12 3:33 18.5
9 27:12:35 4:19:42 15.9
Group 8 16:37 4:15 25.6
9 4:36:39 28:27 10.3
Moufang 4 0:11 0:08 72.3
5 10:49 4:19 39.9
Ring 7 0:37 0:30 79.8
8 4:22 2:09 49.5
Table 4.3: Solving times (hours:minutes:seconds) and proportion of base model solving time
for testing (larger) domain sizes.
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Unfortunately, we could not resolve a memory bound of 256 Mb. in the CLPFD solver, which
effectively meant that we couldn’t perform tests for problem instances larger than those shown
in table 4.3. In those cases where we did manage to run longer tests, the benefit of reformulation
is clear. In particular, for QG3, QG6, QG7 quasigroups and groups, the time taken to produce
the reformulated model was a fraction of the time gained in running the larger tests. For
instance, we spent a total of 16 minutes reformulating the QG7 quasigroup model and, at size
9, this saved us almost 23 hours of solving time. In the cases where we couldn’t perform the tests
due to memory bounds, it seems likely that the reformulation time would be similarly gained
back at larger domain sizes. Note that only those families where a speed-up was identified in
table 4.2 are shown in 4.3. Where no efficiency gain is achieved, the best reformulated model
is the base model.
In [55], Colton and Miguel studied reformulations for QG-quasigroup problems, which were
generated in a partially automated, partially hand-crafted way. It is interesting to note that
the fully automated method described here re-created all the best reformulations found by hand
in [55], with two exceptions. The first exception was with the reformulations of QG3 and QG4
quasigroups. Here, the best fully automated reformulation for both QG3 and QG4 uses the
constraints generated from this pair of theorems:
∀ b c d ((b ∗ c = d ∧ c ∗ b = d)→ (b = c))
∀ b c d ((b ∗ b = d ∧ c ∗ c = d)→ (b = c))
In [55], however, their best reformulations also used another theorem: ∀ a b (a ∗ a = b →
b ∗ b = a). In our experiments, this theorem was found in some reformulations for QG3 and
QG4 which improved efficiency. However, these reformulations were less efficient than the best
reformulation. The two theorems above state, respectively, that these quasigroups are anti-
Abelian (i.e., no two distinct elements commute) and that the main diagonal elements must
all be distinct. As described in §4.4.2, the system uses simplification and the contra-positive of
each of these to post constraints for all cases where b 6=c. To illustrate these constraints, at size
6 the first of these theorems results in 15 inequality constraints of the form Xij 6= Xji for 1 ≤
i, j ≤ 6 and i 6= j .
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The second exception represents one of numerous instances where the system discovered implied
constraints which were not identified in [55]. In particular, the best reformulation for QG5
quasigroups from [55] was identified as the second best reformulation in our experiments. The
best fully automatic reformulation used constraints derived from this new theorem:
∀ b c d ((b ∗ c = d ∧ d ∗ b = c)→ (c = d))
For QG5 quasigroups up to size five, on average, the solving time for the second best refor-
mulation (i.e., the reformulation identified in [55]) took 77% of the time taken using the base
model. With the constraints derived from the above theorem, this time reduced to 71.7% that
of the base model.
4.7.1 Commentary on the Results
These results demonstrate the success of ICARuS in reformulating CSPs. Using finite alge-
bras as benchmark tests, in many cases, the time taken to reformulate problems represents a
worthwhile investment, which is soon recovered when searching for solutions to larger problem
instances. There is probably still room for improvement. In particular, in some cases, the
system failed to create an improved solver model. There are a number of possible reasons for
this, including:
 The base model is the best possible. In this case, the approach would never improve the
base model.
 Improving constraints do exist but were not found by HR. We could counter this by
running HR for longer or with heuristic guidance specifically tailored to this process.
Alternatively, we could implement new ways for HR to make conjectures, for instance by
allowing the user greater control over the concept formation process [176], or by directly
noticing all-different properties, for which there are efficient solving methods in the form
of the explicit all-different constraint (see §2.4.2).
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 Improving constraints were found by HR but translated inefficiently. We have endeav-
oured to make the translation process as effective as possible, but we could improve this
process. In particular, where possible, we would seek new ways to interpret conjectures
as efficient built-in constraints, such as all-different, rather than, for example, sets of
inequalities.
 Our method of assessing the effectiveness of constraints fails to identify the most useful
constraints. In particular, a constraint may not be effective at low order but its effective-
ness may increase as the domain size increases. In contrast, a constraint may be highly
effective for small test sizes, but degrade as the domain size increases. For instance, the
reformulation for QG6 quasigroups used the idempotency constraint (∀ b (b ∗ b = b)),
which applies to elements on the main diagonal of a multiplication table. As we see from
tables 4.2 and 4.3, this achieves a time of around 12% of that for the base model for
problem sizes up to 6, but around 24% for sizes 9 and 10. One solution would be to
implement techniques for extrapolating the effectiveness of constraints in order to choose
them more intelligently.
ICARuS adds weight to the argument that combining reasoning techniques can produce AI
systems which are more than a sum of their parts. For instance, due to the limited number of
examples at small domain sizes, the reformulations of QG6 quasigroups were based on conjec-
tures found by HR using only two examples. Such little empirical evidence probably wouldn’t
be statistically significant in a standard machine learning exercise, and hence the conjectures
might be ignored. However, because they were proved by Otter, they were as valid as ones
with greater empirical evidence, which highlights the advantages to be gained by combining
different reasoning approaches.
4.8 Conclusions
In this chapter, we discussed the ICARuS system, one of our contributions to the field of
combined reasoning. We have described the motivation for such a system, how the system
works and the successful experiments we have achieved with it. Furthermore, we have discussed
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the detailed implementation of the system and commented on its good and bad aspects. We
highlighted issues with design clarity, whereby it is difficult to see how the system operates
without inspecting the code itself. This would present problems if we wanted to amend or
enhance the system in any way, for example to introduce a new constraint solver or theory
formation system. We also mentioned that using the theory formation system as a black box
is inefficient. For instance, we may only need a sub-set of its capabilities or we may want to
stop its processing at some point to investigate findings, rather than waiting for it to complete
its session. In addition, the interface between systems is somewhat unwieldy and, in some
aspects, involves repetition of input. Furthermore, it would be a challenging task to distribute
the ICARuS system. This would require more bespoke code to control parallel running and
the effort involved would probably outweigh the benefits.
The issues we have highlighted are ones which a more general approach to creating combined
systems should address. If we are going to make systems that are easy to understand, amenable
to extension and efficient, then we would benefit from a standard methodology and tools to
create such systems. In the next chapter, we propose a more generic framework for combining
reasoning systems based upon the Global Workspace Architecture.
Chapter 5
A GWA Framework for Combined
Reasoning
5.1 Introduction
In chapter 4, we described ICARuS, an effective ad-hoc implementation of a combined rea-
soning system, and, in §4.6, discussed good and bad aspects of its design. Our experience in
designing ICARuS, and in other combined reasoning systems, led us to the question of whether
there is a best practice in designing combined reasoning systems. For example, we would like
to re-use the APIs we developed for interacting with other systems ideally in a way that would
allow unsophisticated users to employ them. Such as, someone with no knowledge of Java being
able to create a system like ICARuS by selecting specific components and defining aspects of
their behaviour using a non-technical language.
Whilst considering this question, our attention was drawn to the Global Workspace Architecture
(GWA), which we describe in chapter 2 (§2.7). This is essentially a very simple agent-based
architecture with an extremely limited communication scheme. There are a number of agent-
based and parallel architectures, which we could have chosen as a starting point for a generic
approach. In particular, there are architectures that have been designed specifically with the
aim of creating combined reasoning systems, which we mention in chapter 3 and expand upon
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in chapter 12. Many of these would perhaps be an appropriate starting point. However, we
decided to pursue the GWA approach due to a number of factors and its simplicity suggested
that it would be just as easy, if not easier, to create the architecture from scratch rather than
adapting an existing architecture.
GWA displays several characteristics that are appealing as an architecture for combined rea-
soning. Its simplicity is a potential benefit, whereby using such a lightweight underpinning my
lead to highly efficient implementations. The underlying parallel nature of the architecture and
the limited amount of communication between processes suggests that implementations might
be readily converted into effective distributed systems. In addition, the assessment of how rele-
vant new information is, to the overall process state, is distributed to the individual processes.
This removes the need to create some form of central guiding agent or process to determine
the overall direction and specifics of future processing. Also, the encapsulation of specialists
into individual processes provides clarity and modularity. As well as potentially providing a
theoretical framework for combining reasoning systems, an additional benefit is the exploration
of GWA as a computational framework in general, especially considering its origins in cognitive
theory.
In this chapter, we describe the combined reasoning framework we developed based upon GWA.
This framework allows a designer to combine disparate reasoning tools into a consistent whole,
which can then be employed by a user to perform intelligent tasks. We also provide simple
examples to illustrate how the framework is used, and the mechanics of its processing. This
highlights how processes interact to perform more complex tasks than their individual capa-
bilities allow. We illustrate how users can improve the overall effectiveness of their systems by
describing how we make simple extensions to these examples.
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5.2 The Framework
The architecture defined by our framework is inspired by the Global Workspace Architecture
(GWA) [7], described in §2.7. GWA describes how parallel unconscious specialist processes,
attached to a global workspace, react to broadcasts on that workspace and compete for access
to it. Under our framework, each of these specialist processes performs either some type of
reasoning (e.g., by encapsulating a theorem prover or a computer algebra system) or a useful
administrative task, such as reporting or redundancy checking. The framework starts with a
basic global workspace architecture as follows:
 A blackboard-style workspace has a number of sub-processes attached, each of which
performs some form of reasoning or other task.
 Reasoning proceeds sequentially in rounds, but at each round every sub-process is acti-
vated in parallel.
 At each round, some - - but not necessarily all - - of the sub-processes propose a result to
be broadcast to all the sub-processes still attached to the workspace in the next round.
 Each sub-process also provides a numerical value for its proposal, which represents the
process’s own estimation of the worth of the result.
 The proposal with the highest value is chosen for broadcasting in the next round, which
effectively drives the reasoning process.
 Each sub-process reacts to the broadcast result and possibly proposes a result, which
starts the next round of reasoning.
A round starts with the broadcast of some reasoning artefact (e.g., a conjecture, proof, example,
etc.) which each attached process may ignore or may react to in various ways. Specifically, a
process may do one or more of the following:
 Construct a proposal for broadcast, consisting of a reasoning artefact and a numerical
(heuristic) value of importance that the process ascribes to that artefact.
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 Detach itself from the framework.
 Attach new processes to the framework.
At the end of each round, various processes will have been added to and removed from the
global workspace, and a set of broadcast proposals will have been submitted to the framework.
At the start of the next round, the framework chooses the proposal with the highest importance
value, and broadcasts the reasoning artefact from that proposal. In the case where multiple
proposals have equal heuristic value, one is chosen from them randomly. All non-broadcast
proposals are discarded and will not be considered for broadcast in later rounds unless they are
re-proposed.
To create a combined system, a developer must create a configuration of the framework, by
defining:
 The reasoning artefacts that may be broadcast on the workspace.
 The processes that may be attached to the workspace and their behaviour, which must
conform to the framework rules.
 The starting state, i.e., the initially attached processes.
When creating workspace processes, a developer must define how each process reacts to broad-
casts, the processing or reasoning they perform, the proposals they can make and the method
they use in determining the heuristic rating of importance.
The output of a system created using the framework can be seen as the artefacts that are broad-
cast, which are created by the interaction of the various processes attached to the workspace.
In addition, should the user so specify, additional output may be provided by the individual
processes themselves, for example in the form of logs or reports. The ability of processes to
detach themselves from the framework is arbitrary as the user may, equivalently, specify that
a process no longer respond to broadcasts. In practice, detachment simply allows for system
resources to be released.
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5.3 A Formal Description of the Framework
Formally, the framework describes a global variable, W, a permitted language for that variable,
A, and a permitted set of workspace processes, P. Each member of A is of the form [t,d], where
t is the type and d is the specific data. The framework user must define an allowable set of
broadcastable artefact types, AT, each with an associated schema, which is a list of strings of a
particular length. For each [t,d] ∈ A, t ∈ AT and d has the appropriate schema. Each member
of P has a method, react, and an associated state. The react method takes a single parameter
∈ A and returns a tuple [a,v,s,f ], where a ∈ {A ∪ null}, v ∈ N, s ⊆ P, f ∈ {true, false}.
The framework makes no prescriptions for this method and its implementation is entirely at
the discretion of the framework user. Processing under the framework proceeds as follows:
user input: PROCESS LIST (⊆ P);
user input: STOP ROUND (∈ N);
output: Artefact array (⊂ A, length ≤ STOP ROUND);




ARTEFACT LIST = ∅;
HIGH VALUE = 0;
NEXT PROCESS LIST = PROCESS LIST;
for each (p in PROCESS LIST) {
[ARTEFACT,VALUE,SPAWN,DETACH FLAG] = p.react(W);
if (ARTEFACT 6= null) {
if (VALUE > HIGH VALUE) {
ARTEFACT LIST = ∅ ∪ ARTEFACT;
HIGH VALUE = VALUE;
} else if (VALUE = HIGH VALUE) {
ARTEFACT LIST = ARTEFACT LIST ∪ ARTEFACT;
}
}
NEXT PROCESS LIST = NEXT PROCESS LIST ∪ SPAWN;
if (DETACH FLAG = true) {
NEXT PROCESS LIST = NEXT PROCESS LIST \ P;
}
}
W = select random member(ARTEFACT LIST);
PROCESS LIST = NEXT PROCESS LIST;
} while (ARTEFACT LIST 6= ∅ && ++ROUND < STOP ROUND);
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5.4 Illustrative Example - Simple String Generation
The simple example we present here illustrates how the framework is used. The task of the
configuration is to construct sub-strings of a given target word (starting from the first letter).
The background knowledge is individual letters and the target word itself. This task is not
difficult, and somewhat contrived, but it demonstrates the mechanics of how processes co-
operate in performing an overall task. The system we have designed here will generate all
sub-strings of the word “MISSISSIPPI”.
5.4.1 System Design
As mentioned in §5.2, to design a configuration for a particular task, we must define the
broadcastable artefacts, the processes and the initial state. In our example, this is as follows:
 Broadcastable Artefacts : text strings of length zero or more.
 Processes : we define a single Letter process. It carries with it, as background knowledge,
the target word and a single letter. It reacts to the broadcast of a text string. If the
broadcast string is the same as the target string then the process detaches itself from the
workspace with no proposal. Otherwise, the process creates a new string by attaching its
letter to the end of the broadcast and proposing this new string for broadcast. It ranks
this proposal by counting the number of letters of its creation that match the target word,
in the correct character position, and using that as the importance measure.
 Initial State: one process is attached for each of the letters “M”, “I”, “S” and “P”. The
first round starts with the broadcast of the empty string, “ ”.
5.4.2 The Simple System in Action
Table 5.1 shows how processing progresses on a round by round basis. In the first round,
nothing is broadcast (null). Each process reacts to this by proposing a string consisting of just
their background character.
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Processes
M I S P
Round Broadcast Prop. Imp. Prop. Imp. Prop. Imp. Prop. Imp.
1 null M 1 I 0 S 0 P 0
2 M MM 1 MI 2 MS 1 MP 1
3 MI MIM 2 MII 2 MIS 3 MIP 2
4 MIS MISM 3 MISI 3 MISS 4 MISP 3
5 MISS MISSM 4 MISSI 5 MISSS 4 MISSP 4











12 MISSISSIPPI detach detach detach detach
Table 5.1: Processing in the simple sub-string system.
The process proposing “M” ranks this higher than all other proposals as it matches most char-
acters of the target word (in the right positions, i.e., the first letter). Consequently, the process
proposing “M” wins the contest for access to the workspace and its proposal is broadcast. All
processes react again in the second round. Their proposals are all concatenations with “M”. In
this round, “MI” is ranked highest and becomes the next broadcast. The process continues, in
a manner that should hopefully now be obvious, until all other sub-strings of the target word
are broadcast. When the target word itself is broadcast, all the processes detach. Processing
then ends as there are no further broadcast proposals.
5.4.3 An Extension to the Simple System
The simple substring generating system we describe above is heavily tailored to the specific
target word. Each process must be pre-configured with the target word itself, together with one
particular component letter. By a simple re-design, we could make the system more general
and reduce the amount of effort in configuring the background knowledge. Here is a better
design, requiring less configuration to run each time:
 Broadcastable Artefacts : there are two types of these, the target artefact and the substring
artefact, both of which are string lists of length two. The first of these strings is a flag to
distinguish the type of artefact. This is “t” for a target artefact and “s” for a substring
artefact. The second string of the list is either the target word or a substring.
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 Processes : we modify the existing Letter processes. They now propose substring artefacts,
rather than simple strings, by creating a list in the form [s,substring ]. They no longer
carry the target word as background knowledge. In response to the broadcast of a target
artefact they now store the broadcast target word. In that same round, they then propose
their own letter as a substring artefact. They respond to substring broadcasts as they did
for string broadcasts in the earlier version. All their proposals are ranked, as before, by
matching with the target word. We also define a new process, TargetNotifier. The user
configures this process with the required target word as background knowledge. In each
round, it proposes a target artefact, in the form [t,targetword ], with an importance rating
of 1. It responds to a target artefact broadcast by detaching from the workspace.
 Initial State: one Letter process is attached for each of the letters of the alphabet plus
there is one TargetNotifier, configured with the required target word. The first round
starts with the broadcast of an empty string.
The benefit of this re-design is that, in order to run the system for a new target word, the user
need only configure the TargetNotifier process. All other processes, and the initial state, are
untouched.
Processes
TargetNotifier N R U . . .
Round Broadcast Prop. Imp. Prop. Imp. Prop. Imp. Prop. Imp. . . .
1 null [t,RUN] 1 - - - - - - . . .
2 [t,RUN] detach [s,N] 0 [s,R] 1 [s,U] 0 . . .
3 [s,R] [s,RN] 1 [s,RR] 1 [s,RU] 2 . . .
4 [s,RU] [s,RUN] 3 [s,RUR] 2 [s,RUU] 2 . . .
5 [s,RUN] detach detach detach . . .
Table 5.2: Processing in the Enhanced Simple Substring System.
Table 5.2 illustrates how the system will run for the target word “RUN”. For clarity, we have
not shown all the other processes for the other letters of the alphabet. The only process to
propose a broadcast in the first round is the TargetNotifier, which proposes a target artefact
containing the target word “RUN”. In round two, the TargetNotifier reacts to this broadcast
by detaching. All the Letter processes react by storing this target word and proposing their
individual letters as substring artefacts. The rounds continue, as in the first version of the
system, until all sub-strings have been broadcast.
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5.5 Illustrative Example - Portfolio Proving
Now let us consider an example that is more relevant to Automated Reasoning. The framework
makes it easy to design an automated theorem proving system using a portfolio approach. We
can do this as follows:
 Broadcastable Artefacts : three broadcastable artefacts are defined - axioms, theorem and
proof. They each are string lists of length two. The first string indicates the artefact type
and can be “a”, “t” or “p”. The second is either a set of axioms, a theorem or the details
of the proof of a theorem. Axioms and theorems are presented in TPTP [171] format.
 Processes : three types of process are defined, namely AxiomBG, TheoremBG and Prover.
In each round, the AxiomBG process, proposes an axioms broadcast, containing the ax-
ioms to be used for proving. It gives this proposal an importance rating of 1. These
axioms are in TPTP format and pre-defined by the user. AxiomBG detaches when an
axioms artefact is broadcast (it identifies that its proposal has been successful). Theo-
remBG reacts to the broadcast of an axioms artefact by proposing a theorem artefact
containing the theorem to be proved. Again this is rated as 1 and the theorem is in TPTP
format. TheoremBG detaches when a theorem artefact is broadcast. Each Prover embod-
ies a different automated theorem prover. These could be different prover applications or
the same prover application configured or parameterised differently. Each theorem prover
must be able to understand the TPTP format for problem specification. These processes
react to the broadcast of an axioms artefact by storing those axioms for future use in
performing proofs. They react to theorem artefacts by appealing to their prover to prove
the theorem using their previously seen axioms, subject to a user-defined timeout limit. If
the prover is successful, the Prover process proposes a proof artefact with an importance
rating of 1. Otherwise it proposes nothing.
 Initial State: a number of Prover processes are attached. One for each prover/prover-
configuration the user wishes to apply. In addition, there is one AxiomBG process,
configured with the user’s required axioms, and one TheoremBG, which has the theorem
the user wishes to prove. Processing begins with a null broadcast.
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We have not yet implemented such a system. However, an example of how processing might
progress in the hypothetical system is shown in table 5.3. AxiomBG proposes axioms until they
are broadcast, whereupon it detaches. This broadcast triggers the proposal of the theorem by
TheoremBG. When this is broadcast, the Prover processes attempt to prove the theorem. In
the example, only Prover2 finds a proof in the allotted time and this is broadcast in round 4.
The reasoning process ends once a proof has been proposed and broadcast. Alternatively, if
no prover can find a proof, then there will no proposals following the theorem broadcast and,
again, processing, and reasoning, will end.
Processes
AxiomBG TheoremBG Prover1 Prover2 . . .
Rnd B/c Prop. Imp. Prop. Imp. Prop. Imp. Prop. Imp. . . .
1 null [a,axioms] 1 - - - - - - . . .
2 [a,axioms] detach [t,theorem] 1 - - - - . . .
3 [a,theorem] detach - - [p,proof ] 1 . . .
4 [p,proof ] - - - - . . .
Table 5.3: Processing in the portfolio prover system.
The configuration above allows users to prove theorems using a number of different provers
simultaneously. This example demonstrates how this architecture lends itself quite well to a
distributed version of this system. Each process could be placed on a different processor. When
a theorem artefact is broadcast, the provers on these separate processors will simultaneously
attempt the proof using their local resources. Under our framework, all processes are given
time to consider their response before a new round begins. Hence, we have included a timeout
here to stop processes from attempting, unsuccessfully, to prove theorems for long periods,
potentially locking the system and preventing the broadcast of a successful proof. In §13.4.1,
we consider asynchronous processing models which would allow processing to continue without
waiting for all processes to respond.
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5.5.1 Extensions to the Portfolio Prover
This example is perhaps the most simple design of a portfolio prover system that we could
consider, there are many potential upgrades to this design. For example, the ratings of impor-
tance do not play a significant part in guiding overall processing. In early rounds, only one
proposal is made, which means it is automatically chosen for broadcast. If there are a number
of successful proofs, the above configuration would broadcast one chosen randomly from them
all. A simple enhancement to the rating approach would be to make Prover processes assign
importance values based upon the details of the proof, such as proof length or some other com-
plexity measure. This would guarantee broadcast of the simplest of several proposed proofs,
which may be more desirable for the user. In the configurations we describe in chapter 7 and
thereafter, we will see more complicated process interactions where importance rating schemes
are used.
Another enhancement would be translation. Some users may prefer to provide background
axioms in another format, for example the Otter-format syntax [129]. We could introduce a
new Translator process, with the ability to convert Otter into TPTP. In addition, we would
add additional flags to the axioms and theorem artefacts by making them lists of length three
rather than two. The additional string would read either “otter” or “tptp” to indicate the
format. AxiomBG and TheoremBG would be pre-configured by the user with an indicator of
their format and create proposals appropriately. The new Translator process would respond
to the Otter format flag of axioms and theorem artefacts by proposing translated versions
with the tptp format flag. TheoremBG would only react to artefacts with the tptp format. We
would now be able to introduce provers which use different input formats. For example, we
could now use provers that only understand Otter format. We would encapsulate them in
Prover processes that are configured to react to the appropriate format flag.
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5.6 Conclusions
In this chapter, we described our framework for Combined Reasoning based upon the Global
Workspace Architecture. The simple examples in this chapter demonstrate how the framework
operates and how users can configure the background for different runs. We also discussed how
simple design decisions affect the efficiency of design. Furthermore, our portfolio prover system
shows how it is possible to design effective reasoning systems using the framework and how
these have to potential to easily translate into parallel implementations.
The framework itself is very simple. We have only deviated from the underlying GWA theory
by allowing the termination and spawning of processes. Such behaviour is not considered by the
basic theory, which only considers a static set of attached specialist processes. Maintaining this
low complexity has several benefits for clarity of design and extensibility. For example, processes
encapsulate specific component skills. Adding particular system capabilities is aligned with
introducing one or more new specialist processes. Such modularity makes the system design
clear. They also allow for straightforward interpretation of the overall system as a parallel
implementation. In addition, there is only one point of communication between processes. It is
very easy to see the information transfer between processes and monitor how overall processing
is progressing. This common communication point simplifies enhancement of a system. In
our examples, we saw how we could introduce new capabilities by hooking into this point of
communication. For example, we introduced Otter translation into the portfolio prover by re-
specifying the broadcastable artefacts. We amended how they are proposed and how processes
react to them. In essence, we broke the chain of broadcasts to introduce a new processing
loop. The simplicity, clarity and extensibility of the framework are appealing from a software
engineering viewpoint. In later chapters, we will see how, despite its simplicity, the framework
allows us to create effective combined reasoning systems.
In the next chapter, we describe the GC toolkit. This is a software toolkit which allows users
to develop concrete systems according to the framework and allows them to parameterise and




In the previous chapter, we described our framework for combining reasoning systems based
on the Global Workspace Architecture (GWA). In addition, we provided some examples of
how users can create configurations of the framework to create systems for specific tasks. We
developed the GC toolkit to facilitate the task of creating and running configurations. GC,
which takes its name from the initial letters of the phrases “GWA” and “Combined Reasoning”,
allows users to design individual processes to go into configurations, parameterise them for a
particular run and group them into the initial state of a configuration. It then runs those
configurations according to the rules of the GWA that were adopted in the framework. GC
consists of two parts. Firstly, there is a Java library which allows users to create their own
processes and run configurations. Secondly, there is a user interface with which users can
create and parameterise configurations using the processes they have developed. We discuss
each of the elements in turn in the next sections. The GC toolkit also includes the processes
we developed for our experiments. Developers can use these pre-defined processes and adapt
them, as they desire, for their own configurations.
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6.2 GC Java Libraries
The main tools in the GC toolkit are the Java libraries that allow users to develop their own
processes and run configurations. The principal classes in the library are described in the
following subsections. We assume some knowledge of Java, or a similar programming language.
6.2.1 The WProcess Class
Developers who wish to create new processes do so by extending the toolkit’s WProcess class.
Figure 6.1 shows the methods and members defined by the WProcess class. This class defines
an abstract method, react, which the developer must override with the behaviour they want for
their process. Note that the react method takes no parameters. The coder can access the current
broadcast indirectly, via a reference to the centralWorkspace, using ws.current broadcast.
The reason is that it may be very slightly more efficient, in Java, to call a method without pa-
rameters than it is to pass parameters, although we haven’t confirmed this empirically. The
react method must implement how the process behaves in response to different broadcasts and
the processing that should be performed. It should return whatever proposals the developer
wishes the process to make, and the developer must also define how the process should rate
the importance of its proposals. The class for the return type, Proposal, is described in §6.2.2.
This method should return null when no proposal is to be made. If a developer wishes to
encapsulate an external reasoning system, then the react method should be a wrapper for that
system, making appropriate external calls. As described in chapter 5, processes may attach new
processes to the workspace or detach themselves. The two built-in functions, attach(WProcess)
and detach() allow a developer to introduce this behaviour into their code.
In extending the class, the developer will often want to define parameters for the process.
These would cover things like background knowledge or other settings that may change from
run to run. For example, a process to read and broadcast the contents of a file benefits from
a parameter to indicate the file path, which could be easily modified to point at the required
file. Several of the methods defined in WProcess relate to the run-time parameters of the
process and are mainly used by the configuration GUI we describe in §6.3. By using specific
naming conventions, developers can take advantage of user-friendly parameter setting facilities
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- - GWA BEHAVIOUR - -
public abstract Proposal react();
- - GWA UTILITY - -
protected final void attach(WProcess pr);
protected final void detach();
- - MONITORING AND CONTROL - -
protected final void log(String string);
protected final void error(String error message, boolean stop workspace);
public String toString();
- - GUI AND PARAMETERS - -
public final void copyAllParametersSameClass(WProcess other);
public void setParameter(String parameter, String value) throws Exception;
public HashMap<String,String> getParameters();
protected void invalidParameter(String parameter, String value) throws Exception;
public abstract String getDescription();
Figure 6.1: The WProcess class.
the GUI provides. The copyAllParametersSameClass(WProcess) utility method safely creates
a clone of another WProcess object. Parameters are discussed in more detail in §6.3.2. Further
methods of the WProcess class allow the developer to monitor their processes at run-time. The
log(String) method makes an entry in the run-time log file whereas error(String,Boolean) flags
any errors and, optionally, halts processing. Example code for a user-defined process is shown
in figure 6.2. Its purpose is to read the contents of a file and propose its contents on a line by
line basis until all lines have been broadcast. This class extends WProcess, implementing the
react method. There are user-defined parameters for the file to be read and the importance
value to attach to proposals. The process works by, first, reading the contents of the file into
an ArrayList of Strings and then working its way through that list, proposing each in turn.






public class FileReader extends WProcess {
// parameters
public String param file path = null;
public int param importance = 0;
public static int min importance = 0;
// working variables
ArrayList<String> fileContents = null;
Proposal currentProposal = null;
public String getDescription() {
return "continuously proposes each line of a file’s contents in turn"; }
public final Proposal react() {
// load contents of file at param file path into fileContents
if(fileContents == null){
File f = new File(param file path);
fileContents = FileU.stringArrayListFromFile(f, false);
if(!f.exists() || fileContents == null){
error("problem reading file " + param file path, true);
return null;}
}
// update proposal to next in list if necessary
if(ws.current broadcast == currentProposal){
if (fileContents.size() == 0){
detach(); return null;}
String[ ] proposal data = new String[3];
proposal data[0] = "file contents";
proposal data[1] = param file path;
proposal data[2] = fileContents.remove(0);





Figure 6.2: The Java code for an example user-defined workspace process.
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6.2.2 The Proposal Class
The Proposal class represents a proposal, made by a process, for an artefact to be broadcast
on the workspace. It has two main fields proposal data and assigned value. The first is a String
array for the broadcastable artefact. We have found String arrays to be suitable for all our
applications to date. Essentially, the broadcast artefact becomes a record which can be easily
identified as a particular type of artefact and, from which, component data can be readily
extracted. If a developer wished, however, they could use a single String by restricting the
array to length 1. Using Strings to represent other data types, primitives in particular, can
lead to inefficiency, however, and we discuss how GC mitigates this in §6.3.3. The class also has
fields to identify the proposal and which process proposed it. In addition, there are methods
to pretty-print a proposal for logging or compare two proposals together for determining which
has been given the highest ranking by its proposing process.
6.2.3 The Configuration Class
The Configuration class defines objects to represent configurations of the framework that have
been developed by a user. Essentially, a configuration is a number of processes with associated
parameters – the starting state of the workspace. This is represented in the Configuration class
as an ArrayList of ProcessData objects. ProcessData objects store a Java class name for the
process together with a HashMap of its parameters and their initial values. The class provides
methods to store and retrieve configurations as text files. An example configuration file, for
the simple example we presented in §5.4 is shown in figure 6.3. It defines four processes of type
gc.processes.examples.Letter, each with the target word of “MISSISSIPPI” and a
specific component different letter.
6.2.4 The Workspace Class
The Workspace class contains all the code necessary for running configurations according to
our GWA framework. Workspace maintains three collections of WProcess objects processAc-
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Figure 6.3: An example GC configuration file.
tive, processNew and processToDetach. The first lists all processes currently attached to the
workspace, the others record any changes to the set of active processes during each round, as
described below. They are ArrayList objects, although processActive is wrapped in a HashMap
to allow groups of similar processes to be run consecutively, which aids monitoring processing
and timing. A Workspace object is instantiated by passing a reference to a valid GC Con-
figuration object, as described in §6.2.3. To initialise the Workspace, a WProcess object is
instantiated for each ProcessData object in the Configuration. These are then all added to the
processActive list of the Workspace. In each round, Workspace performs the following:
1. Populates its current broadcast public field with the winning proposal from the previous
round (or null for the initial broadcast).
2. Adds all the WProcess objects in the processNew list to the processActive list. It then
clears processNew.
3. Removes all the Wprocess objects in the processToDetach list from the processActive list,
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and clears processToDetach.
4. Creates an empty ArrayList, called highest proposals which will be used to record
the highest-ranked proposals. It sets the highest ranking score to zero.
5. Cycles through processActive, calling the react() method of each one.
6. Adds any Proposal returned by aWProcess to the highest ranked proposals list if it equals,
or betters, the previous highest ranking score, updating it if necessary. For efficiency, only
those that are ranked equal highest are kept at any time. All others are discarded as they
have no chance of broadcast.
7. Handles detaching processes by adding, to the processToDetach list, any WProcess that
calls its own detach() method while processing. These will be removed from processActive
at the start of the next round.
8. Handles spawning by adding processes to the processNew list. Any WProcess that is
passed as the parameter of an attach(WProcess) method call made by another WProcess
is added to processNew.
9. Selects one Proposal, randomly, from the highest ranked proposals list for broadcast.
10. Logs the results. This is normally to three files, which hold broadcasts, process details
and proposal details.
Workspace will continue running rounds in the above manner until either it reaches a user-
defined stop round, no proposals are received or an error is detected. The Workspace class
allows users to specify how the random number generation in Java is seeded. They can select
their own random number seed or let the system choose a seed based upon the current system
time. This lets the user take advantage of Java’s seeded random behaviour, which means they
can recreate the same output on subsequent runs of a system, which is useful for testing. The
first implementation of the GC toolkit, which is the one we describe here, only allows users to
run their configurations in a serial manner on a single processor. In a given round, each process
is allowed to complete their processing in a round-robin fashion. In chapter 10, we describe
GCp, an enhanced toolkit which allows full parallel running over multiple computers.
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6.3 GC Configuration GUI
We developed a GUI application to simplify the process of creating and running configurations.
The main screen from this is shown in figure 6.4.
Figure 6.4: The GC GUI main screen.
The configuration that the user is currently developing is shown in the Processes panel. This
is a list of the processes that will be attached when the workspace is started. The Parameters
panel displays the parameters for the currently-selected process and allows the user to adjust
them. The Available Processes panel is a list of all available processes, i.e., all those provided
with GC and all those the user has written themselves. Users can add new processes to their
configurations by dragging processes into the Processes panel and can remove them by hitting
“delete”. The Description panel provides a description of the currently-selected process. The
user can determine what appears here by implementing a process’s getDescription() method,
which is called by the GUI to populate this panel. The Feedback panel gives feedback to the
user, for example when configurations have been saved, loaded or run. Several buttons in the
right-hand bottom corner allow the user to load and save configurations. In addition, there
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is a Combine button which allows the user to combine two configurations by adding all the
processes of a previously saved configuration into the current one. In future work, as discussed
in §13.4.4, we will enhance this interface by, amongst other things, giving the user the ability
to drag and drop specific sub-groups of processes rather than just individual processes. The
other buttons in this panel are used to run the configuration or adjust settings via the Settings
GUI described below.
6.3.1 Runtime Settings
The Settings GUI has five tabs, each of which is shown in Figure 6.5. These are various settings
that GC will use when it runs a configuration. The five Settings panels do the following:
 Output indicates where the output from a run is to be logged. A run generates three
files as follows. The broadcasts file, which mirrors the console output, contains details
of the broadcasts and other runtime statistics, such as the number of attached processes
in a round, the number of proposals, timings, memory usage etc. The proposals file
stores details of all the proposals that were made in each round, whether broadcast
or not. The processes file provides a log of all processes created during a run of the
configuration. Example output files, from running the example configuration in §5.4,
whose GC configuration file is shown as figure 6.3, are shown as Appendix B.
 Extensions specifies where the code for the available workspace processes are stored.
This information is used to populate the Available Processes panel of the GUI. The
processes in these directories will be picked up by the GUI and the user will be able
to drag them into their configurations. Currently, in order for the processes to appear
correctly in the Available Processes GUI, they must be compiled in a package with a
“gc.process.” prefix. This panel exists because the core GC code has no knowledge of
the processes that have been developed. GC provides the framework for creating processes
but, aside from that, they are independent and can perform limitless tasks. As GC has
been compiled with no reference to concrete WProcess classes, it must be told where the
code for the available process classes is stored. When it knows this, it can populate the
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Figure 6.5: The GC settings interface.
available process panel on the GC GUI. Furthermore, GC relies on the information in
the extensions panel and uses dynamic run-time class loading to load the code for any
new type of WProcess that is attached. For example, when a configuration file, such
as the one shown in figure 6.3, is loaded, the class names for the attached processes are
given as strings and so they are not necessarily loaded because the compiler may not have
checked this. We do not think it would be beneficial, or indeed possible, to pre-load all
possible classes. This would either require creating an instance of each of these objects,
which would require knowledge of valid constructors and parameters, or require encoding
a reference to each in the core GC code, which destroys the modularity.
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 Methods lists those broadcast-analysis methods which should be run each round. These
methods are used to boost the workspace efficiency and are discussed in §6.3.3.
 Variables details any user-defined variables. These are similar to the environment vari-
ables commonly used by operating systems. Their purpose is to allow the user to run
the same configurations on different systems. A common use of an environment variable
would be to specify the location of executables or directories on the local host system.
 Options allows users to specify the stop round. In addition, it lets them determine how
the workspace chooses between equally-ranked proposals. A fully-random, seeded-random
or lexicographic ordering can be selected.
6.3.2 Parameter Setting
Users may wish to define run-time parameters for the processes they create. This allows them
to change their initial conditions, for instance the background knowledge to use for a particular
run. Additionally, such parameters make it easier to adapt processes to new applications. GC
attempts to simplify the process of defining and setting run-time parameters in several ways,
as follows.
When a user defines a new process and they extend the WProcess class, they are advised to
prefix the variable name they use for their parameter with “param ”. This will act as a flag to
GC, which will pick this variable up and include it in the parameter list on the GUI, as shown
in figure 6.4 (GC will exclude the “param ” part of the name). GC will then ensure that any
value that the user enters is appropriate for the type of the given parameter. For example, GC
will not allow float type parameters to be given String values unless they represent numbers.
In addition, the user can have GC automatically check the validity of a parameter’s value by
defining some other variables. For example, the user could define a field, as follows, for the
importance ranking that a process should apply to its proposals.
int param Importance = 100;
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This would automatically appear in the list of parameters for that process, with a default value
of 100. The user could then make the following declarations in their process:
static int min Importance = 0;
static int max Importance = 1000;
This would instruct GC to allow a user to only set the Importance parameter, as named in the
GUI, to a value between 0 and 1000. Note, the static modifier saves memory, as only only one
copy of the variable will be held rather than one in each process. These help to prevent errors
and potentially increase efficiency by removing the need to check parameters at run-time. The
user can over-ride the setParameter(String, String) method of the WProcess class if they want
more complex behaviour. WProcess provides the invalidParameter(String,String) method to
allow users who do this to flag appropriate errors. All WProcess objects have a pre-defined
boolean parameter, enabled, which allows them to be turned on or off for different runs without
dragging them in and out of the configuration and re-setting their parameters.
Figure 6.6: The GC Parameter Update screen.
In order to change the value of a parameter, the user clicks on the parameter’s value in the main
GUI. This brings up the dialog box shown in figure 6.6. This provides a list of suggested values
for the parameter, which will be all the different values that the currently-selected processes
have for that parameter. In addition, the user may select from the list of user-defined GC
variables, as discussed in §6.3.1, and add them to the parameter’s value. Alternatively, the
user can manually enter anything they wish. When the user presses “OK”, the chosen value is
applied to all currently-selected processes.
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6.3.3 Broadcast Analysis Methods
GC provides a method by which the user may boost the run-time efficiency of their configu-
rations. The broadcast format, as we described earlier, is a list of Strings. Each process must
therefore parse the strings in order to determine whether a process is relevant to them and
to extract any information they are interested in. This represents a large processing overhead
when there are many attached processes. For example, in our theory formation application,
described in chapter 7, we use the first String in the broadcast to indicate the type of broad-
cast. This is a major determinant of whether a process reacts to a given broadcast or not.
Consequently, this will be parsed by the vast majority of processes each round, and there are
often thousands of such processes attached to the workspace.
In order to mitigate this overhead, we introduced the ability for the user to run specific methods
each round to perform analysis tasks on the current broadcast. The results of these analyses
are then stored as static class variables in the Java Virtual Machine. It can be used to set flags
to identify, for example, the type of broadcast. In addition, it can be used to parse elements of
the broadcast, such as numbers, into their primitive counterparts. As an example, in our theory
formation application, described in chapter 7, we call the Artefact.analyse(Proposal) method
each round. This sets a number of static fields in the Artefact class according to the specifics
of the broadcast, such as the boolean isBroadcastConcept field. This field is set to true if the
first element of the broadcast String list is equal to “conc”. All processes can then make this
check by referencing Artefact.isBroadcastConcept rather than re-parsing the String.
By instructing the workspace to call these methods each round, we ensure that the analysis of
the broadcast has been performed and that the attached processes can rely on this fact without
having to do the analysis themselves. An alternative equivalent approach, for users who do
not wish to specify analysis methods, would be to concatenate additional flags to the end of
the broadcast. It would be slightly quicker for reacting processes to parse these flags, which
are likely to be short, rather than parsing and analysing the elements of the broadcast that
are used to set them. However, it would still be slower for a process to read and interpret,
say, a single character string, e.g. a “0”, as false as opposed to simply reading a boolean field.
Analysis methods have the added benefit that the broadcast string arrays are kept shorter and
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therefore are likely to be cleaner and more human-readable.
In some sense, using this approach can be seen as a strict departure from the GWA principles.
Some external process is performing the analysis and is essentially communicating this to all
attached processes. However, it does not break the strict rules of the framework on inter-
process communication. It’s just a method of speeding up the work that each of the processes
would normally do themselves, rather than an amendment to the communication protocol. The
approach to designing combined systems is not affected by having this facility. It is important
to note that the GC framework does not restrict users in any way from fully harnessing the
usual benefits of the Java language, such as methods, encapsulation etc. Indeed, we make use
of these benefits quite often in our applications. For example, we often use static methods for
code which several processes use, for example the code to construct well-formed broadcasts.
6.4 Conclusions
In this chapter, we have described the software toolkit we developed to enable users to develop
configurations according to the framework we described in chapter 5. The toolkit allows users
to develop or adapt processes for use in their own configurations. The GUI we have designed
allows users to bring processes together into configurations, to easily control the initial set-up
and run the systems that their configurations define. The toolkit also aims to improve the
efficiency of developers and their systems in a number of ways such as automatic parameter
handling, environment variables, and analysis methods. In the long term, we would like GC
to reach a point where users simply drag and drop pre-defined processes into configurations
to create their own applications. This would remove the need for skill in programming or any
knowledge of how to run the underlying reasoning tools. This would all be abstracted from the
user, removing many of the barriers faced by novice users in creating combined systems.
In chapters 7, 8 and 9 we describe applications we have developed using GC and how they
perform relative to the bespoke combined reasoning systems from which they take their inspi-
ration. In chapter 10 we describe how we have adapted GC to run in a parallel manner over
multiple hosts.
Chapter 7
Automated Theory Formation with GC
7.1 Introduction
In chapters 5 and 6, we described our generic framework for creating combined reasoning
systems, based upon the Global Workspace Architecture, and our GC software for using it. In
this, and the next few chapters, we describe configurations of the framework we’ve developed
using GC, for particular combined reasoning tasks. These chapters show how implementations
of the framework are as effective as bespoke ad-hoc implementations, whilst benefiting from
clarity of design, extensibility and the ability to easily distribute the resulting system.
In this chapter, we describe GC-ATF, our configuration for performing Automated Theory
Formation (ATF), as performed by the HR system described in §3.5. ATF relies upon com-
binations of individual automated reasoning systems and has, itself, been a component of a
number of ad-hoc combined reasoning systems. Consequently, we chose it as the subject of
our first configuration of the framework. With GC-ATF, we show that the framework can
combine machine learning and theorem proving processes to discover new concepts and conjec-
tures in various domains of investigation. In overview, GC-ATF was required to invent new
concepts (initially built from a set of user-supplied background concepts), by manipulating and
combining existing concept definitions. Concept definitions are first-order logic statements in
a Prolog-readable format (we describe these terms in chapter 2). Each concept definition has
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an associated example set, calculated by interpreting the Prolog definition and retrieving the
success set, which are tuples of variable assignments for which the concept definition holds. In a
similar manner to HR, by comparing the sets of examples for which definitions hold, GC-ATF
makes empirical conjectures which relate the concepts. Some of these conjectures can then
be proven to follow from the axioms of the domain by interpreting them in the language of a
theorem prover and using it to attempt a proof.
In accordance with the framework we describe in chapter 5, to create the ATF configuration we
defined a number of broadcastable artefacts, which we detail in §7.2. In addition, we designed
a number of workspace processes and programmed their behaviour. Details of these are given
in §7.3, where we also define the initial state of the workspace. One aspect of process behaviour
we encoded is how they determine the importance of the proposals for broadcast that they
make. We developed a simple scheme for this, based upon artefact type, which we outline in
§7.5. Figure 7.1 shows the system set-up and how the various processes align with the main
sub-tasks of theory formation. For further illustration, we provide a graphical overview of how
the configuration operates in figure 7.4 on page 142, which demonstrates the artefacts that the
processes propose and react to. Lastly, we provide a worked example in §7.7.
Figure 7.1: A high level view of the GC-ATF processes.
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7.2 Broadcast Artefacts
To represent the concepts, conjectures and proofs, we specified several types of broadcast arte-
facts, which are shown below. As noted in chapter 6, broadcasts take the form of string arrays,
and we use the notation [e0 : e1 : . . . : en] to represent such an array of strings. The first element
of the array indicates the type of broadcast and the remaining elements provide the specifics
of the broadcast. In terms of the formalisation of §5.3, the set of allowable artefact types is
{def,conc,new,ba,bc,conj,exp,control}, and we describe each of these, and their
defined artefact schemas, in the following sections.
7.2.1 Definition
Definition broadcasts embody the definition of a concept, which are one of the basic building
blocks of theorem formation. They take the form:
[def:D:T:C]
Here, D is a Prolog-readable definition of a concept (Prolog is described in §2.2.2). This is
normally in the form of first-order predicates but can include higher order aspects of Prolog’s
meta-level syntax, such as setof, which considers all possible bindings for a query, or length,
which is concerned with the number of elements in a list. The restriction is that this definition
must be able to be queried against a Prolog database to find a valid example set, as described
in §7.3.8, below. In other words, it must be valid Prolog syntax. T defines what we refer to
as the types of the variables in D, using the same Prolog-readable syntax as the definition.
The information in types is used to generate example sets correctly and we describe their use
in more detail in §7.3.8. C is the construction history of the definition, which is an array of
concept ids that have been used in creating this definition. An example Definition broadcast,
from quasigroup theory, which we describe in chapter 2 (§2.4.2), is:
[def:m(Q,A,A,B),m(Q,B,B,A):{m(Q, , , )|m(Q,A, , )|m(Q,B, , )}:[1,6]]
which describes elements of quasigroups satisfying the equation:
A,B ∈ Q ∧ A ∗ A = B ∧B ∗B = A
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The m/4 predicate defines the multiplication table for a quasigroup; e.g. m(q0, 0, 1, 2) states
that 0 ∗ 1 = 2 for quasigroup instance q0. The definition is shown as m(Q,A,A,B),m(Q,B,B,A).
We discuss the typing information for this example in §7.3.8. The tuple [1,6] holds the id
numbers of the two concepts used in the construction of this definition, namely the background
definition of multiplication, m(Q,A,B,C), and the concept of squaring an element m(Q,A,A,B).
We describe the methods for concept formation more in §7.3.4.
7.2.2 Concept
Concept broadcasts represent concepts, which are definitions together with an associated exam-
ple set. We make a distinction between definition and concept broadcasts to facilitate reviewing
definitions for uniqueness. Their syntax is:
[conc:D:T:C:E]
In this array, D is the definition, T is the typing and C is the construction history, each of
which are the same as for the definition broadcast, above. The additional example information
is given as E. This is a list of tuples of valid instantiations of the variables which satisfying the
definition given in D.
Continuing with our example from the definition broadcast, above, the concept artefact for the
concept with the definition A ∗ A = B ∧B ∗B = A would be:
[conc:{c(c27,[Q,A,B]):-m(Q,A,A,B),m(Q,B,B,A)}:
{m(Q, , , )|m(Q,A, , )|m(Q,B, , )}:[1,6,27]:[]]
In this artefact, the definition has been converted into a horn-clause, in Prolog syntax. The
head of the clause is c(c27, [Q,A,B]), which includes an identifier, c27, for the concept and
a list of the variables used in the concept definition. Note that the construction history also,
now, includes the identifier for this concept, itself. The length of this array is known as the
complexity of the concept, and so is defined in the same way as for HR in §3.5.6, i.e., the
number of concepts involved in creating a concept, including itself. Complexity is used in
GC-ATF, as in HR, to limit the search space. The concept horn-clause is used to generate
examples, as described in §7.3.8, below. There are no examples in the artefact, which is the




· 0 1 2 3
0 0 3 1 2
1 2 1 3 0
2 3 0 2 1
3 1 2 0 3
ax1
· 0 1 2 3
0 1 2 0 3
1 3 0 2 1
2 2 1 3 0
3 0 3 1 2
ax2
Figure 7.2: Example QG3 quasigroup instances
case for newly created concepts which have not been through the example generation process.
If we consider the background examples of three QG3 quasigroups shown in figure 7.2, then
the concept artefact including an associated example set would be:
[conc:{c(c27,[Q,A,B]):-m(Q,A,A,B),m(Q,B,B,A)}:
{m(Q, , , )|m(Q,A, , )|m(Q,B, , )}:[1,6,27]:
[[ax0,0,0],[ax1,0,0],[ax1,1,1],[ax1,2,2],[ax1,3,3],
[ax2,0,1],[ax2,1,0],[ax2,2,3],[ax2,3,2]]]
In these artefacts, the examples are a list of tuples of valid bindings for the variables (Q,A
and B) in the definition. In the above example, {ax0, ax1, ax2} are identifiers for different
quasigroups and {0,1,2,3} are the elements of those quasigroups.
7.2.3 NewConcept
NewConcept artefacts represent concepts which have passed through the equivalence reviewing
process described in §7.3.9, below. NewConcept artefacts take the form:
[new:D:T:C:E]
Here, each of the fields is the same as for concept artefacts, above. Continuing from above, an
example would be:
[new:{c(c1,[Q,A,B]):-m(Q,A,A,B),m(Q,B,B,A)}:
{m(Q, , , )|m(Q,A, , )|m(Q,B, , )}:[1,6,27]:
[[ax0,0,0],[ax1,0,0],[ax1,1,1],[ax1,2,2],[ax1,3,3],
[ax2,0,1],[ax2,1,0],[ax2,2,3],[ax2,3,2]]]
The distinction between NewConcept and Concept broadcast ensures that only concepts that
are not equivalent to previous concepts feed back into the definition creation mechanism process
described in §7.3.4.
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7.2.4 BackgroundAxiom
BackgroundAxiom artefacts, as the name suggests, are used to broadcast the background axioms
for the domain of investigation. They take the form:
[ba:A:L]
In this array, A is one of the axioms of the domain. These can be used by model generators, to
generate examples for the domain, as described in §7.3.3, or by provers to prove conjectures, as
described in §7.3.17. A flag, L, indicates that the last axiom has been broadcast as it is useful
to broadcast axioms one at a time. For example, we may wish to use multiple provers with
different sub-sets of axioms in a particular application. An example of a BackgroundAxiom
artefact for the quasigroup axiom would be:
[ba:all a all b (exists c exists d ( a * c = b & d * a = b )):false]
7.2.5 BackgroundConcept
BackgroundConcept artefacts represent the concepts used to initiate the theory formation pro-
cess, together with the associated background examples. They take the form:
[bc:D:T:E:F:O:Y:A:M:P]
As before, D,T and E are the definition, typing and example set information. However, in this
artefact, E is a list of Prolog-syntax examples rather than a list of tuples of variable values,
as was the case for the Concept and NewConcept broadcasts. The remaining elements of the
array are optional and used for particular applications. F provides functional information
about the definition, i.e., which variables are inputs and which are outputs. If the application
can use theorem proving then O and Y provide information as to how the definition should be
interpreted in Otter-style and TPTP syntax, respectively. We describe this syntax in §2.4.1
and discuss translation in §7.3.16. A is a function axiom that might be used by a prover for
proving conjectures involving this concept. A, M and P provide more functional information
about the background concept for use in specific applications, particularly number theory. A
is a function axiom, i.e., an interpretation of F in Otter-style syntax, which helps provers to
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better prove theorems involving the concept. M and P define functions and procedures that
might be used by a computer algebra system, such as Maple [180] to interpret the definition
and generate examples in applications such as number theory.
BackgroundConcept artefacts are distinct from Concept artefacts chiefly because they contain
all the additional background information. By contrast, the Concept artefacts only contain the
information required by the concept formation and conjecturing processes. An example of a
BackgroundConcept artefact, using the information from figure 7.2, is:







0,1,2=3:@B@ * @C@ = @D@::::]
This is the background concept of the multiplication operator in the quasigroup example we
have been using so far. The list of background examples is provided as a set of Prolog predicates.
The information is the possible valid bindings of the m/4 predicate as per the multiplication
tables of the algebraic structures shown in figure 7.2. The valid bindings of m/4 are all of
the form m(axn, row, column, row · column). The function information, 0,1,2=3, states that
the first three variables are function parameters and the last is a function result. The Otter
translation information, @B@ * @C@ = @D@, indicates that we should translate a concept
definition in the form m(A,B,C,D) into the Otter-style syntax formula B ∗ C = D.
7.2.6 Conjecture
Conjecture artefacts represent the potential conjectures that have been identified by the theory
formation process. They take the form:
[conj:L:K:{D1|D2}:O:T]
where D1 and D2 are concept definitions and K is a keyword indicating the type of conjecture.
In this configuration of GC, K is limited to being either im, which denotes that D1 is con-
jectured to imply D2; or eq, denoting that D1 is conjectured to be equivalent to D2. O is the
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conjecture translated into Otter-style syntax, as described in 7.3.16 and T is the equivalent
in TPTP syntax, although this is not yet used. An integer, L, indicates the conjecture’s level,
which is useful in applications where more than one prover is used for filtering out uninteresting
conjectures, the mechanics of which we describe in §7.4. As an example, the conjecture:
∀AB (A ∗B = B ∗ A↔ A = B)
would be represented in a Conjecture artefact as:
[conj:0:eq:{m(Q,A,B, C),m(Q,B,A, C)|e(Q,A,B)}:{}:{}]
where the e/3 predicate, e(Q,A,B) is the equality of two elements within a particular algebraic
structure instance (A = B in quasigroup Q). When this has been enriched with an Otter
format translation, it would look like this:
[conj:0:eq:{m(Q,A,B, C),m(Q,B,A, C)|e(Q,A,B)}:all a all b (a*b)=(b*a) <-> a=b:{}]
7.2.7 Explanation
Explanation artefacts represent proofs or refutations of conjectures, which have been identified
by theorem provers or model generators. Their syntax is:
[exp:K:{D1|D2}:O:T:E:R:A:P]
where D1, D2, K, O and T represent a conjecture, as described for the Conjecture artefact,
above. R is a keyword indicating the type of explanation, which is either pr, indicating that
the conjecture has been proved, for example by a prover process; or re, indicating that the
conjecture has been refuted, for instance where a model generator has found a counter-example.
A lists the axioms that were used in the proof and P gives details of the proof or refutation,
as appropriate. For example, a proof of this conjecture we presented above, as shown in an
Explanation artefact would be as follows:
[exp:eq:{m(Q,A,B, C),m(Q,B,A, C)|e(Q,A,B)}:
all a all b (a*b)=(b*a) <-> a=b:{}:pr:[1,2]:proof text]
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7.2.8 Control
We have defined a small number of broadcasts to control the overall operation of the workspace.
They take the format:
[control:M]
where M is a specific control message. For example, we use control artefacts to stop the
workspace, or a certain aspect of it, such as concept formation, after a certain point, e.g., after
a specified number of conjecture artefacts have been broadcast.
7.3 Processes
We specified several processes for the various sub-tasks of automated theory formation, such
as concept formation, example finding and proving. Each process performs one specific task
and, together, they work in concert to achieve the overall system goal. Each process reacts
to specific broadcasts, from the corpus we defined in §7.2. In response, they perform some
kind of reasoning and can make proposals for the next broadcast. We define the processes we
developed for GC-ATF in this section. A diagram in figure 7.4, on page 142, shows how the
various processes interact to achieve theory formation and in §7.7, we give a worked example.
As per the formalisation of §5.3, we describe what the processes return from a call to their react
method for particular workspace values, W. Recall that this is in the format [a,v,s,f ], where a
is a proposed artefact, v is an ascribed value for that artefact, s is a list of spawned processes
and f is a flag to indicate whether the process detaches itself from the workspace.
7.3.1 Background
The Background process handles introducing background into the theory formation process.
It is used for domains of investigation where axioms cannot be used. For each background
concept of the domain, it proposes a BackgroundConcept artefact (§7.2.5). It can be configured
to propose whatever the user wishes. Alternatively, it can extract the background concepts
from a domain file that HR uses to initiate its own theory formation process.
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7.3.2 AxiomProposer
For many mathematical domains, such as finite algebra, axioms of a domain of investigation
are used. These are introduced via BackgroundAxiom artefacts (§7.2.4). The AxiomProposer
process proposes these at the start of processing. To date, we have mainly used these processes
in our investigations of finite algebras. Consequently, this process has parameters which allow
the user to select from a large list of common algebraic axioms. Table 7.1 describes its behaviour.
W a v s f
anything [ba:ax:la] 900 - la
ax = next axiom in given list
la = true if this is last axiom else false
Table 7.1: Formalised AxiomProposer behaviour indicating, for each broadcast (W ), the pro-
posed artefact (a) and ascribed value (v), the spawned processes (s) and a detach flag (f ).
7.3.3 MaceAxiomPopulator
This process encapsulates the Mace model generator [128] described in chapter 2 (§2.4.4).
It stores all the axioms it identifies in BackgroundAxiom broadcasts (§7.2.4). When the final
axiom is indicated, it generates models for the axioms by appealing to Mace. The process has
various parameters. For example, it has parameters to indicate how many models to generate,
how long to spend searching for models and whether to add the trivial algebra (size 1), which
Mace does not return by default. The user can also specify what sizes of algebraic structure
W a v s f
[ba:ax:false] null - - -
store ax in internal axioms list
[ba:ax:true] a1 900 S true
store ax in axioms list and create models with Mace
create BackgroundConcept artefacts, a1, a2, . . . , an, one
for each algebraic operator
S = set of RepeatProposer processes (§7.3.7) for each
aj at value 900
Table 7.2: Formalised MaceAxiomPopulator behaviour indicating, for each broadcast (W ), the
proposed artefact (a) and ascribed value (v), the spawned processes (s) and a detach flag (f ).
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to consider and whether to remove isomorphic examples, i.e., models that are identical save
for using different permutations of element names. Also, the user must provide the location of
the Mace executable file and where they would like the input and output files to be stored.
MaceAxiomPopulator makes use of two utility programs that are included with Mace. These
are isofilter, which removes isomorphic examples and interpformat, which helps to make the
Mace output easier to parse.
The information created by MaceAxiomPopulator is proposed for broadcast as Background-
Concept artefacts, an example of which is shown in §7.2.5. That example artefact embodies the
background concept of the operator of a quasigroup. MaceAxiomPopulator creates this artefact
by interpreting the algebraic models that Mace generates. For each operator it identifies, it
creates instantiations in Prolog format, based on the Mace models, for the valid assignments
of that operator. It also creates the functional and Otter translation information. Each
operator is then proposed as its own BackgroundConcept artefact.
7.3.4 DefinitionCreator
The DefinitionCreator processes perform the concept formation aspect of theory formation
by generating new concept definitions from existing ones. They each encapsulate a differ-
ent concept formation method. The methods that the definition creators use are inspired by
HR’s concept formation methods, as described in §3.5.2. However, as GC-ATF’s represen-
tation scheme differs from HR’s, so does the method they use to modify or combine concept
definitions. Rather than manipulating data-tables and definitions, GC-ATF acts upon the
Prolog-readable definitions of concepts by directly manipulating these. Hence, in contrast to
HR, example sets are only found later, not during definition creation. The methods often re-
quire parameterisations to indicate which variables are affected, as discussed for HR in §3.5.3.
Consequently, a DefinitionCreator process will embody both a definition creation method and
an associated parameterisation.
They react to NewConcept broadcasts (§7.2.3), [new:D:T:C:E]. DefinitionCreator processes
react to NewConcept broadcasts, as opposed to Definition or Concept artefacts, to ensure they
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only form new definitions from unique concept definitions which have been shown as not equiv-
alent to an existing concept definition. Some of the formation methods that DefinitionCreator
processes employ involve modifying a single concept definition, where they attempt to create
a new definition from D. We refer to these as unary methods. Others combine two definitions
by spawning a clone process which stores D and reacts to subsequent NewConcept broadcasts,
[new:D’:T’:C’:E’], by attempting to combine D and D’. We refer to these as binary
methods. Any definitions that DefinitionCreator processes create are proposed as Definition
broadcasts (§7.2.1) and they spawn RepeatProposer (§7.3.7) to ensure their created definition
is not forgotten and will eventually be broadcast, if not immediately.
Each of the methods acts by combining and manipulating the Prolog-syntax definitions in a
particular fashion. The definition creation methods we have implemented, so far, are as follows:
 Exists : a unary method, also called variable freeing, which is similar to the Exists pro-
duction rule used by HR. Given the starting concept definition m(Q,A,A,B), i.e., the
arity 3 concept of pairs of elements for which A ∗ A = B, freeing the variable A would
result in the concept m(Q, A, A,B), which is the arity 2 concept of elements B, which
are the square of some element. In other words, the concept of elements B for which
there exists an element A of which B is the square, or ∃a a ∗ a = b. The typing infor-
mation for the new definition is formed from the input typing by removing the typing
information for the variable that was freed. In the above example, the input typing
would be {m(Q, , , )|m(Q,A, , )|m(Q,B, , )} and the output typing would be
{m(Q, , , )|m(Q,B, , )}. Exists takes a parameterisation indicating which variables
are to be freed. For example, the above creation would be achieved using a parameteri-
sation [0,1,0], with the 1 indicating the variable to be freed. Similarly, with the input
definition of c(A,B,C), parameterisation [0,1,1] would yield c(A, B, C) and [1,0,1]
would create c( A,B, C).
 Match: a unary concept forming processes which unifies variables, for example creating
m(Q,A,A,A) from m(A,B,C,D), which is like HR’s Match production rule. The typing
information, similarly, is created by replacing variables and removing duplicated predi-
cates. For example, {m(Q, , , )|m(Q,A, , )|m(Q,B, , )|m(Q,C, , )|m(Q,D, , )}
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becomes {m(Q, , , )|m(Q,A, , )}. Again, parameterisations dictate which variables
to unify. m(Q,A,A,A), for example, was created by matching using the parameterisation
[0,1,1,1] to m(Q,A,B,C), unifying variables A,B and C.
 Split : a unary method which involves grounding, i.e., instantiating a particular variable
with a variable value. The new definition is created by replacing the variable in the input
definition with the ground value. Typing is created by removing references to the replaced
variable in a similar manner to Exists, above. This method takes a parameterisation
indicating which variable to be replaced with what value, such as [0,0,’’2’’,0],
which says that the third variable should be replaced by the value 2. For example, this
might generate the concept m(Q,A, 2, C).
 Size: a unary method which introduces the concept of counting into a definition. For
example, Size could take a definition like p(A,B,C), and create a concept of the form
sizepr([p(A,B, C)],[ C],D). In this new definition, D is the number of different
instantiations of C for each particular combination of A and B. The parameterisation
indicates which variable to free and count, in this case [0,0,1]. Typing information is
generated by removing typing for the freed variable, as for Exists, and adding typing for
the new counting variable, in the form int(D).
 Compose: a unary and binary method. This creates the conjunction of two input defi-
nitions (which are the same in the unary version). The parameterisation indicates how
the variables of the two input definitions should be unified in creating the new defini-
tion. For example, consider the two input concepts of x(A,B,C) and y(D,E, F ) and the
parameterisation [0,0,1,1,2,2]. We read the parameterisation as three pairs, which
indicates we unify A, B and C in x with D, E and F in y, respectively. This gives the
definition x(A,B,C), y(A,B,C). Had we used parameterisation [0,2,1,0,2,1], we
would have unified A with F, B with D and C with E to yield x(A,B,C), y(B,C,A).
Further, we could have used parameterisation [0,1,1,0], which would have only matched
A with E and B with D to give x(A,B,C), y(B,A, F ). The parameterisation affects the
resulting arity, i.e., the number of variables in the definition. In the first two examples,
the arity is unchanged, at 3. In the last example, there are now 4 variables. To illus-
trate unary behaviour, the last parameterisation acting upon just the first of the input
definitions would have yielded x(A,B,C), x(B,A, F ).
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 Negate: a unary and binary method. This is like Compose except the second of the
input definitions is negated by introducing the Prolog negation syntax, i.e., \+. The
parameterisations act exactly the same. In the above examples, the output from the
Negate method instead of the Compose method can be obtained by simply adding this
syntax before the second of the predicates. Negate can also be applied in reverse, whereby
the first concept seen is negated, which ensures a full coverage of the concept search space.
Any definitions created by the DefinitionCreator processes, using these methods are analysed
and simplified before being broadcast. Specifically, any repeat predicates are removed as they
have no bearing on the semantics of the definition. In addition, all variables are relabelled in
alphabetical order. An identical concept with the same semantics could be created in different
ways and have different variable names. Consequently, we re-label the variables to ensure they
are identified and only considered once. For example, the concept definitions c(D,E,F),c(D,E,F)
and c(A,B,C) are identical, save for duplication and re-labelling of variables, and they would
generate the same example sets.
DefinitionCreator processes have several parameters which can be set by the user. The first
of these is the parameterisation, as described above. The maxComplexity parameter allows
the user to determine the search space size by limiting the complexity (see §7.2.1) of the
W a v s f
[new:D:T:C:E] [def:D1:T1:C] V R false
unary:
D1 and T1 found by applying creation method to
D and T and any stored definition
return null if no definition possible or would exceed
parameters, e.g. C.length = maxComplexity
V calculated as outlined in §7.5
R is a RepeatProposer for the definition at value V
[new:D:T:C:E] null - P false
binary:
P is a new unary DefinitionCreator which stores D,
T and C for use in creating definitions from future
NewConcept broadcasts
s = ∅ if parameters exceeded (as per unary, above)
Table 7.3: Formalised DefinitionCreator behaviour indicating, for each broadcast (W ), the
proposed artefact (a) and ascribed value (v), the spawned processes (s) and a detach flag (f ).
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concept definitions that are created. DefinitionCreator processes do not develop NewConcept
definitions further if it would result in a definition with a complexity greater than their limit.
ThemaxPredCount andmaxArity parameters allow the user to fix an upper limit on the number
of predicates and variables in the definitions they create. Again, this is used to limit the search
space. Further parameters are used to bias theory formation towards simpler definitions by
weighting the importance rating of any Definition proposals according to its form. Parameters
biasComplexity, biasArity, biasPredicate, biasExistential and biasNegate are used for this as
described in §7.5.
7.3.5 DefinitionCreatorSpawner
This process is used to avoid the laborious task of attaching multiple DefinitionCreator pro-
cesses, each with different parameterisations, by hand. In the first round of processing, this
process spawns a large number of DefinitionCreator processes and then detaches itself. The
parameterisations for the spawned processes are determined by considering all possible variable
permutations up to a limit specified by the user. In addition, the user can specify parameters to
be applied to all spawned DefinitionCreator processes, such as maxComplexity and biasArity.
7.3.6 DefinitionReviewer
The DefinitionReviewer process removes redundancy in processing by ensuring that a particular
concept definition is only considered once. There are sometimes several different ways in which
the same concept definition might be created. DefinitionReviewer works by barring those that
have been broadcast previously. It reacts to Definition broadcasts (§7.2.1), [defD:T:C], and
checks whether it has seen the definition, D, before. If not, it proposes a Concept artefact
broadcast with an empty example set, i.e., [conc:D:T:C:∅]. If D has been seen before
W a v s f
[def:D:T:C] [conc:D :T :C :∅] 200 - false
stores D and C.length for future review checking
proposes null if D seen before and C.length ≥
stored C.length
Table 7.4: Formalised DefinitionReviewer behaviour indicating, for each broadcast (W ), the
proposed artefact (a) and ascribed value (v), the spawned processes (s) and a detach flag (f ).
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but C is lower than the complexity of the definition when it was previously seen then Defini-
tionReviewer will treat this as unseen and propose the Concept. This is because the different
combinations of methods which create the same definition often result in different complexities.
We must ensure that the lowest complexity construction is always considered so that the search
space up to the user-defined complexity limit is fully explored. DefinitionReviewer also reacts
to BackgroundConcept broadcasts to bring their definitions into the concept formation process.
7.3.7 RepeatProposer
RepeatProposer processes are used as a form of working memory, which is not concretely tackled
by GWA theory. They store a single artefact and each round they propose it for broadcast.
If the artefact they have stored is broadcast then they detach. RepeatProposer processes are
spawned by other processes to ensure that, if their proposals are not broadcast immediately,
they are not forgotten and have a chance of being broadcast in future rounds. The spawning
process abdicates responsibility for remembering the proposal so they are free to react to
new broadcasts. Several process types use this approach, such as DefinitionCreator (§7.3.4),
ImplicationMaker (§7.3.11) and Prover (§7.3.17).
7.3.8 ExampleFinder
ExampleFinder encapsulates a Prolog database containing all the examples for the initial back-
ground concepts. All concept definitions are Prolog terms and ExampleFinder can generate
example sets for new concepts by querying the definition against the database using a Prolog
W a v s f
[bc:. . .:E:. . .] null - - false
Add the examples, E, to stored Prolog database
[conc:D:T:C:∅] [conc:D:T:C:E] 250 - false
E found by reference to stored Prolog database as
described above
Table 7.5: Formalised ExampleFinder behaviour indicating, for each broadcast (W ), the pro-
posed artefact (a) and ascribed value (v), the spawned processes (s) and a detach flag (f ).
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system (currently YAP [65]). ExampleFinder reacts to BackgroundConcept broadcasts, usually
in early rounds, by adding the examples in the artefact to its Prolog database. Subsequently,
it reacts to Concept broadcasts with empty example sets, [conc:D:T:C:∅], by generating
an example set E. If E is non-empty, it proposes [conc:D:T:C:E]. The user can decide
whether it should propose a non-existence Conjecture rather than a Concept in cases where it
finds no examples. To illustrate, in a theory formation session involving QG3 quasigroups, we
might see the early broadcast of the BackgroundConcept artefact example we gave in §7.2.5. In
reaction to this, the ExampleFinder would add the following predicates to its Prolog database:
m(ax0,0,0,0). m(ax1,2,0,3). m(ax2,0,1,2). m(ax2,2,2,3).
m(ax1,0,0,0). m(ax1,2,1,0). m(ax2,0,2,0). m(ax2,2,3,0).
m(ax1,0,1,3). m(ax1,2,2,2). m(ax2,0,3,3). m(ax2,3,0,0).
m(ax1,0,2,1). m(ax1,2,3,1). m(ax2,1,0,3). m(ax2,3,1,3).
m(ax1,0,3,2). m(ax1,3,0,1). m(ax2,1,1,0). m(ax2,3,2,1).




As mentioned in §7.2.5, this information is the possible valid bindings of the m/4 predicate in
the form m(ax0,row,column,row*column). They, therefore, define the multiplication tables of
the algebraic structures shown in figure 7.2.
Examples for a new concept definition are found by adding clauses to the database. In this
example we consider the broadcast of the following Concept artefact:
[conc:c(c1,[Q,A,B]) :- m(Q,A,A,B),m(Q,B,B,A):m(Q, , , ),m(Q,A, , ),m(Q,B, , ):]
In this artefact, there is a horn-clause for the concept definition and some typing information.
Our use of the phrase typing is somewhat misleading in that these predicates do not define
the types of the variables in the sense of them being an example of another concept or object.
Rather, what they do provide, is a way by which Prolog can create a complete list of possible
instantiations for the variables. We call this typing because this list depends upon what those
variables represent in the domain of investigation. The typing information states that Q is a
quasigroup and that each of the variables A and B are elements of Q, which is achieved by using
the the m/4 predicate with anonymous variables. The Q variable appears as the first term of
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valid bindings of m/4, whereas A and B are valid bindings in some instance of m/4 where the
first term has already been ground to a particular quasigroup. In other words, we can list all
the possible quasigroups by listing the first variables of the m/4 predicates. However, elements
do not exist in their own right and must be defined in relation to a specific quasigroup.
In order to find examples, a clause for the typing is added to the Prolog database, as follows:
gc typing([Q,A,B]) :-
m(Q, , , ),
m(Q,A, , ),
m(Q,B, , ).
This predicate is true if Q is a quasigroup and A and B are elements of Q. Next, the clause
representing the concept is added:
c(c1,[Q,A,B]) :- m(Q,A,A,B),m(Q,B,B,A).
The process then queries the database with the following:
setof(A,gc typing(A),TL),!,setof(B,(member(B,TL),c(c1,B)),L).
This query works as follows. It finds all possible tuples of variable values that satisfy the typing
information and calls this list TL. It then considers each member of TL, in turn and considers
whether this tuple of variable values also satisfies the concept definition. The list of those that








This is the possible instantiations of the typing which, in this case, is every possible combination
of two elements for each quasigroup. By considering each element of TL in turn, it would




We use the typing information ensures that example sets are generated fully and consistently.
It is required whenever negation is included in the definition. In such cases, Prolog must be
given a list of possible bindings before it can consider whether they fail to satisfy a definition





The number/1 predicate indicates that the parameter is a number and square/2 indicates
which numbers are squares of each other. Consider the following two concepts, both of which
are easily generated using our definition creation methods:
c(c0,[A]):- square( ,A).
c(c1,[A]):- \+(square( ,A)).
Here, c0 is the concept of numbers that are squares of some other number and c1 the concept
of numbers that are not squares of any number. We could attempt to find all the examples for
c0 and c1 using the following queries:
setof(A,c(c0,A),L).
setof(A,c(c1,A),L).
This would work for c0 but fail for c1 due to the fact that the body of the concept is negated. In
order to correctly generate the examples for c1, we need to add the following typing information
and use our expanded query to, first, generate all numbers and, then, see if they satisfy c1.
gc typing([A]):-number(A).
The Size method, described in §7.3.4 generates a predicate which has a Prolog definition as its
first term. In order to correctly generate examples for definitions including Size, ExampleFinder
makes use of pre-defined Prolog code, shown as figure 7.3, which it adds to its internal Prolog
database. This code assumes that the values of the non-free variables in the definition D have
already been ground, by way of the typing information. It works by forming a findall query
from the definition D, which it then calls to find all possible bindings for the free variables in the
definition. This binds the resulting list with L. However, this sometimes has duplicate values in
so a further setof statement is used to remove these. The length of this list of unique values







Figure 7.3: Prolog code for the Size method.
is returned as the count of the valid instantiations. Note that, in order for Size to generate
valid counts, ExampleFinder needs background predicates for integers, in the form int(A), for
each number it is to consider. These are either provided as an explicit BackgroundConcept or,
alternatively, predicates can be tagged on to the background example for another background
concept. This approach means they will be added into the Prolog background for finding
examples but not into the theory formation process, which is often more desirable.
7.3.9 EquivalenceReviewer
EquivalenceReviewer checks each new concept to identify and filter out those having the same
example set as a previously developed concept. This removes a great deal of duplicated effort
as the further development of each concept would give equivalent results. This is akin to the
approach used by HR (see §3.5.4) of only developing one of two equivalent concepts. The review
process is achieved as follows:
W a v s f
[conc:D:T:C:E] [new:D:T:C:E] 300 - false
initial process only
[new:D1:T1:C1:E1] null - P false
initial process only
P is a new EquivalenceReviewer which stores
D1 and E1
[conc:D2:T2:C2:E2] [conj:0:eq:{D1|D2}:{}:{}] 400 - false
spawned processes only
precondition: E2 = stored example set (E1)
D1 = stored definition
Table 7.6: Formalised EquivalaneceReviewer behaviour indicating, for each broadcast (W ), the
proposed artefact (a) and ascribed value (v), the spawned processes (s) and a detach flag (f ).
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 EquivalenceReviewer reacts to Concept broadcasts, in the form [conc:D:T:C:E], by
proposing a NewConcept for broadcast, i.e., [new:D:T:C:E].
 It reacts to the broadcast of NewConcept broadcasts, [new:D1:T1:C1:E1], by spawning
a clone process P. For any future Concept broadcast [conc:D2:T2:C2:E2], if P finds
that E2 = E1, it proposes an equivalence conjecture in between them in the form of a
Conjecture artefact, namely [conj:0:eq:{D1|D2}:{}:{}].
 A higher importance value is allocated to Conjecture artefact proposals than to NewCon-
cept artefact proposals.
 Where E2 = E1, both NewConcept artefact [new:D2:T2:C2:E2] and Conjecture arte-
fact [conj:0:eq:{D1|D2}:{}:{}] will be proposed. The first will be proposed by
the original EquivalenceReviewer process and the latter by the spawned version.
 The NewConcept, [new:D2:T2:C2:E2], will only be broadcast in the case where no
spawned process identifies equivalence.
Notice that conjecture proposals have an empty string for the Otter translation at this point.
Note that we could have implemented the EquivalenceReviewer as a single, albeit more com-
plicated, process. However, the above approach makes it easier to harness the parallel nature
of the framework to distribute equivalence checking and conjecturing (see chapter 10).
7.3.10 EquivalenceSplitter
EquivalenceSplitter is an optional process which splits equivalence conjectures into two impli-
cation conjectures, which often increases the efficiency of the prover processes. It reacts to the
broadcast of an equivalence Conjecture artefact [conj:0:eq:{D1|D2}:{}:{}] by spawning
two processes to repeat-propose the two sides of the implicate as Conjecture artefacts, namely
[conj:0:im:{D1|D2}:{}:{}] and [conj:0:im:{D2|D1}:{}:{}].
W a v s f
[conj:0:eq:{D1|D2}:{}:{}] null - {P1,P2} false
P1,P2 RepeatProposers at value 400
P1: [conj:im:{D1|D2}:{}:{}]
P2: [conj:im:{D2|D1}:{}:{}]
Table 7.7: Formalised EquivalenceSplitter behaviour indicating, for each broadcast (W ), the
proposed artefact (a) and ascribed value (v), the spawned processes (s) and a detach flag (f ).
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7.3.11 ImplicationMaker
ImplicationMaker is responsible for identifying potential implication conjectures by comparing
the example sets of example sets of NewConcept artefact broadcasts. It reacts to the first New-
Concept, [new:D1:T1:C1:E1], (where E1 6= ∅), by spawning a clone process, P, which itself
reacts to future NewConcept broadcasts [new:D2:T2:C2:E2]. In particular, if P finds that
E1 ⊂ E2, it proposes [conj:0:im:{D1|D2}:{}:{}] (or [conj:0:im:{D2|D1}:{}:{}]
if E2 ⊂ E1). Again, no Otter translation is included in these proposals. This process has a
parameter to prevent it making a conjecture in cases where the example sets are quite small,
which can be used in conjunction with the ConjectureApplicability process described in §7.3.14.
W a v s f
[new:D1:T1:C1:E1] null - P false
initial process only
P is a new ImplicationMaker which stores
D1 and E1
[new:D2:T2:C2:E2] [conj:0:im:{D1|D2}:{}:{}] 400 R false
precondition: E2 ⊃ stored example set (E1)
D1 = stored definition
R is a RepeatProposer for the conjecture at
value 400
[new:D2:T2:C2:E2] [conj:0:im:{D2|D1}:{}:{}] 400 R false
precondition: E2 ⊂ stored example set (E1)
D1 = stored definition
R is a RepeatProposer for the conjecture at
value 400
Table 7.8: Formalised ImplicationMaker behaviour indicating, for each broadcast (W ), the
proposed artefact (a) and ascribed value (v), the spawned processes (s) and a detach flag (f ).
7.3.12 ConjectureForAll
ConjectureForAll reacts to NewConcept broadcasts, [new:D:T:C:E], and compares the ex-
ample set of the concept, E, with the examples generated by considering only the typing infor-
mation. To this end, it maintains a Prolog database in a similar manner to that maintained
by the ExampleFinder process and generates a list of examples which satisfy the typing infor-
mation, in the same way as that process does. If the two sets of examples are the same then
it conjectures that this definition holds globally for the axioms of the domain, essentially by
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universally quantifying the variables. The proposed Conjecture artefact will be in the form
[conj:0:fa:D:{}:{}]. Note that, in HR, ForAll refers to a production rule rather than a
conjecturing approach.
W a v s f
[bc:. . .:E:. . .] null - - false
Add the examples, E, to stored Prolog database
[new:D:T:C:E] [conj:0:fa:D:{}:{}] 400 R false
Only where E = example set found by reference to
typing as described above, otherwise null
R is a RepeatProposer for the conjecture at value 400
Table 7.9: Formalised ConjectureForAll behaviour indicating, for each broadcast (W ), the
proposed artefact (a) and ascribed value (v), the spawned processes (s) and a detach flag (f ).
7.3.13 ConjectureEquality
ConjectureEquality reacts to Concept artefact broadcasts, [conc:D:T:C:E], and analyses
the example set, E. If it finds that, for every tuple in the set of examples, the values of particular
variables are always equal then it proposes a Conjecture artefact for broadcast, in the form
[conj:0:im:{D|eq(v1,v2)}:{}:{}]. Here, eq is a predicate for equality and it is used to
indicate that two variables of the definition, v1 and v2, were found to always be equal in the
example set. For example, consider the following concept definition:
c(c0,[A,B,C]) :- m(A,B,C, D),m(A,C,B, D).
Using the same background examples from earlier, i.e., figure 7.2 and §7.2.5, its example set
will be generated to be as follows:
[[ax0,0,0],[ax1,0,0],[ax1,1,1],[ax1,2,2],
[ax1,3,3],[ax2,0,0],[ax2,1,1],[ax2,2,2],[ax2,3,3]]
W a v s f
[conc:D:T:C:E] [conj:0:im:{D|eq(v1,v2)}:{}:{}] 250 R false
Only where two variables v1 and v2 are equal
in each example, otherwise null
R is a RepeatProposer for the conjecture
at value 250
Table 7.10: Formalised ConjectureEquality behaviour indicating, for each broadcast (W ), the
proposed artefact (a) and ascribed value (v), the spawned processes (s) and a detach flag (f ).
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On seeing this example set, the process notices that, in each tuple, B and C are equal. It then
proposes a Conjecture artefact as follows:
[conj:0:im:{m(A,B,C, D),m(A,C,B, D)|eq(B,C)}:{}:{}]
This process reacts to Concept broadcasts rather than NewConcept broadcasts as these conjec-
tures are often interesting to the user even if they involve concepts which share their example
set with an existing equivalent concept. However, we restrict the importance rating that it
ascribes so as not to interfere with the workings of the EquivalenceReviewer process.
7.3.14 ConjectureApplicability
The ConjectureApplicability process is used to prevent potentially uninteresting conjectures be-
ing generated. Some concepts are only true for a small number of examples and, as such, they
are often not very interesting for the user. However, they may still generate a large number of
conjectures as their small example set is a sub-set of many other, larger, concept example sets.
In order to prevent these conjectures being formed, there is a parameter for the Implication-
Maker process which prevents conjectures being formed for concepts with fewer than a user-
specified number of examples. In tandem with this, we can use a ConjectureApplicability process
to generate the conjecture that a particular concept definition is only true for its small exam-
ple set. ConjectureApplicability reacts to NewConcept artefact broadcasts, [new:D:T:C:E],
where the size of E is fewer than a user-defined parameter. In response, it proposes a Conjec-
ture artefact for broadcast, in the form [conj:0:im:{D|(C1;C2;. . .;Cn)}:{}:{}]. Here,
each of the Ci represent a different case of the variables in D having the values in a particular
example in E. For example, in number theory the definition tau(A,A) (τ(a) = a) is only
satisfied by the values 1 and 2. Consequently, on seeing the following NewConcept broadcast:
[new:tau(A,A):number(A):2:((1),(2))]
ConjectureApplicability would propose the following conjecture:
[conj:0:im:{tau(A,A)|(A=1)};(A=2):{}:{}]
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W a v s f
[new:D:T:C:E] [conj:0:im:{D|(C1;C2;. . .;Cn)}:{}:{}] 400 R false
Only where E.length < set limit otherwise null
all Cj ∈ E
R is a RepeatProposer for the conjecture at value 400
Table 7.11: Formalised ConjectureApplicability behaviour indicating, for each broadcast (W ),
the proposed artefact (a) and ascribed value (v), spawned processes (s) and detach flag (f ).
7.3.15 ConjectureReducer
Some conjectures created by the EquivalenceReviewer and ImplicationMaker processes are in
a form where the antecedent of the conjecture also appears in the consequent. In other words,
they can be expressed as A → A ∧ B. Such conjectures are equivalent to the simpler A → B.
The ConjectureReducer process reacts to Conjecture broadcasts in the following forms:
[conj:0:im:{A|B1, . . . , Bi, A,Bi+1, . . . , Bn}:{}:{}]
[conj:0:eq:{A|B1, . . . , Bi, A,Bi+1, . . . , Bn}:{}:{}]
[conj:0:eq:{B1, . . . , Bi, A,Bi+1, . . . , Bn|A}:{}:{}]
by proposing, respectively:
[conj:0:im:{A|B1, . . . , Bn}:{}:{}]
[conj:0:eq:{A|B1, . . . , Bn}:{}:{}]
[conj:0:eq:{B1, . . . , Bn|A}:{}:{}]
For example, in quasigroup theory, we may have the following conjecture:
[conj:0:eq:{m(Q,A,A,B)|m(Q,A,A,B),m(Q,B,B,A)}:{}:{}]
In which case, ConjectureReducer would propose:
[conj:0:eq:{m(Q,A,A,B)|m(Q,B,B,A)}:{}:{}]
W a v s f
[conj:0:T:{D1|D2}:{}:{}] [conj:0:T:{D3|D4}:{}:{}] 400 R false
Only where some reduction (D3,D4)
can be found from D1 and D2
as described above, otherwise null
R is a RepeatProposer for the
conjecture at value 400
Table 7.12: Formalised ConjectureReducer behaviour indicating, for each broadcast (W ), the
proposed artefact (a) and ascribed value (v), the spawned processes (s) and a detach flag (f ).
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7.3.16 TranslateOtter
TranslateOtter enriches conjecture broadcasts with the equivalent Otter-style syntax trans-
lation. This additional information will be used by the Prover process (§7.3.17) in attempting
proofs. We describe Otter and its input format in chapter 2 (§2.4.1). The TranslateOt-
ter process reacts to Conjecture broadcasts where the Otter translation is empty, namely
[conj:0:type:{D1|D2}:{}:{}]. In response, it proposes the broadcast of the same con-
jecture with a translation, i.e., [conj:0:type:{D1|D2}:otter translation:{}]. The
information required to translate particular elements of the definitions is extracted from Back-
groundConcept artefact broadcasts, as described in §7.2.5.
The Prolog-style concept definitions are translated into Otter-style syntax as follows:
 Variables, except anonymous variables, are assumed to be universally quantified and the
keyword “all” is added for each.
 Anonymous variables are quantified with the “exists” keyword and their Prolog underscore
is removed.
 Predicates are translated using the information provided in the BackgroundConcept arte-
fact in which they were broadcast.
 Conjunctions are translated using the Otter ampersand (&).
 Negation is translated using the Otter minus sign (-).
 Implications and equivalences are translated using the -> and <-> syntax, respectively.
 The eq/2 predicate is translated using “=”.
For example, the conjecture in this artefact:
[conj:0:im:{m(A,B,C, D),m(A,C,B, D)|eq(B,C)}:{}:{}]
would be translated as:
all B all C exists D ( B * C = D & C * B = D -> B = C)
W a v s f
[bc:D:. . .:O:. . .] null - - false
Store translation information, O, for definition D
[conj:0:T:D:{}:{}] [conj:0:T:D:O:{}] 450 - false
O is the Otter-style syntax translation of D
Table 7.13: Formalised TranslateOtter behaviour indicating, for each broadcast (W ), the pro-
posed artefact (a) and ascribed value (v), the spawned processes (s) and a detach flag (f ).
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7.3.17 Prover
Prover processes encapsulate the Prover9 theorem prover [128]. The process initially reacts
to BackgroundAxiom broadcasts, from which it extracts and stores the domain axioms. For any
Conjecture broadcast containing an Otter translation, [conj:0:K:D:O:{}] , it attempts
to prove the conjecture follows from its stored axioms using Prover9. If the proof attempt is
successful, it proposes an Explanation artefact, [exp:K:D:O:{}:pr:A:P]. In the artefact,
P can, at the discretion of the user, be instantiated to be the whole proof found by Prover9
or, as we more commonly use, just the number of proof steps in the proof. The process
provides parameters to let the user decide whether to attempt proofs for both equivalences
and implications or just implications, we often select the latter when we are also using an
EquivalenceSplitter process (§7.3.10). In addition, parameters allow users to decide which of
the background axioms the prover should use for proving. This lets them create a number of
Prover processes, each with different proving abilities. These operate in conjunction with the
level indicator on Conjecture artefacts to enable conjecture filtering as described in §7.4.
W a v s f
[ba:A:L] null - - false
store axiom, A, for use in proof attempts
[conj:0:K:{D1|D2}:O:{}] [exp:K:{D1|D2}:O:{}:pr:A:P] 500 - false
if proof, P, can be found for conjecture
from axioms, A
Table 7.14: Formalised Prover process behaviour indicating, for each broadcast (W ), the pro-
posed artefact (a) and ascribed value (v), the spawned processes (s) and a detach flag (f ).
7.3.18 Reporter
Reporter processes allow the user to log aspects of broadcasts or broadcasts of a specific type
to a file for review. For example, we use a Reporter to write all Definition broadcasts to a file
called definitions.txt, all Explanation broadcasts to a proved.txt file, and so on.
7.3.19 Control
Control processes are used to control overall workspace running by proposing control artefacts
when a particular state has been reached. These control broadcasts instruct processes to detach
and so stops all processing, or some particular aspect, e.g. concept formation.
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Figure 7.4: An overview of processing in GC-ATF.
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7.4 Initial State
At the start of a session, a number of processes are attached to the global workspace. In order
to initiate processing we include processes to handle the background. In mathematical domains,
we often attach an AxiomProposer and a MaceAxiomPopulator to create BackgroundConcept
broadcasts from the axioms of the domain. Alternatively, we attach a Background process to
propose the BackgroundConcept artefacts explicitly, normally from a HR domain file.
Several DefinitionCreator processes are attached as they each embody a different definition
creation method and allow us to develop a theory in different ways. We attach DefinitionCreator
processes for each of the definition formation methods described above. In addition, we include
several parameterisations of each method, as described in §7.3.4, whereby the same formation
method operates upon different sub-sets of variables. The user can do this by hand although,
in practice, we use a DefinitionCreatorSpawner to simplify this task.
One each of the DefinitionReviewer, ExampleFinder, EquivalenceReviewer, ImplicationMaker
and TranslateOtter processes are included to handle definition filtering, example generation,
conjecturing and translation. In investigations where we would like to split equivalence con-
jectures into two implications, we attach an EquivalenceSplitter process and, where desired,
we attach ConjectureForAll and ConjectureEquality processes. If we wish to avoid conjectures
about concepts with small example sets then we attach a ConjectureApplicability process and
set the ImplicationMaker minimum size parameter accordingly.
We also attach a Prover process to handle proving conjectures. However, as described in §7.3.17,
some applications benefit from using several Prover processes, each using different axiom sets
in proof attempts. For example, we can attach two Prover processes, each using a different
subset of axioms in attempting proofs.
The first Prover uses no axioms, or a subset of them, and the second Prover uses all the
available axioms. The proving power of the second Prover is, therefore, greater than that of
the first, although the first will be able to prove some simpler, and potentially less interesting,
conjectures. The first prover attempts to prove all Conjecture artefacts that are broadcast.
We configure it to not propose any Explanation artefacts if it finds a proof. However, if it
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fails to find a proof it should re-propose the Conjecture artefact that it couldn’t prove. The
second prover only attempts to prove these unproven conjectures and proposes an Explanation
if successful. In this manner, the first Prover acts as a filter. No Explanation broadcasts are
ever broadcast for trivially true conjectures, which means that some uninteresting conjectures
are effectively filtered out. This behaviour is facilitated by the level flag of Conjecture artefacts,
which indicates whether they have been attempted by the first prover or not. Conjectures with a
level of 0 have not been attempted by either prover and level 1 conjectures have been attempted
by the first Prover without success. This approach has proved useful in configurations such as
GC-ICARuS (chapter 9) and GC-Homer (chapter 11).
Lastly, we attach Reporter processes to log any broadcasts we want logging. Also, we include
Control processes to control the overall processing, for example to terminate the workspace
under certain conditions.
7.5 Importance Rating Scheme
The framework requires that each proposal is given a numerical rating and it chooses the highest
for broadcast. For our experiments with GC-ATF, we used a simple scheme as follows:
 Definitions are given a base score of 100. As described in §7.3.4, there are several biasing
parameters that the user can set to adjust the importance rating of a definition based upon
certain characteristics, such as its complexity (defined in §3.5.6). Definition artefacts are
given an importance rating according to the following formula:
100 - biasComplexity * the complexity of the definition
- biasArity * the number of variables in the definition
- biasExistential * the number of free variables in the definition
- biasPredicate * the number of predicates in the definition
- biasNegate if the definition includes negation.
The higher the value of any particular bias parameter, the more that factor will reduce
the importance rating and hence the definition’s chance of broadcast. For example, a user
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can bias theory formation toward single-variable definitions, e.g. specialisation concepts
in finite algebra, by setting biasArity to a high number. This will make it more likely that
concept definitions with smaller numbers of variables will be broadcast. Such biasing is
often desirable as it leads to simpler theories in round-limited processing.
 Concepts with no examples are given a score of 200,
 Concepts with examples are given a score of 250.
 NewConcept are given a score of 300.
 Conjectures with no Otter translation are given a score of 400. This means that any
equivalence conjectures will get precedence over a competing NewConcept, which enforces
the mechanics of the EquivalenceReviewer. However, as explained in §7.3.13, conjectures
created by ConjectureEquality processes are ascribed a rating of 250 to avoid interference
with equivalence checking. Conjectures with an Otter translation are given a value 450.
 Explanations are valued at 500.
As well as enabling GC-ATF to work, the rankings reflect the value of various artefacts to
the end user. Explanations are ranked highest ensures that any proved theorems are broadcast
immediately. Where the domain suits proving, these are often the most interesting to the
user. Note that, to initiate theory formation we use BackgroundConcept and BackgroundAxiom
broadcasts. We want these to be broadcast before any theory formation begins, so the processes
that propose these give them large importance ratings of 900 to ensure they are immediately
broadcast. Otherwise, theory formation may not start correctly.
7.6 Efficiency Enhancements
We noted in §6.3.3 that GC allows users to specify static methods to be run each round.
These methods will be called automatically by the workspace and provide some analysis of the
broadcast, removing the need for individual processes to do so. In GC-ATF, we use this facility
whereby GC runs the Artefact.analyse() method each round, which analyses the broadcast in
two main ways:
 Firstly, the method parses the first element of the string list that was broadcast, which
represents the type of the broadcast artefact. It sets a number of static boolean flags in
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the Artefact class accordingly. For example, if the artefact is a Definition broadcast then
the first element of the string list will be “def”. The Artefact.analyse() method will set the
boolean variable Artefact.isDefinitionBroadcast to true and other broadcast identifier
variables, e.g. Artefact.isConjectureBroadcast, to false. Almost all processes review
the artefact type in deciding how to react. Consequently, changing this from a string
parsing operation to a, much quicker, boolean read operation has performance benefits.
In addition, it makes process code simpler as we can replace cumbersome comparison
operations with succinct factual tests. Furthermore, static data, such as flag values, are
encapsulated within specific classes and processes need not know the actual values.
 Secondly, the method extracts several parts of the broadcast into named variables. For
example, Definition, Concept and NewConcept broadcasts contain one element which is a
concept definition. Artefact.analyse() brings this into a specific variableArtefact.definition.
This simplifies process development and ensures that any changes to broadcast structures
only need to be reflected in one place. Depending upon the type of broadcast artefact,
it will set further variables. For example, for Conjecture broadcasts, another boolean
variable, Artefact.hasTranslationOtter, indicates the presence of an Otter translation.
7.7 GC-ATF in Operation
As an illustrative example, we will describe how our system discovered and proved the following
theorem for QG3 quasigroups:
∀ a b (a ∗ a = b↔ b ∗ b = a)
The output from processing is shown as appendix C, and, here, we describe the key points of
processing, which lead to the above theorem. The workspace was configured according to the
initial state described in §7.4, above. We configured the DefintionCreatorSpawner (§7.3.5) pro-
cess to consider all possible parameterisations up to arity 4. We also used an Reporter process
(§7.3.18) to re-direct different broadcast type sub-sets to different files, specifically Definition,
Concept NewConcept, Conjecture and Explanation broadcasts. Processing continued as follows:
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Rnd Commentary
1 null
AxiomProposer (§7.3.2) is the only process competing for broadcast in the first rounds
so the only proposal is a BackgroundAxiom (§7.2.4). Also in this round, the Definition-
CreatorSpawner (§7.3.5) spawned additional DefinitionCreator (§7.3.4) processes and
detached itself. At the end of this round, there were a total of 147 DefinitionCreator
processes attached to the workspace ( 5 Match, 6 Exists, 34 unary Compose, 34 binary
Compose, 34 unary Negate and 34 binary Negate), with varying parameterisations.
2 [ba:all a all b (exists c exists d ( a * c = b & d * a = b)):false]
As the AxiomProposer was the only proposing process, its proposal wins and is broad-
cast. When it identifies that its proposal has been successful, it proposes the next
axiom. The Prover (§7.3.17) and MaceAxiomPopulator (§7.3.3) processes store this
axiom for later proving and model generating. No other processes react at this time.
3 [ba:all b all c (((( c * b ) * b ) = ( c * ( c * b )))):true]
The true flag indicates this is the last axiom so MaceAxiomPopulator (§7.3.3) attempts
to generate models for the axioms it has seen using Mace. It proposes a Background-
Concept artefact (§7.2.5) for the background concept of the operator of the algebra.
The models Mace provided are included as examples of that concept. This is the only
proposal this round so wins and is broadcast next round. AxiomProposer detaches,
having finished its task.
4 [bc|m(A,B,C,D)|{m(A, , , )|m(A,B, , )|m(A,C, , )|m(A,D, , )}|[m(ax0,0,0,0),. . .
. . .,m(ax2,3,3,2)]|0,1,2=3|@B@ * @C@ = @D@||||]
The artefact is the background concept of the m/4 predicate, which is the quasigroup
operator. The information contained in this broadcast is explained in the earlier exam-
ples in this chapter (see §7.2.2 and §7.3.8). The examples in this BackgroundConcept are
added to the Prolog databases held by ExampleFinder (§7.3.8) and ConjectureForAll
(§7.3.12). The Otter translation information is stored by TranslateOtter (§7.3.16) for
use in translations. Furthermore, the DefinitionReviewer(§7.3.6) adds this definition to
its list of seen definitions and proposes it as a Concept (§7.2.2), which is broadcast in
the next round as it is the only proposal.
5 [conc|c(c1,[A,B,C,D]) :- m(A,B,C,D)|{m(A, , , )|m(A,B, , )|m(A,C, , )|m(A,D, , )}|[1]
|[]]
This broadcast triggers ExampleFinder (§7.3.8) to search for examples, which it does
by reference to the examples it stored in round 4. It proposes a definition with examples
as a Concept artefact (§7.2.2), which is broadcast next round as it is the only proposal.
6 [conc|c(c1,[A,B,C,D]) :- m(A,B,C,D)|{m(A, , , )|m(A,B, , )|m(A,C, , )|m(A,D, , )}|[1]
|[[ax0,0,0,0],. . .,[ax2,3,3,2]]]
This Concept (§7.2.2) broadcast now triggers equivalence reviewing system. Equiva-
lenceReviewer (§7.3.9) proposes this for broadcast as a NewConcept (§7.2.3). At this
point, there are no spawned EquivalenceReviewer processes and, therefore, none which
have the same example set as this concept. Consequently, the proposal to broadcast it
as a NewConcept is not challenged and is broadcast next round.
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7 [new|c(c1,[A,B,C,D]) :- m(A,B,C,D)|{m(A, , , )|m(A,B, , )|m(A,C, , )|m(A,D, , )}|[1]
|[[ax0,0,0,0],. . .,[ax2,3,3,2]]]
This broadcast NewConcept (§7.2.3) now feeds back into the definition creation process.
In this round, many new definitions are created by various DefinitionCreator (§7.3.4)
processes. For example, m(A,B,C, D) would be created using the Exists method
with the parameterisation [0,0,0,1] and m(A,B,C,D),\+m(A,C,B,D) would be
created by the Negate method with parameterisation [0,0,1,2,2,1,3,3]. In addi-
tion, the definition m(A,B,B,C), which is important for our example, is created by the
Match method with parameterisation [0,1,1,2]. In total, 19 new Definition artefacts
(§7.2.1) are created and proposed in this round. They are also given to newly-spawned
RepeatProposer processes (§7.3.7) which continue to propose them until broadcast. It
is, therefore, several rounds before this definition is broadcast in round 29.
This broadcast also triggers conjecture making and ImplicationMaker, Conjecture-
ForAll, ConjectureApplicability and ConjectureEquality all react. ImplicationMaker
(§7.3.11) spawns a new clone process to compare the example set to future example
sets of NewConcept broadcasts. The others all perform checks on the examples set in
order to find other conjectures (§7.3.12, §7.3.13 and §7.3.14).
In addition, EquivalenceReviewer (§7.3.9) spawns a clone of itself, which will compare
this example set with future Concept (§7.2.2) broadcast example sets. This spawned
process will play an important role in identifying equivalence conjectures and ensuring




29 [def|m(A,B,B,C)|{m(A, , , )|m(A,B, , )|m(A,C, , )}|[1]]
This is the broadcast of the Definition (§7.2.1) that was created in round 7. Defini-
tionReviewer (§7.3.6) proposes this as a Concept (§7.2.2) artefact as it is an original
definition. This is broadcast next round as its importance rating is higher than that of
several proposals of Definition artefacts that have previously been created and are still
vying for broadcast.
30 [conc|c(c6,[A,B,C]) :- m(A,B,B,C)|{m(A, , , )|m(A,B, , )|m(A,C, , )}|[1,6]
|[]]
This Concept (§7.2.2) broadcast triggers the ExampleFinder (§7.3.8) process, as in
round 5. Its example set is included next round.
31 [conc|c(c6,[A,B,C]) :- m(A,B,B,C)|{m(A, , , )|m(A,B, , )|m(A,C, , )}|[1,6]
|[[ax0,0,0],. . .,[ax2,3,2]]]
As in round 6, EquivalenceReviewer (§7.3.9) proposes this as a NewConcept (§7.2.3).
As its example set is not equivalent to any previous NewConcept, there are no rival
proposals and so it is broadcast.
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32 [new|c(c6,[A,B,C]) :- m(A,B,B,C)|{m(A, , , )|m(A,B, , )|m(A,C, , )}|[1,6]
|[[ax0,0,0],. . .,[ax2,3,2]]]
As in round 7, the broadcast of this NewConcept (§7.2.3) triggers several Defini-
tionCreator (§7.3.4) processes which create new Definition (§7.2.1) artefacts and pro-
pose them, with RepeatProposer processes (§7.3.7). Specifically for our example, the
Compose method with the parameterisation [0,0,1,2,2,1] creates the definition
m(A,B,B,C),m(A,C,C,B). Again, as there are many Definition proposals vying for
broadcast, this is not broadcast until round 177.
In addition, this broadcast triggers the EquivalenceReviewer (§7.3.9) to spawn a clone
of itself to review future NewConcept broadcasts to check if their example set is the
same as this one.
...
...
177 [def|m(A,B,B,C),m(A,C,C,B)|{m(A, , , )|m(A,B, , )|m(A,C, , )}|[1,6]]
This is the broadcast of the Definition (§7.2.1) that was created in round 32. In a
similar manner to round 29, DefinitionReviewer (§7.3.6) proposes this as a Concept
(§7.2.2) artefact which is broadcast next round.
178 [conc|c(c27,[A,B,C]) :- m(A,B,B,C),m(A,C,C,B)|{m(A, , , )|m(A,B, , )|m(A,C, , )}|
[1,6,27]|[]]
As in round 30, ExampleFinder (§7.3.8) provides examples for this, to be broadcast
next round.
179 [conc|c(c27,[A,B,C]) :- m(A,B,B,C),m(A,C,C,B)|{m(A, , , )|m(A,B, , )|m(A,C, , )}|
[1,6,27]|[[ax0,0,0],. . .,[ax2,3,2]]]
In reaction to this broadcast, EquivalenceReviewer (§7.3.9) proposes a NewConcept
(§7.2.3) artefact for broadcast. However, this proposal is beaten by a proposal from the
process that was spawned in round 32, which identifies that the example set is the same
as that for the concept m(A,B,B,C). It proposes an equivalence Conjecture artefact
(§7.2.6) which is broadcast next round as it has a higher importance rating than the
NewConcept proposal.
180 [conj|0|eq|{m(A,B,B,C)|m(A,B,B,C),m(A,C,C,B)}|{}|{}]
The TranslateOtter process (§7.3.16) translates the conjecture into Otter-style syntax,
using the information from the BackgroundConcept (§7.2.5) broadcast in round 4. The
conjecture with a translation is broadcast next round.
In addition, the ConjectureReducer process (§7.3.15) identifies that the antecedent ap-
pears in the consequent. It proposes, using a RepeatProposer (§7.3.7), a reduced con-
jecture where the consequent has been stripped of the antecedent.
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181 [conj|0|eq|{m(A,B,B,C)|m(A,B,B,C),m(A,C,C,B)}|
{all b all c ((b * b = c) <-> (b * b = c & c * c = b))}|{}]
This broadcast triggers the Prover process (§7.3.17) to attempt a proof using the back-
ground axioms broadcast in rounds 2 and 3. This successful proof is broadcast next
round.
182 [exp|eq|{m(A,B,B,C)|m(A,B,B,C),m(A,C,C,B)}|
{all b all c ((b * b = c) <-> (b * b = c & c * c = b))}|
{}|pr|[[1, 2],function]|7|[]]
This Explanation broadcast (§7.2.7) shows that a proof could be found for the conjecture
using both of the axioms, together with the functional definition of the operator. The
proof contained seven Prover9 proof steps.
183 [conj|0|eq|{m(A,B,B,C)|m(A,C,C,B)}|{}|{}]
The reduced conjecture that was identified by the ConjectureReducer (§7.3.15) in round
180 is now broadcast, having been proposed continually, since then, by a RepeatProposer
(§7.3.7).
184 [conj|0|eq|{m(A,B,B,C)|m(A,C,C,B)}|
{all b all c ((b * b = c) <-> (c * c = b))}|{}]
The translation of the conjecture, proposed by TranslateOtter (§7.3.16), is now broad-
cast. A proof is attempted by the Prover process (§7.3.17).
185 [exp|eq|{m(A,B,B,C)|m(A,C,C,B)}|
{all b all c ((b * b = c) <-> (c * c = b))}|
{}|pr|[[1, 2],function]|9|[]]
This broadcast shows that a proof, this time involving nine Prover9 proof steps, could
be found. This is the proof of our example theorem.
7.8 Conclusions
In this chapter, we have described GC-ATF, our ATF configuration. We have detailed the
broadcast artefacts and processes we developed and shown how they interact to perform theory
formation. The illustrated example shows how this configuration of our GWA framework is
able to generate concepts and proved conjectures in the domain of finite algebras. In the next
chapter, we describe a number of application domains to which we have applied GC-ATF and





One of the ways we can demonstrate that our GWA framework is a useful underpinning for
combined reasoning is to illustrate how systems created using our framework perform as well
as bespoke systems for the same tasks. In this chapter, we describe some automated theory
formation experiments we have performed using GC-ATF and how we have achieved results
commensurate, in many ways, with those we could obtain using HR in the same domains. There
are several similarities between the approaches of the two systems, but they also differ in many
key aspects, particularly their implementation basis and representation scheme. We provide
a comparison of the two systems in Table 8.1. In §8.2 we investigate the QG6 quasigroups
of finite algebra, continuing the worked example of chapter 7. We compare the concepts and
conjectures created by both GC-ATF and HR and provide explanations for why they differ.
In particular, we describe how the same interesting theory aspects are found by both systems.
Colton, who designed the HR system, proposed a challenge which he believed would highlight
the worth of future ATF systems [49]. It is in the domain of number theory and concerns
refactorable numbers, which are numbers for which the number of their divisors is also a divisor.
The challenge is to automatically generate the conjecture that odd refactorable numbers are
also square numbers. In §8.3, we describe how we were able to configure GC-ATF to meet
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this challenge. The experiments so far with GC-ATF have only considered mathematical
domains. It is possible, however, to form useful theories in non-mathematical areas, and theory
formation systems can be of value there. In §8.4, we demonstrate that GC-ATF is able to
handle investigations in such domains. In §8.5 we provide some statistics about the running of
GC-ATF such as how the number of attached processes develops and changes over a theory
formation session. Finally, in §8.6 we discuss the relative performance of GC and HR.
HR GC-ATF
implementation Java with calls to external stand-
alone systems
Java for central workspace, pro-
cesses either pure Java or Java









ing Prolog-syntax and Otter-style
syntax
first-order (Prolog-syntax) for defi-




stored as typed datatables, new sets
created by table manipulation




processing in steps, each consider-
ing the creation of a new concept
and identifying the resulting conjec-
tures - order determined by concept
search configuration and ranking
processing in rounds determined by
weighting scheme with some biasing
- each round broadcasts the results
of a low-level operation
concept
making
20 production rules implemented
as Java classes with parameterisa-
tions, a core of 5-7 being used regu-
larly - concepts classified by exam-
ple set, further development only
of class representative - restrictions
on development of background ob-
jects of interest - filtered by seman-
tic checking - search mechanism
is highly configurable, including a
production rule hierarchy, 22 inter-
esting measures to guide search, in-
teractive and goal-driven modes
6 production rules with parameter-
isations, implemented as GC pro-
cesses - classified by example set -
search space determined by interac-
tion and competition between pro-
duction rule processes which is bi-
ased using 4 ranking measures
conjecture
making
4 empirical methods including near-
equivalence checking - 7 syntacti-
cal methods - semantic and prover
filtering - interestingness measures
can be used to aid concept search
5 empirical methods (forall is a pro-
duction rule in HR) - 2 syntacti-
cal methods - filtering possible with
provers
Table 8.1: A comparison of HR and GC-ATF.
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8.2 QG Quasigroups using HR and GC
In order to perform a qualitative comparison between GC-ATF and HR, we ran both systems
to investigate QG quasigroups. Given the different nature of each system and the methods
they employ, it is not straightforward to provide a comparison between the two systems in any
absolute sense. However, we can describe, broadly, how the systems perform in a similar way
and explain some of the reasons for the differences in their output.
To perform the comparison, we used the configuration of GC-ATF described in §7.7. We
gave HR the background concepts of quasigroups, elements of quasigroups and the quasigroup
operator, together with the three examples of QG6 quasigroups up to size 6, which is the
maximum size considered by the GC-ATF MaceAxiomPopulator. We configured HR to use the
same concept formation methods as GC-ATF, namely Match, Exists, Compose and Negate. In
addition, we set HR to create equivalence conjectures from equal example sets and implication
conjectures where one example set is a sub-set of another, as described in §3.5.4. We ran both
systems to a complexity limit of 4 and recorded the output from the system and some details
of their internal processing to allow us to make comparisons.
Note that we excluded the concept of equality from both systems, which makes the comparison
of the systems output a less difficult task. However, in ICARuS (see chapter 4), we included
the concept as it is extremely useful for generating conjectures which lead to effective implied
constraints. In GC-ATF, we achieve similar types of conjectures by using the ConjectureEqual-
ity process described in §7.3.13, which we have also omitted from the GC-ATF configuration
considered here.
8.2.1 Concept Generation
In order to compare the output from the two systems, we first review the concepts that the
two systems create. The concept generation process has a knock-on effect on the conjecturing
process, whereby many conjectures are created as a result of categorising concepts for the
various reasons we discuss below. We summarise each system’s concept formation statistics in
turn.
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Concepts considered (steps) 167
Rejected concept definitions:
Inconsistent definition 2
Same as previous definition 38
Rewritable from previous definitions 33
( 73 )
Concepts after rejections 94
Non-existence conjectures ( 12 )
Concepts with examples 82
Equivalence conjectures ( 72 )
Concepts kept 10
Table 8.2: QG6 concept formation using HR.
Table 8.2 summarises HR’s concept formation process. In the 167 rounds that HR processed,
it formed 167 concept definitions. A total of 73 of these were rejected. HR was able to identify
two whose definition contained a clause and a negated version of that clause, which makes the
whole definition inconsistent. Another 38 concepts were found to have the same definition as
previous concepts. In addition, 33 concepts were rejected on the basis that their definitions
could be created by a simple re-write of previous concept definitions. For example, the definition
b * c = d & c * b = d can be created from the definition b * c = d & d * b = c
by re-labelling the variables. Of the 94 concept definitions which were not discarded, 12 had
no satisfying examples and a non-existence conjecture was raised. The remaining concepts
fit into 13 equivalence classes. The representatives for these are the 3 starting concepts for
quasigroup theory (quasigroups, elements and multiplication), together with the 10 concepts
that were generated and kept by HR. All the other 72 concepts that HR created were found
to be equivalent to one of these 13, i.e., they have the same example set, and an equivalence
conjecture was raised.
In table 8.3, we provide details of the concept formation process performed by GC-ATF.
The DefinitionCreator processes created a total of 156 unique Definition broadcasts. The
DefinitionReviewer process proposed each of these for broadcast as a Concept artefact without
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Concept broadcasts 156
Non-existence conjectures ( 25 )
Concept broadcasts with examples 131
Equivalence conjectures (117)
NewConcept broadcasts 14
Table 8.3: QG6 concept formation using GC-ATF.
an example sets. Of these, 25 were found to have no satisfying examples by the ExampleFinder
process. The remaining 131 concepts were categorised into separate equivalence classes for
which there are 14 representative NewConcept artefacts.
8.2.2 Comparing Equivalence Classes
The most important numbers for comparing the two systems are the number of HR concepts
and the number of NewConcept broadcasts, which are the concepts that feed back into the
concept formation process. In both systems, all other concepts have either been discarded for
various reasons or have been classified according to these equivalence classes. The concepts
formed have been reduced to a set of key equivalence classes. As we can see from table 8.4,
these equivalence classes are the same in both systems, save for some minor differences, which
we explain below.
Table 8.4 shows the 13 and 14 equivalence classes that were identified by HR and GC-ATF,
respectively. In each system, there is one representative concept for each class that is retained
and which feeds back into the concept formation processes. All other concepts created by each
system are either discarded, or are identified as equivalent to one of these concepts. Each row of
the table shows, for a given equivalence class, the representative concepts that are used by each
system. This means that both concepts on a particular row are equivalent, having the same
example sets. All further concepts created by both systems will be derived using a sub-set of
these equivalence class representatives. The table is divided into groups for ease of explanation.
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HR Concept GC-ATF NewConcept
quasigroup exists b c d (b*c=d)))
element b*b=b
b*c=d b*c=d
exists d (d*b=c) exists d (d*b=c)
b*c=d & -(b*d=c) b*c=d & -(b*d=c)
exists b c d (b*c=d & -(b*d=c)) exists b c d (b*c=d & -(b*d=c))
b*b=c b*c=c
b*c=d & b*d=c b*c=d & d*c=b
exists e f (e*b=c & f*c=d) exists e f (e*b=c & f*b=d)
exists d (d*b=c & -(d*c=b))) exists d (b*c=d & -(b*d=c))
exists c d (c*d=b & -(c*b=d))) exists c d (c*b=d & -(c*d=b))
exists e (b*b=c & e*c=d) exists e (b*c=c & e*b=d)
exists e f (e*b=c & b*d=c & f*c=d) -
- b*b=b & c*d=d
- b*c=c & -(d*b=b)
Table 8.4: Equivalence classes for QG6 concepts.
The first three rows represent background concepts that were given to HR. By contrast, GC-
ATF was given only the background concept of multiplication. The concepts of quasigroups
and elements of quasigroups are effectively encoded within the concept typing information,
which isn’t shown. As a result, when GC-ATF generated concepts that are equivalent to the
concepts of quasigroups and elements, it kept them as equivalence class representatives. They
are as follows:
 The first GC-ATF concept, in Prolog format, is m(A, B, C, D), which is an arity one
definition that is satisfied by all quasigroups, A. (Note that the A is not required in the
Otter translation as the algebraic domain is implicit in the translation).
 The second concept definition is m(A,B,B,B). In the specific domain of QG6 quasi-
groups, this is true for all elements of every quasigroup because QG6 quasigroups are
idempotent (∀ b b ∗ b = b). This means that the satisfying set for the concept is the set
of all elements.
 The third of these is the background concept of multiplication, which is given to both
systems.
The next set of rows are equivalence classes for which both systems have chosen the same
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representative. The example sets are obviously the same in both systems. The next block
are where the systems have chosen different representatives for a given equivalence class. This
is due to differences in the order in which the systems create concepts. In both systems,
the first concept of an equivalence class to be generated will be kept as the representative.
An equivalence conjecture will be raised for any subsequent concepts that are found to be
equivalent. For example, HR generated the concept b*b=c after 13 steps but did not create the
concept b*c=c until round 15, whereupon it generated the conjecture b*b=c <-> b*c=c. By
contrast, GC-ATF broadcast b*c=c in round 15 and b*b=c in round 28, with the equivalence
conjecture b*c=c <-> b*b=c broadcast in round 29. The last of this group of equivalence
classes is slightly more complex. For both systems, it was formed as the composition of rows 4
and 7. However, the equivalence class concepts differ between systems. Both systems created a
combination with exists d (d*b=c), however HR combined it with b*b=c whereas GC-
ATF used b*c=c, with each system using slightly different variable combinations. Again, the
example sets are the same in each system, only the definitions differ. Note that HR records all
the concepts in each equivalence class for conjecture filtering as described in §8.4.2.
The last three equivalence classes were identified, in each case, by only one of the systems, as
follows:
 The first, exists e e*b=c & b*d=c & exists f (f*c=d), was identified by HR but
not GC-ATF. The reason is that GC-ATF considers this definition to be part of another
equivalence class. HR considers it to be a separate concept due to the particular way in
which the concept data-table columns are ordered. GC-ATF re-writes such definitions by
ordering predicates and re-labelling variables alphabetically. The corresponding concept
in GC-ATF, created by using the same equivalence class and definition creation method
is exists e f (b*c=d & e*b=d & f*b=c). This was broadcast in round 712 but
was identified as being equivalent to b*c=d and an equivalence conjecture broadcast in
round 714. We need to investigate, in more detail, whether HR’s treatment of this concept
is appropriate.
 The second, b*b=b & c*d=d, was not created by HR as this is constructed from b*b=b.
The HR equivalence class for this is elements which are not used to develop concepts.
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 The last equivalence class was not created due to differences between the way the Negate
definition creation method operates in the two systems. In HR, the negate production
rule operates on two parent concepts where the definition of one concept appears as a
term in the definition of the other. GC-ATF, on the other hand, has a unary version of
the negate production rule which simply permutes the variables of a single definition and
combines it with itself. This means that, in GC-ATF, potentially equivalent concepts
are leapfrogged. In this instance, HR would not have created the concept b*c=c &
-(d*b=b) because its construction pathway first requires the construction of b*c=c
& b*d=d. It would have identified this intermediary concept as being equivalent to a
previous definition and discarded it. GC-ATF created the concept by combining and
permuting b*c=c with itself, bypassing the equivalence check that HR performed.
Revisiting tables 8.2 and 8.3, we can see that HR considered 129 (167-38) unique concept
definitions compared to 156 considered by GC-ATF. The reasons why GC-ATF creates and
considers more concepts are the same as why there are more equivalence classes. Firstly, the
two concepts that represent quasigroups and elements are used to create concepts in GC-ATF
whereas they aren’t in HR. Secondly, GC-ATF generates numerous concepts using the negate
method which bypass the equivalence check on intermediary concepts performed by HR.
8.2.3 Conjecture Making
As described above, the concept formation process drives the production of conjectures by high-
lighting equivalence and non-existence conjectures. In addition to these conjectures, both sys-
tems employ example set comparison to identify implication conjectures. GC-ATF produced
many more equivalence conjectures than HR for several reasons. Firstly, 33 of the concepts were
discarded by HR as being re-writable from previous concepts, which is an alternative method
to checking for equivalence. This check is not performed by GC-ATF, although we believe it
could be implemented quite simply (see §13.8.1), consequently these concepts become equiva-
lence conjectures in GC-ATF. Secondly, many of the negate concepts that GC-ATF created
which bypassed an equivalence check as described above, in §8.2.1, proved to be equivalent to
previous concepts.
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As well as producing more equivalence conjectures, GC-ATF also produced more non-existence
conjectures (25 versus 12), mainly because many of the negate concepts it created which HR
didn’t, for the same reason as in §8.2.2, turned out to be unsatisfiable. Lastly, the number of
implication conjectures created by both systems is quite small. GC-ATF created 15 compared
to HR’s 7, again due to increased numbers of concepts considered. The number is quite small
due to the small number of equivalence classes.
Overall, as we shall describe in chapter 9, the body of conjecture output from GC-ATF when
investigating finite algebras is similar to that produced by HR, in terms of the information
they impart. This is evidenced by the performance of GC-ICARuS, a version of the ICARuS
system of chapter 4 we implemented using GC and based upon GC-ATF rather than HR.
8.2.4 Proving
The amount of proving that the systems perform depends on the number of conjectures that are
produced. Both systems use exactly the same proof method, i.e., translation intoOtter-format
syntax and proving using Otter and Prover9. In the above example, for instance, GC-ATF
performs more proving, but this would be reduced by introducing the more advanced concept
filtering approaches that HR employs. Both systems allow proof attempts to be configured so
that only proofs of particular types (e.g. implication, equivalence) are considered. Furthermore,
both systems provide mechanisms whereby equivalences are split into two implications prior to
proving, which, for reasons we have yet to investigate, often speeds up a proof attempt.
8.2.5 Performance
For both systems, the largest factor affecting the time taken to form a theory is the amount
of proving. In particular, the minimum timeout for Otter and Prover9 is one second,
meaning that many failed proofs stop overall processing for this length of time. Consequently,
the number and complexity of the conjectures created by a system dictates the time spent
creating a theory and the approaches adopted by HR to minimise conjecturing are valuable.
Performance is similar for both HR and GC-ATF considering the amount of proving attempted
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by each. When the systems attempt to prove all conjectures, processing takes around 38 seconds
in HR and 53 seconds in GC-ATF on a 3.0GHz Intel Pentium IV with 1GB of RAM. Most
of this time is taken up by failed proof attempts. When all proving is disabled, the concept
formation and conjecture making processes take under two seconds on each system. We believe
that redundancy caused by waiting for failed proofs could be significantly reduced, however, by
applying an asynchronous model to processing, which we describe in §13.4.1, and distribution,
which we cover in chapter 10.
8.2.6 Summary
Overall, this analysis shows that the theories of quasigroups created by GC-ATF are as valid
as those created by HR. QG6 is a fairly simple domain, with few examples which leads to a
high level of equivalence. However, analysing and comparing the two system is a laborious and
difficult task, especially due to different representative concepts for equivalence classes. Despite
this, QG6 highlights all the salient factors which lead to differences between the systems. All
the equivalence classes that HR identified were also identified by GC-ATF, with sensible
reasons for the small differences. In addition, the amount and type of conjectures produced
were commensurate, although GC-ATF creates more concepts and conjectures than HR, and
so often has to do more proving. Importantly, we did not identified any instances where GC-
ATF has failed to identify key output and there is much scope to streamline the processing
performed by GC-ATF, as we consider in chapter 13,
We should, however, point out that we have only used a restricted version of HR for comparison
because, to date, it represents the scope of the ATF that we have attempted to implement.
HR is a highly developed system and is capable of generating concepts and conjectures using
many more approaches. For example, there are production rules to create disjunctions of
concepts and create concepts based on arithmetic properties of existing ones. In addition,
further conjecturing approaches allow HR to, for example, extract implicates from implications,
namely implications where the antecedent is some sub-set of the implication’s antecedent. We
have seen that our restricted ATF implementation is capable of performing as well as HR in
various specific formation tasks. In §13.8.2, we discuss implementing more sophisticated theory
formation techniques in GC-ATF.
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8.3 Odd Refactorable Numbers are Squares
As mentioned in §8.1, Colton proposed a challenge for future ATF systems. In the domain
of number theory, refactorable numbers are those for which the number of their divisors is
itself a divisor. Refactorable numbers were identified by HR and introduced into the online
encyclopedia of integer sequences [50], although they had been identified earlier by Kennedy
and Cooper [117]. The challenge that Colton proposed for an ATF system is to discover the
conjecture that all odd refactorable numbers are also square numbers, the first three being 1,
9 and 225. This conjecture was proven to be true by Colton [50]. This discovery is possible
using a correctly configured HR system, which is a well developed and sophisticated system.
Colton suggested that this discovery is a good yardstick by which to measure the worth of
an ATF system. This challenge is considered difficult because, in the case of HR, it makes
use of several different production rules and is achieved by using only two simple background
concepts, namely integers and multiples of integers.
In order to tackle this challenge, we configured GC-ATF with DefinitionCreator processes for
the Match, Exists, Compose, Negate, Split and Size definition creation methods, with various
parameterisations. We provided background examples for integers, int(A), up to 225 and for
multiplication, mult(A,B,C) (where A*B <= 225 ). We ran the configuration to a complexity
limit of 7. The conjecture we were seeking was discovered after 14,316 rounds of processing.
Figure 8.1 shows the construction history for the conjecture in GC-ATF and in table 8.5, we
provide Otter syntax and English interpretations of these concepts.
The construction history shows the concurrent creation of two concepts, one of which was
found to be a generalisation of the other, and an appropriate conjecture was raised. As shown
in figure 8.1, the concept of odd refactorable numbers is created using all the definition creation
methods we introduced into the configuration. Firstly, the concept of divisors (1) was created
from the multiplication concept (0) by applying the Exists definition creation method, and was
broadcast in round 26. This forms the basis for concepts 2 and 3, which are the concept of even
numbers and the number of divisors, broadcast in rounds 54 and 153, respectively. The first of
these is created using the Split method and the second using the Size method. In round 153,
the concept of refactorable numbers (7) is created by the Compose method on concepts 1 and





















Figure 8.1: Construction tree for the odd refactorable numbers are square conjecture.
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id Otter-format syntax meaning
0 a ∗ b = c multiplication
1 ∃ c c ∗ a = b a divides b
2 ∃ b b ∗ 2 = a a is even
3 b = |d| s.t. ∃ c c ∗ d = a b is the number of divisors of a
4 a ∗ a = b b is the square of a
5 ∃ b b ∗ b = a square numbers
6 ∃ c c ∗ a = b ∧ ∃ d d ∗ d = b square numbers and their divisors
7 ∃ c c ∗ a = b ∧ a = |e| s.t. ∃ d d ∗ e = b refactorable numbers, b, and
their number of divisors, a
8 ∃ c c ∗ a = b ∧ a = |e| s.t. ∃ d d ∗ e = b odd refactorable numbers, b, and
∧ ¬(∃ f f ∗ 2 = b) their number of divisors, a
Table 8.5: GC-ATF concepts in the odd refactorable numbers are square challenge.
3. This is not broadcast until round 419, whereupon, concepts 2 and 7 are combined using the
reverse Negate method, resulting in concept 8. This gives the concept of refactorable numbers
that are not even, i.e., odd refactorable numbers. Concept 8 was finally broadcast in round
14,302 and the conjecture raised in round 14,316.
The more general concept in the conjecture is that of square numbers and their divisors. The
concept is created by applying Match and Exists to the multiplication concept (0) to create
the concept of square numbers. This concept was composed with the concept of divisors (1) to
create the concept used in the conjecture. Note that this more complex concept is used in the
conjecture, rather than just the concept of square numbers, which would be mult( B, ,A).
This concept is used because it is of arity two, which matches the arity of the odd refactorable
concept that was created. We could generate an arity 1 concept of odd refactorable numbers
by applying the Exists,{1,0} method. However, this is not required, as our conjecture contains
a clause that is a repeated from the antecedent. The conjecture raised is as follows:
[conj:0:im:{mult( C,A,B),sizepr([mult( D, E,B]),[ E],A)),\+(mult( F,2,B))
|mult( C,A,B),mult( D, D,B)}:{}:{}]
In this conjecture, the clause mult( C,A,B) appears in both the antecedent and the conse-
quent. As we described in §7.3.15, this clause is removed by the ConjectureReducer process to
give the required conjecture.
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8.4 Non-Mathematical Domains
Mathematics has been a key investigative domain for theory formation. However, many theory
formation systems are not restricted to mathematics. For example, HR has been used to develop
theories in many non-mathematical domains including bioinformatics, music, vision and games.
Indeed, it is possible to form theories, using HR, about anything that can be expressed in first-
order logic (although HR is not limited to first-order logic). In order to demonstrate that such
investigations are also possible with GC-ATF, we used it to investigate the domain of animals
and compared its output to that of HR.
The animals domain is essentially a set of Prolog clauses which state various properties of
different animals, which is used as a toy problem for ILP systems. A sub-set of the information
is shown in table 8.6. This information is given for a total of 18 animals. Included in the data-set
are some unusual and fictional animals which present interesting cases, such as dragons, which














Table 8.6: Partial background information from the animals theory formation domain.
We investigated the animals domain using a similar configuration of GC-ATF to that described
in §8.2 and compared it with the output from a similar set-up of HR. The definition creation
methods used by both systems were similar, namely Compose, Negate, Match and Exists. In a
run to a complexity limit of 4, HR produced 51 concepts and 28 conjectures whereas GC-ATF
broadcast 160 NewConcept artefacts and 204 Conjecture artefacts. We explain and reconcile
these figures in the following sections.
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8.4.1 Concept Formation
The number of concepts formed by each system are shown in table 8.7.
HR GC-ATF
Starting concepts 13 13
Concepts created the same 37 37
Different equivalence class concepts 1 1
Negation bypassed equivalence check - 18
Background concept use - 4
Sub-object overlap - 87
Total concepts 51 160
Table 8.7: Reconciliation of HR and GC-ATF animal domain concepts.
Of the concepts that HR generates, there is a high level of overlap with GC-ATF, with 50 of
the 51 HR concepts also produced by GC-ATF using exactly the same definition. The one
difference is where a different equivalence class representative has been chosen, as described
in §8.2.1. However, as we saw in the earlier comparison, there are a large number of concepts
produced by GC-ATF which aren’t considered by HR, for three reasons.
Firstly, 18 concepts are created by GC-ATF due to bypassing an equivalence check whilst
performing a negation, as described in §8.2.2. For example, GC-ATF creates the concept:
haseggs(A),\+hasgills(A)
which is not produced by HR because it requires the parent concept:
haseggs(A),hasgills(A)
which is equivalent to the previous concept of hasgills(A). However, this does not make
the concepts that GC-ATF generates invalid. HR only uses an intermediate concept to enable
it to generate examples for any new negated concept. GC-ATF, on the other hand, generates
examples using the typing information included with definitions. For instance, the concept
above of laying eggs but not having gills is a perfectly valid concept which GC-ATF considered
but HR did not. Another example is:
haseggs(A),\+hascovering(A,B)
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which is the concept of coverings that egg-layers don’t have. Again, this is a valid concept
that HR doesn’t consider. The approach between the systems is different in the systems but
creating these additional concepts does not represent a weakness in GC-ATF.





These concepts are not produced by HR to prevent possible errors in generating valid example
sets and it tests this by checking the arity of the parent concepts. For example, HR did
produce the concept animal(A),\+hasmilk(A) as both concepts are arity 1. However
haslegs(A,B) is an arity 2 concept. Again, these are valid concepts, for example, the last
is the concept of the habitats which an animal doesn’t inhabit and GC-ATF is not wrong to
include them.
Lastly, there are a large number of concepts that HR rejects because their generation does not
















Table 8.8: Uninteresting GC-ATF animal concepts (extract).
All of these are valid concepts, in that their definitions are sensible and satisfying examples can
be found. However, they would all be rejected by HR as uninteresting, chiefly because they
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do not relate objects or sub-objects of interest. For instance, many of them simply include
additional variables for which the example sets would simply be dull permutations of examples.
HR provides an option to reject a production rule if it would not consider a combination of
sub-objects. If we run HR over this domain and un-check the sub-object overlap option then
HR generates an additional 90 concepts, which are similar to those GC-ATF created. This
issue particularly affects domains like the animals domain, where there are so many background
concepts, where HR would identify many different sub-objects. Notice that, it didn’t affect the
earlier investigation into quasigroups as the sub-objects are elements which featured in every
combination of concepts that was produced by both systems. This is a weakness of the GC-
ATF approach which we aim to address in future (see §13.8.1). Although the concepts are all
valid, they are undoubtedly uninteresting and such a filtering approach would be useful.
8.4.2 Conjecture Making
Table 8.9 shows a summary of the conjectures made by each system. HR produced 26 equiva-
lence conjectures and 2 non-existence conjectures. By contrast, GC-ATF produced 54 equiv-
alence conjectures, 16 non-existence conjectures and 162 implications. Again, we see that
GC-ATF has produced many more conjectures. However, all the conjectures that were found
by HR have also been identified by GC-ATF, so nothing has been missed.
The reasons for the additional equivalence conjectures are the same as we described in §8.4.1.
They are all cases where concepts have been formed by GC-ATF, which were not formed
by HR. However, they are found to be in an existing equivalence class and so an equivalence
Conjecture, rather than a NewConcept is broadcast. For example, the following equivalence
was noted by GC-ATF, which involved a concept created from a background concept that HR
would not have produced:
class(A) <-> class(A),ofclass( B,A)
Similar reasons underlie the higher number of non-existence conjectures, which were generated
from background concepts, such as the following concept, which has no examples:
haslegs(A,B),\+int(B)
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HR GC-ATF
Same in both systems 25 25
Different equivalence class concept 1 1
Bypass equivalence check - 4
Background concept use - 12
Sub-object overlap - 12
Equivalence 26 54
Not-exists 2 16
Involve GC-ATF-only concepts - 25
Proved simply by HR - 60
Proved from equivalences by HR - 77
Implication - 162
Total conjectures 28 237
Table 8.9: Animal domain conjecture summary.
Most striking in the comparison, is the lack of implication conjectures produced by HR. Some
25 of the conjectures that GC-ATF produced involved concepts that only it produced, for the
reasons we discuss above, which meant they were not created by HR. The remainder were,
initially, identified by HR but were filtered out by a review performed by HR. This review
process, which is not yet integrated into GC-ATF, checks each new conjecture to see if it is a
tautology or if it follows from existing equivalence or non-existence conjectures. For example,
the following conjecture, created by GC-ATF is a simple tautology which HR discards:
haseggs(A),hasmilk(A) -> hasmilk(A)
Furthermore, this conjecture created by GC-ATF:
ofclass(A,B),\+haseggs(A) -> homeothermic(A),ofclass(A,B)
follows from the following conjectures that was created by both systems:
\+haseggs(A) <-> homeothermic(A),\+haseggs(A)
Such a review is useful in removing uninteresting conjectures and, although we have not intro-
duced it into GC-ATF, we envisage a number of ways in which it could be brought in quite
simply. For example, we have considered conjecture filtering in our work with Homer, which
we describe in chapter 11, and we discuss further in chapter 13, where we consider future work.
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8.4.3 Summary
As we discussed in §8.2.6, GC-ATF is creating the same information as HR, which means
GC-ATF is certainly useful in performing speculative concept and conjecture formation. In
all, after taking into account the lack of reviewing in GC-ATF, the two systems concept and
conjecture creation is very similar. In particular, the weaknesses in GC-ATF mean there is too
much uninteresting information rather than there being information that is not reported. HR’s
use of objects and interest and sub-objects allows it to reject some concept creation paths. In
addition, its conjecture review process removes conjectures that can be proven from existing
equivalences.
Note that we didn’t use the Size production rule in either system. When we used it in HR,
it generated 6 additional concepts, all regarding the number of habitats animals live in. By
contrast, when we introduced our Size method, it generated substantially more, concerning
other background concepts. Consequently, we did not include size in this experiment as it
would have made a comparison between the systems quite difficult. We saw that Size can be
used effectively in our configuration, when we investigated number theory in §8.3. We believe
the underlying reasons for the difference between HR and GC-ATF, will be similar to those
we have already seen above.
8.5 Performance Statistics
We now describe what happens during a GC-ATF run from a processing viewpoint by pre-
senting a number of runtime scenarios. We describe the numbers and types of processes that
are attached to the workspace and comment on how the profile of broadcasts and attached
processes change with time. In these scenarios, we consider running an investigation into QG3
quasigroups to various complexity limits. The configuration of GC-ATF we used is the same as
described in the worked example in §7.7, however we included an EquivalenceSplitter (§7.3.10)
process to improve proving speed.
In figure 8.2, we show a processing profile for investigating QG3 quasigroups to a complexity
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limit of 4. This process generated 5,363 broadcasts and lasted 1m 15s on a 3.0GHz Intel Pentium
IV with 1GB of RAM, creating 58 NewConcept definitions and 507 proved conjectures. Along
the bottom of the graph are the round numbers. The top line in the figure portrays the
number of processes attached to the workspace, which peaks at 1,843 processes in round 1,715.
The bottom line portrays the number of broadcast proposals in each round. This peaks at
573 proposals in round 956. In-between these lines we have indicated, with crosses, where
NewConcept artefacts were broadcast. As the diagram indicates, there is a large increase in
process numbers over the early rounds. The number of processes reaches a peak and then tails
off, with processing ending when the number of proposals reaches zero.
Figure 8.2: Counts in ATF Example (complexity 4).
This profile is the same in all GC-ATF runs, and we have included, as figure 8.3, a similar
chart for running to complexity 5 to illustrate this. The number of processes increases whenever
there is a NewConcept broadcast. Firstly, new DefinitionCreator processes are attached by the
existing binary DefinitionCreator processes. These record the broadcast definition to use in
combination with future NewConcept broadcasts. Secondly, all the unary DefinitionCreator
processes that can use the broadcast to make a new Definition do so, and they attach Repeat-
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Proposer processes to ensure their creation is not forgotten. Thirdly, all previously spawned
ImplicationMaker processes that identify a conjecture propose it and attach a RepeatProposer.
Figure 8.3: Counts in ATF Example (complexity 5).
As we come to round 1,000, the complexity of the NewConcept definitions is approaching the
limit of 4 and so there are fewer new concept proposals and the broadcast of a NewConcept arte-
fact triggers fewer attachments of DefinitionCreator and RepeatProposer processes. Contrast
the broadcast of a NewConcept in round 951, which resulted in 102 new processes being at-
tached, with that in round 2,463, which had no impact upon the number of attached processes.
The first was complexity 3 whereas the second was complexity 4.
Once we have reached the complexity limit, concept formation tails off and there is just a
backlog of proposals waiting to be broadcast. The Definitions will be broadcast in descending
order of the importance that they were ascribed when created. As these are broadcast, there
may be a number of conjecture proposals. However, the amount of spawning is not as significant
as when large-scale concept formation was still taking place. When all these proposals have
been broadcast, processing ends.
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Figure 8.4 shows a breakdown of the types of each of the 5,362 broadcasts during processing.
There were 536 Definition broadcasts arising from DefinitionCreator processes. These were
reviewed by DefinitionCreator and 507 were found to be unique and broadcast as Concept
broadcasts. Of these, 56 were found to have no example sets, and a level 0 non-existence
Conjecture was raised for them. The remaining 451 Concept broadcasts were allocated into
58 equivalence classes, each represented by a NewConcept broadcast. The remaining 393 were
identified as equivalent to earlier NewConcept broadcasts and an equivalence conjecture raised
instead. In addition to these 393, a further 6 equivalence Conjecture broadcasts were generated
by the ConjectureReducer process, giving a total of 399 equivalence conjectures. The Implica-
tionMaker process was responsible for identifying 379 conjectures where NewConcept example
sets were sub-sets of each other. All these were broadcast as level 0.
Figure 8.4: Breakdown of ATF example broadcasts (complexity 4).
All the level 0 Conjectures triggered the EquivalenceSplitter process. It converted all the equiv-
alences into two level 1 implication Conjecture broadcasts and elevated all other level 0 Con-
jecture broadcasts to level 1 without alteration, as they require no splitting. Consequently,
we saw 1,177 (2 * 399 + 379) level 1 implication conjectures and 56 level 1 non-existence conjec-
tures. We configured the TranslateOtter process to react to level 1 Conjecture artefacts and
each of these was, subsequently, broadcast as a Conjecture including an Otter translation.
Lastly, the Prover process managed to prove 507 of these translated conjectures, broadcasting
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them as Explanation artefacts.
During the session, a total of 5,463 processes were created. Figure 8.5 shows the breakdown into
process types. By far the most common process type are the RepeatProposer processes, which
are used to remember Definition and Conjecture broadcasts and there is approximately one for
each of these types of broadcast artefact. In the case of the DefinitionRepeatProposer, there are
slightly more than the final number of Definition broadcasts, as these detach themselves if they
see their definition broadcast, rather than waiting to broadcast it. Note that we may be able to
reduce the need for ConjectureRepeatProposer processes by a careful review of how processes
ascribe importance to conjectures. However, this is complicated by equivalence splitting.
Figure 8.5: Breakdown of ATF example processes (complexity 4).
There are 34 each of the binary versions of the Negate and Compose DefinitionCreator pro-
cesses, which are attached at the start. These each spawn new unary versions in response to
NewConcept broadcasts. However, they only spawn new unary processes if their parameteri-
sations are appropriate for the NewConcept definition, which is why there are far fewer than
58 * 34 spawned concepts. Note also that there are fewer Negate unary processes because
this method leads to higher complexity concept definitions, which is taken into consideration
before spawning. One additional ImplicationMaker and an additional EquivalenceReviewer is
spawned, also, for each NewConcept, so there are 59 of each of these in total. The other pro-
cesses are such things as Prover and ExampleFinder. These other processes don’t spawn a
significant number of other processes.
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Table 8.10 provides a breakdown of overall processing time. The largest single element is
proving, as we discussed in §8.2.5. Housekeeping refers to the central operation of the workspace
such as attaching and detaching processing, looping through the list of attached processes and

























Table 8.10: Breakdown of ATF example processing time.
8.6 A Qualitative Comparison of HR and GC-ATF
The investigations highlight the fact that GC-ATF normally outputs more theory information
than HR. Many of these are cases where additional sophistication within HR, which is a much
researched and mature system, perform sensible streamlining of the output. For example, HR
uses previous conjectures to check newly created ones for subsumption. However, we noticed
some instances where GC-ATF produced valid concepts that were rejected by HR. The reasons
for this may be that HR is being overzealous in its pruning of the search space rather than a
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weakness in GC-ATF. We must be certain that, if something is discarded, then it definitely
is uninteresting. Much work has gone into HR in filtering and removing unwanted concepts
and conjectures. On balance, GC-ATF would certainly benefit from several of the pruning
approaches provided in HR, and we consider this for future work in chapter 13. Although, as
we describe in chapter 9, some domains of application provide an external assessment of the
interestingness of a theory constituent, which reduces the need for internal checks. For example,
by testing it as a potential constraint in a reformulated constraint model.
There are many differences between HR and GC-ATF that go beyond their ability to form
theories. The most significant difference is that HR is an ad-hoc implementation and not based
on any generic framework for creating systems. For instance, HR’s processing is controlled
by a bespoke java control loop and the order in which elements of the theory are considered
is controlled by an agenda mechanism. By contrast, our implementation uses the framework
we described in chapter 5. In addition to the implementation approach, GC-ATF also differs
from HR in how it performs certain aspects of theory formation. For example, its representation
scheme is very simple, using only a first-order predicate logic definition for concepts. In addition,
all example finding is performed by a specific process which appeals to a Prolog database, rather
than by considering manipulations of existing data-tables. Not only have these investigations
demonstrated the value of GC-ATF, they have also allowed us to better understand the way
HR approaches ATF. HR has stood somewhat alone in its field and these investigations have
provided a fresh view of how HR operates. In many ways, it has reinforced the approach HR
takes and, in other ways, it has raised questions of potential weaknesses. Such investigations
benefit ATF as a whole.
8.7 Conclusions
In this chapter, we have described Automated Theory Formation (ATF) investigations into
various domains using GC-ATF. In addition, we have provided some statistics to illustrate
what happens during GC-ATF processing. The results from our investigations demonstrate
how GC-ATF performs as well as a bespoke system for these domains, namely HR. Specifically,
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in each domain studied, GC-ATF was able to find all the interesting information that was also
found by HR. Given that we are speculatively searching for items of interest, it is important
that nothing is missed, as this might be interesting. Additionally, in the domain of number
theory, GC-ATF was able to meet a difficult challenge, involving a number of varied theory
formation techniques. Furthermore, we demonstrated how GC-ATF is not limited to the
domain of mathematics, by showing it could be used in other domains that are representable
in first order logic. The configuration we outline for QG-quasigroups is capable of working in
more complex finite algebraic domains than those we have considered. For example, as we will
see in chapter 9, it can also discover theorems about multi-operator algebraic structures such
as rings.
One of the benefits of our generic framework is the ease with which one can extend existing
configurations and introduce new capabilities. In the following chapters, we demonstrate this by
considering a number of other configurations. As the results in this chapter demonstrate, GC-
ATF performs the core function of generating concepts and creating and proving conjectures
very effectively and, as we will see in later chapters, this makes it very useful for integration, or
expansion, into other combined systems. We present the first of these in the next chapter, where
we show how we extended our GC-ATF configuration in a straightforward manner to enable
it to perform the same Constraint Satisfaction Problem reformulation as done by ICaRuS,
which we described in chapter 4.
Chapter 9
GC-ICARuS - A GC Configuration for
Constraint Reformulation
9.1 Introduction
In chapter 7, we described GC-ATF, a configuration of GC that is capable of performing
automated theory formation. In chapter 8, we demonstrated how its output, in some test
domains, is commensurate with that of HR, a bespoke system for the same task. One of the
specific domains in which GC-ATF has been effective is forming theories about finite algebras,
such as quasigroups, loops and rings. In particular, the output it produces is of sufficient quality
to allow it to be used as the theory formation component of a constraint reformulation system
such as the ICARuS system from chapter 4. In this chapter, we demonstrate a re-working
of ICARuS. We could have simply replaced HR with GC-ATF in the original ICARuS
system. However, in order to demonstrate how straightforward it is to extend the capabilities
of GC configurations, we developed the new configuration by introducing new aspects into
the established GC-ATF configuration. The fact that we were successful is testament to the
theory forming capability of GC-ATF.
Our CSP reformulation configuration, which we refer to as GC-ICARuS, achieves the same
results as ICARuS. However, it benefits from several characteristics of the GC approach,
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such as clarity of design. The general methodology of GC-ICARuS is the same as it was for
ICARuS, but there are several differences, due to using a completely different architecture. For
example, ICARuS is a linear system where the conjectures produced by HR were tested en-
masse in increasing combinations with only a certain proportion of improving models being used
for the next testing round. By contrast, due to the nature of our configuration, proved theorems
are tested upon broadcast and process spawning dictates which theorem combinations are tested
and in which order. We have used a new constraint solver for the base CSP representation
scheme in GC-ICARuS and for CSP model testing. This was done to improve consistency
and is not, in itself, an improvement over the original ICARuS system. The models using the
new CSP system run slightly faster but this is not the aim of the ICARuS approach, which
seeks only to improve a given model, irrespective of its speed.
In this chapter, we describe GC-ICARuS, assess its results and compare its design with
ICARuS. In particular, we show how GC-ICARuS is as effective as ICARuS in perform-
ing constraint reformulation.
9.2 The GC-ICARuS configuration
We designed GC-ICARuS as an extension to GC-ATF, which performs the theory formation
process necessary for creating the additional proven conjectures that will be introduced into
the CSP models. We extended GC-ATF by introducing various processes for translating
proven conjectures into constraints, generating CSP model files and running them to assess their
efficiency. These new processes are introduced into the GC-ATF configuration by having them
react to existing GC-ATF broadcasts. For example, the formulation of the initial constraint
model is driven by the broadcast of the axioms of the domain and the constraint reformulation
process is triggered by the broadcast of any proven conjecture. We use process spawning to
create new tester processes for different combinations of proven conjectures.
In contrast to ICARuS, for GC-ICARuS, we chose to use the Minion constraint solver in
performing tests [100], which is described in chapter 2.4.2. One reason for this change is that
this constraint solver provides a simpler constraint representation language. In addition, our
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previous solver, CLPFD [41], provided several statistics for the work the solver performed
in generating a solution set for a given CSP model. However, we could not find a particular
subset of these which consistently reflected the effectiveness of a given model, i.e., the amount
of time it took to solve the problem. Consequently, we used processor time as an assessment
of effectiveness, which was slightly unreliable. Minion provides us with a very clear metric,
namely the number of search nodes visited, which is directly related to the time taken to solve
the model and, therefore, its effectiveness.
9.3 Additional Broadcastable Artefacts
In extending GC-ATF to GC-ICARuS, we introduced three new broadcastable artefact types.
They communicate information representing translations of axioms and proven conjectures into
constraints and report the performance of reformulated models.
9.3.1 Expression
Expression artefacts represent the translation of an axiom or proven conjecture, in Otter-style
format, into a Prolog-readable nested expression. They take the form:
[expr:O:E:S]
Here, O is the conjecture or axiom and E is the result of parsing it with the definite clause
grammar (DCG) described in §4.4. The source of the expression is given by S, this can be
axiom, if this has been generated as a translation of a BackgroundAxiom (§7.2.4), or proof if
it is from a proven conjecture in an Explanation broadcast (§7.2.7). For example:
[expr:all b all c ( ( b * c ) * ( c * b ) = b ):
all([var(b)],all([var(c)],e(=,e(*,e(*,var(b),var(c)),e(*,var(c),var(b))),var(b))))
:axiom]
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9.3.2 Constraints
Constraints artefacts represent the results of translating an Expression artefact into constraints
for a particular size of algebraic structure. Their syntax is:
[const:O:N:P:S]
In this array, O is an Otter-style format conjecture or axiom, N is the size of the algebra, S is
the source (axiom or proof ) and P is a path to a file which contains the generated constraints.
Below, in §9.6, we describe how constraints are generated. We chose to broadcast a link to a
file as an alternative to the constraints themselves. This could be considered breaking the rules
of our framework, which forbids inter-process communication other than through the broadcast
mechanism of the workspace. We take the view that this is just a matter of efficiency. This
aspect of the broadcast artefact is effectively just found elsewhere and is communicated via
the same point of contact, albeit in a different communication protocol. As we demonstrate in
chapter 10, increased broadcast size has little effect upon the running efficiency of the workspace
(given an efficient network and for the amount of data involved here). So, if we were to include
them in the broadcast then it should not have a significant impact. Keeping the constraints
out of the artefact simply makes it easier for the user to read the system’s output. An example
Constraints artefact is:
[const:all b ((exists c (exists d (c * b = d))) -> (exists e (e * e = b)))
:4:/data/constraints.minion]
9.3.3 TestResult
TestResult artefacts communicate the result of running a test on a CSP model. Their form is:
[test:I:C:S:N:U:L]
In this artefact, L is a list of additional conjectures that were added to the base model in
creating the model that was tested, with base model referring to the model created from just
the background axioms of the domain. If L is empty then this is the result of testing the base
model. A test is performed when a previous model is reformulated by the introduction of new
constraints from a proven conjecture. The I flag indicates whether a test improves upon the
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result of the previous model on which it is based. This flag is used to drive process spawning.
The size of the algebra is given by S and U is the number of unique solutions that were found
in the test. This should be equal for all tests and is mainly used for debugging, to ensure that
constraints are correctly generated from valid proven conjectures. N is the number of search
nodes visited in solving the CSP, with fewer nodes indicating a more effective model. C is the
number of constraints in the model, indicating its size, which is used to resolve ties. In the
case when two models require the same number of search nodes, we consider the smaller model
to be better, as the constraint solver can parse smaller models faster, which reduces start-up
times at higher orders. An example TestResult artefact is as follows:
[test:improve:240:4:213:8:{341:438}]
9.4 Additional Processes
In order to perform constraint reformulation, GC-ICARuS uses the following additional pro-
cesses to handle translation of conjectures into constraints and model reformulation and testing:
9.4.1 ExpressionTranslator
ExpressionTranslator translates Otter format axioms and conjectures into Prolog-readable
expressions as described in §9.3.1. It embodies a Prolog engine, currently Yap [65], with which
it runs the DCG. The process reacts to BackgroundAxiom (§7.2.4) and Explanation (§7.2.7)
broadcasts by translating the axiom or conjecture. It proposes an Expression broadcast with
the results, labelling it as axiom or proof accordingly.
9.4.2 ConstraintGenerator
The ConstraintGenerator process reacts to the broadcast of Expression artefacts. It generates
a set of Minion constraints which represent the expression (and its underlying conjecture).
It stores them in a file at a user-defined path and proposes, for broadcast, an appropriate
Constraints artefact. The user defines the size of the algebra for which to generate constraints.
This dictates the size of algebra for which all the tests will be performed. We describe the
process of generating constraints below, in §9.6.
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9.4.3 ModelTester
TheModelTester process is responsible for creating Minion models from broadcast constraints.
To generate the base model it gathers the information from Constraints broadcasts with a source
of axiom (it knows how many will be broadcast by counting the number of BackgroundAxiom
broadcasts in the first few rounds). It generates a model according to the size of the algebra and
by considering the operators that were present in the axioms. For example, a single operator
algebra, such as a quasigroup, is modelled as a CSP in a different way to a dual operator
algebraic structure, such as a ring. It then tests this base CSP model by calling Minion and
proposes the results for broadcast as a TestResult artefact. Reacting to future Constraints
broadcasts, ModelTester reformulates the base model with the new constraints. It tests this
new model and proposes a corresponding TestResult. Additionally, if this new model improves
upon its base model, by requiring fewer search nodes to solve, then it spawns a newModelTester
process. This new ModelTester takes the reformulated model to be its base model, which it
will reformulate with additional theorems and test, in the same manner. This spawning means
that all possible combinations of new constraints will be considered in reformulations, but only
those new constraints which improve the model will be kept for further testing. This spawning
is limited by a parameter for a user-defined upper bound on the number of added theorems.
9.4.4 AtfKiller
This process allows the user to control the overall process by limiting the number of conjectures
to be tested in reformulations. When the user-specified conjecture limit has been reached, the
process proposes a Control artefact (§7.2.8). This is given a high importance of 900 ensuring it
is broadcast immediately, whereupon all the processes involved in theory formation detach. No
more conjectures are created and only the testing of reformulations continues until completed.
We also developed an AtfReset process to reset theory formation. This triggers some processes
to detach, such as spawned ImplicationMaker processes, and the reviewer processes, such as
DefinitionReviewer, to clear their records. This returns the theory formation sub-system to its
initial state.
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9.5 Initial Set-up and Importance Rating
We start the configuration with the same initial state as for GC-ATF as described in §7.4.
We also enable the conjecture filtering process described there. The reasoning is the same as
for the original ICARuS system, where we filtered out trivial conjectures such as tautologies
before using them in testing. Trivial conjectures are unlikely to create useful constraints so
we reduce the testing overhead by excluding them. To give an example of how we use this in
practice, in performing tests on particular quasigroups, we set up the first prover to use just the
axioms of quasigroups for proving. It should filter out any tautologies or anything that is true
of quasigroups generally. The second will use both the axioms of quasigroups and the specific
axiom of the family of quasigroups we are investigating. The Explanation broadcasts that arise
will be true only of the particular family we are investigating and only they will feed into the
testing process. This approach was also used in HR as part of ICARuS to filter conjectures in
the same way.
In addition to the GC-ATF configuration, we attach a single instance of each of the new
processes defined above. The initial ModelTester will perform testing of the first model, incor-
porating just the background axioms, and will initiate spawning of new ModelTester processes
for improving reformulations.
Lastly, we attach an Atfkiller to halt the creation of conjectures after a user-specified number
have been generated. Another way of controlling the amount of reformulation is to specify a
maximum complexity or predicate-count limit for the DefinitionCreator processes (§7.3.4). In
addition, the user can indicate the maximum number of conjectures to try in a reformulation
by setting the parameter of the ModelTester process (§9.4.3). Adding too many constraints
to a model leads to inefficiency. Normally, adding more than three conjectures will have no
further beneficial effect.
The processes allocate importance ratings to proposed artefacts on the basis of their artefact
type. We set these values higher than any value given to a theory formation broadcast, as
per §7.5. This means that they are broadcast as soon as they are generated. In addition,
they do not interfere with the mechanics of GC-ATF, which is effectively suspended while any
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reformulation and testing is completed. Hence, Expression artefacts are allocated an importance
rating of 600, Constraints artefacts a rating of 610 and TestResult artefacts are rated 620.
9.6 CSP Model and Constraint Generation
Creating a CSP model requires two things. The first is the definition of the solution variables
and the second is the definition of the constraints placed upon those solution variables.
9.6.1 Defining Solution Variables
In our domain of investigation, namely finite algebras, the solution variables are the results of
the operators of the algebra on different tuples of the elements of the algebra. In the case of
quasigroups, for example, there is a single operator, which we denote “*”. Rings are algebraic
structures with two operators, the other operator being denoted by “+”. The size of an algebra
and the results of the operators for different combinations of elements is what differentiates one
algebraic structure from another. Hence, we model these algebras as a CSP by considering the
results of the operators as the solution variables. Each operator of the algebra is modelled as
















Figure 9.1: Example Minion variable and search declarations for rings.
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Figure 9.1 shows an example of the variable and search declarations for a Minion CSP file for
size 4 rings. The first two “DISCRETE” statements declare the two arrays for the results of the
algebra’s two operators, p for plus (+) and m for multiply (*). They each can take any value
between 0 and 3 as there are four elements in the algebra. There are 16 of them, which are
the results of applying the operator to each of the 16 combinations of elements, e.g. 0+0, 0+1,
0+2, 0+3, 1+0 . . . 3+3. Figure 9.2 shows how these decision variables, and their individual
elements, relate to the results of the operators.
* 0 1 2 3 + 0 1 2 3
0 m[0] m[1] m[2] m[3] 0 p[0] p[1] p[2] p[3]
1 m[4] m[5] m[6] m[7] 1 p[4] p[5] p[6] p[7]
2 m[8] m[9] m[10] m[11] 2 p[8] p[9] p[10] p[11]
3 m[12] m[13] m[14] m[15] 3 p[12] p[13] p[14] p[15]
Figure 9.2: Decision variables for rings.
The remainder of the “DISCRETE” declarations are additional variables that are used by the
constraints, which we describe below. The “PRINT” and “VARORDER” declarations state
that Minion should seek solutions which enumerate the p and m arrays and to print just those
arrays when a solution is found, meaning that the output from Minion is not cluttered with
variables which are used just by constraints. The operator table output can also be used to
identify such things as inverses and identity elements.
9.6.2 Creating Constraints
Once we have a model for the variables of the problem, we place constraints on those variables.
These impose both the requirements of the axioms of the domain and any conjectures that we
have introduced as implied constraints. As we will see below, some of the translations involve
introducing new variables into the problem which must be enumerated at solve time.
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Axioms and proved conjectures are stated inOtter-format syntax [129]. The ExpressionTrans-
lator process first translates this using the same tokenization and Definite Clause Grammar
(DCG) code we developed for ICARuS. For example, the first-order string:
all a b (exists c d (a ∗ c = b & d ∗ a = b))
would be parsed as the following expression:
all([var(a), var(b)], exists([var(c), var(d)], e(&, e(=, e(∗, var(a), var(c)), var(b)),
e(=, e(∗, var(d), var(a)), var(b)))))
The code used for this parsing, including the DCG, is the same as for ICARuS and described in
§4.4. Once parsed, expressions are translated into constraints in Minion syntax. We have de-
veloped bespoke Java code for this, which recurses through the expression translating each level
accordingly. How our interpretation method deals with quantifiers, expressions and solution
variables is described in the next sections.
9.6.3 Universal Quantifiers
We translate universal quantifiers by considering each possible combination of value assignments
as an individual constraint. For instance, one axiom for Rings is:
∀ a (a+ 0 = a ∧ 0 + a = a)
for this, we post constraints enforcing each of 0 + 0 = 0, 0 + 1 = 0, 1 + 0 = 0 . . . etc. Each
of these is quite simple to interpret in terms of the decision variables as each of the left hand
sides of the equations identify a particular decision variable (it is more complicated with nested
expressions, which we describe in §9.6.5). The expression results in the constraints shown in
figure 9.3, where eq(A,B) is the equality constraint.








Figure 9.3: Example ring axiom constraints.
9.6.4 Existential quantification
We model existential quantifiers by introducing new variables into the model. For example,
another ring axiom is:
∀ a ∃ b (a+ b = 0 ∧ b+ a = 0)
We deal with the universal quantifier as above, considering each assignment of a in turn. For
example, in the case of a = 2, we will post constraints for ∃ b (b + 2 = 0 ∧ 2 + b = 0). We
do this by introducing a new variable to represent b which must take a value between 0 and
3 (i.e., it must be one of the elements of the algebra) and post the constraints using this new
variable. In finding a solution, we are forced to find a valid enumeration for this new variable.






Figure 9.4: Constraints representing ∃ b (b+ 2 = 0 ∧ 2 + b = 0).
Here, we have created a new variable dv2[2] to represent b. We have also introduced two
new index variables which are used by the constraint. These will be enumerated, along with
dv[2], in a solution. The two element statements constrain that, in array p, the element
at iv2[n] should be set equal to 0. They mean, respectively, that b + 2 = 0 and 2 + b = 0.
We know that the results of b + 2 and 2 + b are both on the p operator table. Specifically,
b + 2 is in column 2 of row dv2[2], i.e., element index dv2[2] ∗ 4 + 2 of the p array. So,
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we constrain that iv2[6] is equal to this statement. We do this by first constraining that
the product dv[2] ∗ 4 is equal to iv2[7], using product(dv2[2],4,iv2[7]). We then
enforce iv2[7] + 2 = iv2[6]. In practice, Minion syntax dictates that we must do this with
a combination of iv2[7] + 2 ≥ iv2[6] and iv2[7] + 2 ≤ iv2[6] constraints. Presumably there is
no sumeq constraint because these equivalents are faster for Minion to handle. However, we
paraphrase this for clarity. In a similar way, we identify 2 + b as the index on row 2 in column
dv2[2], i.e., 8 + dv[2] and we equate that with iv2[8].
Notice that, in creating the constraints for the case a=2, we have introduced one additional
dv2 variable and three new iv2 variables. In total, for the universally quantified constraint,
considering all possible values of a, we need an additional four dv2 and twelve iv2 variables.
These are declared as an array and can be seen in figure 9.1, on page 184. We use variable
names with integer suffixes to help ensure constraints don’t interfere with one another. This
approach does not work if we need to reify constraints in certain sub-expressions (see §9.6.6).
In such cases, we model existential quantification by considering constraints for every possible
assignments of the quantified variable and, using reification, we enforce that at least one case
should hold (i.e., such a variable exists).
9.6.5 Nested Expressions
Nested expressions are those such as ((3 + 1) + 2 = 0), where the numbers are identifiers for
elements of an algebra rather than integers. These raise issues because we don’t know what
the value of 3 + 1 is until we have solved the CSP and assigned a value to column one of row
three. Therefore, to translate these, we again use additional variables, as shown in figure 9.5.
By reference to the example of figure 9.2, we know that the 3+1 is in column one of row three,
i.e., p[13]. Hence, ((3+1)+2 is on row number p[13] in column 2. This is element number
iv1 of the p array, which we find by initially identifying the first element of the correct row iv0,




Figure 9.5: Example constraints for nested expressions.
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9.6.6 Translating Implication
Many of the theorems created by GC-ATF are implications, in the form A → B. In turning
these into constraints, we need to encode that whenever the constraints which enforce A hold
then so should the constraints that enforce B. We do this using Minion’s built-in reify and
reifyimply constraints. The reify statement in the form:
reify(constraint,rv0)
acts by setting rv0 to 1 whenever constraint holds and 0 otherwise. In the reifyimply
statement:
reifyimply(constraint,rv0)
if rv0 is set to 1 then constraint must hold in the solution but nothing is enforced if rv0 is 0.
There is no requirement in the other direction.
We can link reification variables together to achieve various logical meanings using expressions
such as those in figure 9.6. For example, in the conjunction illustration we have three con-
straints which we have reified with a, b and c by using statements similar to those above. The
logical expression is enforced by further reifying the constraint that both these be 1, i.e., both
constraints hold, with c. In a solution to the CSP where one or other of these constraints do
not hold then sumeq([a,b],2) does not hold. As this has been reified with c then it must
be given the value 0, which means that the constraint with which c, itself, has been reified
cannot hold in that solution. Alternatively, where the constraint to which c has been reified
is satisfied in a solution then this statement enforces that both a and b must take the value 1
and, so, the constraints with which they have been reified must also hold.
If reification is used in translating an expression then it must be used for all sub-expressions
to ensure that the reification variables in the top expression are correctly instantiated. How-
ever, for sub-expressions involving existential quantification this means that we cannot use the
replacement-variable approach outlined above, in §9.6.4. If we did, we would have to introduce
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Minion Expression Logical Meaning
reify(eq(a,1),b) equivalence a↔ b
reify(eq(a,0),b) negation a↔ ¬b
reify(sumeq([a,b],2),c) conjunction a ∧ b↔ c
reify(sumqeq([a,b],1),c) disjunction a ∨ b↔ c
Figure 9.6: Some logical expressions in Minion syntax.
reification variables linked to arbitrary constraints on the values of the introduced variable.
This is just a more complex version of the alternative, which we do use, of considering each
possible assignment of the quantified variable as a constraint and using the disjunction syntax
of figure 9.6 to enforce a valid instantiation in a solution.
In practice, there are often more efficient translations of implications than those using reifica-
tion. For instance, we use a similar approach to case-splits to the one we adopted for ICARuS
in chapter 4. In particular, whenever we see that A or B is a case split, we break the con-
jecture down into a list of positive and negative cases, applying constraints, as necessary, on
a case-by-case basis. An example is ∀ a b c (b ∗ a = c ∧ a ∗ b = c → a = b). By removing
the superfluous c and taking the contra-position, this states that all elements across the main
diagonal are different. So, we can post simple constraints forbidding this for all unequal a and







Figure 9.7: Example constraints generated for a case-split implication.
9.6.7 Special Axioms
As we noted in chapter 4, some axioms and theorem can be interpreted as quite simple con-
straints. In particular, the axioms of quasigroups state ∀ a b ∃ c d (a ∗ c = b ∧ b ∗ d = a). This
simply states that the multiplication table is a Latin Square, which has a straightforward inter-
pretation as constraints. Identifying such simplicity is, so far however, beyond the capabilities
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of GC-ATF or ICARuS and using their translation routines would create an inefficient base
model. So, as for ICARuS, the user flags particular axioms for which ConstraintGenerator
uses a simpler constraint translation, which is used for the base model and all reformulations.
9.7 The Model Reformulation Process
The ConstraintGenerator process creates a file containing both a list of constraints and a list of
additional variable declarations that they require. In order to reformulate new constraints into
an existing model, aModelTester simply adds the additional variable declarations to its existing
variable declarations list and tags the constraints on to its list of constraints. Each new set
of constraints uses uniquely numbered variables to avoid clashes. We designed the constraint
generation process like this so that new constraints can be easily added to existing models. At
run-time, every waiting ModelTester process will introduce each new conjecture into a new,
reformulated, model. Consequently, we split this task so that constraint generation is only
required once and reformulation, which must be done many times, is as simple as possible. For
this reason, we use a separate ConstraintGenerator process.
9.8 Reformulation Example
As an illustrative example, we describe how the base model for QG3-quasigroups was refor-
mulated. In early rounds, the background axioms were broadcast and translated, by the Ex-
pressionTranslator and ConstraintGenerator processes, into constraints. The first ModelTester
process, MT0 reformulated them into a base model. It tested this model and proposed a
TestResult, which was broadcast in round 5 of processing. The broadcast artefact was:
[test:base:112:5:413:0:{}]
This states that, the base model was tested for size 5 quasigroups using a model containing
112 constraints. The model returned no solutions, despite the solver searching the entire search
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space, which involved visiting 413 search nodes. The configuration continued forming a theory
for QG3 quasigroups, as described in chapter 7. In round 149, the following Concept artefact
was broadcast:
[conc|c(c17,[A,B,C,D]) :- m(A,B,C,D),m(A,C,B,D)|
{m(A, , , )|m(A,B, , )|m(A,C, , )|m(A,D, , )}|[1,17]|
[[ax0,0,0,0],[ax1,0,0,0],[ax1,1,1,1],[ax1,2,2,2],
[ax1,3,3,3],[ax2,0,0,1],[ax2,1,1,0],[ax2,2,2,3],[ax2,3,3,2]]]
The ConjectureEquality process (§7.3.13) identified that, in each example, the values of B and
C are equal. Consequently, it proposed the following conjecture:
∀ b c d ((b ∗ c = d ∧ c ∗ b = d)→ (b = c))
and a proof of this was broadcast in round 161. This proof was translated into constraints, again
by ExpressionTranslator and ConstraintGenerator. When these were broadcast, in round 163,
MT0 reformulated the base model by these constraints. It tested this new model and proposed
the following TestResult artefact:
[test|improve|133|5|229|0|
{all b all c all d ((b * c = d & c * b = d) -> ( b = c ))}]
As this model only requires 229 search nodes to solve, MT0 spawns a new ModelTester process,
MT1, which will keep this new model and reformulate it with any future theorems.
Later, in round 984, by a similar process, the proof of the following theorem was broadcast:
∀ b c d ((b ∗ b = d ∧ d ∗ d = c)→ (b = d))
When this had been translated and broadcast as constraints, MT1 reformulated it into its
stored model to create a model comprising constraints for the background axioms and both
these theorems. It tested this model, and proposed the following artefact, which was broadcast
in round 991:
[test|improve|154|5|197|0|
{all b all c all d ((b * c = d & c * b = d) -> ( b = c ))
:all b all c all d ((b * b = c & d * d = c) -> ( b = d ))}]
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Processing terminated in round 1386, when the user-defined proof limit (100) and model the-
orem limit (3) was reached, at which point a review of the TestResult broadcasts highlighted
this last test, which requires only 197 search nodes to solve, to be the best reformulation.
9.9 Experiments and Results with GC-ICARuS
To assess the effectiveness of our CSP reformulation configuration, we compared its performance
in reformulating the same algebraic families as tested by ICARuS in chapter 4. Table 9.1 shows
the results of these tests for the original ICARuS system and our configuration. For each family,
it shows the time taken to reformulate the base CSP model and the percentage improvement
shown by the reformulated model versus the base model. Note that the percentage improvement
in performance is given in terms of nodes visited for GC-ICARuS and for solving time for
ICARuS. Note also that counting visited search nodes provides a more robust measure of CSP
performance than time taken. However, we could not find a reliable measure of this with the
CLPFD software in the original ICARuS system and we had to use less reliable timings.
Reformulation Improvement
Algebra Time (m:s) %
ICARuS GC ICARuS GC
QG7 16:00 33:12 91.4 86.2
QG6 13:12 5:57 87.8 91.2
Group 24:32 5:26 36.9 71.6
QG3 7:28 1:29 31.2 52.3
QG4 6:56 1:41 29.6 38.8
Ring 29:06 0:31 29.4 15.1
QG5 17:13 5:04 28.3 57.8
Moufang 15:44 1:48 14.2 29.5
QG1 22:28 0:27 - -
QG2 27:39 0:45 - -
Loop 9:50 0:25 - -
Monoid 26:45 0:07 - -
Semigroup 5:55 0:07 - -
Medial 9:28 0:16 - -
Table 9.1: ICARuS and GC-ICARuS reformulation performance.
In 8 of the 14 finite algebra domains, our configuration managed to find a reformulated model
which performed better than the base model. Importantly, our configuration was able to find
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improving reformulated models for all the algebras where ICARuS did, with useful percentage
efficiency improvements in each case. As examples of the theorems that GC-ICARuS found
to be useful, those used in the best QG5 reformulation were:
∀ b c ((b ∗ b = c)→ (b ∗ c = c ∗ b)) ∀ b c ((b ∗ c = c)→ (b ∗ c = c ∗ b))
∀ b c ((∃d(b ∗ d = c ∧ d ∗ c = b))→ (b = c))
As mentioned above, each of these theorems suggests some internal structure to the algebra.
For example, the first suggests that a value, c, on the main diagonal in row b enforces the
equality of values, b ∗ c and c ∗ b, which are opposite each other across the main diagonal.
GC-ICARuS didn’t, in all cases, use the same theorems as ICARuS did in its reformulations.
However, there is a large amount of cross-over. For example, both systems made use of the
fact that both QG6 and QG7 quasigroup families are idempotent, i.e., ∀ b (b ∗ b = b). In
addition, both systems used the same theorems in reformulating QG3 quasigroups, namely
∀ b c d ((b ∗ c = d∧ c ∗ b = d)→ (b = c)) and ∀ b c d ((b ∗ b = d∧ c ∗ c = d)→ (b = c)). However,
the actual theorems used depend on what order they were created by the ATF component
and whether they make useful constraints for that particular constraint solver. For example,
ICARuS did not use any of the above QG5 theorems in its best reformulation, as they were
not in the 100 theorems used for testing, although close variants were. ICARuS used this
theorem, ∀ b c d ((b ∗ c = d ∧ d ∗ b = c) → c = d), which was identified by GC-ICARuS as an
improving theorem but not used for the best reformulation.
In some cases, for example QG1-quasigroups, neither system was able to improve upon the base
CSP model. We believe that this is a consequence of the complex nature of the base axioms
and the large number of constraints that the base models contain. The QG1 axiom is:
∀u v w x y z (((x ∗ y = u) ∧ (z ∗ w = u)∧ (v ∗ y = x) ∧ (v ∗ w = z))→ ((x = z) ∧ (y = w)))
and the base model for this algebra for size 3 contains 3,904 constraints. Contrast this with
QG3 quasigroups, for which the size 3 base model contains only 53 constraints. The QG2
axiom is also similarly long. Adding constraints to such an already-constrained model appears
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to be futile and perhaps symmetry-breaking would be a more fruitful reformulation method.
For example, our configuration found the following theorems for QG1 quasigroups:
∀ b c d ((b ∗ c = d ∧ d ∗ c = b)→ (b = d))
∀ b c d ((b ∗ c = b ∧ b ∗ d = b)→ (c = d))
Both these suggest some internal structure to the algebra and are not dissimilar to those seen in
improving QG5 models. However, they did not improve QG1 model performance. One solution
to the problem of highly-constrained base models would be to seek simpler axiomisations for
such algebras [130]. A smaller axiom set would yield simpler, more efficient models with the
same solution set. They may also be more amenable to reformulation using our methods.
Similarly, no improving models were found for Loops. As conjectured in chapter 4, it may be
that there is little readily-identified inherent structure to those algebras. Consequently, it is
difficult to identify a theorem that translates into useful constraints.
In many cases, the reformulation times demonstrated by GC-ICARuS are much shorter than
those of ICARuS. However, it is not easy to compare the two systems as there are many factors
that affect these reformulation times. In particular, ICARuS included a number of measures to
attempt to reduce the reformulation time, such as selecting only a sub-set of improving models
for further testing. We have not yet introduced such measures into our configuration. As
demonstrated in §4.7, the time spent in reformulation is soon recovered when improved models
are used to generate solutions to higher order problems. Note that all the above experiments
were conducted using a serial process, i.e., all attached process are run on the same host
processor. In chapter 10 we describe a parallel implementation of GC-ICARuS which deals
with issues of load balancing and process spawning. This parallel version significantly improves
upon the reformulation times seen above.
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9.10 Comparing GC-ICARuS and ICARuS
As the results demonstrate, both ICARuS and GC-ICARuS are effective in performing the
task for which they have been designed. Both systems automatically achieve speedups in a
number of finite algebras. We have steered away, somewhat, from directly comparing the refor-
mulation times. We are primarily interested in what the systems achieve in terms of reformu-
lation. It is not straightforward, or indeed useful, to compare reformulation time performance
directly as many factors affect this, such as the approach to testing and the performance and re-
liability of the component system. The reformulation times of both systems are soon swamped
by the efficiency gains they provide in solving higher order problems. However, we can conclude
that GC-ICARuS is effective, which upholds our point that our GWA framework is a sensible
framework for the creation of combined reasoning systems. A comparison of the two systems
is given in Table 9.2.
ICARuS GC-ICARuS
implementation bespoke Java code control-
ling interactions between sub-
components
built as extension to exist-
ing GC-ATF- new components
added as processes
constraint solver CLPFD Minion
interfaces editable HR configuration file
templates - HR output and con-
straint models written to files
reformulation processes react
to existing GC-ATF broad-
casts - information transfer be-
tween sub-systems via broad-
casts, supplemented by writing
to files
distributable no yes
Table 9.2: A comparison of ICARuS and GC-ICARuS.
In addition, GC-ICARuS has several design aspects which are beneficial. In particular, it
addresses some of the drawbacks of the ICARuS implementation that we highlighted in §4.6.
We mentioned that one problem with ICARuS and HR is the lack of transparency of the
code. It is difficult to interpret what the systems are doing and how things are controlled.
The interaction of the component systems is not particularly obvious and some programming
knowledge is required to understand, or modify, the system. This includes examining the main
Java method that handles overall control. By contrast, the interplay between components in
GC-ICARuS is clear, thanks to the single point of contact and compartmentalisation of skills
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as individual processes. The GC framework makes it easier to conceptualise what the overall
system is trying to achieve. The Java object approach is built upon the concept of objects
with an associated state, together with services they offer and tasks they can perform. As
the vast amount of Java software testifies, this is rich enough to express almost everything a
developer would want to build. However, this level of abstraction is, perhaps, too elaborate
to enable users to readily express intentions as implementations. In the GC framework, the
user is encouraged to consider the tools that make up the system, what they do and in what
circumstances they contribute to overall processes. For example, the mechanics of spawning
processes provided a simple method of generating new ModelTester processes and automated
the task of considering combinations of conjectures. The alternative, namely coding combina-
tions using nested programming loops can be tedious and error prone. Again, from a software
design viewpoint, it is conceptually appealing to think in terms of introducing specific workers
to handle given tasks rather than the code to control access to available services.
The interaction between sub-components in GC-ICARuS is well aligned, with the reformu-
lation aspect dovetailing the GC-ATF part by reacting to specific types of artefacts used by
GC-ATF. The ability to overlay capabilities in the manner GC offers is a much neater integra-
tion. The interface between the two aspects is completely transparent and we have not had to
specifically design any interfaces between sub-components. For instance, we have removed the
need to create input files, such as the macro and domain files used by HR. As we expected, the
single point of communication makes it easy to extend configurations. However, despite this
closeness, there is a very clear distinction between sub-components due to the process encapsu-
lation. GC also helps when one considers moving these platforms to a parallel implementation.
As described in chapter 4, processing is linear and the interaction between reasoning systems
is a hard-coded pipeline of one system feeding another, where the results of HR feed into the
reformulation system. This does not lend itself easily to a distributed approach. One way
would be to use separate computers for HR and the reformulation and to use conjectures as
and when they become available. Another might be to distribute HR in some way and/or dis-
tribute the reformulation process, probably on a test-by-test basis. Each of these would require
bespoke code to be written to access multiple machines and kick-start interacting processes.
In contrast, GC, with suitably enabled central workspace code, offers the chance to do this
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distribution seamlessly. We show how this can be easily achieved in chapter 10.
In chapter 4, we also noted how the interaction with HR is not ideal in ICARuS. It is run as a
black box at full capability, which is perhaps inefficient. In GC-ICARuS, we have used just the
aspects of GC-ATF which are necessary to complete the task. However, this does not curtail
the potential of GC-ATF in any way. In later chapters, we describe how we have been able
to easily introduce new aspects of GC-ATF to bring its overall capabilities closer to HR. It is
important also to note that we are not limited to integrating the system’s capabilities in the
manner we describe above. We could have used GC-ATF as a stand-alone system and simply
dropped GC-ATF into ICARuS to replace HR. Alternatively, we could have run GC-ATF
and then run a workspace with just the reformulation aspects of the configuration, feeding in
the previous results.
9.11 Conclusions
In this chapter, we have described GC-ICARuS, our configuration for performing the auto-
mated reformulation of constraint satisfaction problems. The configuration is an extension of
the GC-ATF configuration of chapter 7 and we described the new broadcastable artefacts and
processes we introduced. For reasons of scalability and reliability, GC-ICARuS uses a different
constraint solver to that used in the original ICARuS system. Therefore, we described the
approach to constraint translation that was needed for this new solver. We showed how the
results of GC-ICARuS are commensurate with those for ICARuS, in terms of its ability to
automatically reformulate particular constraint problems, and how it achieves this in a timely
and efficient manner. These results give weight to our proposal that a framework for combining
reasoning systems based upon the Global Workspace Architecture would be effective. We also
described additional benefits of GC-ICARuS, including particular aspects where it improves
upon the approach to implementing the original ICARuS system. One of the benefits of the
GC approach is our ability to easily move from serial simulations of systems to full parallel
implementations. In the next chapter, we show how we used this feature of GC to create a
distributed version of GC-ICARuS. The parallel version of GC-ICARuS is just as effective
in creating reformulations but the distribution of the processes allows the reformulation to be
performed much faster.
Chapter 10
Parallel Implementation using GC
10.1 Introduction
As discussed in §2.7, Global Workspaces Theory (GWT) describes a parallel architecture for
human reasoning, where unconscious specialists simultaneously process information in response
to broadcasts. The parallel nature of GWT suggested that a framework based upon the Global
Workspace Architecture (GWA) might easily benefit from distribution, yielding increased ef-
ficiency. When writing distributed computer systems, communication overhead between pro-
cessors is frequently a source of inefficiency. The simplicity of the communication scheme pre-
scribed by GWT, however, suggested that a framework using GWA as its basis would address
this issue.
In this chapter, we describe GCp, our parallel version of GC which is able to run GC con-
figurations in a distributed manner. In §10.2, we describe the technical changes we made to
GC in creating GCp. Notably, it was not necessary to change the code for the processes
we had developed for the various configurations. In §10.5, we describe a simple configuration
which demonstrates the benefits of the switch to a parallel implementation. As predicted, the
restricted inter-process communication in the basic theory means there is negligible overhead.
We have also investigated how communication overhead is affected by broadcast size.
Our experiments with simple configurations highlighted load balancing to be the key considera-
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tion for moving from a serial to a parallel implementation. All host computers are synchronising
with all others at the end of a round, which means that all hosts have to wait for the slowest,
most loaded host. This is complicated by the spawning of new processes, which can change the
workload balance between hosts. In §10.6, we highlight scenarios where unbalanced load impairs
the efficiency of our distributed configurations. By applying sensible solutions to loading issues,
we are able to demonstrate marked improvements in the performance of our configurations.
10.2 Implementation Details
The configurations we have described in previous chapters were implemented and tested using
a serial simulation of full parallel running. In the simulation, all processes run on the same
host machine, and in each round they are given processing time to react to broadcasts, in a
round-robin fashion. A parallel implementation of the framework, in accordance with the basic
Global Workspace Theory, would entail running each process on its own host, ensuring complete
parallelism. This is possible for configurations such as the one described in §10.5, where we have
a small number of initial processes and there is limited spawning of new processes. However,
our framework breaks with simple GWT by allowing process spawning, which means that
parallelism using individual hosts is not feasible in this case. For instance, the GC-ATF
configuration, as described in §8.5 has almost 4,500 attached processes after 6,000 rounds of
developing a theory for QG3 quasigroups to complexity 5. Consequently, we adopt a different
approach by allocating groups of processes to individual hosts. As described in chapter 6,
the workspace component operates by passing the current broadcast to all the processes in
its list of attached processes. It collects their responses and selects the highest-ranked as the
next broadcast. In addition, it performs housekeeping, such as detaching certain processes and
attaching those that are newly spawned. In order to move to a distributed system, we modified
this aspect of the GC toolkit.
Figure 10.1 shows the architecture of GCp. Individual workspaces are set up and run on
each host, with spawning and detaching of processes being handled locally to each host. A
coordinator component on the central host gathers the individual winning proposal from each
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remote host to find a global winning proposal. This is then communicated to each host for
use in the next round of processing. In §10.2.1, we describe how GCp sets up the distributed
system by creating interconnected workspaces on each computer the user wants to use. In §10.3,
we describe how these workspaces communicate via TCP-IP to coordinate their processing.
Figure 10.1: The GCp architecture.
We can extend our formalisation of the framework in §5.3 quite simply to describe how GCp
operates. The user must now provide a list of hosts, upon which to run workspaces, together
with a PROCESS LIST for each of those hosts. Processing continues as follows:
user input: HOST LIST (Array of IP addresses);
user input: Array of PROCESS LIST (each ⊆ P, indexed by host);
user input: STOP ROUND (∈ N);
output: Artefact array (⊂ A, length ≤ STOP ROUND);
output: as defined by react() methods of PROCESS LIST;
GLOBAL BROADCAST = null;
do {
ARTEFACT LIST = ∅;
for each (h in HOST LIST) {
if (ROUND=0) h.create workspace(PROCESS LIST[h],STOP ROUND);
h.W = GLOBAL BROADCAST;
[ARTEFACT, VALUE] = h.run for one round; (§5.3)
ARTEFACT LIST = update win list(ARTEFACT,VALUE); (§5.3)
}
GLOBAL BROADCAST = select random member(ARTEFACT LIST);
} while (ARTEFACT LIST 6= ∅);
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10.2.1 Set-up and Initialisation
GCp has, to-date, been developed to operate on the Imperial College Department of Comput-
ing Unix-based network, which consists of several hundred different machines. Network users
normally log in to their nearest computer and can then access other machines by using a secure
shell (SSH). One characteristic of the network is that, whichever computer a user is logged
onto, they have access to the same network drives. In addition, many hosts, or sub-sets of
hosts, have the same portfolio of software installed, including many of the reasoning systems
we use. If a remote host wishes to access a particular external reasoning system, then either the
necessary software will already be installed on that host, or the user can ensure the software is
in a place on the network that is accessible from all hosts. Each computer on the network can
be identified using either an IP-address or its network name. The network has several clusters
of identical machines which are physically close together and networked at quite high speeds.
We tend to use these sub-nets of computers for testing.
Figure 10.2: The GCp parallel settings interface.
Figure 10.2 shows the additional settings GUI we developed to allow users to set up GCp for
a parallel run. The GUI allows users to select hosts on which to run particular processes. New
hosts can be added to the list by providing an IP-address or network name. A pre-requisite
for the host to be usable is that it has an installed Java Runtime Environment (JRE). A JRE
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is installed on most modern computers but, without it, GCp would not be able to start a
workspace on that host. The buttons and check-boxes allow users to manage the hosts they use
for parallel running. The add button allows a user to add a new host by giving its network name
or ip address. The current button adds the user’s current machine to the list and remove takes
the current selection out of the list. The include check-boxes let the user indicate which hosts
are to be used in a the next run. In addition, there are buttons to detect whether particular
hosts are currently reachable and which are being used by other users. The buttons ping all and
show users populate the columns of the table by indicating which hosts are currently reachable
and the user ids of people currently logged on to them. This information allows the user to
select available and quiet machines (the omit used button helps with this). This lets the user
avoid busy hosts, as this could affect performance. Each WProcess is now also given an integer
parameter, host, for parallel running. In a parallel run, the n included hosts will be given the
numbers 0 through n− 1, starting at the top of the list in the GUI.
To start a distributed run using GCp, the user selects which of the available hosts GCp should
use. One of these, normally the users own machine, is given the label host0, and is referred to as
the central host. All other hosts are remote. Details of the configuration to run must be stored
on a network location that is accessible by all hosts. In practice, this is done by ensuring that
the configuration is somewhere in the user’s home directory structure. Similarly, the run-time
settings of GCp must be available, which include details of the hosts to run on and the location
of the configuration to be run. It does this by storing them in a file named “.gc” in the user’s
home directory. The user employs the GUI to select hosts and to select whether to run parallel
or not and, if so, which communication port should be used.
Note that it is also possible to run GCp on other networks, not just our own. For example, we
have run GCp with a central host which is not part of our normal network and we have tested
this with multiple operating systems. The only requirements for using a computer as part of a
GCp run is:
 the current user can log in, using a secure shell, to the remote machine, i.e., it is accessible
from the user’s machine and is running an SSH server;
 it has a local JRE to run a workspace locally;
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 it has access to the run-time settings. If the remote machine is not on the user’s network,
then we could consider storing the run-time settings at a particular Internet URL rather
than on the user’s local network. Alternatively, a simple change to the ssh call and run
parameters could be used to set up communication, with the remainder of the settings
and configuration being sent via TCP-IP.
 it has access to all the software that it, and its attached processes will use. This includes
the Java classes for GCp itself and its processes, together with all the external software
its processes make calls to.
All of this is reasonably straightforward in our network and would not be overly complicated
in more widespread distributions.
10.2.2 Central Host Start-up
Once the user has selected hosts and selected processes for those hosts, they start GCp, as
normal, on their local machine. It reads the run-time settings and determines that the user has
selected parallel running and that it is running on the central host. In this case, it establishes
TCP-IP server sockets for each remote host. Each socket is on a different port, starting with
the one the user selected. It then runs the following shell command for each remote host:
ssh remote host java -classpath java class path gc.gui.GCWorkspaceRunner
This command creates a secure shell to the machine remote host and runs the java command
to start a workspace running on that host. The java class path is obtained by calling Sys-
tem.getProperty(“java.class.path”) so the user must ensure that the GCp code is in a directory
accessible by all hosts using the same path.
10.2.3 Remote Host Start-up
The above code starts a workspace on each remote host. The first thing these do is to read
the run-time settings from the “.gc” file of the user’s home directory, which indicates that this
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is a parallel run. The remote workspace host identifies its host number from the settings and
attempts to make contact with the central host by creating a TCP-IP socket. The port to
use is easily calculated using the host number and user-selected starting port. There should
be a server socket awaiting this attempt and, when connected, the remote and central hosts
confirm contact by exchanging a couple of simple TCP-IP messages over the sockets they have
established.
10.2.4 Post Set-up
The system proceeds when communication has been established between the central and all
external hosts. As the framework forbids transfer of information between individual processes,
we do not have to create communication channels between individual remote hosts. Each host,
central and remote, loads the configuration stated in the run-time settings. This gives details
of all the processes that are included in the configuration, with their parameters. We amended
the WProcess class (described in §6.2.1) to include a new parameter called host. The user
sets this for each initial process to indicate which host the process should be spawned on. We
discuss issues with respect to process placement below, in §10.6. In a serial run, this is ignored,
but in a parallel run, a workspace only attaches those initial processes whose host parameter
matches its own host number. Note that this parameter allows the user to specify more than
one host. In particular, a process with a host parameter of “all” will be attached identically to
each host. Once the workspaces have been initialised and communication has been set up, the
central workspace begins processing, which is described in the next section.
10.3 Round-by-round Processing
At the start of each round, the central host sends a TCP message of the latest broadcast to
each host. This transmission is in the form of a concatenated string array where each field is
separated by the unit separator character (ASCII 31). When a host receives this broadcast,
it breaks the broadcast into a string array. All hosts then run their attached processes in a
serial manner as though they were a stand-alone GC workspace, and each selects a winning
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proposal from those proposed by its attached processes. Remote hosts then send the central
host TCP messages for their individual winning proposals together with the importance rating
their locally-winning process ascribed. Each workspace only attaches and detaches processes
that arise from the actions of the processes attached to it locally. There is no concept of
a process being spawned onto host 1, say, when the spawning process in on host 2, and we
discuss this further in §10.6.
The central host selects, for broadcast, the highest rated proposal of all those it received from
remote hosts and generated locally. In the event of a tie, the central host randomly selects
one proposal from the set of highest rated proposals. Alternatively, the user may specify that
ties are resolved by choosing the lexicographically least ranked proposal from the set of highest
rated proposals. This ensures consistency of results in situations where processing is distributed
over many processes, and is useful for testing. We often use seeded random numbers to achieve
the same results on serial runs. However, this becomes complicated when using more than one
JVM and lexicographic ordering is more consistent.
The winning broadcast is communicated to all but the winning host to start the next round.
The winning host already has full details of the broadcast and so a potentially larger message
is avoided by sending it a simple code instructing it to keep what it already has. Such codes
are also used to trap errors which sometimes occur when testing and debugging new processes.
When an error occurs, we need to ensure that the various workspaces stop processing and are
shut down in a consistent manner. Each workspace captures processing exceptions when they
arise locally and inform the central host if necessary. They do this by sending error codes
instead of broadcast proposals. The central host enters an error state if it detects an error
in its own processing or is notified of a remote error. In this case, the central host sends a
single-character error code to all remote hosts, which then close down in a controlled manner.
How the output is logged is at the discretion of the user. We mentioned in §6.3.1 that output is
normally logged to three files, which hold details of processes, proposals and particular rounds.
Theses are normally called processes.dat, proposals.dat and rounds.dat. To avoid clashes, we
suffix these file names with the host number or name. We normally store these in a directory
accessible by all hosts, so they are readily available. Logging is not actually necessary in
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order for the workspace to run. It merely assists the user in understanding how processing
developed. We often use Reporter processes, as described in §7.3.18, to write the details of
particular broadcasts to files.
Under the framework, each attached process is given time to respond to every broadcast be-
fore a new round is begun. We co-ordinate this synchronous behaviour between the hosts
using the TCP-IP sockets that connect them. For example, once a remote host has completed
its processing for a particular round it must wait for the next broadcast. The Java method
BufferedReader.readLine() achieves this for us by blocking processing on the remote until the
broadcast has been sent by the central workspace. This synchronisation means that all hosts
must wait for the slowest host to complete processing each round before a new round can begin.
10.4 A Comment on the Implementation
The move from serial to distributed processing was as straightforward as the underlying theory
suggested. The only amendments we made to the code were to introduce the communication
system, distinguish behaviour between central and remote hosts, handle errors and introduce
host-specific processes. The new WorkspaceParallel java class extends the Workspace class we
described in §6.2.4.
No changes were made to the interface of the WProcess class we described in §6.2.1, hence no
changes had to be made to the processes we developed for our configurations. Each process was
written to respond to broadcasts in the form of string arrays and to return an importance-rated
proposal, in the same format. This behaviour is identical in serial and parallel implementations,
so processes operated identically when run on multiple hosts. However, as discussed in §10.6,
spawning of processes on hosts leads to non-optimal load balancing between hosts, and we made
some enhancements to our existing processes to address this.
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10.5 Simple Parallel Implementations
We now describe a simple configuration of the framework and assess its performance when run
as both a serial and a parallel implementation. We define a single process, WorkSimulator,
which reacts to every broadcast by waiting for a user-defined number of milliseconds, W, before
proposing a string of user-defined length, N, for broadcast. The configuration starts with a
number, P, of processes attached to the workspace. In this configuration, each attached process
simulates performing a certain amount of work before returning a result. We will denote with
H the number of hosts over which the configuration is run. Varying W, P and H allows us
to assess the impact of unbalanced loads between hosts, i.e., some hosts having to do more
than others in any given round. We can also investigate how communication overhead affects
the parallel implementation by increasing N. The results in this section were generated using
a cluster of 3.0GHz Intel Core 2 duo machines, each with 3.5GB memory. They are networked
together over Gigabit Ethernet via an Extreme “Aspen” BlackDiamond 8800 switch.
Table 10.1 shows the results for a configuration of five processes (P = 5 ), each simulating 100ms
(W = 100 ) of work each round and proposing a string of length 100 (N = 100 ). The table
shows the time, in milliseconds, taken to run the configuration for 100 rounds with different
numbers of hosts. In addition, it gives the start-up time for the configuration (which is not
included in the total run time), the average time for each round and the number of processes
on the most loaded host.
Average Max
Host start-up Total round Serial process
Count time run-time time Time % count
1 33 52,050 521 100.0 5
2 473 31,273 312 60.9 3
3 451 20,999 210 40.3 2
4 522 20,899 209 40.1 2
5 641 10,590 106 20.3 1
6 699 10,535 105 20.2 1
Table 10.1: Simple configuration run-time in milliseconds using 5 processes
As Table 10.1 shows, running the configuration on five hosts is approximately five times faster
than running it on a single host. All hosts are synchronised each round. Consequently, the host
taking the longest amount of time, in a given round, will dictate the length of the round. This
is shown in the table, where the average round time correlates to the highest process count. For
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example, running with two hosts means that one must have at least three processes attached
locally to one of the hosts. Also, using more hosts than there are processes has no additional
benefit. Spreading the overall load evenly over the available hosts has a significant impact upon
run times, and we discuss this in the next section.
As shown in Table 10.1, the impact of communications and overheads is negligible in our
network of closely networked PCs. To better quantify this, we have investigated how run times
are affected by increases in the average size of the broadcast message. Table 10.2 shows the
typical run times for the simple configuration with five processes (P = 5 ), as both a parallel
implementation on five hosts (H = 5 ) and on a single host (H = 1 ). Each run comprises
100 rounds (R = 100 ) with a simulated workload of 100 milliseconds for each process (W =
100 ). We varied the length, N, of all broadcast proposals to investigate how increasing message
lengths impact upon run times.
Broadcast Parallel Serial












Table 10.2: Simple parallel configuration run time in seconds for various broadcast sizes (R =
100, P = 5 & W = 100)
As Table 10.2 shows, there is a degradation of performance as the size of the broadcast increases.
However, this degradation, so far, does not adversely affect our configuration run times as the
broadcast sizes are generally much shorter than 1,000 characters in length. For example, the
typical broadcast length over 1,000 rounds of theory formation using GC-ATF, as described
in §7.7, for QG3 is 90 characters. For the configurations we have considered, setup times and
communication overhead are minor issues. To maximise the benefit of distribution, a developer
must primarily consider issues of load balancing, which we discuss in the next section.
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10.6 Load Balancing and Spawned Processes
The simple configuration we described in §10.5 demonstrated how an imbalance of workload
between hosts reduces the efficiency of a parallel implementation. In some cases, it is not pos-
sible to distribute processing between hosts effectively. Moreover, some process sub-sets within
a configuration may lend themselves to parallel implementation more than others. For exam-
ple, in the GC-ATF configuration described in chapter 7, only the Prover process responds
to the broadcast of a Conjecture artefact. It may take the Prover a relatively large amount
of time to return a result and all other processes must wait while this is done. This single
process cannot be distributed between hosts. By contrast, when a NewConcept is broadcast,
all DefinitionCreator processes react to the broadcast and attempt to create new Definitions.
In the same round, all ImplicationMaker processes will compare sets of examples to identify
conjectures. These aspects of the configuration are more suited to parallel running as many
processes respond to the same broadcast.
For those parts of configurations that lend themselves to parallel running, we must also consider
how processes are spawned. Spawned processes add to the workload, and, if not allocated
correctly, can lead to imbalance. In GCp, we have only considered local process spawning, i.e.,
whenever a process spawns a new process, it attaches the new process to its own local host.
There are alternatives to this, where processes can be spawned remotely, and we consider these
as future work in §13.6. For those parts of a configuration that lend themselves to parallel
running, it is important, therefore, to make sensible choices in distributing initial processes
between hosts: in particular, ensuring that load-generating (spawner) processes are separated.
In cases where there is only one spawner process, which therefore cannot be distributed, we
have introduced process mirroring. This involves placing multiple copies of the same process on
different hosts, only one of which performs the work, in a manner such that the load remains
balanced. In §10.6.1 and §10.6.2, we describe scenarios where load balancing issues have arisen
and show how our solutions provide significant efficiency gains.
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10.6.1 Initial Allocation of Load-Generating Processes
Consider GC-ATF, the configuration for automated theory formation described in chapter
7. As noted above, the definition creation aspect of this configuration is suited to parallel
implementation. There are many options for how processes should be initially allocated to
hosts. For example:
 Na¨ive solution: place DefinitionCreator processes on different hosts according their
creation method, i.e., all the processes employing the Compose method on host 1, all
those using the Negate method on host 2 etc.
 Improved solution: consider the future processing load that could be generated by
the starting processes. As described in chapter 7, some DefinitionCreator processes have
binary versions, which spawn new processes, and unary versions, which do not. In later
rounds, hosts that initially had binary processes attached will have more processes, and
consequently more processing load. A better solution is therefore to split all the load-
generating processes evenly among the hosts. So, we spread all the initial binary Compose
and Negate processes across all hosts.
We have investigated this by running a truncated version of the GC-ATF configuration, which
performs only concept formation. This cut-down configuration includes only the DefinitionCre-
ator and DefinitionReviewer processes. We ran this configuration to find all QG5-quasigroup
concepts up to a complexity level of 6. We first ran it on a single host and then distributed it
over 3 hosts using both the na¨ive and improved solutions. Table 10.3 shows the overall time
for running each of these experiments together with a breakdown of how processes contribute
to this total time.
processing time (min:sec)
Process Serial Na¨ive Improved
DefinitionCreator - Conjoin 1:18 } 1:19 } 0:47
DefinitionCreator - Negate 1:01
Other 0:23 0:27 0:19
Total 2:43 1:46 1:06
Table 10.3: Concept formation running time by process type for different parallel approaches.
Note that the breakdown figures included here are the times for the slowest host in each round.
As such, they are illustrative only. It is not possible to get an entirely accurate breakdown of
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the total system running time for parallel implementations, as simultaneous processing is per-
formed on different hosts. As shown in table 10.3, both the parallel implementation approaches
demonstrate performance improvements over the serial implementation, as the DefinitionCre-
ator workload is distributed over multiple hosts. However, the improved approach performed
significantly better than the na¨ive one as, in later rounds, the increased processing load is
distributed more evenly across the different hosts.
10.6.2 Process Mirroring
GC-ICARuS, the configuration for Constraint Reformulation outlined in chapter 9 presents
another issue for parallel running. ModelTester processes account for a large proportion of
processing time, which increases in later rounds, as more are spawned. For parallel implemen-
tations in this scenario, we cannot apply the methods of §10.6.1 as there is only a single initial
process and the result would be no better than the serial implementation. Instead, we have
used process mirroring. In this approach we create the same process structure on each of the
hosts. However, when these processes are required to perform computation, we ensure that
this is performed on only one of the hosts rather than all of them. This simplifies the task of
deciding how to spawn processes whilst ensuring that loads are balanced across all hosts. We
use the term mirror set to refer to a set of identical processes each attached to a different host.
Each mirror set will contain the same number of members as there are hosts. We code the
processes such that all members of a mirror set spawn identical new processes on their local
host, creating a new mirror set. Further, we make all processes host-aware and, by monitoring
spawning, each newly spawned mirror set identifies with one particular host, known as the work
host. For each mirror set, only the process attached to the work host performs large workloads
and proposes broadcasts. All others simply respond to the broadcasts that trigger spawning.
Duplicating processes in this manner does not pose a memory issue, because on any given host,
there are still the same number or fewer processes than on the single host of a serial run. By
sensibly deciding a work host for each new mirror set, we can ensure that additional load is
allocated evenly.
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We applied this method to GC-ICARuS by amending it as follows:
 each ModelTester process still reacts to a Constraint broadcasts by reformulating it into
a test model;
 only ModelTester processes that are attached to their work host call Minion to test the
new model. Consequently, only these processes propose TestResult artefacts. This also
means that only one process in the entire mirror set knows the result of the test. The
others are notified via the TestResult broadcast;
 the TestResult artefact, as before, includes an improve flag to indicate whether the test
improved upon the previous model held by the ModelTester. This is used to trigger
spawning. ModelTester processes no longer spawn a new process if they run a test and
identify that it improves upon the previous model. They now wait for, and react to,
the TestResult broadcast, which may have been proposed by them. This ensures that all
members of the mirror set spawn processes in exactly the same way at exactly the same
time, which is important to maintain the integrity of the mirror set;
 all ModelTester processes keep a count of the number of TestResult artefact broadcast
with the improve flag set. This is used to calculate a work host;
 each ModelTester reacts to TestResult broadcasts which have the improve flag set. They
compare the theorems listed in the TestResult artefact (L) with those used for their
reformulated model. If the two match, then they spawn a new ModelTester process as
they now know that, had they performed the test themselves, then it would have improved
upon their previous model.
 the work host for spawned processes is I modulo H, where I is the number of improve
flags seen and H is the total number of hosts.
 the configuration begins with one ModelTester process attached to each host as a starting
mirror set. This mirror set is assigned a work host of 0.
 we have one ConstraintGenerator process. As we described in chapter 9, this process
creates constraints and stores the results in a file. We ensure that this file is located in
a place that is accessible by all hosts. As we discussed in §9.3.2, this is another example
of communicating via a single point of interface, the broadcast, albeit using a different
protocol. The rest of the broadcast is transmitted to the processes indirectly through the
network rather than directly by TCP-IP.
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New ModelTester processes are spawned as mirror sets rather than as individual processes. For
any new proven conjecture, all processes in all mirror sets respond by reformulating their model
to include the theorem. At any given time, all members of a mirror set are considering the same
models. However, only one within each mirror set performs the actual test, as each mirror set
is associated with a specific work host. By setting the work host as above, we ensure that new
mirror sets are allocated work hosts in a round-robin fashion. In the original GC-ICARuS
configuration, the ModelTester performing the test would spawn a new ModelTester process.
Process spawning is now triggered by a reaction to a TestResult broadcast. In this way, we
ensure that all members of a mirror set spawn a new process on their local host, irrespective of
whether they performed the actual test or not. Note that the importance rating scheme here
is critical. The result of a test must be broadcast before any new proven conjectures, to ensure
that the mirror set ModelTester processes are still considering reformulations based on the last
seen proof.
Figure 10.3: Illustration of work host allocation for mirror sets on three hosts.
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Figure 10.3 provides an illustrative example. The diagram shows three hosts. The different
colours each represent a different mirror set and there is one host in every mirror set attached to
each host. In each mirror set, there is also one process which will perform the actual work. This
is marked by an X. The first row shows the initial state where there is one mirror set, indicated
by green processes. The work host for the initial process is host 1. As processing progresses,
more of the same processes are spawned and, in each case, they are spawned as a mirror set i.e.
one to each host. As the diagram illustrates, when additional mirror sets are spawned, they are
allocated the next host as their work host in a round-robin fashion. Consequently, after two
spawns, each host has at least one working process. And, with the next spawning, the work
host allocation begins again at host 1. In the case of GC-ICARuS, each new set is a new set
of Test processes, Whenever new constraints are broadcasts, the resulting tests are performed
on different hosts such that the overall load is spread in as even a way as possible.
This load balancing approach could be applied to distributing the EquivalenceReviewer process
in the GC-ATF configuration, as spawning starts with a single process. It could also be applied
in the scenario described in §10.6.1 although, initially, there are many more spawning processes
and care would be needed to ensure they were, as a whole, allocating sensible work hosts for
new mirror sets.
Algebra Serial 3 hosts 6 hosts
Time % Time %
QG1 0:27 0:27 - 0:27 -
QG2 0:44 0:44 - 0:44 -
QG3 1:30 0:49 46 0:39 57
QG4 1:41 0:50 50 0:38 62
QG5 5:04 2:29 51 1:40 67
QG6 5:57 2:43 54 2:09 64
QG7 33:43 13:17 61 8:09 76
Group 5:26 2:07 61 1:15 77
Ring 0:31 0:31 - 0:31 -
Moufang 1.48 0:54 50 0:43 60
Loop 0:25 0:25 - 0:25 -
Monoid 0:07 0:07 - 0:07 -
Semigroup 0:07 0:07 - 0:07 -
Medial 0:16 0:16 - 0:16 -
Table 10.4: Constraint reformulation using a serial and parallel implementation. Absolute
reformulation times (in min:sec) plus percentage reductions in times using GCp.
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Table 10.4 shows how the GC-ICARuS constraint reformulation configuration of chapter 9
performs as both parallel and serial implementations. As the table shows, by running the
configuration in a parallel manner, we were able to greatly reduce the reformulation time for
the test domains. Note that some algebraic structures, such as QG1, involve only very limited
testing. Consequently, their reformulation does not benefit from distribution and they show no
speed improvement.
10.7 Conclusions
In this chapter, we have described how we adapted the serial implementation of GC into GCp
which is capable of running configurations using several hosts in a distributed manner. The
underlying Global Workspace Theory describes a parallel architecture with a simple communi-
cation scheme. In describing the implementation details, we highlighted how this meant that
the development effort in converting from a serial to parallel running was restricted, almost en-
tirely, to a re-development of the code for running configurations. In particular, the processes
we developed for serial running still operated in exactly the same manner.
We demonstrated how the minimal communication overhead meant that users could possibly
benefit from near-linear improvements in efficiency. However, switching to distributed running
does not guarantee that the user will gain the maximum efficiency available. The key issue for
creating effective distributed implementations is how the overall load of the system is distributed
between hosts. The more evenly the workload is spread, the better the overall system performs.
This was not a consideration for developing processes for running in serial fashion. A GC user
who wants to take advantage of GCp’s facilities must also consider how they want the processes
to be initialised and co-operate in order to best balance the load. By making sensible choices
we showed how significant efficiency gains could be made and how these could be maximised.
In the next chapter we describe further configurations of GC which demonstrate how GC
simplifies the process of extending configurations to new capabilities and how re-use of previous




In chapter 7, we described GC-ATF, our configuration for performing automated theory for-
mation. In this chapter we describe three applications of GC-ATF which aim to demonstrate
how it is relatively simple to introduce new capabilities into GC-ATF. In the first, in §11.2,
we present a re-working of Homer, which is described in detail in §3.7. Homer is a combined
reasoning system for investigations in number theory which has HR as its basis and which incor-
porates a Computer Algebra System (CAS). Introducing the CAS allows for more sophisticated
theories to be developed, whereby the mathematical capabilities of the CAS supplement the
core theory formation system. The Homer system allows users to specify number-theoretic
functions to be investigated in a theory formation run and generates concepts and conjectures
that relate these different functions. Homer used the CAS to generate examples for background
functions and employed an extended process of filtering to remove uninteresting conjectures.
In §11.3, we describe a re-working of the Theorem Modification (TM) system we described
in §3.8. TM applies a number of different reasoning systems to modify non-theorems, i.e.,
theorems that cannot be proven, to create related provable theorems. We describe our system
and, in particular, we describe how we created the system and highlight the benefits of the GC
toolkit and underlying framework for the development process. Finally, in §11.4, we describe a
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novel application to combined reasoning which looks at problems of estimating which sub-areas
of a given mathematical domain would be most interesting to investigate.
11.2 Revisiting the Homer system
We developed the GC-Homer configuration to produce equivalent results to Homer, using
the GC framework. To do this, we enhanced the GC-ATF configuration of chapter 7. We used
the same importance rating scheme as before, but we made some changes to the processes. To
supplement checking concept definitions for uniqueness, we introduced a filter which ensures
that we would be able to soundly generate a set of examples. In addition, we introduced the
capability to use Maple (or GAP) for background example generation. We also made use of
conjecture filtering, by using multiple provers. The following sections detail these changes:
11.2.1 BackgroundConcept
We made use of the additional functional information provided by the BackgroundConcept
artefact (§7.2.5). GC-Homer uses information about the functions selected by the user. For
example, if the user wants to investigate the sigma function, which is the sum of divisors of a
number, then the BackgroundConcept artefact will be as follows:
[bc:sigma(A,B):number(A),number(B):E:0=1:sigma(@A@,@B@)::
all A exists B sigma(A,B):sigma(A):]
This includes the functional definition in Prolog-readable format, sigma(A,B), and typing
information for the two variables, A and B. The list of examples satisfying the concept are given
as E. These are generated as described in §11.2.2. The next field, 0=1, provides information
about the function, specifically that the first variable is an input and the second variable is an
output. In other words, sigma(A,B) means σ(A) = B. The functional definition for addition,
A + B = C, would be 0,1=2 and for the isprime function, it would be, simply, 0. These
are used, as described below, for example generation (§11.2.2) and checking for generability
(§11.2.3). Provers are used to filter out uninteresting conjectures, as described below, in §11.2.4.
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They make use of the Otter-syntax translation for the definition, sigma(@A@,@B@). In
addition, they use the function axiom, all A exists B sigma(A,B), which states that,
for every input variable, A, sigma(A) has a result, B. This axiom is necessary to prove some
theorems involving sigma. sigma(A) is a function call that can be used by Maple to generate
examples. We do not specify the result variable, B, in this call as Maple returns a result rather
than binds a value to a result, as is the case for Prolog.
11.2.2 Background Example Generation with Maple
We enhanced the background generation process. Firstly, we created a new BackgroundNum-
berTheory process which uses the Maple computer algebra system to calculate examples for
background concepts that represent number theory functions. The process allows the user to
select which number theory functions they would like to consider in a theory formation run.
These are proposed for broadcast, one by one, as BackgroundConcept artefacts (§7.2.5) with
their attached example set and the additional information described above, in §11.2.1.
The infinite nature of the number line means that we cannot consider all possible background
examples for number theory. We must restrict ourselves, therefore, to some subset. Further-
more, in order to make empirically correct conjectures which relate concepts, the example
generation must be sound, i.e., the generation of examples for two logically equivalent concepts
should always result in the same finite example set. For efficiency purposes, we restricted our
consideration to working just with the numbers 1 to 50, but this introduces some problems.
For example, σ(28) = 56, so, with no further information, the result of τ(σ(28)) cannot be
calculated. We resolved this by restricting the generation of examples to 1 to 50, whilst storing
background function values to cover a much larger range of integers, namely 300. We introduced
the notion of a generator variable, which is one from which all other variables in a definition can
be generated, by being the output from a function to which the inputs are known or can them-
selves be generated. For example, the generator variable of the concept sigma(A,B),tau(B,C)
would be A as, once this is determined, the other variable values follow. ExampleFinder also
uses the same method of generating example sets, by considering generator variables. It does
this by introducing a predicate into the example generation query (see §7.3.8) which restricts
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the value of the generator variable to only those being considered, i.e., 1 to 50. For example,
for the concept τ(σ(A)), or sigma(A, C),tau( C,B) in Prolog format, ExampleFinder can
generate all examples validly, by restricting A to a value between 1 and 50, because it has the
additional result information. For instance, σ(50) = 93 and tau(93,4) is included in the
background information.
11.2.3 Ensuring Definition Examples are Generable
The functional information in the BackgroundConcept artefact indicates which variables are
the inputs to a function and which are the outputs. This information is used by an enhanced
DefinitionReviewer which checks definitions for empirical testability. It rejects those definitions
for which example sets cannot be soundly generated. The approach it uses is similar to the
1-connectedness of a functional definition described in HR [56].
This checking is used to ensure that the example sets can be consistently and usefully generated.
We have developed code which, by reference to function definitions, can determine whether a
definition has a single generator variable. Having more or less than one generator compromises
the ability to generate a valid example set. One key aspect of the code determines which
variables can be generated from other variables in a definition. Consider an example with the
background functions defined in figure 11.1.
predicate meaning generators
p(A,B) A+ A = B B from A
q(A,B,C) A+B = C C from A and B
e(A,B) A = B A from B and B from A
Figure 11.1: Example function predicates and generator variables.
Given the definition p(A,B),q(A,B,C),e(C,D), our code would generate a list as shown in figure
11.2, indicating which variables are required to generate each variable. By using this, it can
determine that variable A alone would be the generator variable for the above definition. This
is, therefore, empirically testable. Other definitions which would not be empirically testable
using our restricted generator method include those with existential variables which cannot be
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generated. In future, we will consider avoiding this problem by calling Maple to find examples
for all newly created definitions.
list entry meaning
[] A cannot be generated
[[1, 0, 0, 0]] B can be generated from A
[[1, 1, 0, 0], [0, 0, 0, 1]] C can be generated by A & B or by D alone
[[0, 0, 1, 0]] D can be generated from C
Figure 11.2: Variable generators for p(A,B),q(A,B,C),e(C,D).
11.2.4 Conjecture Filtering
The GC-Homer configuration will often generate uninteresting conjectures such as tautolo-
gies or simple re-statements of definitions. In order to improve the quality of GC-Homer’s
output, we applied a system of filters to remove such uninteresting conjectures. In §7.4, we
described how uninteresting conjectures can be filtered out by using multiple Prover processes.
The configuration passes conjectures through a series of filters which halt the progress of the
conjecture if it fails a test indicating that it will be uninteresting.
This was achieved by implementing two Prover processes and using the conjecture level flag as
described in §7.3.17. The first Prover reacts to level 0 Conjecture broadcasts. The axioms it
uses to attempt proofs are the functional axioms and the background examples taken from the
BackgroundConcept artefacts. This first Prover re-proposes any conjectures it fails to prove as
level 1 Conjecture artefacts. The second Prover reacts to level 1 Conjecture broadcasts and
attempts a proof using the same axioms together with axioms supplied by the user. Again, the
second prover re-proposes Conjecture artefacts from failed proofs, this time as level 2. The flag
attached to the Conjecture artefact, therefore, indicates its level as follows:
0. indicates that the conjecture has not been filtered, All conjectures initially proposed by
conjecture making processes are assigned level 0.
1. indicates that the conjecture cannot be proven trivially from details of the background
examples and function definitions.
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2. indicates that the conjecture still cannot be proven after considering some of the other
conjectures the user has chosen as axioms. As with the original Homer system, the
overall process is iterative, whereby the user can specify theorems found in earlier system
runs to be used as axioms for filtering the results of later runs. This rules out conjectures
which are specialisations of previous interesting conjectures identified by the user, and
reduces duplication.
The Prover processes pick up axioms for the background functions and background examples
from the BackgroundConcept artefacts as they are necessary to make some proofs, particularly
of trivial conjectures. The user can add whatever conjectures they wish to the second Prover ’s
background. In practice, the same conjecture will appear numerous times in GC-Homer’s
output in different guises. The user adds a version of this conjecture to the Prover as a
background axiom and runs GC-Homer again. Thus, all versions will be automatically filtered
from the output as they are all now provable by the second Prover.
In addition to filtering trivial conjectures, we also filter out those that are uninteresting because
they only cover a small number of examples. In order to reduce the number of such conjectures,
we use a ConjectureApplicability process and we set the minimum example set size parameter
of the ImplicationMaker process accordingly, as described in §7.3.14. This stops the reporting
of conjectures such as τ(a) = 1 ↔ σ(a) = 1, as the concepts on both the left and right hand
side are only satisfied by the number 1.
11.2.5 Initial State
The initial configuration is similar to that for GC-ATF in chapter 7. We use the Background-
NumberTheory process in place of the previous Background or BackgroundAxiom processes as
we are dealing with number theory. We also use the improved version of the DefinitionRe-
viewer to check definitions are generable. In addition, we use the enhanced ExampleFinder,
which considers generator variables and restricts them to just those we want to consider. Lastly,
to perform conjecture filtering, we use two Prover processes as described above and include a
ConjectureApplicability process.
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11.2.6 Illustrative Results
As for the experiments with the Homer system [52], we used the σ(n), τ(n) and isprime(n)
background functions together with the notion of equality. We ran the system to completion
with a complexity limit of 6 (as defined in chapter 7). Under a similar experimental set up,
as reported in [53], Homer created 48 concepts, whereas GC-Homer created 97, of which 38
were found in Homer’s corpus of 48. We identified four reasons why the extra ten concepts
were not created by our system. Firstly, three were not produced due to timing differences in
the equivalence checking. As we described in §8.2, equivalence checking works in similar ways in
each system, i.e., any new concepts with the same example set as a previous one are reported in
an equivalence conjecture rather than explored further in concept formation. Hence, the time
at which equivalent concepts are proposed determines which is discarded and which is kept.
For example, both systems found the following equivalence:
∀ a σ(a) = 1↔ τ(a) = 1.
However, our configuration chose to explore the τ(a) = 1 branch, discarding σ(a) = 1, whereas
Homer did the opposite. Incidentally, this conjecture itself was discarded as uninteresting by
both systems, as we mentioned above, although it determined the concept formation pathway.
Secondly, variable ordering accounted for some of the differences in the results. Our system
considered τ(a) = b ∧ σ(b) = a ∧ τ(b) = b to be equivalent to σ(a) = b ∧ τ(a) = a. De-
pending on how the variables are ordered, the example sets of each can be written [[1,1],[2,3]]
or [[1,1],[3,2]]. This ordering difference led to Homer treating this concept as new, whereas
our system correctly discarded it (which highlights a deficiency in the underlying HR system).
Thirdly, one concept produced by Homer, namely τ(a) = 2 ∧ isprime(2) ∧ σ(2) = a, would
not be considered valid by the DefinitionReviewer in our system. In this formula, a is always
the result of σ(2), i.e., 3. So, this formula is essentially variable free, and hence not really a
concept definition (which again highlights a deficiency in HR).
On the other hand, our system produced a number of concepts that were not produced by
Homer. Some of these were ignored by Homer for good reason, e.g., our system produced
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several concepts in the form σ(a) = b ∧ (∃ c (σ(b) = c))). Here, c indicates the existence of
a functional result for σ(b). Such formulae are uninteresting extensions to earlier concepts.
However, as we described in chapter 8, other concepts produced by our system and not Homer
were valid and potentially interesting. Looking instead at the conjectures made by the two
systems, we note that our configuration created 669 level 1 conjectures, i.e., after splitting valid
equivalence conjectures into implicates. The first filter – which excluded conjectures if they
were provable from the background definitions – removed 331 conjectures, leaving 338. By
comparison, the Homer system created 137 conjectures, of which Otter proved 43, using the
same methods, leaving 94. The main reason for the difference in these numbers is the relative
number of concepts that the two systems produced, which naturally meant that GC-Homer
produced more conjectures than Homer.
In a similar manner to that adopted for Homer, we reviewed the 338 remaining conjectures.
In particular, we looked at the first 10 conjectures and added the following as axioms (after
re-combining some of the split implications):
∀ a (σ(a) = 1→ a = 1)
∀ a (σ(a) = a↔ σ(a) = 1)
∀ a (τ(a) = 1→ a = 1)
∀ a (τ(a) = a→ (a = 1|a = 2))
∀ a (τ(a) = 2↔ isprime(a))
After running the process again, our configuration filtered out all but 66 conjectures (a reduction
of around 90%). A similar kind of reduction was achieved by the users of Homer, hence we can
claim that our configured generic framework is capable of producing comparable results to the
Homer system. Importantly, the most interesting (proved by hand) result from the Homer
experiments was:
isprime(σ(a))→ isprime(τ(a))
which our system re-discovered.
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11.3 The Theorem Modification System
In §11.2.1, and in chapters 8 and 9, we described GC configurations which produce results
commensurate with those of previous systems. We now describe how we created a re-working of
the theorem modification system (TM) described in §3.8. However, we focus on the development
process rather than the system’s results. In particular, we describe how GC, and its underlying
framework, aid the task of creating combined systems.
The TM system applies a method inspired by Lakatos’ mathematical philosophy [120], to modify
a given non-theorem, i.e., a theorem that cannot be proved, into a related provable theorem.
Starting with a non-theorem, TM first attempts to discern whether the theorem is true, or true
for just a small number of trivial cases. If this fails, TM appeals to the HR system to form a
theory about the algebraic domain described by the axioms of the non-theorem. Specifically,
HR searches for specialisation concepts for the domain. Each that it finds are added to the
axioms of the non-theorem to produce a modified theorem, and a proof attempted. Any of
these found to be true are checked to see if they are uninteresting and the results reported to
the user. As we described in §3.8, TM is a combination of reasoning systems, namely HR, which
we described in §3.5, the Mace model generator [131] and the Otter theorem prover [129].
As we are only considering the design process, rather than the actual output of the system, we
have implemented a cut-down version of TM. In particular, our implementation does not assess
modifications, which TM does.
We outline below the steps we took to re-implement TM and we describe the processes and
artefacts that we created at a fairly high level. The GC toolkit encourages developers to visu-
alise combined systems as a collection of proactive worker processes, which have specific skills
and which react to certain scenarios. Hence, we use this mode of thinking in our descriptions
and we omit the specifics of artefacts and process behaviour, which are hopefully clear based
on previous system descriptions. We describe how we implemented the system by explaining
the following processes we developed for specific tasks:
 BadTheoremProposer: Each non-theorem is stored in an Otter input file. We de-
veloped this process to cycle through a folder containing a number of non-theorem files,
extract the axioms and non-theorem, and propose them in turn as a BadTheorem artefact.
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 Otter: The first thing that TM does with a non-theorem, is to confirm whether or
not it is only true in certain trivial cases. This involves trying to prove a number of
variants of the theorem, such as trying to prove that the negation of the theorem is true.
We implemented each of the checks as a different process. We created these as simple
extensions of a process we had previously developed, called Otter, to encapsulate the
Otter theorem prover. Each process attempts to prove, using Otter, a different trivial
case. Running GC over several hosts is very simple, so we implemented these checks to
run concurrently. All these checks are triggered by the non-theorem and any process that
proves that the theorem is trivial proposes the fact as a Result artefact.
 MaceExampleFinder: This process is an extension of the Mace process which we had
developed as a wrapper for the Mace model generator. Its purpose is to find positive
and negative examples, which support and falsify the theorem, respectively. It runs
concurrently with the Otter processes but ascribes a lower importance to its Examples
artefact than each of those other processes. Consequently, its Examples artefact is only
broadcast if the Otter processes fail to show any of their trivial cases.
 AtfStarter: This process is triggered by an Examples broadcast, which indicates that
all of the Otter processes failed. It extracts the background concepts from the exam-
ples, i.e., which operators are used, and proposes them as BackgroundConcept broadcasts
(see §7.2.5), which initiate theory formation. We use the same configuration for theory
formation as we did for quasigroup theory in chapter 8.2. However, as we are only con-
cerned with concept formation, rather than conjecturing and proving, we remove several
processes, such as ImplicationMaker. Concept formation continues in the same way as
described in chapters 7 and 8.
 SpecialisationTranslator: This process reacts to specialisation concepts produced dur-
ing theory formation, taking into account the positive examples for the theorem. It trans-
lates them into Otter-format syntax and proposes them as a Specialisation artefact. We
developed this process by modifying the TranslateOtter process described in §7.3.16.
 SpecialisationProver: Any specialisations that are identified and translated by the Spe-
cialisationTranslator process are checked by this process. This process extends the Otter
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process, as above. It tries, as TM would, to prove the theorem formed by introducing
this specialisation into the axioms of the non-theorem. It proposes an appropriate Result
artefact if successful.
 AtfStopper: This process monitors theory formation, stopping it if a certain number of
concepts have been considered. In addition, it identifies when theory formation ends of
its own accord, which happens if the theory formation search space is exhausted before
the concept limit, without modifying specialisations being found. In both these cases, it
proposes a Result broadcast, indicating failure, whereupon the next non-theorem is con-
sidered. This process is an extension of a previously-developed AtfReset process (§9.4.4),
which broadcasts a control message instructing all theory formation processes to return
to their starting state. For example, all spawned processes detach themselves and all
reviewers, such as DefinitionReviewer (§7.3.6), reset their logs.
There are several noteworthy aspects of this implementation. For example, in most cases,
the processes we developed were simple extensions of existing processes, which we tailored to
the specific requirements. The integration with GC-ATF is very simple, as we developed a
process to convert Mace models into background concepts. Again, much of this code was
taken from the MaceAxiomPopulator, described in §7.3.3. The artefacts this process reacts to
are Mace models, which it wraps as BackgroundConcept artefacts for proposal. In the original
TM system, the interface was achieved with code to write out specific HR domain and macro
files, which were then loaded into HR. The simplicity of integrating components is a key benefit
of our framework. Identifying specialisations for testing was also quite straightforward, as the
process we developed simply monitors broadcasts and flags appropriate specialisations as they
occur. In the original system, HR was run for a specific number of rounds, while the rest of
the system waited, whereupon the results were analysed. The benefit of our approach is that
specialisations are identified as soon as they are created, meaning the modification task can
potentially be achieved earlier. Moreover, the ease with which our framework allows for parallel
running meant that we could take advantage of running the triviality tests concurrently. In
all, the system took approximately 4 hours to develop and test. The original TM system took
several days to build [49].
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The approach highlights the benefits of both the framework and the toolkit. The implemen-
tation is aided by the number of pre-existing tools for many common tasks and the number
and breadth of these tools will increase as the toolkit develops. The system we created worked
well, although we omit a detailed analysis of the results. It appropriately highlighted trivial
non-theorems and produced many of the results seen in the original study. For example, it
identified that this theorem:
(a ∗ b ∗ a−1 ∗ b−1) ∗ b ∗ (a ∗ b ∗ a−1 ∗ b−1)−1 ∗ b−1 = 0
which is not true for groups, is made into a true theorem when the self-inverse specialisation,
∀ a a = a−1, is added as an axiom.
11.4 A novel application to Algebra Investigation
In addition to showing that our Global Workspace approach can be used to re-implement ex-
isting combinations of reasoning systems, we can also use the system for novel applications,
one of which we describe here. In domains of finite algebra, it is common for a specialisation
of an algebraic structure to be studied in its own right, for instance, Cyclic groups, Abelian
quasigroups [160], and so on. As there are thousands of possible specialisations, it is an inter-
esting question to try to predict which one would be fruitful to study [179]. It is naturally very
difficult to predict in advance the interestingness of a domain, so we restrict ourselves to an
automated reasoning setting. In particular, we say an algebraic specialisation is interesting if
it contains true conjectures that are difficult to prove. We can judge this by forming a theory
about a specialisation, using automated methods, and counting the average proof lengths of
the proofs that the theory contains.
The GC configuration for this application was similar to the GC-ATF configuration used for
quasigroup theorem discovery in chapter 7, with a small number of amendments. In a similar
approach to GC-Homer, we used two Prover processes. One of these uses the axioms of
the domain in attempts to prove conjectures and the other holds no axioms. If this second
prover can prove a conjecture, then we know it is trivially true. This allows us to distinguish,
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potentially, more interesting conjectures. If the trivial prover can prove a conjecture then we
know that the Prover with the domain axioms will also be able to prove it. Consequently, we
weight the importance rating scheme toward the trivial proofs to ensure they are broadcast,
i.e., if both Prover processes can prove a conjecture then the trivial proof will be broadcast
in favour of the proof using all the axioms. We also introduced a MaceRefuter process which
appeals to Mace to find counter-examples to broadcast conjectures. This refutation process can
generate higher orders of algebra than the MaceAxiomPopulator and so can sometimes refute
conjectures that have been generated by being empirically true for smaller orders.
Semigroups
rank apl comp. definition
91 6.50 7 ((m(A, B, C, B)),\+(((m(A, B, D, B)),\+(m(A, D, E, D)))))
92 6.54 5 ((m(A, B, C, B)),\+(m(A, C, D, B)))
93 6.54 10 ((m(A, B, C, D)),\+(((m(A, C, E, C)),\+(((m(A, C, F, C)),\+(m(A, F, G, C)))))))
94 6.59 9 ((m(A, B, C, D)),\+(((m(A, E, F, E)),\+(m(A, G, G, F)))))
95 6.63 9 ((m(A, B, C, D)),\+(((m(A, E, D, F)),\+(m(A, G, G, E)))))
96 6.64 8 ((m(A, B, C, D)),\+(((m(A, D, E, D)),\+(m(A, E, F, E)))))
97 6.67 10 ((m(A, B, C, D)),\+(((m(A, E, E, C)),\+(((m(A, C, F, C)),\+(m(A, F, G, C)))))))
98 6.68 10 ((m(A, B, C, D)),\+(((m(A, E, F, G)),\+(m(A, H, F, H)))))
99 6.80 11 ((m(A, B, C, D)),\+(((m(A, E, E, F)),\+(((m(A, F, G, F)),\+(m(A, G, H, F)))))))
100 7.76 8 ((m(A, B, C, B)),\+(m(A, D, D, C))),m(A, E, F, C)
Quasigroups
rank apl comp. definition
91 6.65 10 ((m(A, B, C, D)),\+(((m(A, E, F, F)),\+(((m(A, E, G, E)),\+(m(A, G, E, E)))))))
92 6.81 10 ((m(A, B, C, D)),\+(((m(A, E, E, E)),\+(((m(A, F, G, F)),\+(m(A, G, G, E)))))))
93 6.93 9 ((m(A, B, C, C)),\+(m(A, D, D, B))),m(A, E, E, E),m(A, F, B, F)
94 6.98 7 ((m(A, B, B, B),m(A, C, D, C)),\+(m(A, E, E, D)))
95 7.12 9 (((m(A, B, C, B)),\+(m(A, C, D, D))),\+(m(A, E, E, C))),m(A, F, F, F)
96 7.85 8 (((m(A, B, C, B)),\+(m(A, D, D, C))),\+(((m(A, E, C, E)),\+(m(A, C, E, E)))))
97 8.05 9 (((m(A, B, C, C)),\+(m(A, D, D, B))),\+(((m(A, E, E, E)),\+(m(A, F, F, B)))))
98 8.21 9 ((m(A, B, C, B)),\+(((m(A, C, D, D)),\+(((m(A, E, C, E)),\+(m(A, F, F, C)))))))
99 8.67 7 (((m(A, B, C, B)),\+(m(A, C, D, D))),\+(m(A, E, E, C)))
100 9.61 7 ((m(A, B, C, C),m(A, D, D, D)),\+(m(A, E, E, B)))
Star algebras
rank apl comp. definition
91 6.40 10 (((m(A, B, C, D)),\+(m(A, C, E, C))),\+(((m(A, F, F, F)),\+(m(A, C, G, F)))))
92 6.42 11 ((m(A, B, C, D)),\+(((m(A, E, F, G)),\+(((m(A, G, H, G)),\+(m(A, G, G, H)))))))
93 6.42 12 ((m(A, B, C, D)),\+(((m(A, E, F, G)),\+(((m(A, H, I, F)),\+(m(A, I, F, F)))))))
94 6.51 9 ((m(A, B, C, D)),\+(((m(A, E, E, D)),\+(((m(A, F, D, F)),\+(m(A, F, F, D)))))))
95 6.51 10 ((m(A, B, C, D)),\+(((m(A, E, C, E)),\+(((m(A, F, F, F)),\+(m(A, C, G, F)))))))
96 6.60 9 ((m(A, B, C, D)),\+(((m(A, E, F, G)),\+(m(A, F, G, G)))))
97 6.73 8 ((m(A, B, C, D)),\+(((m(A, E, F, E)),\+(m(A, E, E, F)))))
98 7.10 10 ((m(A, B, C, D)),\+(m(A, E, E, C))),((m(A, F, C, C)),\+(m(A, G, G, F)))
99 7.46 9 ((m(A, B, C, D)),\+(m(A, E, E, D))),m(A, D, D, F),m(A, F, D, F)
100 8.55 8 ((m(A, B, C, B),m(A, D, E, C)),\+(m(A, F, F, C)))
Table 11.1: Highest ranked specialisations for quasigroups, semigroups and star algebras.
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Starting with a fairly unstructured algebraic domain such as quasigroup theory, we used the
system to generate 100 concepts which can be interpreted as specialisations, expressed in a
Prolog style in terms of the multiplication operator only. Then, for each specialisation, we
started GC-ATF with the original axioms of the algebraic domain and with the specialisation
definition also added as an axiom. We then ran the system until it generated and proved 100
implication theorems, and recorded the average length of the proof produced by the Prover9
prover in the Prover process. In Table 11.1, we present the top ranked specialisations from three
domains: semigroups, quasigroups and star algebras (which have the single axiom: ∀x, y, z((x∗
y) ∗ z = y ∗ (z ∗ x)), see [60]). In that table, apl refers to the average proof length and comp
is the sum of the variables and predicate counts. We also performed a correlation analysis
over the specialisations. In particular, for each specialisation, we calculated a crude measure
of the complexity of its definition by adding the number of existential variables to the number
of multiplication predicates present (note that this value is presented in the comp. column of
Table 11.1). We correlated this with the rank of the specialisation in Table 11.1, using the R2
goodness-of-fit measure [81]. A high level of correlation would indicate that it is possible to
predict to some extent which algebra specialisations are going to be interesting, without having
to perform an in-depth theory for each specialisation. We found a positive correlation of 0.25,
0.03 and 0.15 in the quasigroup, semigroup and star algebra domains respectively. While the
lack of correlation with semigroups is surprising, it was not surprising that for the other two
algebraic structures, more complex definitions produce more complex (in terms of average proof
length) theories.
Bearing in mind that the balance of syntactic simplicity and semantic complexity is often
regarded as a maxim in pure mathematics – for instance, consider Fermat’s Last Theorem,
which is very easily stated, but very difficult to prove – we looked for a specialisation of each
algebra which had a high rank, yet a low complexity for its definition. In each case, we found
suitable candidates. In particular, for semigroups, the specialisation
(m(A, B, C, B)),\+(m(A, C, D, B))
has a definitional complexity of only 5 (it has three free variables, namely B, C and D,
and two occurrences of the multiplication operator), but it is ranked 92nd out of the 100
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specialisations, as it produces a theory with a proof length of 6.54 on average (with the best
achieved being 7.76). The definition describes the notion of semigroups for which an element
is the right identity of an element that does not appear on its row of the multiplication table.
For quasigroups, the specialisations ranked 94th and 100th each have short definitions with a
complexity of 7. The 100th ranked is:
((m(A, B, C, C),m(A, D, D, D)),\+(m(A, E, E, B)))
which alludes to the notion of quasigrioups having at least one idempotent element, and an
element which is the left identity of some element but does not appear on the central diagonal
of the multiplication table, i.e., it is not the square of some other element. This specialisation
produced the theory with the highest average proof length of 9.61. Interestingly, the specialisa-
tion ranked 94th is very similar to the 100th but describing an element that is a right identity.
For star algebras, the 97th ranked specialisation is interesting:
((m(A, B, C, D)),\+(((m(A, E, F, E)),\+(m(A, E, E, F)))))
It represents a specialisation for which an implication should hold: namely:
∀ x y x ∗ y = x→ y ∗ y = x
We further investigated this specialisation by drawing a graph to indicate how it relates to
the other star algebra specialisations. In figure 11.3, the arrows all indicate an implication
conjecture/theorem that the algebras satisfying the definition of the first specialisation all
satisfy the definition of the second specialisation. Solid arrows are all true, i.e., can be proved
from the background axioms. The arrows with a dotted line are only empirically true, i.e.,
Prover9 could not prove the implications, and MACE could not find counterexamples, even
when we re-ran them for several minutes. These are therefore interesting open conjectures and
we plan to investigate them.
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32: m(A,_B,_C,_D)
97: ((m(A,_B,_C,_D)),-(((m(A,_E,_F,_E)),-(m(A,_E,_E,_F)))))
17: ((m(A,_B,_C,_B)),-(((m(A,_D,_E,_F)),-(m(A,_B,_F,_F))))) 15: ((m(A,_B,_C,_D)),-(((m(A,_E,_F,_F)),-(m(A,_G,_G,_E)))))16: ((m(A,_B,_C,_D)),-(((m(A,_E,_F,_G)),-(m(A,_G,_G,_D)))))




Figure 11.3: Graph showing the implication relationships between the specialisation of interest
(circled) and other specialisations of star algebras.
11.5 Conclusions
We have described here three applications of combined reasoning which we were able to create
using GC. The simplicity of the GC framework made the task of extending the capabilities of
the previous GC-ATF configuration relatively simple. Applications like these demonstrate how
the framework is more than capable of allowing users to create powerful combined reasoning
systems. As these applications illustrate, there is a great deal of potential for the framework in
terms of applications that can be made using it. In the next chapter we discuss other research,
which bear similarities with our work, in particular, there have been a number of projects which




In the previous several chapters, we have described the subject matter of our project and in
chapters 2 and 3 we gave some general background to problem solving in AI and combined
reasoning. In this chapter, we consider research which has specific relevance to ours. We
describe some of this work and compare and contrast it with the projects we have undertaken
and the systems we have developed.
12.2 Work Related to ICARuS
In chapter 4, we described ICARuS, a system for reformulating constraint satisfaction problems
(CSPs) by introducing new constraints that are proven to follow from the original CSP model.
In chapters 9 and 10, we discussed GC-ICARuS, a re-working of ICARuS using GC, and
how the framework allowed us to easily convert GC-ICARuS into a more efficient parallel
implementation using GCp. ICARuS uses a combination of automated theory formation and
theorem proving to achieve its reformulation. The methodology of ICARuS is similar to, but
distinct from, several other constraint reformulation approaches. For example, the Cgrass
system [94] captures common patterns in the hand-transformation of constraint satisfaction
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problems in transformation rules. Given an input model, Cgrass applies the rules in a forward
chaining manner to improve the model gradually. A key difference from the approach presented
here is that Cgrass is applicable to single problem instances only, rather than problem classes.
The O’CASEY system [124, 125] employs case-based reasoning to capture constraint modelling
expertise. Each case records a problem/model pair. Given a new problem, the most similar
problem is retrieved from the case base. A model for the new problem is then constructed by
following the modelling steps used in the retrieved case. Bessiere et al. present an algorithm
which can learn the parameters of certain types of implied constraint by considering solutions
and non-solutions of relaxations of the original problem [26]. The Tailor system [156, 101]
automates the translation of high-level problem specifications, in the ESSENCE constraint
specification language [93], into constraints in the format of a particular solver. As part of
this translation, Tailor can improve the efficiency of the resulting constraint network. One
of the ways it does this is by automatically deducing that sub-expressions of the problem are
semantically equivalent and removing one or other to reduce problem complexity. The Conacq
system [23, 24] uses a SAT-based approach to version space learning [136, 107] in order to learn
a CSP model from scratch given only positive and negative example solutions to the CSP. The
system actively assists in the selection of the set of examples to be used, by querying the user
[25].
12.3 Combined Reasoning Frameworks and Approaches
Several other projects have considered approaches to combined reasoning and frameworks which
allow multiply-skilled processes to be brought together, in some generic fashion. In this section,
we describe several which are related to our own framework. In many cases, what distinguishes
our GWA framework from other approaches is the simplicity of the architecture and the re-
strictions it places upon communication. Furthermore, it does not prescribe any specifics for
the communication semantics. Our framework effectively limits processes to one broadcast
message for each processing result and this message is not guaranteed to be received by any
other process. Such messages represent only a tiny fraction of the current state of the overall
system and so the workspace has a much reduced scope in comparison to the blackboard in a
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traditional blackboard architecture [144]. Despite these simplifying restrictions, we are able to
construct useful combined reasoning systems using this framework and the framework actually
simplifies the often difficult process of integrating disparate AI systems. One of the key ad-
vantages of the GC approach, when viewed against previous approaches, is that it aims to be
truly generic and has not been created with a specific task in mind. As such, it is not tied to
a particular automated reasoning domain, nor is it constrained by a particular representation
scheme. These restrictions mean that many previous approaches could not be applied to the
range of problems for which we have used GC. In this section, we discuss other frameworks
for combined reasoning and, in particular, consider the extent to which they would form an
appropriate basis for the applications where we have employed GC.
12.3.1 Open Mechanised Reasoning Systems
The ultimate goal of the Open Mechanised Reasoning Systems (OMRS) project was to provide
a framework and methodology allowing users to create complex systems by bringing together
reasoning models in a “plug and play” manner. The modules would be expected to use different
logics, reasoning strategies and have different interaction capabilities. The aim of the OMRS
project was, initially, to develop a formal framework for the specification of theorem provers.
An OMRS specification defines three sub-components:
 A Logic component specifies the elementary deduction mechanisms used by the prover;
 A Control component specifies the strategies to create complex deductions out of the
elementary ones;
 An Interaction component specifies how the system interacts with the external world,
including users and other theorem provers.
The methodology was used to redesign the ACL2 theorem prover [116] in a case-study to
demonstrate the benefits of the OMRS approach [22]. The framework was elaborated into
Open Mechanised Symbolic Computation Systems (OMSCS) [21], which is a generalisation
that considers symbolic mathematical services as the main tools of the logic layer. The symbolic
mathematical services that OMSCS use include other tools such as computer algebra systems
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(§2.4.5), as well as the theorem provers of OMRS. The benefits of this extended approach were
demonstrated in an integration [40] between Isabelle [148] and Maple [180].
The overall aim of the OMRS project is generally the same as ours in that we wish to provide
a framework and tools that would allow potentially unsophisticated users to create useful com-
bined systems. Both frameworks describe the encapsulation of capabilities into components or
processes. Neither framework specifies the semantics of the communication between various
sub-components, although OMRS does not have the same communication restrictions as GC.
The OMRS approach describes how some components of the integration take responsibility for
the actual logic and computation whereas others are devoted to overall control of the system.
By contrast, our framework makes no specific distinction between components. The control in
GC arises from the prescribed behaviour of the processes rather than some specific component.
However, we imagine it would be a straightforward and interesting task to introduce it, as we
describe in §13.3.
One element of the OMRS project considered how to convert reasoning tools that are integrated
in state-of-the-art reasoning systems into stand-alone reasoning tools that would be suitable
for use in a plug and play system [3]. We have not yet addressed this aspect in our framework
and have prescribed no such methods for creating processes in GC. In §13.5 we discuss how
this may be a useful method for creating GC workspace processes.
OMSCS provides a framework for specifying systems that we imagine would be able to specify
each of the applications we have described in our project, such as constraint reformulation in
ICARuS. For example, the existing ad-hoc systems for performing those tasks could all be
specified in the OMSCS formalisation, which allows model generators and Prolog systems to
be considered as symbolic mathematical services. As in GC, the user would have to specify the
individual components and how they interact. However, OMSCS does not provide the tools
that GC does for creating and running such systems, and it is unclear as to how much the
OMSCS would actually help a user to create such systems, except for allowing them to specify
the system in a formal manner. Additionally, some of the application domains we have covered
are outside mathematics and the reasoning techniques involved may not be considered to be
symbolic mathematical services which the OMSCS framework considers. It is not clear how
OMSCS would extend to these domains.
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12.3.2 The Ωants Framework
In chapter 3, we described Ωmega, a complex theorem proving environment for interactively
or automatically developing proofs, which encompasses a large number of reasoning systems.
As noted in §3.3, the Ωmega system is under-pinned, in some parts, by the Ωants [169]
architecture. Ωants was originally developed to support interactive theorem proving but was
later extended to operate as a fully automated prover, the latest incarnation of this being
described in [19]. Ωants consists of two layers of blackboards [144], each consisting of several
individual, concurrent knowledge sources. The lower layer looks for possible instantiations
of parameters of proof rules. The upper layer uses the information gathered on the lower
level to assemble a set of proof rules that may be applicable in the next proof step. These are
ranked using a heuristic measure which gives more weight to more substantial or complete proof
rules. The system uses the concept of a centralised proof object in a specific calculus, which,
in the case of Ωmega, is a Gentzen-style natural deduction logic [174], which is based upon
Church’s simply-typed higher order lambda calculus [47]. The integration of systems in Ωants
is modelled at a system level by specifying each interaction with an external reasoning system as
a particular inference rule in this calculus. Ωants adapts itself to the current proof context as
well as with respect to the resources available in the overall system. This behaviour facilitates
integration of various automatic components such as theorem provers, model generators, or
computer algebra systems (as evidenced in the Ωmega system described in §3.3). For most
interactions in the system, the input and output of the external reasoning system is translated
from and to the central calculus. In order to reduce this translation overhead, communication on
the lower level of blackboards was elaborated to allow information transfer between component
systems without translation via the central calculus.
The manner in which Ωants operates has inspired the implementation of the ADMP archi-
tecture used in the Dialog system [36]. The Dialog system aims to automatically generate a
natural language tutorial dialogue between a student and a mathematical assistance system. In
a Dialog session, a student builds a proof by performing proof steps and receives feedback on
those steps, together with tutorial hints as determined by the system. In the ADMP architec-
ture, update rule agents concurrently propose updates to the current state of the dialogue, with
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recourse to external systems if necessary, and place their suggestions on an update blackboard.
At regular (or triggered) intervals, an update agent chooses a heuristically preferred update (or
combination of updates) from the blackboard and applies it to the current state. ADMP has
also been applied to other areas, such as a resolution theorem prover for propositional logic.
A key difference between ADMP and Ωants is that the central object of consideration is no
longer a proof object but has been extended to consider a dialogue and allow the interaction of
agents such as natural language generators.
The Ωants framework is the closest project, in terms of aims and construction, to ours in
the literature. Our generic framework, like Ωants, seeks to provide an extensible architecture
for combined reasoning. Both frameworks allow for the inter-operation of external reasoning
systems by wrapping them in simple agent-like software structures. However, our framework
is at a much lower level of abstraction and can be viewed much more as a software design
methodology. In some ways, Ωants can be viewed as operating in rounds, i.e., whenever a
selection has been applied to the central blackboard, then the agents are re-set. However, when
this re-set is applied, any agents whose unfinished processing is still relevant to the current proof
state are given additional time to complete their processing. Our framework also operates in
rounds, however, no asynchronous behaviour has been built into GC yet. However, we do
believe it would be possible to introduce such behaviour into GC, and we consider this in
§13.4.1
Our framework does not specify a central calculus because it is not specifically for ATP –
although we can envisage that Ωants could similarly be adapted for other reasoning tasks,
as has been done in the ADMP architecture. Rather, in our system, the developer must
make all decisions regarding semantics. Our architecture is more restrictive in that it does not
allow communication between individual processes (embodied reasoning systems) other than
through the global workspace. Ωants makes extensive use of blackboard architectures – our
architecture resembles a blackboard architecture in that a central workspace is visible to all
processes. However, it is significantly different in that only a small amount of the overall state
of the system is displayed on the workspace at any time. Both systems regulate resource usage,
but in different ways. In our framework, only those processes which deem themselves to be
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relevant to the current context will perform any significant processing. However, it is for the
developer to code this decision process. Our framework does not, however, take into account
available system resources in these decisions. Ωants has the capacity to do this.
The encapsulation in Ωants, like our framework, lends itself to creating distributed versions of
the systems by using more than one processor. This is helped in our system by the synchronicity
of round-by-round processing. As mentioned above, Ωants has support for asynchronous
running. Our investigations with GCp in §10.5 showed that the size of the broadcasts does
not have a major effect upon the performance of GCp on a good network. By contrast,
communication bottleneck was an issue for early versions of Ωants and this was dealt with by
making changes to the interaction of processes [16]. In distributing agents in Ωants, it may
be necessary to carefully consider their communication and interaction.
We think it would be possible to create the applications we have implemented in GC using
Ωants. One challenge would be in deciding, for the specific application, what the central lan-
guage of discourse should be and what form the central blackboard object would take. However,
using a central common language may be problematic or may possibly restrict extending these
applications to cover new functionality and might require amending the central representa-
tion. The individual processes of our applications would be introduced as agents in the Ωants
framework and the situations in which they operate and their processing would be defined in
Ωants terms. Despite these challenges, we believe it would be worthwhile to consider such
implementations, and we mention this as future work in §13.3
12.3.3 The Teamwork Method
The Teamwork method for distributed search has featured in systems which combine reason-
ing approaches [73]. Teamwork attempts to improve search performance by simultaneously
using several expert agents to find partial solutions to a problem using different methods, strate-
gies and control heuristics. Referee agents assess these partial solutions. The partial solutions
found, together with their assessments, are considered by a supervisor agent in what is referred
to as a team meeting. The partial solution from the best-assessed expert is supplemented by
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partial solutions from other selected experts to give a new solution state. In addition, the
supervisor specifies a new team of experts for the next processing round. This new state is
considered in another round by all the experts and the process continues until a full solution is
found. The Discount system is a theorem prover for pure unit-equality problems which uses
the Teamwork method to distribute proof search amongst homogeneous expert agents [74].
Each applies different selection strategies, namely goal-oriented and statistical, to find critical
pairs of clauses for consideration. Discount was enhanced to include capabilities to learn se-
lection strategies from previous proofs [72]. The Techs [95] system also uses the Teamwork
methodology. Techs differs from Discount in that it enables the use of heterogeneous provers
by relaxing the need for a central calculus. Again, the referee agents act as filters and help
reduce the number of clauses being considered by each prover.
The Teamwork method bears strong similarities to our work. For instance, the team meetings
enforce some degree of synchronicity, which is similar to the round-by-round broadcast nature
of our framework. Cooperation and competition between processes/agents is featured. Both
frameworks also assess the result of processing of each component process or agent. However,
the assessment of new information in our framework is embodied by the process creating a
proposal rather than within a separate agent. The supervisor role of the Teamwork method
is absent in our framework. Rather, in each round, only one competing agent or process ever
achieves broadcast and the results produced by unsuccessful bidding processes are normally
ignored. Additionally, as our framework is not specifically applied to ATP, there is no concept
of the current solution state.
We do not believe it would be easy to recreate the applications we have considered here using
Teamwork. It would be possible to encode the processes we have designed for our applications
as expert agents and we could create specific referee and supervisor processes to decide which
information is most useful, from that created by the expert agents. However, Teamwork is
restricted by its reliance upon clause sets as a representation scheme, which makes it unsuitable
for the tasks to which we have applied GC.
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12.3.4 The Logic Broker Architecture
The Logic Broker architecture (LBA) [4, 5] was suggested as an infrastructure for allowing
reasoning systems to inter-operate. Individual reasoning systems are modelled as logical ser-
vices, each of which provides some form of reasoning capability such as proving or simplification.
The architecture includes the concept of clients, i.e., users or other parts of the system which
appeal to those logical services. The interaction between clients and services is conducted via
the logic broker, which provides three main functions:
 Registration and Subscription: services register with the logic broker and clients
subscribe to the various registered services. It also provides query facilities to allow
components to determine which registered logical services will accept certain requests.
 Remote access: the logic broker allows clients to access logical services remotely and
provides location transparency, whereby the client need not know where the service is
located. Communication is achieved using CORBA [62] and the OpenMath standard
[67].
 Translation: one of the key aspects of the integration is ensuring that, where separate
components of the system use different logics, the translation is handled in a sound
manner. All translation is performed by the logic broker, with the aim that the interaction
between clients and services is seamless and transparent.
The LBA has been demonstrated in applications where theorem provers make use of computer
algebra systems. However, we do not believe the LBA would be an appropriate approach for the
combined systems we have demonstrated using GC. The LBA would allow the inter-operating
components to communicate and handle the translation between them. In addition, it would
allow them to be distributed across several computers. However, LBA does not extend to how
the inter-operation of the various components would be controlled, and the interaction would
have to be hard-coded in some client system.
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12.3.5 The Prosper System
We mentioned the Prosper system in chapter 3, as an extensible, open proof tool architecture
for incorporating formal verification into industrial CAD/CASE tool flows and design method-
ologies [71]. The aim of the Prosper project was to make mechanised formal verification more
accessible to unsophisticated users by embedding it in the applications they normally use, such
as computer-aided design tools for developing hardware. This would remove their need for
expertise in complex proof tools and their logical bases. The project envisaged a component
based system of proof engines.
Prosper was built around the HOL98 [104] theorem prover, which already engendered the
component based approach. The interaction of the individual tools is controlled, in Prosper,
with bespoke ML code, which is the language also used in HOL. The services of additional
reasoning systems are introduced into Prosper’s toolkit as plug-ins, and these have been
developed for many types of reasoning systems such as provers, model-generators and SAT
solvers. The Prosper toolkit also provides code to create plug-ins for new reasoners.
The effectiveness of the Prosper system was demonstrated in three studies. The first saw
it integrated into Microsoft Excel1 to check the validity of a user’s formulae. The second saw
Prosper integrated into the IFAD VDM-SL software design toolbox [87], allowing users to
discharge proof obligations generated while creating specifications in the VDM-SL language.
Lastly, Prosper was used to create a hardware verification workbench, which was used for
developing and evaluating new methods in formal hardware verification.
The similarities between Prosper and the framework we developed are quite limited. The
concepts of components, multi-skilled reasoners and distribution are present in both. How-
ever, Prosper is domain specific being designed for formal verification tasks. Our framework
operates at a much lower level than Prosper. It is not based upon a theorem prover and
prescribes no specific co-ordination language or semantics of inter-operation. Moreover, it lies
with the developer to write the ML code which coordinates the integration of the reasoning
systems. As such, Prosper is not an appropriate framework for the sorts of tasks that we have
1www.microsoft.com/excel
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used GC for. However, as we describe in §13.5, one of the long term goals of our project is to
provide a software development workbench for designing systems according to our framework
and supported by automated verification tools.
12.3.6 The MathWeb architecture
MathWeb was developed to serve automated theorem proving by providing a modular, net-
worked, robust and scalable architecture [90]. MathWeb considers agents which offer math-
ematical services and which, themselves, make use of the services of other agents. Commu-
nication between agents is facilitated by the Knowledge Query and Manipulation Language
(KQML) and the OpenProof content language, which is based on OpenMath [67]. The
approach makes it possible to use mathematical tools that are distributed over the Internet,
rather than introducing the software that provides the service into a local implementation.
This makes the local software smaller and easier to install. The common language facilitates
interoperability and decentralisation improves the robustness of the overall system. In addi-
tion, it allows users to employ remote services which might be hosted on much faster machines,
bringing them performance benefits. MathWeb encapsulates mathematical services, such as
the user interface, the control module, proof planners, knowledge bases (such as MBase [91]),
proof mediators and proof systems into individual agents. Agents maintain a model of their
environment, i.e., their capabilities and the capabilities of other agents in the society. When a
particular agent is assigned a task that it cannot complete alone, it will consider its environment
model and make requests for further information or assistance to other agents. Communication
in MathWeb is implemented via a central broker agent using a CORBA-like model and agents
are realised in the distributed programming system Mozart2.
MathWeb has been integrated with the Ωmega proof system described in §3.3. It facilitates
the operation of Ωmega by enabling the communication of commands, sub-goals, background
knowledge and proofs between agents to achieve a proof of a theorem that none of the individual
tools could achieve alone. Control of the system comes from three things. Firstly, central to
the Ωmega implementation using MathWeb, is a control agent. This provides the top-level
2www.mozart-oz.org
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control which initiates and orchestrates, at a high level, the interaction of agents. Secondly,
control is supplemented by rules encoded in the individual mathematical service agents, whereby
they can make requests to other agents as they require. Lastly, the user is able to observe and
interject to guide an ongoing proof in ways they choose.
We believe that it would be possible to use MathWeb to create systems like those we have
created using GC. One difference between the two architectures is that the processes of GC
offer their services when they see they have relevance. By contrast, MathWeb makes use
of service requests, where one agent appeals to another based on requirement. Consequently,
the control of the interaction of processes in MathWeb would need to be coded into specific
control agents rather than relying on the inherent control mechanism of GC. We propose to
implement our systems, using MathWeb, so that, amongst other things, the relative merits
of these approaches can be assessed. In addition, the KQML and OpenProof formalisations
of MathWeb have provided benefits in Ωmega. We will consider such a formalisation for use
in our configurations. One benefit might be to enable new processes to be introduced into GC
configurations in a simpler manner if the services they encapsulate use a standard language.
We discuss this future work in §13.5.
12.3.7 The ILF Framework
ILF is a framework for integrating theorem proving systems, namely automated and interactive
theorem provers, model checkers, proof tactics and proof presentation tools. ILF aims to provide
a single user interface, which presents proof attempts in a natural language, allowing the user to
create proofs in an interactive, automatic or hybrid fashion. ILF consists of three components:
 Foreground: a graphical user interface, interactive control system and interactive de-
duction tools.
 Background: an automated control system, automated deduction tools and a load dis-
tribution system.
 Data: an internal knowledge base.
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Users interact with ILF using a high-level problem description language, which aims to abstract
the individual theorem provers from them. ILF has integrated several theorem provers such
as SPASS [181] and Discount [74]. After loading a problem, the user interacts with ILF
to start various proof attempts for sub-goals using different ATPs. In addition, ATPs and
proof tactics can, in turn, appeal to other ATPs. Automated aspects of ILF will attempt to
prove sub-goals asynchronously on the network, with the load balancing component monitoring
the overall network load. There are a number of tools available to view the proof in different
formats to improve readability.
We doubt we could have used the ILF architecture for our applications. It is heavily tailored
towards the specific task of integrating provers and abstracting the detail of proofs away from
users. As such, it is probably not generic enough to be a suitable basis for creating the systems
we have built using GC.
12.4 Multi-Agent Architectures
We are interested in architectures that under-pin reasoning with multiple reasoning components.
The processes that a user defines when using our framework are akin to agents in a multi-agent
system, which we described in chapter 2. For example, the processes encapsulate their own
computation, with only minimal communication between processes. In particular, under our
framework, it is the responsibility of the process itself to decide whether they are relevant to the
given scenario (or broadcast). No one process has a global view of the current state of the system
and control is decentralised whereby no process is in control of the overall system. However,
systems created using the GC approach cannot be considered true multi-agent systems as the
processes within a GC system are not autonomous. Their behaviour is, in part, pre-determined
by how the user has configured their GC system, in particular processes may be designed to
detach from the workspace at any given point. The processes simply have capabilities and a
simple set of triggers which cause them to respond. They respond in clearly defined ways and
the communication is limited to the broadcast-response model. In addition, there are no pre-set
semantics. For example, the framework does not make use of any multi-agent FIPA-compliant
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languages such as FIPA-ACL [146]. If a user of our framework wishes to implement more
complex behaviour into the processes, for example to create reasoning agents, then this must be
specifically coded. In addition, should the user wish to allow their configuration to access some
external environment in some way, then they would have to create specific processes to handle
such access. These processes would have to communicate their findings to other interested
processes subject to the restrictions of the communication model. Bearing these distinctions in
mind, we provide some background to multi-agent systems that have been applied to areas of
automated reasoning. Note that we are not concerned with the large research field of reasoning
about agents or their behaviour. Consequently, we provide no detailed background to this area.
For more details, we direct the reader to [177].
Several architectures have been proposed and much research has been performed on multi-
agent systems. Recent complex architectures such as the Procedural Reasoning System (PRS)
and its later incarnation dMARS [102, 75] cover such aspects of agent behaviour as how they
perceive and reason about their environment. Our framework has aspects in common with very
early attempts at frameworks for multi-agent systems such as the AGENT0 multi-agent system
specification language, which was the first, and perhaps the simplest such language [164]. It
allows users to define rule sets and initial states which will determine the actions that agents
commit to in given states. However, unlike our framework, AGENT0 places no restrictions
upon the communication framework.
The use of multi-agent systems in AI and automated reasoning is not new. For example,
in ATP, Fisher describes a multi-agent approach to theorem proving using broadcasts, where
agents each hold a subset of clauses to a given proof task [83]. In that approach, agents respond
to clausal broadcasts by updating their set of clauses and broadcasting any new information to
all, or sub-groups of, other processes. This has been adapted to problem-solving applications,
such as negotiation and planning [84]. This approach was implemented using the Metatatem
system [82, 86].
Interrap is a layered multi-agent architecture [143, 142, 141]. Each layer represents a higher
level of abstraction than the one below it. The lowest layers concern knowledge bases of the
world and how the interface accesses its environment. Above this is a behaviour layer, which
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determines how the individual agents should react to particular scenarios. Above this, is a
planning layer which generates plans in response to output from the behaviour layer. The top
layer determines how agents co-operate to create joint plans which satisfy the plans of the
individual agents.
Another example of multi-agent systems in automated reasoning is the multi-agent approach
to mathematical discovery by the HRL system [149]. The overall aim of HRL is to develop
a consistent mathematical theory for a particular area of investigation. HRL encapsulates
a computational model of Lakatos’ theory of mathematical discovery and justification, which
suggests ways in which concepts, conjectures and proofs gradually evolve via interaction between
mathematicians [120]. This system defines a number of agents, one of which is a teacher agent
and the others are students. Each agent embodies a different configuration of the HR discovery
system [51]. Specifically, for a given theory, each starts with a different collection of objects of
interest of that theory and each has different methods for assessing how interesting discovered
information is. HRL works by repeating two stages of operation, a work stage and a discussion
stage. In the work stage, the student agents each develop their theories, following instructions
from the teacher. For example, the teacher may request that the students each investigate their
theory for a while then report an interesting conjecture. In the discussion stage, the students
communicate with the teacher by sending messages containing the results they have found. The
teacher then reviews the information it has received and directs the agents for the next work
round. All agents see all communication in the discussion stage and take into their own theories
information from the messages that they consider to be interesting. In this way, they each work
separately, but in concert, to develop a coherent theory. The overall control of the HRL system
is written in Java with the agents communicating via sockets. HRL has successfully shown how
this computational model can discover interesting mathematical theorems such as Goldbach’s
Conjecture. In addition, it has also helped to clarify Lakatos’ theory.
Several of the frameworks that we described in §12.3, such as Teamwork [73] and Ωants
[169] use individually encapsulated agents. There are several existing frameworks which allow
users to develop multi-agent systems, such as Jade, AgentUML and Repast [115, 13, 145]. In
addition, there are computer systems such as Jason, which allow users to develop multi-agent
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systems [32]. In the case of Jason, the AgentSpeak language is used as a basis [155]. A
modular approach to developing agents, which considers a number of existing frameworks and
methodologies has been described by Fisher et al [85].
12.5 Global Workspace Theory
AI software agents based on the Global Workspace Architecture have been successfully imple-
mented. The ConAg framework was developed to provide users with all they need to imple-
ment a stand-alone software agent with aspects of its behaviour which are based upon Global
Workspace Theory [28]. The subconscious specialist processes in these agents are modelled
using codelets. ConAg encompasses an attention mechanism, using coalition managers, which
define coalitions of codelets in each round based on their association to one another. All
codelets in coalitions then perform their processing based on the current “conscious” infor-
mation, which is broadcast to them. Generator codelets can also create codelets which are
specific to this particular system context. Each coalition then generates new information. The
information generated by one coalition is chosen to be the next “consciousness” by a spotlight
controller based on the coalitions assessment of its activation level. This new “conscious” in-
formation is then broadcast to all codelets. We have, ourselves, sought to provide a framework
which harnesses GWA. By contrast, our framework is much simpler and transparent and does
not aim to allow users to create stand-alone agents. Our framework allows users solely to create
combined systems using a GWA based communication architecture. The ConAg model is much
more complicated, encompassing codelets to model different aspects of human psychology such
as behaviours, perception, emotions and metacognition. ConAg also encompasses notions such
as long and short term memory, for example the component to handle attention records the
information for several recent conscious episodes. Such aspects are not specifically dealt with
by our framework. In some ways the generator codelets are similar to our concept of spawning
new processes. The core of our API solely provides classes to allow for the development of
processes and others to enable users to parameterise and run their configurations in either a
serial or parallel way.
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The authors describe agents created by ConAg as conscious agents as they implement GWT to
some extent. One such conscious agent was realised as CMATTIE, which is an agent to handle
scheduling of seminars and other appointments in an academic environment [29]. Faculty
members can notify CMATTIE of upcoming appointments via email and CMATTIE notifies
faculty members of the forthcoming schedules it develops in the same manner. CMATTIE also
uses case-based reasoning to learn new concepts and behaviours, learning to react differently
to different social situations. Another system using the same underlying framework is the IDA
(Intelligent Distribution Agent) system, which handles the assignment of military personnel to
new details when their current postings end [92].
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12.6 Conclusions
In this chapter, we have described some of the research, in the literature, which has relevance
to our project. Of particular relevance, are the other frameworks that have been developed for
creating combined reasoning systems. The aims of many of theses frameworks are similar to
ours, in that they wish to support users in developing effective systems that employ combined
reasoning. We compared and contrasted each of these approaches with our own framework and
commented on their suitability for creating the types of systems that we have built using GC.
Some of the frameworks have strong similarities with our work but, in all cases, the approach
differs in significant ways. The communication scheme we employ involves passing messages
between different processes. This is a feature in common with many of the approaches, for
example MathWeb (§12.3.6). However, none of the other frameworks imposes the restrictions
upon communication that ours does. Some frameworks introduce the concept of assessing
results and competition, such as Teamwork (§12.3.3), and specific agents perform this rating
task. By contrast, our framework describes a distributed approach to this assessment. Our
framework does not prescribe any formal semantics of the intercommunication, or any notion
of a current global processing state, whereas many of the other frameworks do, for example
Ωants (§12.3.2) and Prosper (§12.3.5). Furthermore, the control method that our framework
imposes is implicit in the design of how the processes react and propose broadcasts, rather than
the explicit control demonstrated in projects like OMRS and OMSCS (§12.3.1).
We considered how applicable each of the approaches would be to our projects. In some cases we
believe it would be possible to create the same systems using the other frameworks, for example,
Ωants and Teamwork. By applying new frameworks to the same problems we could gain new
insight into best practice in combined reasoning. These frameworks also demonstrate features
which we believe we could introduce fruitfully into our approach. For instance, MathWeb
employs the KQML standard and OMRS has considered how to simplify the task of converting
external reasoning tools into plug-ins. In addition, we believe we would learn a great deal about
what GC is capable of by attempting to recreate some of these other frameworks. We consider




The projects we have described are, we hope, just the starting point for our framework and our
studies in systematic approaches to combined reasoning. We have identified a number of areas
which we believe warrant further research, and we would like to investigate. In this chapter, we
expand upon these areas and describe other projects we would like to pursue. In §13.2, we talk
about how we foresee work on ICARuS and GC-ICARuS proceeding. In §13.3, we discuss
future work for combined reasoning in general. We have identified several improvements to GC
that we believe would be useful to implement, which we discuss in §13.4, where we also describe
how opening GC to the community would benefit its development. Following this, in §13.5,
we describe our long term goals for GC such as creating a design language, formalising our
framework and realising an integrated development workbench. In §13.7, we describe several
applications where we think GC might be fruitfully applied, and which would improve our
understanding of GC and the toolkit itself. The largest application of our framework has been
to Automated Theory Formation (ATF), in the form of GC-ATF. We believe there is great
potential to turn GC-ATF into a highly effective distributed ATF system and contribute to
the field of descriptive machine learning in general and we describe our hopes for GC-ATF
in §13.8. Finally, in §13.9, we consider how it may be possible to apply GC to research in
cognitive science, from where its inspiration came.
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13.2 The Future for ICARuS
In the experiments with ICARuS and GC-ICARuS, the implied constraints that were found
to be most effective in reformulations could often be represented as built-in constraints, in
particular the all-different constraint. We have attempted to maximise efficiency by using
case-splits, but in-built constraints would be even more efficient. At present, our translation
routines are not quite powerful enough. However, by introducing notions of counting, as HR
and GC-ATF can consider, we may be able to enhance them to automatically identify such
simplicity. In addition, it may be possible to guide the ATF component so as to favour such
constraints.
We have studied extensions to the translation capabilities to enable the formulation of some
first-order theorem proving problems as CSPs. The ability to translate first-order CSPs is a
useful tool outside of the application to CSP reformulation and we applied this to various appli-
cations, such as the comparison of model generators and CSP solvers for benchmark tests [42].
In addition, we have investigated the use of machine learned constraint models for predictive
purposes [43]. There is still great scope for further investigation in these areas.
13.3 Best Practice in Combined Reasoning
In our commentary on the ICARuS project, in chapter 4, we highlighted the ad-hoc nature
of ICARuS and described ways in which a generic approach to combined reasoning would be
beneficial. When we re-visited this task and developed GC-ICARuS, we were able to show
how a more generic framework-based approach had several benefits for the development and
subsequent clarity of the system. When we made these observations in the ICARuS project,
we had a lofty goal of investigating and identifying best practice in combined reasoning, part
of which encompassed developing frameworks. However, as useful as GC has proved to be, in
itself, it is just one component of a larger consideration of approaches to combined reasoning.
There is still much work to be done on considering best practice, to which GC makes a con-
tribution. In chapter 12, we considered how we could have performed many of our projects
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using existing frameworks and identified which might be suitable as a basis for the applications
we have considered. We suggested that, in some cases, it would be interesting to consider
actual implementations of our project subjects using those frameworks. By contrast, we have
not yet discussed how GC might be used to underpin the specific tasks for which those other
frameworks were developed.
One of the questions we need to answer is whether a single framework or approach would be
appropriate for all possible combined reasoning tasks or whether no such framework is possible
or suitable. More likely, some frameworks will suit particular situations more than others.
However, there is likely to be some level of overlap and a manageable sub-set of frameworks
may emerge, and a degree of commonality found. Performing these cross-over investigations
would provide valuable insights into the higher level goal of a better understanding of the best
approaches to combined reasoning. Approaching the same problems with different tools, in the
same way as we have tackled ATF with both HR and GC-ATF, provides insights into the more
general problems which are often not considered in the specifics of one particular approach.
In §12.3.1, we described how the approach to combining systems adopted by the Open Mech-
anised Reasoning System (OMRS) framework differed to that of GC. Specifically, OMRS pre-
scribes a segregation between three components, namely logical reasoning, control and interac-
tion. We believe it would be possible to introduce this distinction into GC by creating separate
processes which exercise overall control by proposing and broadcasting control artefacts. We
would configure the processes concerned with logical reasoning to respond to these control arte-
facts. Alternatively, we could attempt to formalise GC in the formalisation language of OMRS.
This would encompass the logical reasoning and interaction of the workspace processes together
with the inherent control of the overall system, arising from the behaviours of the processes.
Such investigations would give us a much better understanding of the OMRS approach and
could highlight aspects of that approach which might benefit the GC framework. Also, this
may illustrate the extent to which GC is able to underpin the combined reasoning systems
implemented and envisaged by the OMRS project.
Similarly, in §12.3, we discussed whether it would be possible to revisit our investigations
using several other combined reasoning frameworks. For example, it would be interesting to
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investigate whether we could design and build a useful theory formation system like HR or GC-
ATF using Ωants. Such investigation would give interesting insights into the ability of those
frameworks and would probably highlight aspects of our own framework where we could make
improvements. It would also allow us to better understand, in general, the field of combined
reasoning.
13.4 Improving and Enhancing GC
We have shown how GC performs well in the tasks we have applied it to so far. However, we
have identified several areas where GC could be improved. Undertaking these improvements
would supplement our search for best practice in combined reasoning, as we discussed in §13.3,
by increasing the power of GC and its applicability to different combined reasoning tasks.
13.4.1 Asynchronous Processing
The framework we have developed in chapter 5 describes a synchronous processing model. Each
round, every attached process is given enough time and resources to consider the broadcast,
then formulate and propose a response. In §5.5, we described a hypothetical configuration of the
GC framework to perform automated theorem proving using a portfolio combined reasoning
approach (see §3.2). In this configuration, several attached processes embody theorem provers
with different specifications, each of which attempts to prove a broadcast theorem. One problem
we identified with this configuration is that, given that all processes have a chance to react and
respond, we should enforce a time limit on all theorem provers so that unsuccessful provers do
not lock processing and prevent successful provers from reporting their results. However, this
solution is not ideal. For example, if the time limit is set to, say, ten seconds and a successful
prover requires only a second to find a proof, then the system could, potentially, be delayed for
nine seconds simply waiting for provers to timeout.
One way around this would be to introduce asynchronous modes of operation and we plan
to introduce this capacity into future versions of GC. For example, to solve this particular
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problem, we could relax the synchronisation requirement and implement each prover process in
a multi-threaded manner. They would then react to the broadcast of a theorem by forking into
two threads. One of these would attempt to prove the theorem and the other would monitor the
workspace for broadcasts. Any successful prover would make its broadcast proposal as soon as
it was available, which in turn would be broadcast immediately to all processes. The workspace
monitor threads of all the attached prover processes would then terminate their proof attempt
threads. One disadvantage of this solution is that quicker proofs may not necessarily be better
proofs. The first proof to be found would be broadcast in favour of other, slower, proofs which
might be more interesting for other reasons.
13.4.2 User Acceptance Testing
One of the long-term goals of our project is to provide a user-friendly framework which would
allow potentially-unsophisticated practitioners to easily access the benefits of combined rea-
soning. To date, however, we have developed GC in-house. The number of framework users
is still quite small and, in particular, the scope of the backgrounds of those users is limited.
Therefore, as part of the ongoing development of GC, we would like to open it up to a wider
audience. We believe that GC is already mature enough for users to gain a benefit. However,
in addition, by releasing the software, we would gain valuable insights into how to best develop
the system.
Releasing the software, however, would need to be robustly managed, and should not be un-
dertaken lightly if we are to get the most benefit from doing so. It would be important to make
it very easy for users to record their experiences and make recommendations and suggestions.
A properly managed release would be highly worthwhile. It would allow us to expose GC to
many different users, perhaps with ideas for combined systems that we could not envisage. In
addition, users may suggest more general software applications outside combined reasoning. In
the longer term, we might benefit from a community of developers, from many different fields,
contributing processes that could be integrated into an open GC tool set.
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13.4.3 Relaxing the GWA Communication Scheme
The extremely limited communication protocol of the GWA framework, which we have adopted
for GC, is one of its primary features. We have shown that, despite the restrictions GWA
enforces, it is still powerful enough to underpin highly effective combined reasoning systems.
Indeed, the restrictions on communication are a particularly useful characteristic, making it
easier to move to distributed implementations or introduce new features into configurations.
However, the framework may benefit from a relaxation of these restrictions. For example,
in order to better understand how the GWA might operate at a neuronal level, Shanahan
developed a spiking neuron model [163]. In that model, access to the workspace is, in part,
determined by interactions which are analogous to inter-process communication, and sub-groups
of the neuronal network can suppress others in competition with them. We could introduce
such a scheme, whereby a limited amount of inter-process communication supplements how a
process determines the value of its proposals. Alternatively, sub-goals of problems could be,
in part, dealt with by sub-groups of communicating processes, without their communication
being broadcast through the workspace. However, in investigating this option, care would have
to be taken to ensure that we maintain the benefits of the restricted communication of GC.
Indeed, a great deal of existing research has been made into multiagent and parallel systems
with unrestricted communication schemes, as we have described in chapters 3 and 12.
Another option in this area would be to consider sub-workspaces. From an evolutionary view-
point – and assuming that the GWA is, in fact, a feature of mammalian cognition – it may
be that consciousness is not the product of a single emergent workspace. Rather, it may be
that simpler GWA frameworks evolved to control the interaction of neurological functions at a
level below those of cognition, such as the co-ordination of reflex responses involving different
components of the nervous system. Either way, we believe there is a potential to use workspaces
performing certain functions as components in larger workspace-based systems. When viewed
externally, a GC-based system operates in much the same manner as an ad-hoc system, taking
inputs and producing outputs. It could, therefore, be quite easily introduced as a sub-process
of another GC-based system. We will consider an enhanced version of GC that allows for such
layered workspaces to be configured and run.
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13.4.4 The GC GUI and Toolkit
In §6.3, we described the GUI we have developed to allow users to create and run configurations
more easily. There are several enhancements to this GUI that we would like to see, which
would enhance its usefulness. For example, we would like to enable several processes to be
grouped together. They could then be dragged and dropped into configurations as a group
rather than separately. This would allow larger configurations to be more-easily created out of
smaller configurations for specific sub-tasks, for example we could create a sub-group just for
GC-ATF, which could be introduced into further configurations. Alternatively, we could use
process folding, whereby, with the click of a button, a user could fold a group of processes into
a single process. This new process would display, to the user, all the parameters of the group
of processes so they could be configured as before. It would, in the first round of processing,
spawn all the processes which have been bundled into it. Again, this could simplify system
design and maintenance.
The toolkit currently allow users to define parameters, in their process code, in such a way that
they are automatically presented to them on the GUI. This works well but could be enhanced to
take more advantage of advanced swing functionality. One way would be to enhance the list of
parameters so that they present booleans, for example, as a check-box. A better improvement
would be to provide a simple extensible framework to allow users to develop process specific
GUIs that would be invoked automatically by GC, supplemented by simple parameter-setting
methods. The GUI would also benefit from a real-time view and search facility on the output
logs to monitor progress. The extensions panel of the settings dialog should also be upgraded
slightly to let new extensions be reflected immediately in the available processes panel as soon
as they are created, without having to restart GC. We could use the existing dynamic class
loading to achieve this.
We could improve the way users store configurations. Currently, the only guide the user has
to what a configuration does is its file name. We need to provide a facility to add more
details, so that the user can see more details of the configurations they are browsing and save
relevant information, such as configuration descriptions, along with them. There are also some
settings for configurations which are specific to those configurations but which are stored at an
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application level in GC. For example, currently the artefact analysis methods to be called each
round must be reset, depending upon the type of configuration being run. We need to move
this information into the configurations themselves.
To date, we have included several processes for reasoning tools that we have used in our investi-
gations, for example theorem provers and model generators. In order to make the toolkit more
complete, we need to create more processes to encapsulate common reasoning systems such as
SAT solvers (§2.4.3) or for a wider variety of common provers, e.g., Waldmeister [106] and E
[159]. We also envisage creating processes as wrappers for web-based applications, as in the
MathWeb architecture we described in §12.3.6. In addition, we need to revisit the processes
we have created already and re-work them to make sure they are appropriate for including in
the toolkit, i.e., general enough to be tailored to a user’s needs. There are several other aspects
of the GC application we could consider, such as automating installation. The improvements
to GC, which we have identified ourselves, would also be supplemented by user acceptance
testing, as described in §13.4.2.
13.5 Design Languages, Formalisation and Automation
The field of Software Engineering has developed several high level languages for designing sys-
tems and specifying program behaviour. One example is UML, which allows users to describe,
diagrammatically, how a program should operate, which simplifies the task of writing the actual
code [89]. The interface in our framework is very simple. The communication format is simple
string array records and the process behaviour follows a basic react/propose model. This lends
itself very well to a high-level design specification language, like UML. Developers could use
such a language to graphically represent the artefact types, the importance rating schemes, the
processes they would include and how they should interact.
We have so far only made limited progress in developing a formal specification of GC [58].
To complete this task, we envisage defining the semantics of the inter-operation of processes
and perhaps introducing a common language of discourse. These formal semantics would be
used to define the broadcast artefacts and the types of the fields in their records. In addition,
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this formalisation could specify the inputs and outputs to processes, what reasoning they are
expected to perform and their parameters. Such a formalisation would allow us to reason
about GC itself and the systems it creates. This would also form part of our investigations
into best practice in combined reasoning (§13.3) by allowing us, in some ways, to formally
identify what, and what isn’t possible using GC. In addition, a formalisation would allow us
to develop techniques, such as those described in 12.3.1, which convert the methods integrated
in existing external reasoning systems into stand-alone processes that are suitable for use in
GC configurations. We would also like to consider various standardisations of the inter-process
communication. For example, in application domains of mathematics, we could make use of
the OpenMath [67] standard or MathML [112] in information transfer. This would also
allow new processes, which use existing common standards, to be introduced into GC without
requiring the additional overhead of interpretation.
In the longer term, we envisage a program design workbench allowing users to specify broad-
castable artefacts, as typed records. Processes could be developed with actions and responses
and their reactions linked graphically to the artefacts. This top level design interface would
use the language we describe above. Underlying the workbench would be an automated code
generator, with capabilities to generate several different programming languages. The user
would be able to work at both levels of abstraction, the top level graphical language and the
code that has been developed. The workbench would be supported by systems and proce-
dures to optimise the code being generated. In addition, model checkers could use the formal
specification of GC to analyse the system for deadlocks or other undesirable scenarios, which
would be a similar concept to the Prosper project we described in §12.3.5. The modularity of
the framework means that the process of developing a new system could become a process of
granular refinement, whereby larger processes, which define specific tasks, are sub-divided into
new processes, for smaller tasks, by defining appropriate artefacts and interactions.
We envisage that a high level of automation could be provided by the workbench to aid system
design. For example, in the granular refinement process, the workbench could automatically
define the artefacts, processes and interactions required in order to split a task into sub-tasks
performed by more specialised processes. The workbench might even be able to design systems,
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or system components, automatically or interactively. In §3.3, we described proof-planning, a
process of abstracting the tactics of an interactive theorem prover in a language amenable to
planning. We believe it may be possible to use such an approach to automatically design systems
using GC. We could develop the formal specification of artefacts and processes to a point
where we can abstract them in a similar way to proof planning methods. Where proof planning
considers parameterisations of tactics, we would consider processes and their parameterisations.
We could then apply planning algorithms to automatically generate the artefacts, processes and
interactions required for a fully operational system. Where the algorithms highlight missing
links in the plan, we could develop or introduce new processes. We also consider an application
of GC to proof-planning in §13.7.1.
13.6 Enhancements to GCp
In chapter 10, we describe GCp, an enhanced version of GC that operates in a distributed
manner over several hosts. We showed some simple methods which aim to maximise the effi-
ciency of a distributed run. However, there is plenty of scope to improve GCp, especially in
terms of resource allocation and load-balancing.
Currently in GCp, all newly spawned processes in a distributed run are attached to their
local workspace. As new processes represent additional load, spawning raises issues of load
imbalance. We described solutions whereby we consider sensible initial allocations of load
generating processes and mirror groups which ensure workloads are fairly distributed. However,
there are other possible approaches, which may, additionally, take system capacity into account.
GCp makes no consideration of overall resource availability and does not allocate resources
based upon requests or calculated need (in contrast to Ωmega and Ωants described in §12.3.2).
One alternative approach to ensuring loads are balanced correctly would be to charge the
central workspace with the decision of where to allocate any new processes. It could monitor
processing times of various hosts in order to choose the most appropriate host for a new process.
It could also monitor available resources on each host being used for processing. In order to
allocate load effectively, the central workspace would need to have a full understanding of the
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application and of how the different processes and artefact broadcasts generate load, although
it may be possible to automate learning this expertise in some way.
We have not yet looked at such a solution, as we believe it may involve introducing additional
aspects to the framework that further break from the underlying theory. It could also introduce
additional communication overhead, particularly if new processes are spawned with a significant
amount of initial state information. We could avoid the first problem by introducing new
artefacts which would be broadcast via the normal workspace protocol. These could include
artefacts which represent requests from processes to spawn new processes. Other artefacts could
represent information about the load and resource availability on various hosts. These would
be generated by dedicated monitor processes attached to each host. A separate process will be
allocated the task of monitoring these broadcasts and deciding where a requested new process
should be allocated, by reference to its knowledge of the whole network. It could then instruct
specific hosts, via an appropriate broadcast, to attach a requested new process. Such a scheme
would not break with the underlying GWA framework, as all communication would take place
via the workspace, but it is perhaps cumbersome. In addition, we would have to ensure that
the broadcasts relating to resource allocation and process spawning do not interfere with the
broadcasts of the system itself. In the longer term, we would like to introduce functionality into
GCp which would relieve the user of these considerations by automatically allocating processes
to hosts. This would include some kind of learning feature to best determine how the allocation
should be done.
Recently, a number of parallel architectures have been produced that allow developers to access
the multi-core and multi-threaded processing power of their graphics processing cards. For
example, the Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) architecture is an API that can
be used to write programs for Nvidia graphics processing units [64]. The processors within
graphics cards are not as powerful and a central processing unit of a PC. Consequently, such
APIs often only support a sub-set of the programming language for which they are written. We
would like to investigate the extent to which GCp is compatible with architectures like CUDA.
It may be possible for users to develop distributed GC-based systems which could be run in a
parallel fashion on their desktop machine.
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13.7 Application Domains
We have applied GC to several domains such as theory formation, constraint reformulation
and algebraic investigation. GC is an enabling tool which allows developers to create their
own systems for their own needs and, as such, the future application domains are unbounded.
Here, we mention two specific projects in other domains in which we are interested. We discuss
future work in the GC-ATF application domain in §13.8.
13.7.1 Proof Planning with GC
In §13.5, we surmised that it may be possible to apply proof planning techniques to automati-
cally develop a system underpinned by GC. We could also perform proof planning using GC
by extracting a suitable system from the definitions of the tactics of an interactive theorem
prover and the possible parameterisations. We envisage this working by defining each tactic
as a specific process attached to the workspace. These would have different parameterisations
according to the possible parameterisations of the tactics. The broadcastable artefacts would
represent sub-goals of the proof and solutions to those sub-goals. Processes would react if their
tactic and parameterisations matched a broadcast sub-goal, either entirely or in-part. The
importance rating could be configured in such a way that processes whose tactics and parame-
terisations achieve the whole goal would rank their suggestions highly. However, if they could
only meet certain parts of the goal, they would apply a lower importance rating, based on their
success. By this method, if a full solution to a sub-goal cannot be found, then other options are
suggested. Spawning could be used to create new tactic processes with new parameterisations
based upon how the proof develops. The solutions to sub-goals that are broadcast could be
checked with a process that embodies the underlying proof-checking mechanism for the inter-
active prover. Moreover, if formal specifications are available for them, then the definitions of
the tactics for a specific prover could be used to automatically generate such a system. It is
also easy to envisage how such a system might be distributed over many hosts. We believe that
such a system might be effective, but our experience with proving and proof planning is limited,
so we reserve judgement. It would have many aspects in common with Ωants so would form
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an interesting investigation in the relative merits of the Ωants and GC approaches, furthering
our work on best practice in combined reasoning.
13.7.2 Algebraic Structure Classification
The algebra structure classification system we described in §3.6 is the most complex combined
reasoning system project that we have seen, in terms of the number of different types of rea-
soning systems it incorporates. As such, it represents somewhat of a grand challenge within
combined reasoning. We would like to extend our investigations to develop a similar system
using GC. We are part of the way there as, we believe, GC-ATF would be able to take the
place of HR in the overall system. However, there would still be a significant amount of work
to be done. Such an endeavour would be valuable as we would develop numerous tools for the
GC toolkit, increasing its capabilities. In addition, it would teach us a great deal about what
we can and cannot do with GC.
13.8 The Future of GC-ATF
A large sub-project of our work has been our investigation into using GC as a basis for Au-
tomated Theory Formation. We have applied GC-ATF to theory formation applications and
introduced it into several other projects as a sub-component. These investigations highlighted
both the success of GC-ATF and several areas for improvement. By introducing some of the
potential improvements that we have identified, GC-ATF could develop into a highly useful
rival to current state-of-the-art ATF systems. In addition to improving its performance, there
are certain other investigations which we are interested in performing with GC-ATF, which
we have not yet been able to address.
13.8.1 Streamlining Theory Formation
In chapter 8, we performed several comparisons of the output from GC-ATF with that from
HR in different domains of investigation. In all cases, GC-ATF was able to extract the same
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core interesting information. However, it also generated a lot of additional information which
is, largely, less interesting. We need to take some of the lessons learned in our comparison of
systems to improve GC-ATF.
One key difference between the two systems is that HR employs the idea of objects and sub-
objects of interest whereas GC-ATF used typing information. They both have their benefits
and we should review our approach in GC-ATF to accommodate both. For example, many of
the concepts that GC-ATF produces are rejected in HR by considering, in more detail, how
the parameterisations relate to the objects and sub-objects of interest, or by treating some
concepts as purely background information. At present, GC-ATF considers only higher level
characteristics, such as concept arity, in deciding whether to apply a definition creation method,
although the typing information method allows GC-ATF to create example sets more easily
in the case where negated concepts are being considered. During concept formation, both
systems offer techniques to prevent concepts being created where the definition is a syntactic or
semantic repeat of that of a previous concept. For example, HR rejects inconsistent definitions,
i.e., containing a clause and its negation. Both approaches have their advantages, as each filters
some repeat concepts that the other misses. At the same time, we have to review whether HR’s
approach is, in fact, appropriate. We believe there may be cases where HR is being overzealous
or perhaps it is being overly conservative due, possibly, to weaknesses in the example generation
method. We need to study and test the approaches used by both systems in more detail
and determine whether there are some ideal methods for controlling and reviewing concept
formation. We believe that some form of hybrid approach would be optimal, maintaining the
ability to easily generate example sets, which GC-ATF displays, whilst increasing the level and
consideration of typing information to better understand the semantics of concept definitions
and their creation.
HR’s methods for filtering conjectures are highly effective, as we saw in §8.4.2. What was par-
ticularly effective, was HR’s methods of showing that newly created conjectures follow from of
existing equivalences. In addition, conjectures can be rejected as being simple tautologies. In
our studies with GC-Homer, in chapter 11, we used a Prover process for filtering conjectures
based upon user-supplied axioms. A similar approach could be applied to filter these conjec-
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tures, using a Prover process that adds equivalence conjectures to its list of axioms. However,
this approach can be inefficient. Any new conjectures that do not follow from equivalences will
not be provable, potentially leading to delays if the Prover times out. As a result, we have not
introduced this simple solution and need further investigations to develop a most appropriate
filtering approach, which could be a text-based review, such as parsing each side of a conjec-
ture for repeated clauses. In particular, different approaches might be more suitable for being
distributed than others.
13.8.2 Extending Theory Formation Functionality
In our investigations with GC-ATF, we have developed an ATF system that is somewhat
restricted. As such, we have compared it with a similarly-skilled version of HR. In most cases,
we used the most appropriate configuration of HR for a that domain, which does not, normally,
involve applying HR’s full capabilities. In §13.8.1, we discussed potential improvements to the
features that we have already implemented and compared to HR. However, HR is a much more
mature system and has been enhanced, over a number of years, with several other features.
Many of these extra capabilities help HR in performing investigations in other domains. We will
not mention every one of these here. For one thing, we have not listed them ourselves, nor have
we investigated the worth of each. However, they cover such things as additional production
rules, such as for creating disjunctions or performing arithmetic analysis. In addition, there are
methods for splitting conjectures into more general versions. Also, there are numerous metrics
for assessing the interestingness of concepts and conjectures, which helps HR select the most
appropriate order for exploring its search space. We need to perform a review and see which
of these we could import into GC-ATF.
HR has capabilities to introduce counter-examples found during conjecture refutation into the
current theory. This allows it to reduce the computation overhead by considering a minimal set
of examples at any one time, as big example sets can cause issues. To date, we have not had
significant problems using GC, when generating all examples at the start of processing using the
MaceAxiomPopulator process. If we experience such issues in future, then we may introduce a
method of introducing new examples into GC-ATF. We have briefly considered this problem.
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New examples would invalidate the example sets being held by existing processes. Given that
these processes do not have the capability to recreate their example sets, the only option is for
them to detach from the workspace. Instead, the DefinitionReviewer would record all previous
concept broadcasts for rebroadcast, in order, and the ExampleFinder populate them with new
sets of examples which would include the new examples of objects of interest. In this way, the
process structure would be re-built. Duplicate conjectures would be prevented by introducing
a ConjectureReviewer to remove any re-broadcasts.
There are also several niceties that HR provides which GC-ATF does not. For example, HR
has a user-friendly GUI and features for analysing a theory, such as a graphical construction
history plotter. These are less important than the central theory formation functions but would
be worth developing in the longer term.
13.8.3 Importance Rating Schemes
The importance rating schemes that we have adopted for our domains to date have been
effective in achieving the goals of the particular task. In the majority of cases, the rating
scheme is invariant and the importance allocated to a particular artefact is fixed. However,
in one area, namely the importance rating given to Definition artefacts by DefinitionCreator
processes, we have used a more complex, flexible system and this produces simpler theories
in round-limited processing. We would like to extend this and see whether more aspects of
the GC-ATF configuration would benefit from a more sophisticated system. For example, we
mentioned the metrics that HR uses in §13.8.2, analogues of which could be introduced into
the assessment of the importance of concepts in GC-ATF. It would be interesting to see how
variations in these metrics affect the theory that is produced. Importance rating schemes are
application specific but these investigations may also give insights into how various importance
rating schemes affect the performance of GC in general.
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13.8.4 Higher-order Logic
As we noted in chapters 2 and 3, we now have provers such as LEO II and TPS that are capable
of proving some higher order theorems [20, 2]. As these provers reach maturity, they offer the
prospect of exciting and powerful tools for integration into combined reasoning systems such as
GC-ATF. However, GC-ATF is currently based in first-order logic and upgrading to encom-
pass higher order logics would be a difficult challenge. We could take some inspiration from
some investigations in this direction which have been performed using HR, such as introducing
notions of counting into finding discriminants for algebraic structures [59].
13.8.5 Automated Theory Formation in General
As we mentioned in chapter 8, there are definite weaknesses in GC-ATF, and we plan to
deal with those as we describe above. In addition, some questions have been raised about the
methods employed by HR. GC-ATF has benefited from comparison with HR, allowing us to
understand particular problems and consider sensible solutions. Moreover, we believe that there
are aspects of the GC approach that could be considered valid introductions into HR. Beyond
this, however, the application of the two distinct approaches to problems from the same domains
has improved our understanding of ATF in general. HR’s performance is certainly better than
GC-ATF at this stage in many domains but it is not clear that its capabilities would eclipse
those of a more mature GC-ATF system. We believe ATF will benefit from a continuation
of our comparative studies and that a future best-in-class ATF system will perhaps encompass
elements from both systems.
13.9 Cognitive studies
The framework we have developed is based upon the cognitive science notion of the Global
Workspace Architecture (GWA), as we describe in §2.7.1. We now have the GC toolkit, which
operates according to the basic rules of Global Workspace Theory. We may be able to apply it
to studies in cognitive science. Some of the tools used to investigate cognition and the GWA are
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highly complex, such as the neuronal spiking model [163] we mentioned in §13.4.3. However,
GC may have some uses when developing and testing cognitive theories at a higher level of
abstraction.
We are also considering using GC to model basic human behaviour. For example, in computer
games, it may be possible to model realistic responses in non-player characters to external fac-
tors in the game environment. We envisage building a workspace with processes representing
external factors such as explosions, pain and threats. In addition, there would be processes
representing higher brain functions such as tactics, planning, skill and training, together with
processes for emotions such as fear, anger or excitement. We could simulate events by varying
the importance levels of the processes representing external factors and by considering individ-
ual workspace rounds as having some relation to real-world time. These events could trigger
heightened emotional states and we could simulate how they gradually normalise. All these
external and internal factors would interfere with the normal running of the higher functions
and/or trigger reflex behaviours. It would be interesting to see if such a model could produce
realistic behaviour patterns, or at least realistic enough to be useful in a game.
13.10 Conclusions
In this chapter, we have described some of the work which we would like to perform that fol-
lows on from our projects so far. We have described how we would like to continue our work
in developing frameworks for, and best practice in, combined reasoning. We have outlined how
we would like to improve our existing GC and GCp applications and how we would like to for-
malise our approach with the aim of building an integrated development suite which automated
support for developing and verifying systems. We outlined a number of applications we would
like to consider using GC in order to improve it and to continue to assess its capabilities. We
also described how we want to continue our work with GC-ATF and realise its full potential
as a full-blown distributed ATF system and further the field of ATF in general. Lastly, we
briefly covered areas of cognitive science where we think GC may have application. In the next
chapter, we draw conclusions from our project.
Chapter 14
Conclusions
The benefits of combined reasoning have been demonstrated in many studies. Systems have
been made which increase the effectiveness of a reasoning technique by supplementing it with
other approaches. Others have integrated disparate methods in order to perform a task that
would have been impossible using these techniques on their own. A small number of studies
have considered general approaches and frameworks for creating combined systems. We have
contributed to this by developing a generic framework, based on the Global Workspace Archi-
tecture, and shown that it is a sound theoretic basis for combined reasoning. We did this by
implementing a number of systems and assessing how well they performed in comparison to
existing systems for the same task. In addition, we reviewed how easy they were to create, the
clarity of their design and their flexibility and extensibility. The framework we developed also
offers supplementary benefits of being conducive to parallel implementation, which we have
demonstrated empirically. We also made further contributions to other areas of Artificial Intel-
ligence. In a case-study into constraint satisfaction problems, we created the ICARuS system
and demonstrated a fully automated approach to introducing implied constraints which boost
the effectiveness of a constraint model. Furthermore, by revisiting the application domains
of existing systems, in particular our experiments with GC-ATF, we have brought some new
insights into the field of automated theory formation.
In this chapter, we review the aims that we outlined in chapter 1 and describe the process we
went through to prove our stated hypothesis, with a review of the results in this document that
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support this conclusion. In addition, we re-visit each of the contributions to AI that we stated
in our opening chapter and describe the work behind each of these.
14.1 Have We Achieved Our Aims?
The hypothesis we outlined in chapter 1 was as follows:
 The main hypothesis we put forward is that the theoretical framework we developed, based
upon the Global Workspace Architecture, represents a sound theoretical underpinning for
creating effective combined reasoning systems.
In order to demonstrate the truth of this hypothesis, we aimed to show that, first and foremost,
the framework allows us to create systems which are effective in the task for which they were
designed. In addition, we aimed to demonstrate that the framework also provided several
other benefits, which we highlighted in our case-study, such as clarity of design and ease of
extensibility. We did this by considering several studies:
 Effectiveness In order to be a useful framework, the systems which are based upon it
must be as capable as existing combined reasoning systems. We showed this by considering
several applications of the framework. The experiments in chapter 8 illustrate how our
configuration for automated theory formation, GC-ATF, is able to form complex theories
about various mathematical and non-mathematical domains. These theories encompass
all the interesting information that is garnered by existing state-of-the-art systems in
similar investigations. In chapter 9, we showed how configurations could perform as well
as the ICARuS system in reformulating constraint programs. In addition, in chapter
11, we described successful applications to other mathematical domains such as number
theory and finite algebraic structures.
 Design Clarity and Extensibility We identified that a key requirement of a generic
framework is that it assists the developer in creating, understanding, maintaining and
extending their systems. Each of the systems we have described demonstrates very clear
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compartmentalisation of sub-skills of the process into the specialist processes described
by the framework. In addition, the simple communication protocol provides a clear un-
derstanding of how the component tools inter-operate to perform the overall task of the
system. In chapter 9, we described the process of extending GC-ATF to encompass
constraint reformulation and, in chapter 11, we described how we introduced other ca-
pabilities for new mathematical applications. In each of theses cases, the process was
simplified by the straightforward and clear nature of the framework. In particular, we de-
scribed how the broadcast, being a single point of contact between all processes, could be
exploited to insert additional processing loops or filter information into other processing
segments.
The hypothesis is also given further support by an additional benefit the framework offers. The
underlying theory describes a massively parallel architecture, such as the many sub-conscious
processes of a mammalian brain. This suggested that the systems developed using the frame-
work might lend themselves to being distributed over many hosts. In addition, the minimal
communication scheme enforced by the framework might be a benefit when information trans-
fer is moved to a networking level. We showed, empirically, in chapter 10, how we were able
to easily convert our systems into distributed versions and how, in doing this, we need make
no changes to the processes we had already developed. In addition, we demonstrated how the
restricted communication scheme countered issues of communication overhead. This is a highly
attractive feature of the framework, which further underpins its utility.
The hypothesis that we have addressed is part of a larger goal, which is to divine best practice
in combined reasoning. By presenting our framework, and showing how it is a sound theoretical
underpinning for combined reasoning, we believe we have made a useful contribution to this
wider aim.
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14.2 Contributions
In chapter 1 we described four contributions our project has made to the state of the art in
various areas of Artificial Intelligence. In the following sections, we review each of these.
14.2.1 Constraint Reformulation
The first contribution we stated in chapter 1 was:
 In our case-study into combined reasoning, we showed how it was possible to automate the
process of introducing implied constraints into constraint problems to create more efficient
models. This procedure was previously a laborious semi-automated task, requiring skills
in mathematics and constraint solving. This project produced the ICARuS system, a
useful tool for reformulating constraint problems.
The original investigation of Colton and Miguel demonstrated the principle behind the refor-
mulation method. However, their process relied upon the intervention of human practitioners
to identify which constraints would be useful and then interpret them as constraints. In order
to achieve a fully automated approach, we developed a suite of translation software to convert
Otter-format proven conjectures into constraints of the CLPFD solver. In addition, we de-
signed bespoke code to control the overall process. This encompassed developing methods for
automatically configuring the HR system for various theory formation sessions, together with
software to control running tests. Early incarnations of the translation routines created con-
straints which did not match the efficiency of the hand-crafted constraints. Consequently, much
of the effort in translating conjectures came in refining the approach, in particular considering
things like case-splits and existential variable replacement. In developing the test procedures,
we had to deal with issues in assessing prover performance. Most of the technical effort went
into applying parameters to control the test process and deal with these problems.
The resulting ICARuS system found all the conjectures that were found by Colton and Miguel
and, in addition, it found several other conjectures that they did not identify. In addition,
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automation allowed us to apply the approach to many more algebraic structures, including
multi-operator algebras, than were considered in their original study. This was a significant
improvement upon their method.
14.2.2 A Theoretical Framework for Combined Reasoning
The second contribution we stated in chapter 1 was:
 We have developed a theoretical framework for the development of combined reasoning
systems, based upon the global workspace architecture. The framework we present is
a sound basis for creating such systems, which we demonstrate through a number of
studies. In addition, it simplifies the process of turning the systems that a user develops
into distributed implementations, with the benefits that parallelism brings. Furthermore,
the clarity of design inherent in the framework makes it easy to understand how those
systems operate and simplifies extending them to further capabilities.
We demonstrated this contribution by developing our framework, implementing combined rea-
soning systems based on it and describing the implementation and design process for those
systems. The main difficulty in creating a framework came in deciding how far to deviate from
the basic theory. The basic underlying theory describes a static set of processes attached to
the workspace, which we did not believe would be adaptable enough to create the types of
combined systems that we wanted to attempt. We therefore had to determine, at a theoretical
level, how we would approach various systems using the framework. We found that we could
achieve the required level of flexibility by allowing processes to spawn other processes.
Armed with the GC toolkit, much of the technical effort of demonstrating the effectiveness
of the framework was in realising the systems, for applications we had previously seen, using
the framework. Automated theory formation, particularly, was a complex task to undertake.
We chose to approach theory formation from scratch, rather than simply mimicking HR ex-
actly, as we perceived several benefits from tackling the process anew. For instance, GC-ATF
leverages the capabilities of an external Prolog system to generate examples, which highlights
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the benefits of combined reasoning by removing the task of developing bespoke code for that
aspect. Consequently, much of the development effort involved creating the code to implement
our theory formation system, such as libraries to handle the manipulation of concept definitions
and translating them into Otter-format syntax.
The systems that we did create are, however, demonstrably as effective as existing systems.
As the nature of the framework suggested, our work in illustrating the design benefits of the
framework followed neatly from these endeavours. Furthermore, we have been able to use our
framework to consider Global Workspace Theory itself. For example, our approach to spawning
new processes represents one consideration of working memory, which is not considered in basic
Global Workspace Architecture.
14.2.3 The GC Toolkit
The third contribution we stated in chapter 1 was:
 We have created the GC software toolkit to support creating, configuring and running
systems according to our framework, which we used to assess our framework. This toolkit
provides a library for developing software, an interface for creating and running systems,
facilities for running systems in a distributed manner and tools for developers to include
in their systems.
The fact that we were able to create the systems that we did is testimony to the success of the
GC toolkit, which we used extensively for those tasks. It has allowed us to develop all of the
systems we describe in this document and to run them and record their results. In addition,
GCp has been used to perform all the parallel experiments we have undertaken.
The initial implementation of GC was closely tied to the applications we applied it to, partly
because we were developing it along with our theoretical framework and partly due to some
processes relying on external libraries, which needed to be called by the framework. This first
attempt highlighted the importance of uncoupling the GC framework from the applications,
which we did. The next incarnation was a much leaner implementation which is entirely
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separated from the processes that implement applications. In addition, processes must now
bring with them all the code that they need to operate independently, which makes for a far
more modular system with much greater reliability.
As the framework suggested, the move from serial simulation to full parallel running was
straightforward. Apart from dealing with issues of load balancing, the only complexity came
from ensuring we were using the underlying Java sockets correctly. The transition to parallel
implementations was, from a technical viewpoint, just as straightforward as the underlying
theory suggested.
The resulting GC toolkit has allowed us to develop highly effective software and we believe we
have created a very useful tool, which we recommend AI practitioners should consider for their
own work. In addition, our continuing work in various applications has endowed GC with a
growing number of pre-developed processes which users can tailor to their own needs.
14.2.4 Other Application Domains
The fourth contribution we stated in chapter 1 was:
 We have, as part of our assessment of the framework, created a number of configurations
for different applications, including GC-ICARuS, an improved constraint reformulation
system. In particular, we have created GC-ATF, a configuration for automated theory
formation. This has contributed to the field of ATF by confirming the validity, and
highlighting the weaknesses, of previous approaches.
In order to assess the worth of our theoretical framework, we revisited several existing combined
reasoning systems and used them as comparative test cases for the systems we created. In
chapter 4, we described ICARuS and, in chapter 9, we described GC-ICARuS. Both these
systems perform the same task but in somewhat different ways. In particular, they use different
constraint solvers. However, our experiments with each system produced similar results, in
terms of the particular finite algebras which were conducive to the general approach. By re-
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visiting the same task in different ways, we have been able to verify the overall approach and
learn more about that particular task in general.
As we mentioned above, for various reasons, we chose to adopt our own approach to theory
formation. A large amount of effort has gone into considering and implementing the details of
our theory formation methodology. In particular, at all stages we have questioned whether or
not to take on board the findings of the HR project. Admittedly, there are many areas where we
have adopted a similar approach to that taken by HR, for example in considering equivalence
classes of concepts over pure definitions. However, much of this overlap comes from deciding
that, within the same overall framework for automated theory formation being adopted by
the two systems, HR has applied a sensible solution. As we outlined in chapter 8, applying
different approaches to the same problem contributes to our understanding of the field as a
whole. In some cases, it has confirmed the validity of a previous approach, whereas in others
it has raised interesting questions. In addition to affirming the soundness of our framework
as a theoretical underpinning for combined reasoning, our investigations in other application
domains have provided a tangible contribution to those fields.
14.3 Summary
Combined reasoning has been demonstrated to offer significant benefits to Artificial Intelligence
practitioners. As well as improving existing techniques, combined reasoning affords the ability
to perform task that were previously beyond the reach of the individual reasoning methods. For
automated reasoning to achieve its full potential, researchers need to explore the many potential
cross-combinations of the various sub-domains. As the individual reasoning areas continue to
develop, combined reasoning can leverage upon these advances. In order to pursue these goals
effectively, researchers will need tools which allow them to create effective combinations of
reasoning systems simply and quickly.
We offer our framework and the GC toolkit as one tool for this task. We have demonstrated
that it is highly effective in forming the basis for systems that we have fruitfully employed in
combined reasoning tasks. As a software abstraction, we believe the framework offers several
benefits. Reasoning tools are conceptualised, in the framework, as pro-active skilled workers
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that contribute to an overall problem goal when they identify their relevance. We found this to
be a very neat abstraction, allowing us to rationalise how to sub-divide a problem and control
the interaction. Additionally, the restrictions of the framework, which we initially perceived as
a major disadvantage, were often found to be a benefit. Rather than considering what we could
write, we started to think in terms of what we are allowed to write. Restricting the level and
complexity of the communication between processes did not prevent us from achieving effective
systems, but it did mean we obtained a more intelligible design. The GC framework allows
easy access to parallel processing and it can bring important efficiency gains if used sensibly
by simplifying the distribution process. This allows the user to make opportunistic use of the
resources that are available on the type of network common to many research institutions.
In addition, with the introduction of an asynchronous processing mode, which is currently in
development, parallel implementations will be made even more efficient.
We believe that GC is a highly useful tool for practitioners who wish to use combined
reasoning. We will continue to develop the GC toolkit in order to realise its full potential.
Hopefully other researchers will embrace the GC approach and apply it to their own novel
tasks. We hope to see, eventually, a body of diverse practitioners contributing to, and benefiting
from, a powerful and growing combined reasoning framework.
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Appendix A
ICARuS Configuration Templates
This appendix shows example HR configuration templates used by ICARuS when investigating
ring theory. The first is a domain template, which includes details of background concepts, after
which is the macro file which configures HR’s settings for a discovery run and includes additional
information such as the axioms of the domain. In several areas, in square brackets, there are

















































clickList(‘‘domain list’’, ‘‘[DOMAINFILE]’’, ‘‘true’’);
// Choose the production rules //
clickCheckbox(‘‘arithmetic check’’, ‘‘false’’);
clickCheckbox(‘‘disjunct check’’, ‘‘false’’);
clickCheckbox(‘‘embed algebra check’’, ‘‘false’’);
clickCheckbox(‘‘embed graph check’’, ‘‘false’’);
clickCheckbox(‘‘equal check’’, ‘‘false’’);









clickCheckbox(‘‘linear constraint check’’, ‘‘false’’);
clickCheckbox(‘‘make equivalences from combination check’’, ‘‘true’’);
clickCheckbox(‘‘keep non exists check’’, ‘‘false’’);
clickList(‘‘conjecture formatting list’’, ‘‘ascii format’’, ‘‘false’’);
clickList(‘‘conjecture formatting list’’, ‘‘otter format’’, ‘‘true’’);
// Conjecture making techniques //
clickCheckbox(‘‘make equivalences from combination check’’, ‘‘false’’);
clickCheckbox(‘‘extract implicates from equivalences check’’, ‘‘true’’);
clickCheckbox(‘‘extract prime implicates from implicates check’’, ‘‘true’’);
// On screen formatting //
clickList(‘‘conjecture formatting list’’, ‘‘proof’’, ‘‘true’’);
clickList(‘‘conjecture pruning list’’, ‘‘implicate’’, ‘‘true’’);
clickList(‘‘conjecture sorting list’’, ‘‘proof length’’, ‘‘true’’);
clickList(‘‘conjecture pruning list’’, ‘‘proved’’, ‘‘true’’);
clickList(‘‘concept pruning list’’, ‘‘element type’’, ‘‘true’’);
// Segregating plus and times
setText(‘‘segregation categorisation text’’, ‘‘[[ring003],[ring004]]’’);
// Set up the axioms //
clearTable(‘‘axiom table’’);
setTableValue(‘‘axiom table’’,’’otter trivial’’,0,0);












setTableValue(‘‘other prover table’’,’’instanceof Implicate’’,0,2);
setTableValue(‘‘other prover table’’,’’trivial algebra’’,0,3);
setTableValue(‘‘other prover table’’,’’[time limit=1,memory limit=1000000]’’,0,4);
setTableValue(‘‘other prover table’’,’’otter trivial’’,0,5);
setTableValue(‘‘other prover table’’,’’1’’,1,0);
setTableValue(‘‘other prover table’’,’’Otter’’,1,1);
setTableValue(‘‘other prover table’’,’’instanceof Implicate’’,1,2);
setTableValue(‘‘other prover table’’,’’current algebra’’,1,3);
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setTableValue(‘‘other prover table’’,’’[time limit=1,memory limit=1000000]’’,1,4);
setTableValue(‘‘other prover table’’,’’otter’’,1,5);
// Theory requirements //
clickCheckbox(‘‘keep equivalences check’’, ‘‘false’’);
clickCheckbox(‘‘keep implications check’’, ‘‘false’’);
clickChoice(‘‘required choice’’, ‘‘proved conj (non-triv)’’);
setText(‘‘required text’’, ‘‘[STEPS]’’);









GC Toolkit - Example Output
This appendix shows the output of running the simple example configuration described in §5.4,
whose GC configuration file is shown in chapter 6 as figure 6.3. The configuration is a very
simple example where a number of Letter processes compete and co-operate to form sub-strings
of a given target word. The target word in the example is “MISSISSIPPI”, and so there are
Letter processes for each of the letters M, I, S and P. The output of the run is stored as three
files. The first, rounds.txt, shows the on-screen output of a run of the configuration and gives
details of the broadcasts and current state of the workspace. Next, processes.text lists the
processes that have been attached. Lastly, proposals.txt details the proposals each round.
rounds.txt
This file shows the initial configuration details. In each round, GC records the broadcast
artefact (bc), the number of attached processes (ap) at the start of the round, the number of
broadcast proposals (bp), the time (t) in milliseconds for the round to complete and the amount
of memory (m), in bytes, GC is using at the end of the round. Where applicable, it also shows
a list of the processes attached (a) and detached (d) during that round. The broadcast is in
the form {A,B,C,D}, where A is the id of the Proposal object it came from, B is the artefact
itself, C is the importance rating it was given and D is the id of the proposing WProcess.
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This file details the proposals made by processes. These are in the same format as the broadcasts
described for rounds.txt, above. Full details of each proposal are only logged once, on the round
they are first created. Each round, there is a list of all proposals made by all processes, for
example, in round 2, this is [4,5,6,7], any re-proposed proposal will appear here but its full





























































GC-ATF - In Operation
This appendix shows some example output produced when running GC-ATF to develop a
theory of QG3 quasigroups. Each round of processing is separated by a dashed line. The
output then shows the broadcast for that round. This is in the from {I,A,R,P}, where I is
an identifier for the proposal that was broadcast, A is the actual broadcast artefact, R is the
importance rating that was given to this proposal and P is an identifier for the proposing
process. For example, in round 2, the broadcast artefact is:
[ba|all a all b (exists c exists d ( a * c = b & d * a = b ))|false]
This was the broadcast of proposal id number 0, which was proposed with a rating of 900 by
process id 19. This information allows us to trace processing, using the process and proposal
log files. Some statistics follow the broadcast information, namely the number of attached
processes at the start of the round (ap), the number of broadcast proposals (bp), the round
processing time in milliseconds (t) and the number of bytes of memory allocated by the java
virtual machine (m). Next is a list of which new processes, if any, are attached to the workspace
during the round and a list of those which detach themselves. These lists are just given as totals
in cases where there are more than 50 processes attached or detached. At the end of process-
ing, there is a summary of the total processing time spent by various processes. Here, the vast
majority of the 6 seconds spent in processing was taken up by the Prover process. The axioms
for these algebras can be seen, below, in the broadcast artefacts of rounds 2 and 3. This output
was created on a 3.0GHz Intel Pentium IV with 1GB of RAM.
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0:initial process: {2,Exists,[0, 1]}
0:initial process: {3,Exists,[0, 1, 0]}
0:initial process: {4,Exists,[0, 0, 1]}
0:initial process: {5,Exists,[0, 1, 0, 0]}
0:initial process: {6,Exists,[0, 0, 1, 0]}



















2:bc: {0,[ba|all a all b (exists c exists d ( a * c = b & d * a = b ))|false],900,11}
2:[ap,bp,t,m]: [159,1,3,524352]
3:---------------------------------------------------------

















































































































21:bc: {112,[conj|0|im|{m(A,B,C,C)|m(A, D,B,C)}|{all b all c ((b * c = c) -> (exists d (d




22:bc: {113,[exp|im|{m(A,B,C,C)|m(A, D,B,C)}|{all b all c ((b * c = c) -> (exists d (d *
b = c)))}|{}|pr|[[1, 2],function]|5|[]],500,17}
22:[ap,bp,t,m]: [386,93,2,1337968]
23:---------------------------------------------------------
23:bc: {8,[def|m(A,B,C, D)|{m(A, , , )|m(A,B, , )|m(A,C, , )}|[1]],90,7}
23:[ap,bp,t,m]: [386,93,1,1356992]
23:d:[163]
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24:---------------------------------------------------------


















27:bc: {118,[conj|0|eq|{m(A, D,B,C)|m(A,B,C, D)}|{all b all c ((exists d (d * b = c)) <->




28:bc: {119,[exp|eq|{m(A, D,B,C)|m(A,B,C, D)}|{all b all c ((exists d (d * b = c)) <-> (e
xists e (b * c = e)))}|{}|pr|[[1, 2],function]|6|[]],500,17}
28:[ap,bp,t,m]: [385,92,1,721144]
29:---------------------------------------------------------


























34:bc: {166,[conj|0|im|{m(A,B,B,C)|m(A, D,B,C)}|{all b all c ((b * b = c) -> (exists d (d




35:bc: {167,[exp|im|{m(A,B,B,C)|m(A, D,B,C)}|{all b all c ((b * b = c) -> (exists d (d *
b = c)))}|{}|pr|[[1, 2],function]|5|[]],500,17}
35:[ap,bp,t,m]: [454,133,0,1547024]
36:---------------------------------------------------------



























41:bc: {220,[conj|0|im|{m(A,B,C,B)|m(A, D,B,C)}|{all b all c ((b * c = b) -> (exists d (d




42:bc: {221,[exp|im|{m(A,B,C,B)|m(A, D,B,C)}|{all b all c ((b * c = b) -> (exists d (d *
b = c)))}|{}|pr|[[1, 2],function]|5|[]],500,17}
42:[ap,bp,t,m]: [529,180,1,1587024]
43:---------------------------------------------------------






















47:bc: {226,[conj|0|eq|{m(A, D,B,C)|m(A,B, D,C)}|{all b all c ((exists d (d * b = c)) <->




48:bc: {227,[exp|eq|{m(A, D,B,C)|m(A,B, D,C)}|{all b all c ((exists d (d * b = c)) <-> (e
xists e (b * e = c)))}|{}|pr|[[1, 2],function]|10|[]],500,17}
48:[ap,bp,t,m]: [528,179,1,986760]
49:---------------------------------------------------------
























55:bc: {171,[def|m(A, C,B, C)|{m(A, , , )|m(A,B, , )}|[1,7]],88,3}






































63:bc: {249,[conc|c(c11,[A,B,C,D]):-m(A,B,C,D),m(A,C,D,B)|{m(A, , , )|m(A,B, , )|m(A,C,




64:bc: {250,[conc|c(c11,[A,B,C,D]):-m(A,B,C,D),m(A,C,D,B)|{m(A, , , )|m(A,B, , )|m(A,C,







65:bc: {251,[new|c(c11,[A,B,C,D]):-m(A,B,C,D),m(A,C,D,B)|{m(A, , , )|m(A,B, , )|m(A,C,












67:bc: {311,[conj|0|im|{m(A,B,C,D),m(A,C,D,B)|m(A,B,C,D)}|{all b all c all d ((b * c = d




68:bc: {312,[exp|im|{m(A,B,C,D),m(A,C,D,B)|m(A,B,C,D)}|{all b all c all d ((b * c = d & c
* d = b) -> (b * c = d))}|{}|pr|[[1, 2],function]|2|[]],500,17}
68:[ap,bp,t,m]: [674,241,1,1160856]
69:---------------------------------------------------------



















73:bc: {317,[conj|0|eq|{m(A, C,B, C)|m(A,B, C, C)}|{all b ((exists c (c * b = c)) <-> (ex






















78:bc: {322,[conj|0|eq|{m(A, C,B, C)|m(A, C, D,B)}|{all b ((exists c (c * b = c)) <-> (ex









80:bc: {323,[conc|c(c14,[A,B,C,D]):-m(A,B,C,D),m(A,D,C,B)|{m(A, , , )|m(A,B, , )|m(A,C,




81:bc: {324,[conc|c(c14,[A,B,C,D]):-m(A,B,C,D),m(A,D,C,B)|{m(A, , , )|m(A,B, , )|m(A,C,






82:bc: {325,[new|c(c14,[A,B,C,D]):-m(A,B,C,D),m(A,D,C,B)|{m(A, , , )|m(A,B, , )|m(A,C,










84:bc: {392,[conj|0|im|{m(A,B,C,D),m(A,D,C,B)|m(A,B,C,D)}|{all b all c all d ((b * c = d




85:bc: {393,[exp|im|{m(A,B,C,D),m(A,D,C,B)|m(A,B,C,D)}|{all b all c all d ((b * c = d & d
* c = b) -> (b * c = d))}|{}|pr|[[1, 2],function]|2|[]],500,17}
85:[ap,bp,t,m]: [806,303,1,1196440]







87:bc: {394,[conj|0|im|{m(A,B,C,D),m(A,D,C,B)|eq(B,D)}|{all b all c all d ((b * c = d & d





















92:bc: {399,[conj|0|eq|{m(A, C,B, C)|m(A,B, C,B)}|{all b ((exists c (c * b = c)) <-> (exi









94:bc: {400,[conc|c(c16,[A,B,C,D]):-m(A,B,C,D),m(A,D,B,C)|{m(A, , , )|m(A,B, , )|m(A,C,




95:bc: {401,[conc|c(c16,[A,B,C,D]):-m(A,B,C,D),m(A,D,B,C)|{m(A, , , )|m(A,B, , )|m(A,C,











97:bc: {404,[conj|0|eq|{m(A,B,C,D),m(A,C,D,B)|m(A,B,C,D),m(A,D,B,C)}|{all b all c all d (






















102:bc: {409,[conj|0|eq|{m(A, C,B, C)|m(A,B,B, C)}|{all b ((exists c (c * b = c)) <-> (ex









104:bc: {410,[conc|c(c18,[A,B,C,D]):-m(A,B,C,D),m(A,B,D,C)|{m(A, , , )|m(A,B, , )|m(A,C




105:bc: {411,[conc|c(c18,[A,B,C,D]):-m(A,B,C,D),m(A,B,D,C)|{m(A, , , )|m(A,B, , )|m(A,C






106:bc: {412,[new|c(c18,[A,B,C,D]):-m(A,B,C,D),m(A,B,D,C)|{m(A, , , )|m(A,B, , )|m(A,C,










108:bc: {485,[conj|0|im|{m(A,B,C,D),m(A,B,D,C)|m(A,B,C,D)}|{all b all c all d ((b * c = d




109:bc: {486,[exp|im|{m(A,B,C,D),m(A,B,D,C)|m(A,B,C,D)}|{all b all c all d ((b * c = d &








111:bc: {487,[conj|0|im|{m(A,B,C,D),m(A,B,D,C)|eq(C,D)}|{all b all c all d ((b * c = d &













114:bc: {488,[conc|c(c19,[A,B,C,D]):-m(A,B,C,D),m(A,C,B,D)|{m(A, , , )|m(A,B, , )|m(A,C




115:bc: {489,[conc|c(c19,[A,B,C,D]):-m(A,B,C,D),m(A,C,B,D)|{m(A, , , )|m(A,B, , )|m(A,C






116:bc: {490,[new|c(c19,[A,B,C,D]):-m(A,B,C,D),m(A,C,B,D)|{m(A, , , )|m(A,B, , )|m(A,C,
, )|m(A,D, , )}|[1,19]|[[ax0,0,0,0],[ax1,0,0,0],[ax1,1,1,1],[ax1,2,2,2],[
ax1,3,3,3],[ax2,0,0,1],[ax2,1,1,0],[ax2,2,2,3],[ax2,3,3,2]]],300,10}
116:[ap,bp,t,m]: [937,441,95,1068008]








118:bc: {569,[conj|0|im|{m(A,B,C,D),m(A,C,B,D)|m(A,B,C,D)}|{all b all c all d ((b * c = d




119:bc: {570,[exp|im|{m(A,B,C,D),m(A,C,B,D)|m(A,B,C,D)}|{all b all c all d ((b * c = d &








121:bc: {571,[conj|0|im|{m(A,B,C,D),m(A,C,B,D)|eq(B,C)}|{all b all c all d ((b * c = d &




122:bc: {572,[exp|im|{m(A,B,C,D),m(A,C,B,D)|eq(B,C)}|{all b all c all d ((b * c = d & c *
b = d) -> ( b = c ))}|{}|pr|[[1, 2],function]|9|[]],500,17}
122:[ap,bp,t,m]: [1082,439,1,1606040]
123:---------------------------------------------------------






















128:bc: {577,[conj|0|eq|{m(A, C,B, C)|m(A, C,B,B)}|{all b ((exists c (c * b = c)) <-> (ex






















133:bc: {582,[conj|0|eq|{m(A, C,B, C)|m(A, C, C,B)}|{all b ((exists c (c * b = c)) <-> (e























138:bc: {587,[conj|0|eq|{m(A, C,B, C)|m(A, C,B, D)}|{all b ((exists c (c * b = c)) <-> (e




































146:bc: {592,[conj|0|eq|{m(A,B,C,B)|m(A,B,C, D),m(A, D,C,B)}|{all b all c ((b * c = b) <-

















150:bc: {595,[new|c(c24,[A]):-m(A, B, C, B)|{m(A, , , )}|[1,7,10,24]|[[ax0],[ax1],[ax2]










152:bc: {597,[conj|0|im|{m(A, B, B, B)|m(A, B, C, B)}|{((exists b (b * b = b)) -> (exists




153:bc: {598,[exp|im|{m(A, B, B, B)|m(A, B, C, B)}|{((exists b (b * b = b)) -> (exists c
(exists d (c * d = c))))}|{}|pr|[[1, 2],function]|4|[]],500,17}
153:[ap,bp,t,m]: [1070,425,1,1195944]
154:---------------------------------------------------------

























159:bc: {628,[conj|0|im|{m(A,B,B,C),m(A,C,B,B)|m(A,B,B,C)}|{all b all c ((b * b = c & c *




160:bc: {629,[exp|im|{m(A,B,B,C),m(A,C,B,B)|m(A,B,B,C)}|{all b all c ((b * b = c & c * b








162:bc: {630,[conj|0|im|{m(A,B,B,C),m(A,C,B,B)|m(A,B,C,C)}|{all b all c ((b * b = c & c *









164:bc: {631,[conj|0|im|{m(A,B,B,C),m(A,C,B,B)|m(A,B,C,B)}|{all b all c ((b * b = c & c *










166:bc: {632,[conj|0|im|{m(A,B,B,C),m(A,C,B,B)|m(A, D,B,C)}|{all b all c ((b * b = c & c




167:bc: {633,[exp|im|{m(A,B,B,C),m(A,C,B,B)|m(A, D,B,C)}|{all b all c ((b * b = c & c * b








169:bc: {634,[conj|0|im|{m(A,B,B,C),m(A,C,B,B)|eq(B,C)}|{all b all c ((b * b = c & c * b























174:bc: {640,[conj|0|eq|{m(A,B,B,C),m(A,C,B,B)|m(A,B,B,C),m(A,B,C,B)}|{all b all c ((b *









176:bc: {641,[conj|0|im|{m(A,B,B,C),m(A,B,C,B)|eq(B,C)}|{all b all c ((b * b = c & b * c























181:bc: {647,[conj|0|eq|{m(A,B,B,C)|m(A,B,B,C),m(A,C,C,B)}|{all b all c ((b * b = c) <->
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182:bc: {648,[exp|eq|{m(A,B,B,C)|m(A,B,B,C),m(A,C,C,B)}|{all b all c ((b * b = c) <-> (b













185:bc: {650,[exp|eq|{m(A,B,B,C)|m(A,C,C,B)}|{all b all c ((b * b = c) <-> (c * c = b))}|
{}|pr|[[1, 2],function]|9|[]],500,17}
185:[ap,bp,t,m]: [1113,440,1,1866192]
185:run time (excl. initialisation): 00:00:05.945
TIME TOTAL: AxiomProposer 3
TIME TOTAL: ConjectureForAll 89
TIME TOTAL: Compose 368
TIME TOTAL: EquivalenceReviewer 12
TIME TOTAL: AtfReporter 35
TIME TOTAL: ConjectureRepeatProposer 1
TIME TOTAL: ExampleFinder 36
TIME TOTAL: DefinitionCreatorSpawner 39
TIME TOTAL: Match 5
TIME TOTAL: TranslateOtter 17
TIME TOTAL: DefinitionReviewer 4
TIME TOTAL: MaceAxiomPopulator 67
TIME TOTAL: Negate 335
TIME TOTAL: DefinitionRepeatProposer 37
TIME TOTAL: ConjectureEquality 1
TIME TOTAL: Prover 4800
TIME TOTAL: ImplicationMaker 5
TIME TOTAL: Exists 3
TIME TOTAL: Housekeeping 72
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